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Abstract
In Me face of ecologicalcrises worldwide, govemments and conservationists have
come to one conclusion: centralized decision-making for natural resources management
does not work. Many conservationists am caling for conservation policies and practices
to "be tumed on their heads': so they are bottom-up and community-based. But the
answers to cornplex socio-ecological questions cannot be found in simple revenals of
management systems or in thetoncal twists, particularly since purely local level
management systems are often ineffective in the face of population pressure, new
technologies, multiple stakeholders and the increasing relwance of the cash economy for
resource users.
Co-management, "the shahg ofpowerand msponsibility beWeen the gommment
and localmource users",is fast gaining currency as a middte ground solution to situations
where both centralized and local-level management has failed. However, while there are
many benefits to CO-managementin theory, experts have noted there are relatively few
examples of where it is working well in pmctice. This observation has fuelled research into
the question of why: some have focussed on attempting to undentand the conditions and
design principles that might lead to success; othen have started probing fundamental
issues such as why states should be interested in devolving ''mai powei' through
decentralized environmental decision-making.
This thesis contributes to the dialogue by examining Vie issues underpinning the
CO-managementof protected areas with particular reference to the Central American
context. This region is beset by nurnerous challenges in the face of conttadictory extemal
demands that have resulted in policier leading to increasing - and often violent - socioenvironmental wnflicts relatedto protectedareas. Against this backdrop, -management
is seen not only as a tool for more democratic and better environmental decision-making
in the context of having to do more with less, but also as a potential vehicle for defusing
and addressing conflict.
Specifically, Misthesis documents and analyzes the only comanagement process
taking place in the context of national parks in Costa Rica, namely the joint management
of Cahuita National Park, a marine-terrestrial park located on the southem Canbbean
coast. When the park was established in 1978, the inhabitants (largely Afro-Canbbean)
were forced to Ieave their fams without receiving compensation for their lands, and many
tumed to tourism as a livelihood. This new livelihood was threatened in 1994, when the
govemment inaeased national park entrance fees to a level locals feared would mean the
end of tourism. In response, they staged a peaceful takeover of the parû, and
subsequently entered into negotiations with the govemment. The result was that in 1997,
the fint co-management arrangement in a national park was established in Costa Rica.
While the arrangement was infornial at first and wvered only a beachfmnt area of 2 km,
it received official sanction in 1998. when the mandate of the ManagementCornmittee was
expanded to decisionmaking over the entire park.

Cahuita's experience of moving from conflict with the state to collaboration mirron
a policy shift on behalf of the Govemment of Costa Rica away from centralized resources
management towards a process of "deconcentration, decentralka lion and
There is a lot riding on the possibilitythat the managementarrangement
democrati~ation'~.
established in Cahuita might be adapted in other pcotected arees in Costa Rica, which
wver over 25% of the country's temtory. The case is gaining increasing attention from
national and regional policymaken.
The general research objective of this thesis was to document and analyze the
ongoing process of conflict and collaboration between local people and govemment
officiais in the management in Cahuita National Park in order to help strengthen the
collaborative process, identify key lessons leamed, and wntribute to the ongoing
theoretical discussion about both the forces at play in CO-managementand conditions
required for success. Specific research objectives included undertaking a stakeholder
analysis; evaluating the structure, process and outcomes of the ManagementCommittee
of Cahuita NationalPark; examining Berkes' (1997) four hypotheseson conditions required
for successful co-management; and considering the replicability of the experience.
The objectives were met through six-and-a-half months of fieldwork conducted
collaborativelywith Marvin Fonseca, University of Costa Rica. The fieldwork took place in
three main stages over onaand-a-half yean (Feb. 1998 Sept. 1999). and was based on
a combination of participatory approaches ranging fmm those that were more extractive
(0.0. semi-structured intewiews) to those geared towards group learning and potential
empowerment (e.g.,participatory land-use mapping, group analysis and verificaüon, and
planning). The conceptual framework grounding the analysis draws on the literature of
common property theory, public participation, rural and organizational development,
conflict management and social leaming.
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The research revealed the co-management arrangement is undergoing many
growing pains with regards to its expanded mandate over the paik. and that a tragedy of
the commoners situation is occurring in terms of the exclusion of resource users from
neighbouring communities. However. the Committee has several important strengths to
build on. including potentiel for managing conflids, economic independence and the
involvement of community leaders.

At the theoretical level, the research provided insights into the various spheres,
sources and types of power at play in CO-management,and how they affect outcomes. In
particular. it underscored the important role played by 'people as enablers' of COmanagement, suggesting that CO-managementwill be strengthened and will likely not
lead to cosptation - if: 1) there are 'visionaries' in govemment agencies; 2) there are
leaders of al1 types in the community, there is cultural identity and community spirit; 3)
there is a willingness and cornmitment on behalf of the ca-managersto work together, and
they have partiwlar 'powers' (knowiedge;representation; penonalityandability/openness
to understand; and ability to speak in public and negotiate). Additional fadon enhancing
the negotiation and irnplementation of CO-managementinclude: access to a ttusted
mediator; economic resourcesand independence; l q a l authority and responsibility; ability
to forge alliances with extemal agents; democracy and ru!e of law.
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Chapter I
Introduction:
Flops, Flips and Middle Grounds

If the locus of action is to bs the community, conservation policies and prectices
must b8 turned on thsir heads. The approach must be bottom-up rather than top-down.
and the locd rather than the nationel. Dverse (rether then unrform)
environmentel velues and conservation prectices elso must be encouraged.

H m is why commonily-besed conservation becornes more revdcrtionery than evdutionery:
Such changss cdf for nothing k s s than a turneround in entrenched pditicel norms.

Chapter 1

Introduction: Flops, Flips and Middle Grounds
1.1 Introduction

If the locus of action is to be the community, conservation policies and practices must be
tumed on their heads. The appmach must be bottom-up ~ f h e than
r
topdown, and the
local rather than the national. Diverse (rather than unifom) environmental values and
conservation pmctices also must be encouraged. Hem is why community-based
conservationbecomes more mvolutionary than evolutionary: Such changes cal1for nothing
less than a tumamund in entmnched political noms.
David Western (1994)

-

In the face of ecological crises worldwide, governments and conservationists have
corne to one conclusion: centralized decisionmaking for natural resource management
does not work. Many conservationistsecho Westem's (1994) cal1for conservationpolicies
and practices to "LM tumed on theirheads", so they are bottom-up and community-based
rather than top-down and centralized. But while there is no doubt that a system flip in
conservation policies and practices is long overdue. the appropriateness of Westem's
image is questionable: local decision-making about the environment has been around for

many centuries, while state management has been around only for some 400 yean.
Consequently, a more appropriate framing of the issue would suggest that conservation
policier and practices have been on their heads, and need to be flipped onto their feet so
they are rooted at the local level.
But the answen to complex socio-ecological questions cannot be found in simple
revenals of management systems or in rhetorical twists. Scholars (e.g., McKean 1992;
Berkes 1997) have pointed out that purely local level management systems are often
ineffective in the face of populationpressure, new technologies, multiple stakeholden and
the increasing relevance of the cash economy for resource usen, al1 of which are
pressures which erode local level institutionsor "mies-in-use" (North 1990; Ostrom 1992).
They argue that comrnunity-based conservation initiatives that treat communities as
Uands, and do not see the need for communities to forge alliances with the state or
market systems. are destined to fail (e.g., Agrawal 1987; Murphree 1994).
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Clearly, then, the solution to situations where both centralized and local-level
management has failed, lies somewhere in between. Co-management, The shanng of
powerand responsibilitybetweenthe govemmentand localresource users"(Berùes et al.
l991), offers such a middle ground solution.

-

In theory, CO-management also known as joint-management, participatory
managementand collaborativemanagement- is a 'win-win-win' situation, resulting in more
cost-effective and efficient decisions that build on local knowledge and lead to better
chances at maintaining ecologica! integrity. Co-management spans a spectnrm of
arrangements based on varying degrees of community and state participation and power
balancing. It is a middle ground solution because it is based on compromises between
stakeholders, and is a process rather than an end point. The main assumptions
underpinning CO-managementare that local resource usen have a stake in conservation
and management, and that partnerships among govemment agencies, local communities
and ather resource users are essential (Berkes 1997).
Co-management is fast gaining currency among govemments and conservationists
worldwide as a viable alternative to conventional management approaches. In Canada, for
example, experts have recommended comanagement as a potential solution to some of
the management problems of fisheries; this was in response to the recognition that
centralized management had not been effective in warding off the collapse of the east and
west coast fisheries (NRTEE 1998). At the international level, the concept is also becoming
the subject of vigorous debate; in 1996, for example, the Worid Conservation Congress
struck up a Working Group on Collaborative Management to examine th9 benefits and
challenges of co-rnanagement intemationally.
But while some experts are pointing out the many benefits of CO-management,
othen

- particularly political ecologists -are questioningsome fundamental issues, such

as: W h y should state oflcia/sJwhen the centta/ mison d'état is to accumuIate authority,

matenal resoums and legitimacy, be interested in decentmlizing and devolving mal
power?" (Ribot and Agrawal 1998). They suggest that decentralization and

CO-

management may simply be a cover-up for centralization at the local level, a means for
Front CovrJlictto Collaboration

states to manipulate and yield power in spaces they could not have access to before (e.g.,
Ribot and Agrawal 1998; llED 1994; Murphree 1994). In light of the currency of the issue
and the rigorous debate around CO-management, much work needs to be done to

document and consolidate experiences to date, examine lessons leamed, probe the
fundamental issues underlying co-management. and identify conditions required for
success.
1.2 The Contribution of this Thesis: Going to the heart of the debate
1-2.1 General Contribution

This thesis contributes to the dialogue by exarnining CO-managementwithin the
context of protected areas, and specifically , national parks. This is a contmvenial topic
because it challenges several assumptions, induding:
That representativeterrestrial and marine areas should be set aside solely for the
purpose of recreation and scientific inquiry;
That the state should be the sole manager of state property; and
That western science is the best tool for managing protected areas.
Co-management of protected areas goes to the very heart of the debate on conservation,
questioning the validity of conventional conservation philosophiesthat posit conservation
as non-use or preservation.
1.2.2 S~ecificContribution

The specific contribution this thesis makes to the literature on w-management is
the documentation and analysis of the only co-management process taking place in the
context of national parks in Costa Rica, namely the joint management of Cahuita National
Park, a marine-terrestrial paik located on the southern Caribbean coast of the country
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1-1: Location of Cahuita National Park, Costa Rica
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Costa Rica is known for two things in the eyes of the international community: its
peaceful and democratic tradition, and its ambitious conservation agenda. Since 1948,
Costa Rica has not had a national amy. And since the 19709, it has established proteded
areas in over 2590 of its temtory. At the outset, these Iwo factors appear to go hand in
hand in what many regard as a progressive vision espoused by the Govemment of Costa
Rica. But the words of Alpheus Buchanan, a prominent leader of Cahuita, shed lignt on
the fact that it does not take an extemal threat to d i s ~ pthe
t peace in Costa Rica:

If the govemment is mally conmmed about pmtecting the ana, them is nobody
mom capable of p m s e ~ n git Man those who pmseNBd and pmtecteû it for more
then a hundred p a n . They can come and enjoy it with us as long as they mspect
our rights and our pmperty....
/f th8y ans intelligent they would reelize that you can? fundion a park in an a n a
whem peoplo are going to be hostik lf you take away ou? nghts, the people are
going to be hostile. and the tounsts an, not going to want to corne, and the park is
not going to be e W h (Palmer 1977).
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From Conflict to Cdaboration

Some of the most insidious conflicts have arisen from the govemrnentJscentralized,
''fentes and fines"appr0ach to conservation policy in the 1970s (Wells and Brandon 1992;

Solorzano 1997). The establishment of parks led to the expropriation of lands, and the
forced relocation of communities who were denied subsequent access to their lands and
resources. Clearîy, this approach was a recipe for conflict.
This thesis examines the impact of the establishment of Cahuita National Park on
the community of Cahuita, a largeiy Afro-Caribbean community, and on smailer

communities neighbouring the Park. It analyzes the innovative tactics Cahuitans used to
manage several conflict situations with the state over the last 30 yean, and evaluates the
collaborative management institution that emerged as a result of negotiations.
1.3 Importance of the Case

Documentationand evaluation of the Cahuita experience is of critical importance
at the local, national and international levels for several reasons:
At the local level: The case is important not only for local people living near Cahuita

National Park, but also for local people throughout the country and region who
want to assert greater control over the resources upon which they depend. For the
people directly affected by Cahuita National Park, the evaluation is of direct
relevance as it identifies strengths and weaknesses in the management
arrangement, which will help in strengthening the collaborative process. For other
local resource users the case provides valuable lessons on key elements required
for managing conflict situations effectively, negotiating collaborative agreements,
and moving collaborative processes forward so they become more appmpriate to
the local context.
At the national level: This analysis cornes at a cntical juncture in Costa Rican

policy-rnaking, as government officials work towards a process of udec~n~ntration,
decentmlizationanddemocm6'zation"ofnaturalresources management (Sol6rzano

1997). Govemment officials are actively searching for new ways of managing

Costa Rica's vast protected areas system. There is a lot riding on the possibility
that the management arrangement established in Cahuita National Park can serve
as an approach to be adapted in other conservationareas in Costa Rica. The case
has already been cited by Costa Rican policymakenas a success, making a close
analysis even more urgent.
A t the international level: The case contributes to the growing literature on co-

management, and serves as a sptingboard for discussion of theoretical questions
such as the conditions required to make co-management work in practice. In
particular, the thesis encourages cntical reflection on whose baselines and goals
are being used to measure success. It also probes the question of how far nationstates can go in ternis of devolving authority and responsibility to a comanagement board, particularly in the case of national parks. The Cahuita
experience encourages a bottom-up perspective, and a questioning of the types
of conditions that can lead to co-management as a potential vehicle for individual
and comrnunity empowerment, rather than state co-optation.
1.4 Project Context for the Documentation of the Case Study

The documentation of the Cahuita National Park case study was part of a
Mesoamerican Socio-Environmental Conflict Management Network (MSECMN) project
entitled Synthesis of Experience with Collaboative Decision-Makingh Central Arnerica.
The project was funded by Canada's International Development ResearchCentre (IDRC),
and its general objective was to enhance capacity and collaborative decision-making
among local, national and regional groups in order to improve the sustainable and
equitable management of natural resources in Central Arnerica. Specific objectives
included:
1)

To facilitate the participatory development of case studies of socio-environmental
conflicts, so as to strengthen the relationships between key acton, facilitate
collective analysis and identify appropriate solutions.
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To coordinate communication and training of local and regional acton conceming
the experience of collaborative management of natural resources through
workshops, cross-visits, and national and intemational meetings.
To synthesize in a participatory way the lessons leamed conceming the
management of socio-environmental conflicts so as to orientate research and
training on collaborative decision-making.
To consolidate mechanisms of exchange and coordination among national and

regional networks concemed with collaborative management of socioenvironmental conflicts and improvement of related public policies (IDRC 1997).
The idea to examine the Cahuita case within the Synthesis of Experience with
Collaborative Decision-Making in Central America project framework emerged from a

series of events. In Odober of 1997, the University of Peace (a MSECMN member)
organized a field trip to Cahuita for its course entitled "Alternative Resolution of SocioEnvironmentalConflicts". Coune leaders and participants discussed the conflict that had
taken place in Cahuita at two separate events: one with the administration and staff of the
Park, and another with memben of the community. One outcome of the course was that
in November 1997, the Ministry of Environment and Energy (MINA€), the Foundation for
Urban Development (FUDEU) and the MSECMN held a follow-up workshop entitled
"Principles of Alternative Conflict Resolution" in Bribri, the administrative capital of the
canton of Talamanca. The workshop included the participation of lndigenous groups,
members of various communities in the area including Cahuita, and MINA€
representatives. At this workshop the decision was made to undertake a project to
document the process of conflict and collaboration in Cahuita National Park, to begin in
the first few months of 1998.
In December 1997, Dr. Berkes was contacted by Prof. Girot of the University of
Costa Rica (also a member of MSECMN) regarding the potential involvement of Natural
Resowces Institute Masters students in the project. The hope was that this would forge
institutionallinkages between the University of Manitoba and the University of Costa Rica,
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and enable the shanng of approaches and experiences with regards to co-management
research.
It is within this context that the research for this thesis was undertaken. The

fieldwork component was funded largely by IDRC. The development of the fieldwork
objectives was a collaborative effort between Prof. Gimt and Master's Candidate Mawin
Fonseca of the Univenity of Costa Rica, Dr. Buckles of IDRC, Dr. Berkes and myself of
the University of Manitoba. In essence, they were tailored to fit to the objectives of the
IDRC-funded MESCMN Synthesis project. One deliverable specified in my contract with

lDRC was the CO-authoringof an article to be presented at the Seventh International
Association for the Study of Common Property Conference (Vancouver. June 10-14,
1998), which was subsequently published in the 1999 IDRC book Cultjvating Peace:
Conllict and Cdlaboation in Natuml Resource Management edited by Daniel Buckles.
1.5 Research Objectives

The general research objective of this Mesis is to document and analyze the
ongoing process of conflict and collaboration between local people and govemment
officiais in the management in Cahuita National Park in order to help strengthen the

collaborative process, identify key lessons leamed, and contribute to the ongoing
theoretical discussion about both the forces at play in CO-managementand the conditions
required for success.
Specific objectives are:

1)

To identify the stakeholders and their interests in the Park.

2)

To snalpe the structure, pmcess and outcornes of the Management Committee
of Cahuita National Park.

3)

To examine Berkes' (1997) hypotheses on conditions required for successful COmanagement; namely, that, assuming CO-managementis desirable and there is a
need for it, and that devolution of management power is possible and feasible,

there needs to be:

i) Appropriate local and govemmental institutions;
ii) Trust between the acton;
iii)Legal protection for local rights'; and

iv) Economic incentives for local communities to conserve the resource.
To identify lessons for those considering negotiating similar arrangements, and to

4)

consider whether the Cahuita experience can be replicated or adapted in other
conservation areas.
1.6 Methodological Framework in Brief

The research objectives were met through six-and-a-half months of fieldwork that

-

took place in three stages over one-and-a-half yean (Febniary 1998 August 1999). The
fieldwork was based on a combinationof participatoryapproaches aimed to strengthen the
collaborative management arrangement in the Park. In Stage 1 of the research (Febniary

-

1 May 30, 1998), fieldwork activities included direct and participant observation, semidirected and informal interviews, 2 community survey based on open-ended questions,
focus groups and participatory land-use rnapping. In Stage 2 (November 16, 1998 January 14, 1999). several workshops were held, including: a workshop at which the
preliminary results from Stage 1were presented back to the cornmunity for verifkation and
discussion; a participatory evaluation of the administration of the park; a women's
gathering; and a planning session for the Management Cornmittee of Cahuita National
Park. The main purpose of Stage 3 (August 2-16, 1999) was to finish writing a brochure
about the history and management of the Park from the perspective of Cahuita.

The conceptual framework grounding the reseanh draws on the literature of
cornmon property theory, public participation, rural and organizational developrnent,
conflict management and social leaming. Some of the evaluation tools and concepts
infoming the analysis include: stakeholder analysis (8.g.' Grimble and Chan (1995);
Amstein's (1969) ladder of citizen participationand Bomni-Feyerabend's (1996) adaptation

'ln response to IUCN findings that the legal status of CO-managementis key. Berkes (Pers.
comm., 2000) modified this hypothesis to its present form: There must be legal status of the COmanagement arrangement. I will focus my discussion on this updated version.

for protected areas; Rocha's (1997) ladder of empowennent and Seymoah (1997) self
empowennent cycle; Lederach's (1995) discussionon conflicttransformation; Lee's (1993)
characterirations of single-loop and double-loop leaming; Ostrom's eight (1990) design
principles for a rigorous institution; and Berkes' (1997) four hypotheses on conditions
required for successful CO-management.
1.7 Delimitations

Conflict management and CO-managementare evolutionary rather than static
processes, that move forward through a process of leaming by doing. Because this
analysis is limited to observations based on six-and-a-half months of field research, it
represents only a snapshot of a work in progress. Nonetheless, since its inception in
Febniary 1997, the collaborative arrangement in Cahuita National Park has come a long
way in ternis of consolidating its mandate and process. The field season coincided with
some major turning points in the arrangement, including a shift away from

CO-

administration of part of the Park to CO-managementof the entire Park, from an agreement
dependent on the will of the govemment to the establishment of a legally-sanctioned
management regime. While the field season was arbitrarily chosen, itwas a very propitious
time for observation, evaluation and working with the Management Committee to
strengthen the process.
1.8 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into ten chapters, including this introduction:

Chapter 2 frames the issues by reviewing relevant critical literature tracing the
evolution of co-management in the context of common property theory and
protected areas policy and pradice. After describing Hardin's (1968) parable
regarding the tragedy of the commons its three "pure" solutions

-

- privatization,

state management and communal management the chapter explains why

CO-

management has emerged as an alternative solution. It then traces the "change"
(Berkes 1999) in conservation philosophies and policies underpinning protected
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areas and national parks away from presewation towards sustainable use, and
away from centralized management towards cornmunity-based resources
management. It closes by touching on some the major conceptual and practical
problems in implementhg participatory management.

Chapter 3 links these issues to the Central American and Costa Rican contexts.
The chapter highlights the contradictory externat demands placed on Central
American countries, and the challenges Viey face in Qing to attain political
stability, econornic growth and environmentalprotection in the context of structural
adjustment prograrns and state refon. Regional efforts to integrate environmental
decision-making are outlined, and the types of collaborative management
arrangements for protected areas that have emerged are described. The final
section examines the Costa Rican policy, legal and institutional context for
participatory management of protected areas, setting the stage for the discussion
and analysis of the only case of participatory management in Costa Rica involving

a national park, namely Cahuita National Park.
Chapter 4 outlines the research methodology for the fieldwork. describing the

conceptual framework, the research team, and the project process and approach.
a

Chapter5 presents the Cahuita National Park case study . It describes the historical
background, and the process of conflict and collaboration in the park. The chapter
highlightsthe evolutionof the collaborative management institution from a Services
Cornmittee managing part of the park. to a Management Cornmittee with the
mandate to make decisions affecting the entire park.

a

Chapter 6 identifies and analyzes the various stakeholders in Cahuita National

Park. It also maps the resource use in the park. This analysis provides deeper
insights into the social orgeniration in Cahuita and its neighbouring cornmunities,
and enables reflection on the influence the various stakeholders have over
decisions affecting resoune use in the park and potential sources for conflict

Chapter 7 evaluates the structure, pmcess and outcomes of the Management

Cornmittee of Cahuita National Park in light of the stakeholder analysis,
perspectives expressed by various stakeholdenthroughout the heldwork and direct
observation. These are supplementedwith evaluation tools and concepts from the
literature on public participation, common property theory, rural development and
social leaming, arnong othen.
Chapïer 8 describes the process and outcornes of a planning session with the

Management Committee that focussed on addressing some of the institutional
weaknesses identified in the evaluation.
Chapter 9 engages the question: What forces are at play in CO-management,and

rn

which conditions are required for success? The chapter reviews some of the
c u m t thinking on these topics, examining in particular Berkes' (1997) four
hypotheses in light of the Cahuita experience. It hones in on the meaning of power
and empowerment in co-management, and proposesa preliminary typology for the
sources and types of power at play.

Chapter f O concludes the thesis by identifying the principal lessons leamed from
the Cahuita National Park case study, and discussing the expenence's replicability
in other conservation areas. It provides Management Cornmittee members' advice
Co others considering negotiating a sirnilar arrangement, and closes with some
refledions on the projed process, outcomes and future challenges for the
Management Committee.
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Chapter II
Framing the Issues:
Common Property Theory,
Protected Areas Policy and Practice

fi is not a coinudence thal biodiversily and cuîtural diversiîy are CO-inhabiîants,
for th8 latter hes devdoped in response as en adaptation to the former, end has in turn nurtured if.

Whik the celebralion of commun#y is a moue in the nght direction...

the impk'calions of turning ta commundy-based conservation have not been thoroughly explored.

Chapter II

Framing the Issues: Common Property
Theory, Protected Areas Policy and Practice
2.1 Introduction
Since the publication of Hardin's seminal essay The Tragedy of the Commons in
1968, there has been rigorous debate over his thesis that common property situations

necessarily lead to resource degradation andlor depletion if there is no govemment
intervention. Proponents of the tragedy of the commons argue that extemal regulations
or private property rights are the only way to ensure sustainable use of the commons (e.g.,
Welch cited in Ostrom 1987). Cntics point to many examples of common property regimes
that are both self-regulated and sustainable (e.g., Berkes 1987; McKean 1992; Netüng in
Ostmm 1987). They argue that Hardin's thesis is not an adequate analysis of the situation
because it does not consider the importance of local institutions, or the power they can
have in detemining sustainable resource use (e.g., North 1990).
Until recently, govemments and conservationists worldwide have taken the view
of Hardin's pmponents, and have had a central role in creating the niles of use for
cornmon pool resources. However, in the face of ecological crises, decision-maken are
increasingly recognizing the limitations of regulations imposed from the outside, and are
shifting their focus away from top-down, centralized management regimes to
decentralized, participatory community-based conservation schemes.
This chapter traces this (r)evolution in thinking. After a brief description of Hardin's
parable, it presents both views

on the commons debate. The three solutions most

cornrnonly proposeci by scholars are reviewed, as well as the problems associated with
each of these. The chapter describes the emergence of CO-managementas an alternative.
and discusses CO-managementwithin the context of protected areas policy. It doses by
highlighting some of the potential benefits and problerns in implementation.
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2.2 Co-management in the Context of Property Rights Theory
2.2.1 Open Access: 'The Traaedv of the Commons'

In his 1968 essay, Hardin tried
to explain the commons dilemma using

a parable about overgrazing in a
medieval English commons.

He

pointed out that if a herdsman added
an animal to the comrnon field, he
would have a positive gain of 1.
However, there would be a negative

Picture a pasture open to all...the rational herdsman
concludes t h d the on!v sensible course for him to
pursue is to add another animal to his herd... the
conclusion reached b.v each and every rational

Ir e r h i a n sliariilg d corrrrmts. TIiertiiri is ilje trq&v.
Each nran is locked into a Avsteni that compels hini to
increase his herd without lintif -- in a worfd that is
liniited. Ruin is the destinarion toward ivhich al1 men
rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society
that believes in thefierdom of the coninions. Freedoni
of the comnions brings ruin to all.

- Hurdin (1968)

effect of - l / n (wtiere n= the number of
herdsmen) for al1 other herdsmen. as more pressure would be exerted on the finite
resources of the commons; while the positive gain is the herdsman's own, the social cost
is shared by all. Hardin argued that rational individual herdsmen would inevitably keep on
adding animals until the commons would finally be depleted.
Critics have pointed out that Hardin's teminology was incorrect, and that he was
not in f a d refemng to cornmon propew, but to an open-access, laissez-faire (unregulated)

- or non-property - situation. They argue that common property is a social institution
(McCay and Acheson 1987), and that three types of 'pure' or basic common property
resources exist: private property (an individual or corporation has the right to regulate the
resource and exclude others); state property or state govemance (goverment has
exclusive rights to control access and regulate use); and communalpmpedy or common
pmpetfy (an identifiable group of users regulates the resource and can exclude others)

(Berkes 1996). In short, pure common propew resources are govemed by institutions or
rules of use (North 1990), while Hardin's parable "assumes away institutions and

M b a c k s " creating a free-for-al1 situation which is not sustainable (Berkes 1996).
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2.2.2 The Three Solutions to the Commons Dilemma and their Flaws

But the sustainability and viability of common property resources (also referred to
as common property goods) ultimately depends on the efficiency of their rules of use. as
well as extemal circumstances. There are problems with each of the three 'solutions' to the
commons dilemma, as is outlined below:
Private pmperty Research has proven that private property does not necessarily

lead to sustainable use (McCay and Acheson 1987). Individuals, companies or
groups often buy property with the intent to exhaust the property's resources in
order to maximize short-terni benefits. Also, convertingcommon propertyresources
into private property units such as individual transferable quotas (ITQs) is
problematic because quotas are uncertain predictions which could

-

- and have

led to ecological catastrophe; govemments often do not distribute the rights

under ITQs equitably, and there are problems with enforcement (Townsend and
Pooley 1995). Moreover lTQs could be bought up by a select few individuals or
corporations leading to a monopolistic or oligopolistic situation (Berkes 1996).

State pmperty or state govemance: Our scientific understanding of ecological
processes remains very partial. Regulations based on science-predidive models
have achieved modest success at best in protecting the commons. In the face of
this, taking local knowledge into consideration is, at the very least. prudent.
Whether attributable to the limitations of our knowledge, or, as Bromley (1991) has
suggested, to compt govemments with little interest in preserving natural
resources, the historical record demonstrates that regulation imoosed from the
outside is not the cure to 'the ill' of the commons.

Communal property or common pmperty: While scholan have found numerous
and diverse examples of common property management regimes that have
achieved sustainability (e.g., McCay and Acheson 1987; Ostmm et al. 1994;
Berkes 1989), Mey note that common property regimes more often lead to the
tragedy of the commons than to sustainability. Local-level, community-based
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management is often ineffective because of outsider interference, multiple
interests, centralized management and inter-jurisdictional problems. Many forces
put pressure on once-viable, small-scale, self-regulated management regimes.
including new technologies, population growth, and the transformation of
subsistence economies to cash economies (Berkes 1996).
Common-property resources (also referred to as common pool resources) "am a
c/ass of riesources for which exclusion is dificuit and joint use involves subtractability"

(Berkes 1989). Solving the commons dilemma therefore involves addressing the issues
of exclusion and subtrectabi/ity. Exclusion refen to the ability to exclude access to the

commons (Oakerson 1992). Subtractability refen to two things:
"Fint, any user of the commons subtracts from the tïow of benefils; what one
appmpnates...is unavailable to othen. Second,cumulative use by many individuals
wi//eventually subtmct from the total yieM of the commons over lime... It is the
second type of subtractability, wwhich mûuces the capacjty of a resoutce to
generate benelils, that gives n'se to the distinctive pmblem of the commons"
(Oakenon 1992).

Subtractability can be addressed by ensuring that t h e are efficient rules - i.e., efficient
institutions

- governing the use of common-pool resources.

The issues of exclusion and subtractability can be resolved fairîy easily in the case
of a relatively small, homogeneousgroup of usersworking within a well-delimited area that

is free from external pressures. But, as pointed out above, this situation is the exception
rather than the rule. So how c m exclusion and subtractability be addressed in situations
in which the interests at stake are diverse, the resource users make up a far from
hornogeneouscommunity, and there are external pressures on the commons in question?
Inweasing numben of people are hoping that the answer lies in the use of combinations
of state and common pmpety regimes, namely, CO-management.
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2.2.3 Co-manaciernent as a Res~onse
to 'The Traaedy of the Commons'
In theory, CO-managementis a 'win-win-win'situation for al1 stakeholden involved,
"a complementary situation in which evetybody offers sornething and m i v e s something

-

and the end msult is better management of the natuml riesoums" (Borrini in Bayon

1996).
Over the years, severai definitions of CO-managementhave emerged. Some critics

have pmposed broad definitions, such as "CO-managementis a bmad concept that coven

an assortment of managerial anangements" (Murphree 1989). Townsend and Pooley
(1995) note that The term CO-managementhas been used to span the spectrum fmm
purely consultative amngements to the CO-qua1status accordedindigenous tmaty fights",

-

adding that "this is a clearly bmad spectrum so bmad as to be almost meaningless."
Following this argument, other scholars have tried to give the concept meaning by
focussing on key elernents, such as "the sharing of power and responsibility beheen the
govemment and local m s o u m users" (Berkes et al. 1991). While some question whether
power can actually be shared among stakeholders (Girot, pers. comm., 1998), experts
from around the world agreed at the 1996 World Conservation Congress meeting that comanagement must involve the sharing of responsibility and authority over natural resource
management: "Co-management is a partnership in which govemmental agencies, local
communitiesand resource users, non-govemmentalorganizations and otherstakeholders
sham, as appropdate to each context, the authonty and responsibi/ityfor the management
of a specific temtoty or a set of msounes" (IUCN 1996).
To date there have been numerous cases of co-rnanagement of common pool
resources, includingfishedes, wildlife, forestry, watersheds and protected areas. Because
my thesis examines comanagement as a possible solution to multiple open-access
situations within a marine-terrestrialprotected area, I will focus the rest of this chapter on
framing the issues within a protected amas context.
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2.3 Comanagement in the Context of Protected Amas Policy

The above discussion centred on the tragedy of the commons, and located COmanagement among other attempts to address the dilemma posed by common property
resources. In other words, the discussion started by examining what is happening with
common pool resources, and worked its way out to reasons why CO-managementhas been
proposed as a possible management solution. This section takes a differenttack: it locates
CO-managementwithin the evolving understanding of the relationship between humans
and nature, and within shifts in perspective with regards to conservation and protected
amas policy.
2.3.1 The Backaround: The 'Yellowstone rnodel' and Exclusivitv

The idea of national parks originated in nineteenth century United States with the
establishment of Yellowstone National Park in 1872 (Bryan 1973). At this time, there was
vigorous debate about how bestto prevent the overexploitationof natural resources, which
led to two streams of thought. One strearn "allowed for the prudent use of natural

tesources &y humans,"and is exemplified by the seminal writing of Gifford Pinchot who
saw conservation in terms of development, efficiency of use and the promotion of the
common good, and whose wntings led to the establishment of govemment regulations for
industry and scientific inquiry into natural resources management. The other Stream was
founded on a preservationist philosophy that "kvoured the establishment of protected

amas and the minimkation of the exploitative use of nature" (Hanson 1986).
The rationale for the establishmentof national parks at the time
Yellowstone

- and particulariy

- was the preservation of scenic beauty and natural wonden for public

education and recreation (Ghimire 1994). People living near parks were perceived to be
the largest threat to preserving wildemess areas, as the conservation philosophy posited

-

that people interfered with nature. The Yellowstone or 'exclusive' management model
(Borrini-Feyerabend 1996)

- has since been replicated in many wuntnes, parücularly in

the developing world. In Asia and Africa, for example, national parks were established to
protect larger mammals for th8 recreation of foreign tounsts (Ghimire 1994).One result of
18
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this global adoption of the Yellowstone rnodel was that for years park rangers "moveû
people, sotnethes forcibly, fmm the land whem they had lived for centuriesJ'(Kemf 1993).

Today the rationale and incentives for establishing parks
developing countnes

-

- particularly in

have changed on account of international concem with

deforestation and loss of biodivenity, funding avaiiable for nature conservation, interest
in generating foreign exchange through tourism, and the potential of bioprospectingwithin
protected areas (Pimbert and Pretty 1997; Ghimire 1994). The result is mat many
developing countnes are rushing to expand the percentage of their tefritofles under
national park status. While from 1900-1949, fewer than 600 protected areas were
established worldwide, between 1950 and t 990, 3000 were established, with 1300 in the
1970s alone. Since the '50s, the greatest increase in park establishment has taken place
in the tropics (Ghimire 1994). It is estimated that about half of the existing protected areas

- and approximately 86Y0of those in Latin Arnerica - are inhabited (Amend and Amend
1992, 1995).
But the increase in national parks establishment has been parallelled by a
decreasing capacity of nation states to manage them. The consequence is a proliferation
of paper parùs govemed by ineffecüve fences and fines approaches (Wells and Brandon
1992). Even if states were effective in implementing the fences and fines policy, they

would be ineffective in achieving the purported goal of protecting biodiversity on two
counts: 1) most biodivenity lies beyond protected areas (Murphree 1994); and 2)
anthropogenic activity and human 'disturbance' is often directly linked to increased
biodiversity (Pimbert and Pretty 1997). Scholan are increasingly aware of the positive
feedbacks between natural, human-made and cultural capital, and the important role that
traditional knowledge systems have played in achieving sustainability and ensuring the
resilience of systems (Berkes 1993,96; Berkes and Folke 1997). According to Kothari
(1999, "itis not a coincidence that biodiwlsify andcultural diwmity a m CO-inhabitants,for
the latter has developed in msponse as an adaptation to the fomrer, and has in tum

nunuml if." If you remove one element from the picture

-

- namely people and their

knowledge the result may be a loss of systern resilience and biodiversity.
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The establishment of national parks intended strictiy for preservationand research
is not only ecologically, but socially unsustainable in the long-tem. While govemments and
private enterprises stand much to gain, the big 'losen' are the people whose livelihood
activities have been restrictedwithin these spaces. The result for local people is increased
poverty, "extmme antipathy towards orna1 conseivation measums", social conflict and
further environmental degradation as the people within or neighbouringparks start putting
more stress on the land buffering the park and commit destructive acts in parks in
retaiiation (Ghimire 1994). Many of these people have started turning to new activiiies on
account of the prohibition of resource use within parks and the influx of new types of

-

-

livelihood activities such as those linkedwith tourisrn and the services sector which has
led to the loss of local knowledgeof the resources, an important asset in effective resource
management.
In short, the exclusive model for protected areas may be viewed as unsustainable.
It is a product of a Cartesian, positivistic and urban world view that sees humankind as
separate from nature. Much literature is emerging to debunk the 'wildemess myth' on
which the Yellowstone model of protected areas is founded: critics have shown that the
idea of vast tracts of land devoid of human activity is an artificial construct, as such spaces
are non-existent, except perhaps in the Antarctic (e.g., Gomez-Pompa and Kaus 1992;
Lewis 1993; Berkes 1999).
A new trend of conservation thinking is emerging that is putting humans back in the

landscape, focussing on sustainable use and sustainability rather than on wtldemess
preservation, and voluntary rather than coercive conservation (e.g., Pimbert and Gujja
1997; Robinson and Redford 1997; Ghimire and Pirnbert 1997). In essence, this trend
blends aspects of the preservationist and 'prudent use' or 'wise use' philosophies posited

in the nineteenth century (Berkes 1999), and defines sustainability and conservation
broadly as "the management of human use of organisms or ecosystems to ensum such
use is sustainable. Besides sustainable use, conservelion includes protection,
maintenance,iehabilitation,mstomtion,andenhancement of populations and ecosysfems"

(IUCNIUNEPMMIF 1991).
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This 'inclusive' conservation approach is founded on the idea of the
interconnectedness of humans and nature as part of the same ecosystem, and that
sustainability can best be met 'iivhenthe individualswho am most directlyatWctedam also
fully involved M, detennining the objectives for which msoums aie to be managea and
eem a fair sham of the benefits from any exploitation of these msounes" (McNeely

1996a). These ideas are far from new, as seen in lndigenous world views; This is an
ancient appmach and local communities have nomaMy been the beneficaties and
custodians of their own conservation actions"(McNeely 1996b).

Sustainable use proponents have even gone so far as to debunk the idea of
national parks in favour of a more relevant category of protected area. such as 'village
parks' or 'cultural landscapes', which would be based on the interrelationbetween cultural
and biological divenity, and the notion of livelihood security (e.g., Ghimire and Pimbert
1997). Others (e.g., Brandon et al. 1998) have focussed on trying to adapt the concept of
protected areas to include humans and their activities
that exclude human use

- while retaining the idea of zones

- and there have been ongoing discussions in global fora to try

to develop appropriate categories (e.g., biosphere reserves).
The emerging trend towards conservation as sustainable use is best descnbed as
a paradigrn change (Berkes 1999) rather than a paradigrn shiR there is ongoing tension
between consenrationists who believe in the presewationist ethic, and those who believe
in sustainable use. A paradigrn shiR will have taken place only when the theory of
sustainable use becomes practice, and when govemments stait changing protectedareas
and other environmental policy and legislation accordingly.
Closing the gap between the idea that humans are separate from nature, and can
therefore possess and control it (the nature as resource view) and the idea that humans
are interconneded with and live in nature (the nature as ouf home view) may require a
fundamental rethinking of Western values (Halkyer 1995). This is a tall order given the
staunch resistanceto change and the increasing mornentum of globalization. But steps are
being taken to bridge that gap, which could minimize wnflict situations and lead to more
ecologically and socially sustainableconservationinitiatives. Two important developments
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towards this end are 1) the realigning of international and national policies regarding
protected areas to allow for sustainable use and the presence of people in parks; and 2)
the emergence of community-based conservation.
2.3.2 From Yellowstone to the 1990s: Attemotina to Realian

Proteded Area Cate~oriesand Policv with the ldeas of lnclusivity and Sustainable Use
The fint attempt to consolidate the poiicies regarding national parks in the Western
hemisphere came with the 1940 signing (and 1942 implementation) of the Washington
Convention (Convention on Nature Protection and Wild Life Preservation in the Western
Hemisphere).This Conventionheldthat the tetm 'national parktshould be used for an area
that is "established for the protection and pmservation of superlatiw scenery, nom and
fauna of national significance which the general public may enjoy and from which if may
benefit when placed underpublic control" (OAS 1940). In essence, it became a vehicle for
the promotion of the Yellowstone rnodel of national parks in the Westem hemisphere.
Since the Washington Convention, however, a series of IUCN initiatives and wodd
conferences have taken place to try to create additional criteria for protected areas, and
to adjust the concept of national parks totally exclusive of human inhabitation or activities.
These include:
The First World Conference on National Parks (Seattle, 1962), where the idea of

a 'zoning pnnciple' was developed. It was stated that:
70qualir5, as a national parû or quivalent m s e ~an
, area should enjoy
geneml legal protection against al1 human exploitation of its naluml
msourees and against a l other âemgation of ils integn'ty resulting from
human activity. WWh s o m departums f' this pfinciple may in practice
have to be alloweû, they should be wry exceptional and aiways treateâ as
exceptions".
The Conference dedared that
Exceptions maybejustiled to comrprivate nghts which existed b e f h the
mserve was cmatedl such as lesidsnliel nghts or rights to praclise
agricultural, pastoral, mining or quenying activitiesl ahways pmvided that
these tights am conkeû to a small part of the ama. They should seMom
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be petmanent and theirredernptionor temination should be anticipated in
the long tem.. . In ci/~:urnstances
such as those descnbed, it is impossible
to cover the status of a pmtected ama by a single definition; if would be
necessary to invoke the 'zoningprinciple' and give as full details as possible
of the patticular situation" (International Commission on National Parks
1963 in Amend and Arnend 1992).

The IOth General Assernbly of the IUCN (New Delhi, 1969), which attempted to
establish a single. permanent, worldwide definition of national parks as:
"a mlatively large ama (1) whem one or severel ecosystems am not
materially altemd by human exploitation and occupation; whem plant and

animal species, geomorphological sites and habitats are of special
scientitic, educative and mreative interest, or which contains a natural
landscape of great beauty and (2) whem the highest competent authonty
of the country has taken steps lo pmvent or to eliminate as soon as
possible the exploitation or occupation in the whole area and to enforce
eflbctively the mspect of ecological,geomorphoIogica/or aesthetic îbatums
which have leâ to its establishment and (3) whem visitols am alloweû to
enter, under special conditions, for inspirational, educative, cultural and

The Second Worîd Congress
Table 2-1 :
Zoning for National Park8 Agmd Upon et IUCN'r
11'" C3eneral A8.smbly
(Banff, 1072)

on NationalParks (Yellowstone
and Grand Teton, 1972), and
subsequent

IUCN general

1. Protected natural zones: (a) strictly natural zone (b)
Managed natural zone (c) Wilderness zone.

assemblies, where the New
Delhi definition of national paik
definition
although

was

accepted,

some additional

explanatory notes were made,
including:

2. Protected anthropological zones: (a) Natural biotic
zone (b) Cultivated landscape (c) Site of special
interest

I

3. Protected historical or archaeological zones:

(a) Archaeological sites (b) Historic sites.

irnplementing a

tiered system of protection zones in national parks (Table 2-1); providing that "the
establishment of pmtected amas should not lead to the didocation of natiue
peoples and theirindigenous /if&-styîe should not be dis~pted,
providing that these
in themselws do not lead to a mûuction of the ecological integnty of the aman

(Eidsvik 199û); and recognizing that villages and inhabitants that do not belong to
an ethnic group and do not live in a protected anthropological zone exist within the
boundaries of some national parûs. and that these parks should not lose their
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status on account of this, particularly if they are properly zoned and the inhabitants
do not decrease the "effectiveprotection of the mmaining aman(1UCN 1985).
A Framework for the Classificationof Terrestrial and Marine ProtectedAreas (IUCN

1990). a document which sought to eliminate "any exploitation or intensive
occupation of the ana" protected by national park status (Eidsvik 1990).
The iVth Worid Congress of National Parks and Protected Areas (Caracas, 1992),
which recommended a revision of the protected area management categories
outlined in the 1990 IUCN Framework for the Classification of Terrestrial and
Manne ProtectedAreas, changes to the New Delhi definition of national park. and
the establishment of a new category VI, the 'managed resource protected area.'
The XIX General Assembly of the IUCN (Buenos Aires, 1994), which adopted the
changes suggested at the IVth World Congress, and led to the publication of the
Guidelines for ProtectedArea Management(IUCN 1994). Protectedarea is defined
as "an area of land andhr sea specially dedicated to the protection and
maintenance of biological diversity, and of natural and associated cultural
resounes, and managed through legal or other effecive means." Depending on
the management objectives, the following categories of protected area were
identified: I Strict Nature reserveMlilderness Area (strict protection); II National
Park (ecosystem conservation and recreation); III Natural Monument (conservation

of natural features); IV HabitaVSpecies Management Area (conservation through
active management); V Protected Landscapeiseascape (landscapelseascape
conservation and recreation); and VI Managed Resource Protected Area
(sustainable use of natural ecosystems

- at least two-thirds of the area must be

in its natural state). National park is defined as
"a natuml a m of land and/or sea, designated to (a) protecl the ecological
integnty of one or r o m ecosystems forpmsent and ktum generations, (b)
exclude exploitation or occupation that is inimical to the assigned purposes
of the a m , and (c) pmvide a foundation for spiritual, scientific, educational,
mcmational and visitor oppottunities, al/ of which must be envimnmentally
and c u l t ~ l compatible.
y
"
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a

The World Conservation Congress (Montreal, 1996), where a workshop on comanagement was held, and Working Group on Collaborative Management was
struck.

a

The Firot Latin American Parks Congress (Santa Marta, Columbia, May 1997),
where comanagement and the issue of people in parks was discussed.

ln addition to changes to inciude human pressnce and activities within protected
areas in international policy documents, an important development in conservationcircles
over the last decades is an apparent move towards community-based conservation.
2.3.3 Communitv-Based Conservation: Puttina Humans Back in the Landscape

In recent years there has been
increased recognition that natural
resource management is far more
effective when local people
particularly resource users

- and
- are

No longer is comnruniîy seen os an impedinîent to
progressive social change. I t now has becunle the
/ocus of thinking on devolution of power, meaningfiri
participation, and cultural autonom+v.Fer, rhe
resurgence of community in writings l a c h CI critical

edge.

- Agruwwl(1997)

directîy involved. Some of the benefits
of user input are better regulations based on local knowledge, and easier enforcernent

Mrough social wntrols (Townsend and Pooley 1995). It also provides users with the
opportunity to strengthen existing local level institutions that are vulnerable to erosion.
Government agendes also benefit. not only becauseof the detailed knowledge possessed
by local resource usen, but also financially, because resource users can "help gather

infomtion that is valuable, so [ g o v e m m t agencies] do not have to spend so much on
expensive scientific mseaiçh" (Hanson, pers. cornm, 1996).

Since the 1970s and 1980s, the concept of community-based conservation has

emerged as a means to maximite aie benefits of local participation in conservation.
Cornmunity-based conservation is founded on the following principbs:
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People will conserve natural resources when they are given the appropriate
incentives to do so;
Conservation action must be dynamic, adaptable and basedon sound science; and
Diversity in resource management is required to deal with diverse local situations
(McNeely 1996a).
But putting theory into pradice has been difficuit. Putting 'community' and 'participation'
back into natural resources management has been hampered by the conventional
approach to community-based conservation, which is far from nuanced, and by the
asymmetrical power-relations between state agencies and community actors.
Agrawal(1997) undencores this point in his article "Community in Conservation:
Beyond Enhantment and Disenchantment." He notes that "while the celebration of
community is a move in the right dimtion... the implications of tuming to community-based
conservation have not been thomughly explored." He coins the terni 'the mythic

community' to describe the conventional and prevalent conception of community among
wnservationists: narnely, "srna//homogeneous gmups using locally evolved noms to /ive
with nature hannoniously, managing tesources sustainably and equitably." But the reality

of communities is far from this mmantic notion. Communities are intimately connectedwith
extemal actors, including those within the market and the state. They are made up of
multiple actors with divergent interests and different access to resources and channels of
influence, and who forge layered alliances and institutions to influence political outcomes
both within and outside the community. By not rewgnizing the complexities and
heterogeneity inherent in communities, Agrawal argues, community-based conservation
initiatives have been off the mark.
While the theory has been flawed due to lack of nuance, there have also been
problems in implementation. Agency professionals still remain largely in control of prioritysetting, and the role of communities tends to be implementation of decisions made
elsewhere (Murphree 1994; IlED 1994).

2.3.4 Gettina Community-Based Conservation to Work

Experts have come up with a series of suggestions to help solve some of the
problems inherent in community-based conservation.
Pimbert and Pretty (1997) underscore the need for conservation professionals to
change their thinking and methods, and have devised a typology of conservation practices

which contrasts what they cal1 'biueprint' and 'learning-process' approaches (Table 2-23.
They advocate a shift away from 'normal' to 'new' professionalism, from teaching to
listening and leamingfrom communities, and from technical to communication skills. Along
with numerous critics (e.g.,Amstein 1969;Sarh 1996;Little 1997)'Pimbert and Pretty also
stress the nead for meaningful public participation that goes beyond consultative and
incentive-driven participation to embrace more interactive approaches.

-
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1able 2-2:
Biodivenity Conservation and Naturrl Resource Management Paradigms:
Contrasting Blueprint and Leaming-Process Approaches

I

Point of
departure

1 Keyword

I

Nature's diversity and its potential
commercial values

1 Strategic planning

1 Centralizrd, ideas originate in capital city
1 Locus
of
decision-making

I

The diversity of both people and
nature's values

1
1 Decentralired, ideas originate in village 1

1 Participation

1

1

Data coliection and planning awareness and action

First steps

1 Design
1 Static, by experts
1 Main resources 1 Central funds and technicians

1 Evolving, people involved
1 Local people and their assets

1 Methods, rules 1 Standardized, universal. fixed package 1 Diverse. local, varied basket of choicer
1 Anaiyiicd
1 Reductionid (natural science biar)
1 System, holistic
assumptions

h

I

Communication

hveluetion

1 ~nor

Sustained irnprovement and
performance

Spending budgets, cornpleting projects
on time

Management
focus

I

Vertical: orders down, reports up
---

External, intermittent

1 Buried

I

Lateral: mutual learning and sharing
experience

1 Internai, continuous
1 Ernbraced

--

Relstionship with
people

Controlling, policing, inducing,
motivating, dependency-creating; people
seen as 'beneficiaries'

Enabling, supporting, empowering;
people seen as actors

Associsted with

*Normalnprofessionalism

New professionalism

Outputs

1. Oiversity in conservation, and
uniformity in production (agriculture,
forestry, etc.)
2. The empowerment of professionals

1. Diversity as a principle of production
and conservation
2. The empowerment of people

Source: Pimbert and Pretty (1997)
Agrawal (1997) emphasizes the need for cornmunities to gain greater autonomy
and control in three action areas in order for comrnunity-based conservation to worù: 1)
creation of rules and practices around conservation; 2) irnplementation of these niles to
monitor user behaviour and to sanction those who break rules; and 3) adjudication of
disputes ansing in aie interpretation and application of rules. He points out that state
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agencies must relinquish control in these domains, and rewgnize that the "consenation
outcomes am, and always will bel unpmdictable." Community-based conservation is not

about providingguarantees, according to Agrawal, but about upholding "a set of appealing
ideas".

Çollowing this line of thought, he argues that for cornmunity-based conservation to
be more profitable, it must:
Be suppotted with a system of checks and balances among relevant stakeholders.
"Unchecûed authonty in the hands of community-level decision makers is as likely
to lead to perverse conservation outcornes as when extemal actors possess
unbn'dI8d power. "
Channel gmater authonty and power to local groups, who are traditionally the less

powerful, so that they c m f o m effective checks against arbitrary actions by other
powerful acton. Federated structures of community groups should be formed to
this end.
Focus on neasonable pmcesses of decision-making tather than on outcomes.

Different interests. especiallythose traditionally marginalized, rnust be represented
in decision-making; outcomes of the decision processes must feed back to
influence future decisions; and decision-maken must submit to periodic
performance reviews and be made accountable to their constituents. These points
are particularly important to avoid the formation of centralized structures at the
comrnunity level.
Ensure that localgmups have access to adequate funds forimplementing the tules
they cieate. These funds should be raised locally through contributions of usen,

so community groups do not depend on govemments. "Overtime, this wouldmean
that g o m m e n t agencies not just cede their authority to make d e s about
conservation, but that communify gmups also gain contmî overa lave proporfjon

of renewab/e msoums cunently managed by the state" (Agrawal1997).
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Communities are not homogenous. Nor are they severable from the myriad
connections to and influences of the social and political world of which they fom a part.
With increasing population growth and globalization, this connectivity and the
complications it entails for comrnunity-based natural resources management will become
more pronounced. The solution of community-basedconservation then is enoneous. and
is dependent on romanticand untenableassumptions. For his part, Murphree (1994) notes
that at the heart of the problems inherent in implementing community-based consenration
are two things: proprietorship and scale. He argues that in order for community-based
conservation to be successful, programs must be:

.

Community-based (the proprietary issue): that is, the community must have
proprietorship,"whichmeans sanctioned use nghts, including the right to detennine
the mode and extent of management and use. nghts olaccess and inclusion, and

the right to benefit fully from use and management";and
Community-based (the scale issue):that is, initiatives should be based on "interest-

gmup associations that am small enough to foster ptimaty relationships, collective
interest, and peer contml among pmprietary units" (Murphree 1994).

However, in most instances. 'isolated' community-based models of conservation
are not the answer. Like Agrawal (1997), Murphree points out that communities are
intimately linked with extemal actoon - namely the state and the market. He argues that

-

-

communities need allies including the state in order to realize their proprietary claims,
and get "assistance with collective agreements in order to ovetcome intemal division and
mach extemal actors."

Community-based conservation then, is nice in theory. but it often does not work
in practice. While the fulfilment of Agrawal's (1997) prerequisites would no doubt lead to
more successful community-based conservation initiatives, the very notion of communitybased conservationmust be questioned, given a world of increasingpopulation growth and
globalization. A more relevant approach given the complex forces at work is linking
community-based and state conservation through CO-management.
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2.3.5 Co-Manaaement and Protected Areas: The Middle Road

The distinction betweenparticipatory management.community-basedmanagement
and comanagement is often blurred in writings on conservation. So what are the
differences between these tenns? Renard's (1997) distinctions are very helpful in this
respect:
Collaborative management diffets from other forms of participatory management
in that it entails a conscious and onicial distribution of msponsibility, with the fomal
vesting of some authority. In this sense, CO-managementgoes beyond community
consultation and participatory planning to establish more durable, verifiable and
equitable foms of participation, in volving al1 relevant and legitimate stakeholders
in the management and conservation of msoums.
Co-management also diffen fmm what the literetum describes as "communitybased riesource management" because it mcognizes that it is not generally
possible nor desirable to vest al1 management authofity in the community. The
state should and will always retain some responsibility, if only for the provision of
an overall policy framework for conservation and management.
Co-management therefore responds to both Murphree (1994) and Agrawal's (1997)
concems about the need for building partnershipsand forging alliances in order to achieve

-

-

sustainability. and addresses at least in theory the issues of proprietonhip and scale.
Co-management is bom out of the realizaüon that "shanng power and
msponsibili~(Berkes et al. 1991) for the management of natural resources is mutually
beneficial for governments and communities for a variety of reasons. Within the context
of protected areas, it is evident that
neitherlocal communities nor gowmmsnt agencies alone will be able to conserve
protecteû amas and wildliilb. Communities lac& the #sources to tackle thteats or
ecological issues at a mgional scale, and in many places have lost their traditional
ethos and institutions; govsmments lack the necessary micro-knowledge, on-thespot humanpower, or e w n oRen the necessary mandate when other agencies
ovenule them...There Ir thenîbm a n W Q upIom prttnemhlp. In
corn, q u a / p.t?icip.nt.,
tesmarchem (Kothari 1995).
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Bomni-Feyerabend(1996) describes the characteristics of the partnership needed
between the vanous stakeholders in her definition of the collaborative management of
protected areas (PAS):
The terni 'collaboatiur,tnanagement'of protected amas mlers to a pattnership by
which valious stakeholden agme on sharing among themselves the management
functions, rights and responsibilities for a tenitory or set of tesoumes under
protected status. The stakeholders piimari/y include the agency in charge and
vanous associations of local riesidents and m s o u m users, but can also involve
nongovemmenfal orpanizations, local administraton, taditional authodties,
research institutions, businesses, and others.

She underscores that these partnerships are not always the best answer to particular
situations, and that practical expenence has shown co-management in protected areas is
advisable when the active cornmitment and collaborationof stakeholders are essential for
the management of the PA (e.g., when the PA'Stemtory is inhabited or privately owned),
and the access to the natural resources included in the PA are essential for local livelihood
secuflty and cultural survival.
FurUlerrnore, Borrini-Feyerabend (1996) posits that CO-managementmight be
beneficial if one or more of the following conditions are in place:
The local stakeholders have historically enjoyed customaryflegal rights over the
temtory at stake;
Local interests are strongly affected by the way in which the protected area ts

managed;
The decisions to be taken are complex or highly controvenial(e.g., different values
need to be hamonized or there is disagreement on the ownership status of the
land or natural resources);
The agency's previous management has clearly failed to produce the expected

tesults;
The various stakeholden are ready to collaborate and request to do so; and
There is ample time to negotiate.

Experts have noted the variety of CO-managementarrangements, and have
characterized them along a continuum of participation, ranging from 'mild' arrangements
in which community groups are consulted, to 'strong' arrangements in which stakeholders
are included on a management board, or there is a devolution of specific authority and
responsibility (e.g., Renard 1997; Borrini-Feyerabend 1996; McCay 1995; Pinkerton 1994;
Pomeroy 1995). Some scholan undencore that meaningful participation and 'true'
collaborativemanagementcan only occurwhenpower asymmetries have been addressed,
and when there is shared power and authority in decision-making (e.g., Berkes et al.

1991). Others emphasize that arrangements are context-specific, and that while in some
situations devolution of power and authority is appropriate, in others it is not: "There is no
'nght place'to b8 in the participation spectrum,"as arrangements are tailored to fit specific

historical and socio-political contexts (Bomni-Feyerabend 1996). Above all, comanagement is a process, and arrangements may move along the participationcontinuum
and change in time through 'learning by doing'.
2.3.6 Benefits and Potential Problems

The benefits of CO-managementare similar to those mentioned for communitybased conservation. In theory, CO-management:
Gives resource users more Say in decision-making, providing the opportunity for
resource usen to strengthen institutions goveming their activities;
Reduces the financial burden on govemments for natural resource management,
because the valuable information providedby resource usen means govemments

.

do not have to spend so much on expensive scientific research; and
Promotes peace and provides important fora for conflict resolution. Some comanagement institutions have even seen guerilla leaders sit at the same table as
govemment officials to try to resolve problems (Maldonado 1996).
But there are few examples of success. Some of the reasons include that co-

management can be costly to establish, requires a long-terni effort and patience, does not
provide immediate results (which could affect motivation), has a limited guarantee of
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success, and requires restructuring of govemment administrative arrangements and
policies (Berkes 1997). At the operational level, there are also mynad reasons for failure,
such as:
lnadequate identification of stakeholden and representation (Borrini in Bayon
1996);

Ambiguity of rights and decision-making authonty for CO-management
arrangements that are not entrenched in legislation (Campbell 1996);
Failure to respect the culture and knowledge of the various stakeholden (Usher
1993; Nakashima 1993);
Lack of communication arnong CO-managementboard members, and between the
board and local people (Cummings, pers. comm.. 1997);
Lack of organizational capacity, institutions, political leadership and technical
resources to support activities at the community level;
Lack of sustainable use of the natural resources in question. Agrawal (1997)
emphasizes that sirnply because a community has increased control over natural
resource management, this does not necessarily lead to sustainable use;
Cooption by powerful individuals for private interests, or manipulation by
governments for political ends (Borrini-Feyerabend 1996; Usher 1993); and
Lack of funding, interest and political will to cooperate.
This list is far from exhaustive, but it points Co the fragility of CO-management
arrangements. Given the growing attention that w-management is receiving as a possible
solution to the tragedy of the commons. reflection is urgently needed on what conditions
are required to enable the concept to work in practice. Focussing on co-management in
a proteded areas context is padcularîy important in light of the increase in the
establishment of parks, and the eculogical. social and cultural impacts parks have on the
environment and the people that live within or dose to parks.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter started by exarnining the tragedy of the commons, and the three
solutions most commonly proposed. After discussing problems with each of these
solutions. the chapter described the emergence of CO-managementas an alternative, and
discussed CO-managementwithin the context of ptotected areas policy. It closed by
highlighting some of the potential benefits and problems in implementation.
The next chapter links these issues to the Central American context. It describes
the Costa Rican policy, legal and institutional context in order to set the stage for the
presentation and analysis of the process of conflict and collaboration in Cahuita National
Park, Costa Rica. In addition, the more theoretical aspects of the issues outlined in this
chapter are probed further in chapter 9. where I examine criteria for successful comanagement in light of the Cahuita case study.
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Chapter 111

Linking the Issues:
Central America, Costa Rica
and Cahuita National Park

- .- -.

Management Cornmittee member Enrique Joseph presentingthe Cahuita
case at a regional workshop on decent&lized and collaboratke
environmental management in San José (April 1998)

for an international conference (Oecernkr 1998)

Chapter 111
Linking the Issues: Central America,
Costa Rica and Cahuita National Park
3.1 Linking the Issues: The Central Ametican Context
Like other regions worldwide, Central Ametica faces a situation in which dwindling
financial and human resources coupled with increasing declarations of protected areas is
making effective protected areas management increasingly difficult. In 1998, the Central
American Conservation Area System (SICAP) estimated that:

-

-

26% of Central America is under or will shortly be under protected area status
(674 protected amas in total, 286 of which are proposed);

there are approximately 1380 protectedareas officiais to care for these areas; and
there is therefore 'institutional presence' in only 30.7 % (or 204) protected areas in
Central America (McCarthy and Salas 1998), translating roughly to one warden per
5,000 hectares (Girot et al. 1998).

There is little training for parks officials, poor equipment and matenals, and a lack of
research programs. In addition, many protected areas in Central America contain
inhabitants, and are established in areas that are very ewnornically depressed. In
Panama, for example, 13 of the 14 declared national parlts
conservation

- which are intended for strict

- have wmmunities within their boundaries (McCarthy and Dimas 1998).

The result is the proliferation of 'paper parks', as well as the escalation of confiid between
local people and govemment officials in areas where local peoples' access to resources
has been restricted, andlor in which they have been forcefully removed without adequate
compensation. According to two remnt studies, protected areas and unresolved land
tenure issues are at the heart of some of Central America's most virulent conflicts
(Pendzich et al. 1994; Borel et al. 1999).
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These problems are inherently linked to complex regional and national socioeconomic and political processes spurred by a mix of international policies, interventions
and market forces that political ecologistshave called 'stnicturing agents' (e.g., Sandenon
1995). While an in-depth discussion of these is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is

important to point out that Central Arnerica has been the stage of much civil strife, several
violent civil wars, an unprecedentedlevel of environmental degradation and deforestation,
and high levels of poverty. While dictatorships and violence have been the n o n in most
countries, Central America is also home to one of the countries often cited as one of the
most peaceful and democratic in the world, namely Costa Rica.
Since the 1980s, as peace gradually retums to the region and efforts are made to

-

-

institute democracy, CentralAmencan countries including Costa Rica have beenfaced
with several contradictory demands: on the one hand, the International Monetary Fund
obliged wuntnes to irnplement structural adjustment programs (SAPs) to reduce national
debt which has resulted in cutbacks to social programs, an overall reduction of the
govemment apparatus, and many responsibilitiesbeingtransferredto the municipallevels;
on the other hand, there is increasing pressure for countries to institute environmental
protection programs and establish protected areas. Put al1 this in the context of
increasingly liberalized global trade and increasingly powerful multinational companies,
and it does not take a politicaleconomist to realize the overwhelming challenges faced by
Central American govemments trying to achieve not only political stability, but attempting

-

-

to reconcile and balance compettng dernands by extemal agents with the needs of
their people.
3.1.1 Reaional Efforts and Concerted Policv-Maîcina Reaardina the Environment

Several regional initiatives have been undertaken to consolidate efforts with
regardsto environment issues affecting the region, and to devetop economic opportunities,
institutional capacity and political stability. These include:
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The establishment in 1989 of the Central American Commission on Environment
and Development(CCAD), which works to "protectthe region's gmat biological and
ecosystem divienity, hcilitate mgional adoption of sustainable dewIopment
liîbstyles al ail levels, and coonlinate environmental education and training,
watershed and ecosystem pmtection, tropical forest pmservation, unian pollution
control. andtoxic substance managemenf (Figueres Olsen 1995).CCAD members

are elected by their govemments and are usually Ministers of the environment and
natural resources. This institution presented a Central Amencan Agenda for
Development and Environment at the 1992 Eadh Summit, and was an important
force behind the creation of the Central Arnerican Inter-PadiamentaryCommission
on the Environment.
The 1993 Convention for the Management and Conservation of Natural Forest
Ecosystems and the Development of Forest Plantations, ratified by al1 Central
American Govemments, which proposes a framework for revising regional forestry
codes, consolidating systems of protected areas, reforesting and rehabilitating
degraded lands, and focussingon management and productionin secondary forest
areas. Subsequently, the Central American Council on Forests was created to
bring together govemnient, fanner unions, industry and women's groups.

The 1992 Central American Convention on Biodiversity, "a mgional mechanism to
pmtect and conserve natumi amas for aesthetic, histotfcal, and scientilic masons"

(Figueres Olsen 1995).
The establishment of biosphere reserves, to proted core, transition and buffer
zones without jeopardidng the ecological integrity of the core area. Examples
include:the LaAmistad Conservationand Development Initiative, a 2.7-million acre
resewe which straddles the border between Panama and Costa Rica; the Rio
Bravo Conservation and Management Ana in Belize (manageci by the Nature
Conservancy, the program for Belize, USAIO, the MassachusettsAudobon Society
and Coca Cola Foods) which encourages the local harvesting of chicle for
internationalchewing gum manufactwen, to avoid intensive extraction in the area;
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the Las Minas Biosphere Reserve in Guatemala; the Maya Biosphere Reserve in
Guatemala's Petén department, where Conservation International, the Guatemala
National Council for Protected Areas and local communities are pmmoting
alternatives to slash-and-burnagriculture, cattle-ranching and destructive logging;
the Rio Platano Biosphere Reserve in Honduras; the Bosawas Biosphere Reserve
in Nicaragua; and Darien National Park in Panama.
The 1993 Central Amencan Convention on Clirnate Change, the development of

a regional council on climate change, and the ratification of the International
Framework Convention on Climate Change by Belize and Costa Rica, and signing
by El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama.
The 1994 Central American Alliance for Sustainable Development, launched by
U S . Vice-President Gore together with Central American psidents. The Alliance

has four goals: to make Central America a region where peace, freedom,
dernocracy and development will thrive by promoting a change in personal and
social attitudes in support of sustainable development in th8 political, econornic,
social, cultural and environmental domains; to ensure sustainable practices for
preservingregional biodiversity; to communicatethe Alliance's achievementsto the
international comrnunity so that Central American efforts will serve as an example
to others; and to permanentlystrengthen society's capacity to increaseparticipation
in the process of improving the present and future quality of life (Lash 1995).
Numerous initiatives by non-govemmental organizations to help with capacity
building, the establishment of civil society institutions and local Agenda 2 l s ,
spurred to a large extent by the Earth Council and the outcornes of the 1992 Earth
Summit.
Efforts to create a Central American Biological Corridor. Spurred by the Central
American Alliance in 1996, this US0 $70 million project aims to link and integrate

the management of protected areas from Mexico to Panama (Adalid 1996).
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While there is much to applaud in the efforts underway to try to focus on more
regionally concerted policy-making regatding the environment in Central America, as
pointed out above, people at the front-liner of trying to put policy into practice are
stniggling with having to do more with less, and working in conflidrîdden environments.
Those involved with protected areas policy and management are increasingly looking for

new models to help them fulfil their mandates.
3.2 Co-Management in Central America
Against this backdrop,CO-managementhas becomea hot topic in CentralAmerican
conservation circles. It was the subject of much discussion at the 1997 Latin Amefican
Congress on National Farks and Other Protected Areas (Santa Marta, Columbia, 21-28
May), which included a workshop on CO-managementof protected areas (Table 3-l), and
at the 1998 Central Amencan lndigenous Workshop on Protected Areas and the
Environment (Panama City. Panama, November 10-15) , among other fora.
Tabk 3-1:
Sekcted Recommendrtions From the Workshop on Comanagement at the
1997 Latin American Congreas on National Parlts and Other Protected Amas

Encourage the creation of a legal framework to support the decentrakation of environmental
management, local participation and co-management of protected areas, and where this exists,
develop and implernent conesponding regulations.
Encourage processes of decentrakation in public agencies in charge of the management of
natural resources, and throughout al1the countries in the region, strengthen local, decentralized
institutions of natural heritage management that are based on civil society.
Revise global management categories so they can be adapted to the realities of Latin America.
Propose new management categories that contemplate situations of CO-management,coadministration and participatory management, making explicit aspects such as dominion,
management and access to the resource.
Create a Latin American networlr of CO-managementinitiatives that allows the institutional
stakeholders,tocal stakeholders, researctiersand public officiais among many othen to have
access to a database of experiences of co-management, theoretical and practical literature,
participatory methodologies and legal frarneworks adapted to co-management initiatives. This
network should organize future gatherings to enable information-sharing about experiences, to
help channel efforts to document initiatives that are in pmgress and to encourage new comanagement initiatives in Latin American protected amas.

-

-

Source: Girot et al. (1 988), my translation
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Already, there is a wide array of participatory management of pmteded areas
experience in Central America. spanning from mete consultation with local people (e.g.,
Tortuguero National Park in Costa Rica) to situations in which local people are in total
control of protected area management (e.g., the Kuna Yala lndigenous People of
Panama) (Girot et. al 1998). According to SICAP, there are 89 participatory management
arrangements of protected areas in Central America (McCafthy and Salas 1998) (Table
Table 3-2:
Expariences of Participatory Management (PM)
of Protected Amas in Central America

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Country

1

Numôet of PM Exprriences

1

Belize

1

9

1

Guatemala

El Salvador

Nicaragua
Costa Rica

Panama
TOTAL

1

1
1
1
1

1

19

16

2
1

8
89

1

1
1
1
1
1

Source: McCarthy and Salas (1998)
It is important to point out that the working definition for CO-managementused to
identify the above cases was "an agreement with an intemsted party (anyane) in which
rules am establisheû by which that pady c m influence decision-making':and that these

arrangementsdo not necesserîly include localpeople (McCarthy,pers. wmm.. 1998).One

of the major players in Central American w-management arrangements is NGOs, and
agreements are often drafted between govemment and NGOs for the management of
pmtected areas (without specifying explicitly that local people must be involved in the
management). This situation is understandable in ligM of the fact that there has
traditionally been a large divide behmen the govemment and marginalized local
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communities in Central America. and NGOs are often seen as the most appropriate
mechanisrn to help bridge this gap and enable dialogue.
According to a delegate of the Ketchi People of Belize at the Central American
lndigenous Workshop on Protected Areas and the Environment (Panama, Novernber
1998): "We think it's better to have CO-managementwith other NGOs in order to balance
the govemmentk contml...Then, are NGOs that are on the side of lndigenous Peoples"

(Teul 1999). NGOs are often in the best position, and have the political. human and
financial resources required to enter into collaborative management arrangements. But
there have also been situations in which NGOs have attempted to coopt participatory
arrangements, and have caused problems for the local people, as has been reported in
the case of the establishment of the Miskito Coast Ptotected Area in Nicaragua
(Nietschmann 1997). Other acton involved in the participatory managementarrangements
identified in the table above include rnunicipaliües, communities, lndigenous groups,
research centres, univenities and foundations (McCarthy, pers. comm., 1998).
With regards to the legal and policy frameworks for CO-managementin Central
America, CO-managementis not a legally recognized or sanctioned type of arrangement
in most Central Amencan countries, and there have been no national policy frameworks
developed regardingcomanagement to date (Girotet al., 1998).Rather, the arrangements
that do exist are the outcomes of particular contexts

-

and sometimes confiicts

- and

have resulted in a divenity of arrangements ranging from those that are backed by law,
as is the case of Mombacho National Park in Nicaragua, to those that are backed by
agreements and memoranda of understanding, the latter two being the most comrnon
vehicles for establishing arrangements in the region (McCarthy 1998b) (Table 3-3).
Practitionen and consultants are currently working on categorizing the types of
experiences that do exist in order to develop a regional policy; the hope is that a proposed
regional policy will have more power to influence Ministen and national policy-making
(McCarthy, pers. comm.. 1998).
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Table 313:
Some Exampks of Co-Manigemnt in Progmss in Central Arnerican Protected Amas
Source: Girot et a1.(1008), my translation

-

Agreement with a reseamh centre: Barn Colorado Natural Mounument STRl
Panama

-

-

Apement with munkipalities: Yuscarhn Biological Resetve municipalities of
Oropoli, Guinope and Yuscarh Honduras

-

-

Açveement with a neighbourhood cornmittee: El Pino National Park neighbours of
the national park

- Guatemala

-

-

Agreement with an NGO: El Imposible National Park SalvaNATURA El Salvador

-

-

Agreement with a community: Cahuita National Park community of Cahuita Costa
Rica
Agreement with an lndigenous community: Corregimierito de Nagara No 1, Comarca
Kuna Yala Panama

-

Agreement in which an organization manages more than one protected areas: Tapir
Mountain Natural Resewe, Bird Cayes National Park, Blue Hole National Park,
Guanacaste National Park, Half Moon Caye National Park, Cokscomb Basin Wildlife
Reserve, Crooked Tree Wildlife Reserve Audobon Society Belize

-

-

In Belize and Honduras, agreements tend to be tri-partite, signed by the relevant
government agency, the localgovemment and the organizationrequestingthe agreement.
In Belize, agreements are signed by the Director of the Forestry Department, the civil
society group (NGO, community, association, etc.), and the Minister of Tourism and
Environment. The Ministerial signature gives the agreement high-level backing. The
Belizean govemment has also created a small fund ($10,000 USD) to help communities
start up co-management arrangements. and apparently has the greatest number of
participatory management agreements that involve CO-administration(McCarthy, pers.
comm., 1998). In Honduras, parties to the agreement indude the National Forest
Development Corporation (AFE-COHDEFOR) on behaîf of the government. the civil
society organization (NGO, community, association, etc.) and the municipalities involved
with the protected area. Here local authorities have the legal responsibility and authority
over the natural resources of its municipalities (Girot et al.. 1998).

Front Conflic! to CoUaborution

Another type of agreement to establish joint management is Panama's
'administrative concessions', a type of arrangement recently given legalsanction underthe
General Law on the Environment (Law No. 41). The Law stipulates that protected areas
will be regulated by the National Authority of the Environment, and can be delegated to
municipalities, provincial govemments, boards, foundations or private enterprise through
administrative concession, Le., a contractwhich allows an entity to engage in management
activities. conservation, protection and development of a protected area in an autonornous
manner (chapter II, article 2 in McCarthy 1998b).

In short, the diverse partic~patorymanagement arrangements that have emerged
in Central Amenca are the outcomes of the particular situations on the ground rather than
the result of concerted policy-making.

3.3 The Costa Rican Context
What stands out from the 89 Central American collaborative management
experiences identified Table 3-2 is that the country with the least number of participatory
management experiences in protected areas is Costa Rica. This is somewhat surprising
given that Costa Rica is by far the rnost stable and democratic country in the region, and
is the country with the most ambitious conservation agenda. So why are there so few

participatory management experiences in Costa Rica?
There are at least four potential reasons. Fint, according to some, Costa Rica is

"vety closed with regards to pmtected amas", and will most likely lag behind other
countries in the region because of the hold that the old, centralized way of protected areas
managementhas over some of those who have been involved in wnsewation for the last
few decades (McCarthy, pers. comm., 1998). This closedness is not surprising, in light of
the fact that protectedareas are considered Costa Rica's 'green gold': in 1996 the tourism
industry provided more income for Costa Rica (a total of US $688.8 million) than exports
of bananas (US $616 million) or coffee (US $367.8 million) (Institut0 Costafricense de

Turismo 1997), with an average of 43% of foreign tourists visiting the national parks
system from 1987 to 1997 (Proyecto Estado de la Nacion 1998). And between 1982 and
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1996 there was a significant increase in revenues from visiton to the protected areas

systern (Figure 3-1). In addition, bio-prospectingagreements to conduct research in Costa
Rica's protected areas have the potential to bnng in considerable income. For example,
the 1991 agreement between Costa Rica's Institute for Biodivenity (INBio) and the U.S.based multinational phamaceutical Company Merck, Sharp and Dohrne stipulates that in
retum for samples of plant, animal and microbial extracts supplied by INBio from Costa

-

Rica -the products of which Merck can patent and market exclusively Merck will provide
lNBio $US 1.lmillion to boost research. In addition, lNBio will receive a proportion of

license fees from future Merck patents based on the samples; INBio gives the National
Parks Foundation (a foundation primarily estaMished to handle funds fmm foreign donors)

onstenth of the actual budget, and 50% of future gains (Flitner 1998). Since the Merck
agreement, lNBio has signed six similar agreementswith other cornpanies and institutions
(Castro and Tattenbach 1998).
Figure 3-1: Growth in Number of Visitom and Revenues
from Admission Fees to Protected Amas in Costa Rica, 1982-1996

1 -e No. of visiton (in millions) +- Rmnues (US S millions) 1
Source: Castro and Tattenbach (1998)
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Second, Costa Rica's Minister of Environmentand Energy and high-leveldecisionmaken will need to be shown that CO-managementworks in order to be convinced about
the viability of implementing the concept in practice, according to Polimeni (pers. comm.,
1999), Costa Rica's Commissioner for Civil Society Participation.

Third, there are several examples of collaboration in Costa Rica's protected areas
that are not reflected in the above table as they either did not meet the consultants' criteria
(e.g., Gandoca Manzanillo Wildlife Reserve and Talamanca's lndigenous Reserve, both
in the La Amistad Caribe Conservation Area), or are at the beginning stages of a potential
collaborative management arrangement (e.g., Ballena Marine Park, Osa Conservation
Area) .
And fourth, the trend in Costa Rica has been towards privatization, and there are
several examples of protectedareas that have been established and are managedthrough
private initiatives (e.g., Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve. established and managed by
the Tropical Science Center).

But regardless of the lack of reported collaborative management cases in Costa
Rica to date, there are several reasons to believe that collaborative managementwill soon
be on the rise. These include:

1)

The Qht of the public to parlicjpate in decision-making with reganls to the
environment has mcently been enshhed in law.

The 1995 Ley Otgdnica del Ambiente (Organic Law on the Environment) is based
on the principle that both the State and private individuals should participate in the
conservation and sustainable use of Me environment, which the law declares is of public

use and social interest (Article 2, a). Article 6 deals with public participation, and obliges
the Govemment of the Republic, Municipalities and Local Govemments to promote the
active and organized participation of citizens in al1 decisions and actions regarding the

protection and improvement of the environment.
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2)

Thepdicy shiff and institutional changes away from centrelited,top-down natuml
resoums management towanls a p m s s of "deconcentration,decentralization

and democretization" (Soldnano 1997) (Table 3-4).
In 1995, the Govemment of Costa Rica introduced the National System of
Conservation Areas (Sistema Nacional de Areas de Conservacion (SINAC]) to take over
the administration of over 100 protected areas initially managed by a central office in San
José (legally backed by the Law on Biodivenity in 1998). The result has been the

establishment of 11 conservation areas covering the whole country, which are broken
down into even smaller managementareas. This restnicturingwas accompanied two yean
later (1997) by new policy guidelines for protected areas containing numerous references
to public participationand involving neighbounngcomrnunities.As Vaughan and Rodrigue2
(1999) have stated,

"SINAC promotes parficipation of al/ gmups, public and private, national and
international. who sham the cornmon obpctive of pmservation, restotation and
protection of ecological eguilib~umand biodiversity. Eventually SlNAC aspiries to
have the civil society be in charge of most aspects of management, concessions,
and mseatch, with the state involveû in kcilitation and shadng linancing matten
with civil society. SINAC now funetions as a technical oqanization decentralized
fmn MlNAE with a legal mandate which pemiils a gmat amount of tlexibiiity in
canying out ils mission. "
In addition, in 1998. the Ley de Biodiversidad (Law on Biodivenity) was passed,
which requires each Consewation Area to create a Regional Council consisting of NGOs,
interested communities, municipalities and public institutions in the Ares.' Among other
things, these Councils will: ovenee the implementation of SINAC's policies; ensure that
the needs of local people are integrated into each Area's planning and activities;
encourage muiti-sectotalparticipationin the analysis, discussion and search for solutions
to regional issues nlated to natural resources and the environment; approve the
strategies. policies, guidelines. plans and specific budgets for the ConservationArea; and
recomrnend to the National Council for Conservation Amas (a body consisting of the

-

'lt should be noted that the Law on Biodiversity and particularly the sections dealing with public
participation is currently the subject of much debate, and will likely be amended in the near future.

-
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Minister of Environment and Energy, the Director of SINAC, the Director of the National
Commissionon Biodivenity,the Directorsof each ConservationArea, and a representative
of each Conservation Area's Regional Council) the creation, modification or change in
category of its protected amas. The Law also provides for the establishment of Local
Councils where necessary (Articles 29-30).
Also in 1998, Executive Decree27485-MINAEwas passedwhich creates the Office
of Civil Society of MINAE as a vehide for facilitating public participation in environmental

management (Article 2). The Office is responsible for coordinating several programs,
including Costa Rica's Local Agenda 21. And finally, in 1999 intense consultations were
held with multiple stakeholder groups regarding Costa Rica's National Biodiversity
Strategy, showing the shift towards the inclusion of pluralistic perspectives in national
policy. Currently, discussions are undeiway to develop a Costa Rican Strategy for
Sustainability (ECO-S.O.S.), a process spearheaded by MINAE's office of Civil Society,
and supporied by the United Nations Development Program, IUCN and the Inter-Arnerican
Development Bank. The Strategy aims to include input from various stakeholders in order
to develop an integrated urnbrella strategy that will lead to the creation of policies in 12
different theme areas related to the environment (Lücke 2000).

3)

The need to deal with the outcornes of the incmase in establishment of pmtected

amas in the context of stnrcturat adjustment and decentralizafion, which include
lack of personnel and msoumts to care for Costa Rica's pmtected amas, and
increasedsocio-envimmentalconflicts with local people whose liwlihoodsecudty
has been affected.

Just like other countries in the region, in 1980 Costa Rica initiated a structural
adjustment program (SAP) that has been called "unemedicina amatga,"a bitter medicine
(Korten 1997). While the govemment struggled to reduce its national debt through debtfor-nature swaps and policies aimed at increasing economic growth through incentives to
increase foreign investmentsin agribusiness and other exports, critics charge that the net
effect of Costa Rica's SAP has been to accentuate those problems that it proposed to

solve, by:
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.

creating a dependency on international markets that leaves Costa Rica in a
position that is increasingly vulnerable in the face of the global market;
increasing the gap between capitalists and workers, in that it reduced domestic
incentives for workers within the country to buy the products destined for export;
consolidating the country's assets in the hands of transnational corporations that
largely control export operations;
accelerating deforestation due to the growth of agribusinesses (and tourisrn) in
forested areas, and in areas that used to be in the hands of smalt-scale famiers,

who now try to subsist by deforesting the infertile lands in the mountainous areas
(Korten 1997).
The irony is that while the Govemment of Costa Rica created incentives for the expansion
of agribusiness, it simultaneously rushed to establish protected areas, largely as a means
to stop the agricultural frontier.
The result has been an inability to care for these protected areas due to a lack of
human and financial resources, and the increase of conflicts. Many conflicts related to
protected areas that have their roots in some of the SAP policies - and in the exclusionary
knces and fines" (Wells and Brandon 1992) approach to conservation management in
the 1970s and 80s. Conflicts have erupted over:
The lack of consultation with comrnunities prior to the establishment of protected
areas, or consideration of the impact on their livelihood. A recent director of the
national conservation areas system describes the ptocess used in the 1970s to
establish parks:
"What the state did was to mate a park and assign a few armed guards to
defend it h m hunters and fannets who intended to work the land some
had been mcently expelled fmm their lands, and othen wem newcomen.

-

The tasuit wrs thattheneighbouringcommunitiesbecatm enemies of
the pirk, because th.y werr denieû rccess to rrrources upon which
they depended, or used fbr cultuml ~(~dlsoond'
(Soldrzano 1997, my
translation and ernphasis).

The process of land acquisition and lack of funds for compensation. Families
whose lands were expropriated expect to receive compensation, although many
do not possess the required documents to show they have title to their land. Add
to this the fact that the state does not have enough funds to pay those who do
have the appropriate paperwork and the result is a recipe for confused property
rights, conflid and environmental retaliation. In Guanacaste, for example, fires
were deliberately set because of lack of paymentfor expropriated lands, wiping out
iarge tracts of forest (Proyecto Estado de la Nacion 1998). SINAC (1999) estimates
that 43.63% of land within the protected areas system is within private hands
(15.Oï% of national parks), and would cost USD $66654,645,168 to acquire.

The invasion and occupation of land in protected areas. While some families
affected by protected areas changed their livelihood from subsistence activities to
tounsm activities, many continue to be subsistence fatmen. Some try to find land
in adjacent areas, but often agricultural land is scarce and land prices sharply
increase after protectedarea status is obtained. The result is that some small-sale
farmers have been forced to invade protected areas in search of land (Utting
1994). One example is the Carara Biological Reserve, where 3000 hectares of
secondary forests were segregated after having been invaded by land-seeking
peasants due to a shortage of land in the area (Brüggerman 1994).
Resource use in protected areas. Costa Rican protected areas legislation does not
allow resource use in strictly protected areas such as national parks and biological
reserves, with the exception of limited amounts of subsistence fishing in national
parks. However, hunting activities, turtle-egg gathering and other types of resource
use continue to take place, both by people who have traditionally used the
resources, as well as those who have not. This situation has led to violent clashes
with amed park wardens in some instances, and results in an 'al1 or nothing'
mindset in which resource usen take as much as they possibly can for fear they

may not have another chance.
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Tabk 3 4 : Miiestones in Costa Rica's Pmtected Amas History and Management
Sources: Wallace (1992); http:llwww.inbio.ac.cr~;
Lücûe (2000)

1939: Lmr No. 13 to PrP h and Iraru vdcanoss
19rlSlQ5th: 'Paper pulo"
1959: CarlWsln Consanratiorr Corporation established,
Cortr Rica's first NGO

The Washington Convmtion (Convention on Nature
Prdecüon and Wild Uh Premvatkri in the W d e m
Hemisphere) signed, but not pubtished until 1966
ForesQ Law No. 4465: Depitm8nt of National Paiks
establhhsd undtr the For*
Directorateof the
Miniary of Agriculture (MAG)

1960s: Creation of forestry rhssrves to protect
witeMhed6

Natiorial Parlai Law No. 6084: Indqmôent Natlorial
Park SwiCes created unâer MAG

197b onwards: t h Agricuitural Department
compensatad squatters for 'improvemts" in national
parb (Le., givsri moriey if they ckareâ the area)

Natifmal Pa- Fouruiatloncreatd to administar
foreign donations (spurred ôy the corrup(iori in the
Ministry of Agriculture)
Çundacidn Nwtropka created with the mandate of
ovmeeing the m a n a g r n t of buffer zones

mid-Late 198û6: DM-crisis; prionty to buy inhddings in
national parks

National Park Servica movsd to the newîy
conrolidated minidry of Natural Rewurces, Energy
and M l m (MIRENEM), which separateci rutural
fasources from agricuiture, and etevated conservath
to the csbind levei

Iate 1980saarîy 90s: DM-for-Nature swaps; shilt to
socio-economic view, promoting parks to local people
and environmental education

INBk created, an autoriomous, non-profid private
indiution (but phiksophiclliy and administmtively a
bmnch of SINAC)

Law on Wildlik ConsenWh, No. 7317
Orgenk Law of the Envkonnwnt, No. 7554
Crudian of the National Prdsctad Areas Syatm
(SINAC), and change in MIRENEM's name to the
Minirtry of Environmentrnd Energy (MINAE)
L w of BiodivsnRy, No. 7788

Erecuüw k r e e 2748WINAE p m d , creating the
Ofîke of Civil Sockty of MINA€

Costi R m Stmtm for Suttucubility (ECO-S.O.S.)

W v m t In(mWondConwWmr (and ditn C o d . R h rigrnd):
2onnntkm on CHmrte C
m anâ B b b # ~ dDhnnity (1SM); Clf ES (1975); RAMSAR (1971); G W Convention on
ntrlkctuit Propfty (1980); Law ofan &a (1991).
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In conclusion, recent changes in Costa Rica's kiws, policies and institutions related
to protected areas management and the environment pave the way for an increase in
public participation in the future. These changes, together with the need to address
SINAC's lack of human resources and to help defuse local conflicts related to protected
areas, make collaborative management a promising potential management alternative.
3.4 The Final Link: Cahuita National Park

This thesis examines the one Costa Rican participatory management of protected
areas experience SICAP has identifiedto date, namely the experience of Cahuita National
Park. It is a particularly interesting case as it involves collaborative management as the
outcome of a conflict resolution process. It draws lessons and insights not only for policy
maken and practitionen regarding appropriate institutions and participatory planning
among other things. but also for people who would like insights into how to negotiate and
have more Say over the resources on which they depend.
3.5 Conclusion

This chapter outlined the Central Amencan policy and institutional context for
protected areas and CO-management.It focussed on co-rnanagernent as a potential
vehicle for the socia-environmental conflicts that besetthe regionwith regardsto protected
areas. The chapter then presented the Costa Rican policy context, and the current
institutional and legislative environment, indicatirtg that although not many participatory
processes have been undertaken to date, there is a very enabling environment for future
initiatives. It closed highlighting the one case of CO-managementthat has been identified
in the context of national parks in Costa Rica, and that is the subjed of this thesis. Before
delving into the case of Cahuita National Park. however, the next chapter discusses the
fieldwork methodology used to gather the information on which the case study analysis is
based.
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Chapter /V

Research Methodology:
A Hybrid Approach

Mapping with Cahuita's Naturalist Guidas' Association (May 1998)

I

Co-researcher Marin Fonseca,
tasting a marine turite egg

I

-

W m n ' s gathering 33 women and swfne of their children attenâ8d (Dacambcf 1998)

Chapter IV

Research Methodology
This chapter outlines the conceptual framework of the research, discusses the
rationale behind the fieldwork approach, introduces the research team, and describes the
project process and activities.
4.1 The conceptual framewoik: A Hybrid Approach

The conceptual framework grounding the research draws on the literature of
common property theory. public participation, rural and organizational development,
conflict management and social leaming. As practitionen have pointed out (e.g., Steins
and Edwards 1998), such a hybrid or pluralistic approach is particularly helpful in the case
of cornplex, multiple-use common property regimes. such as protected areas.

Some of the concepts and tools used to shape the fieldwork methodology and
inform the analysis include:
From the literature on common property theory: Ostrom's eight (1990) design
principles for a rigorous institution and Berkes' (1997) four hypotheses on
conditions required for successful CO-management;

Fmm the literatute on public planning and participation: Amstein's (1969) ladder
of citizen participation. Bomni-Feyerabend's (1996) adaptation for protectedareas
and Rocha's (1997) ladder of empowement;

From the literature on rural and organizational development: Stakeholder analysis
(e.g., Grirnble and Chan 1995) and participatory research;
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From the literature on conflict management: Lederach's (1995) discussion on
conflict transformation and Seymoar's (1997) self empowerrnent cycle;
From the literature on social leaming: Lee's (1993) characterirations of single-loop
and double-loop Ieaming.
These will be discussed in detail as they are being applied in the analysis.
4.2 The Fialdwork Methodology: A Critical Reflection on the
Tools and Approaches Used

Just as the conceptual framework is a hybrid of various theories and concepts, sa
too the fieldwork methodology is a combination of diment tools and approaches, ranging
from those that are participatory and potentially empowering, to those that are primarily
extractive.
In the last few years, there has been increasing recognition of the need for
researchersworking in communities to shift away from conventionalextractive approaches
of collecting informationto more participatory, action-oriented methods of conducting L l d
work. In conventional extractive approaches. the community's needs are not factored into
the research agenda, and the community has no Say in how the research is being
conducted and to what end (e.g., Kinnaird and Hyma 1993). The assumption is that the
researcher is the repository of the knowtedge necessary to parse and analyze Me
information using concepts leamed outside the comrnunity in question. The informationis
taken out of the comrnunity for analysis, and findings are not shared with comrnunity
members. The outcome is that many local peoplefeel they are being 'researched to death',
and the findings are not benefiting the comrnunity or working towards solutions on the
ground.

-
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Participatory approaches such as Rural RapidAppraisal (RRA), Participatory Rural
Appraisal (PRA) and Participatory Action Research (PAR) were devebped in the 1980s
and 1990s to make research more relevant and economical, and ta root the information
gathering activities in the knowledge of the cornmunities being studied. While RRA is
essentially extractive - that is, the information is gathered and analyzed outside of the
community - and results in leaming by outsiden, it involves activities such as transects.
infonnal mapping and diagramming that are based on local knowledge (Chambers 1994,
1997). PRA is

a family of appmaches and methods to enable ruml people to share, enhance and
analyze their knowledge of lihand conditions, to plan and to ad.. . [lt] emphasizes
a reversa1of Ieaming, to leam with and from local people, dimctly.. . The mle of the
outside prolessionalis one of tàcilitating investigation, analysis, pmsentation and
leaming by ruralpeople themselv~s,so that they present and own the outcornes"
(Pimbert and Gujja 1997).
PRA goes beyond RRA in that it emphasizes group analysis, planning and action; it

recognizes not only the importance of local knowledge, but local people's capacity for
analysis (Table 4-1). PAR uses participatory techniques that overlap with RRA and PRA,
but its main focus is on "the underprivileged and on political action" (Chambers 1994):
FAR...works dimctly with local politicaPdevelopment capacities to bting mal, visible

organizational structures, effective local advocacy, and a durable change in power
dations with the centei'(Rennie and Singh 1996). In al1 three approaches, community
memben play a central role in docurnenting information; the hope in PRA and PAR is that
the research exercise leadsto community empowementand works towards solutions from
the ground up.
Tabk 4-1 : The RRA-PRA Continuum Source: Chambers (1997)
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Scholars have argued the pros and cons of conventional extractive and
participatory approaches (e.g., Chamben 1994, 1997; Rennie and Singh 1996; Huizer
1997; Kinnaird and Hyrna 19931, and have underscored that while extractive research
leaves much to be desired, participatory approaches are not without their problems: in the
end many projects that daim to be participatory are just as extractive as those that openly
use more traditional, scientific andlor quantitative approaches (Little 1994). As well, the

-

information gathered in participatory approaches may be biassed and inaccurate it may

even leave out important class, ethnicity and gender issues and perspectives (Sarin 7 998;

-

Kinnaird and Hyma 1993) and therefore verification and inclusive research designs are
important. Finally, the quality of participatory research depends on the experience and
abilities of the research team.
With these arguments in mind, the research methodology for this project combines
qualitative and participatory methods with scientific ngour (various perspectiveson issues
were sought and preliminary projectoutcomes were verified), while maintaininga solutionsoriented focus based on the needs of the situation on the ground. As will become evident
in the description of the project process and activities below. even though al1 of the
fieldwork activities involvedparticipation, some were primarily extractive and ledto leaming
by the researchen (e.g., semi-stnictured interviews), while others led to more leaming and

potential empowerment by the people involved (e.g., the participatory evaluation of the
Cahuita National Park administration and the ManagementCornmittee's planning session).
In essence, the research approach combines aspects of RRA, PRA and PAR:

-

RRA elements It includes analysis that is not participatory but draws on concepts
and evaluation tools leamed outside the comrnunity;

-

PRA elements All fielâwork activities were parücipatory, the findings were shared

and verified with the community, and a planningwofkshop was underlaken to begin
to address some of the issues identified in the information-gathering stage;

.

PAR elements

- Both wmmunity leaden and govemment decision-maken had

input into the process. Govemment decision-makers expressly asked that the

research lead to a restructuring of the curent management arrangement of
Cahuita National Park so that it becomes a more equitable and efficient body
(Cyrus, pen. comm. 1998).
Combining aspects of the vanous participatory approaches descnbed above was
appropriate in light of the fact that the research project and objectives were not conceived
by the community itself, but we wanted to ensure that project outcomes were relevant and

responded to needs identified throughout the project. The final combination of fieldwork
tools used was the outcome of the researchers' perceptions of what might work best to
meet our fieldwork objectives, together with input from research advisers, community
members and govemment officiais.
4.3 The Research Team

The field research team was comprised of two Master's students, Marvin Fonseca
Borras of the School of Geography, University of Costa Rica, and me, Viviane Weitzner,
Natural Resources Institute, University of Manitoba. Pascal Girot, Associate Professor,
School of Geography, University of Costa Rica, supervised the field work. Fikret Berkes,
Natural Resources Institute, Univenity of Manitoba, provided project guidance.
In addition, a small group of community members helpedguide the project process,
including Alpheus Buchanan, Antonio Mora, Enrique Joseph and Dexter Lewis. Project
guidance was also given by Edwin Cyrus, Director of the La Amistad Caribe Conservation
Area. Ongoing communication with these individuals took place throughout the fieldwork
to discuss and get feedback on ouf observations, preliminary resultsand upcoming project
activities. Field assistants included Lucia Chavania, who provided invaluable help with our
community survey in Cahuita, and Elvin Huertas, who played a key role in introducing us
to resource users in Hone Creek and Punta Riel.

4.4 Rewarchers' Teamwork, Goals and Division of Labour

The different backgrounds, skills and gender of the two field reseanhen played
a critical role in the outcomes of aie project and the quality of information gathered.
Mawin's familiarity with the local and national context, coupled with my background in
journalism and familiarity with common property t h û o ~provided
,
a complementary mix that
strengthened our methodology and analysis. For two people who were "thrownN3together
for six-and-a-half months to conduct community-based research, we were extremely lucky
in sharing the same ideas about how to go about our work, and the importance of: a)
gaining trust from community memben before starting the project process; b) respecting
the needs of community members regarding privacy (for example, we did not attend a
couple of critical meetings working towards resolving a conflict, because we did not want
to hamper peoples' ability to speak openly and honestly); and c) being constantly aware
that our work was first and foremost to help assess and strengthen the collaborative
management arrangement in Cahuita.

-

-

This is not to Say that it did not take some time and some testing! before Marvin
and I felt completely at ease working together as a team: a very large part of the leaming
process of this project revolved around negotiating and weaving together our various
expectations and ideas about the project, and our different working styles. From my
perspective, the success of our teamwork depended to a large extent on my ability to draw

on the Latina-part of my upbringing, and the values and way of life I had learned during
the 13 yean I spent growing up in a coastal community in Southem Spain. This, coupled
with Marvin's openness in listening to different ideas

approaches

- and willingness to try out new

- helped bridge the potentiel North-South cultural gap. Our ongoing

'~eitherof us had much notice thst we would be working with each other on this project: 1 had
less than one month's notice (and was uncertain whether 1 would be examining Cahuita or another
protected area), while Marvin had even less. We were also at different levels of preparedness: Marvin had
been discussing this project as a Master's thesis for some time and had sorne well-formed ideas about the
methodology he wanted to pursue, while I had very little tirne to get up to speed on the context and issues
at stake, although 1 too had some definite ideas on the approach I wanted to take. Considering these
irnbalances and differences at the beginning, the s p d with which we became cohesive as a team was
remarkiable.
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discussions and reflectionson our teamwork added an important dimensionto the leaming
and project process.
Our goals during our stay in Cahuita were to be respectful; to leam by listening and
partaking in community activities; to remain flexible in ternis of our process by adapting
and responding to situations as they arose; to be inclusive and try not to appear to take
sides; and to give back to the community in whichever way possible. One of the greatest
benafits of our approach was that we developed our research methodology in the field.
This helped ensure that the questions - and process - responded appropriately to the
situation.
Gender and personality were important detenninants in who we 'connected' with
in the field. While Marvin had a special affinity speaking with Cahuita's Rastafarians, for
example, I was better able to connect with the women in the town, and could attend
meetings for and by women. In addition, we were able ta cummunicate in the language of
choice of each penon: interviewees were given the choice of speaking either Spanish or
English, and were accommodatedaccordingly. All interviewguides and project frarnework
rnatenals were available in both Spanish and English.
There was no formal division of labour. I spent more time in the field, as Maniin
retumed to San Jose for up to three days per week. However, the programmed project
activities were shared equally.
As the Cahuitan Dexter Lewis put it, our role was in essence to enable Cahuitans
70 tell our stow, the story of conflict and collaboration in Cahuita National Park (pers.

comm., 1998). We saw our pfimary task in the field os gathenng the infonation from the
local people in their own words and pictures. Our hope was to strengthenthe collaborative
management in place in Cahuita National Park by: a) analyzing the information gathered
udng current tools for evaluating common property resources and collaborative
management arrangements; b) presenting our observations back to aie cornmunity and
govemment officiais for group analysis; and c) facilitating a planning workshop regarding
the next steps requind to strengaien the collaborative arrangement. As the project

progressed, it became evident that community memben and MlNAE officiais started
regarding us as advisors to their process, asking for advice on a variety of issues. Not
taking sides on these issues, and tfying to enable those who sought advice to come up
with their own solutions, became an increasingly difficult balancing act.
4.5 Project Process
As outlined in the introduction to this thesis, several events took place leading up

to the fieldwork component of this project. Following the identified need to document the
process of conflict and collaboration in Cahuita National Park that emerged from a series

of workshops held by the University of Peace, MSECMN and FUDEU, Prof. Girot
contacted Dr. Berkes regarding potential Master's students to work on the project. Shortly
after developing a proposal for IDRC to fund my part of the research (Marvin's was funded
diredy by MSECMN and FUDEU)

- and IDRC's acceptance of this proposal - the

fieldwork started in February, 1998.
The initial agreement with IDRC was for four months of research leading up to the
presentation of the results at the Seventh International Association for the Study of
Common Property Conference in (Vancouver, June 10-14.1 998). However, after this fint
stage of research, my Thesis Cornmittee agreed that an additional two-to-three months of
fieldwork was needed to bring back the preliminary findings to the comrnunity for
dissemination and verification. A second proposal was submitted to IDRC to fund both
Marvin and my work for the second stage of fieldwork. Finally, a third 'stage' of research
took place, which was more of an opportunity than a planned research stage. Berkes
agreed to subsidize a two-week stay in Costa Rica which I tacked-on to a trip to attend a
conference in El Salvador. In short, the fieldwork took place in three main stages over the
course of one-and-a-half years:

Stage 2 - wnfication, workshops and planning session - November 16, 1998 Stage 1 infomration-gathering F e b ~ a r y1 May 30, 1998;

.

January 14, 1999; and

-
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- August 2-1 6,1999.
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While I have characterized each stage by the main type of activityfies taking place.
it is importantto point out that several information-gatheringactivities occurred throughout
the whole project process, and were not merely confined to Stage A . These activities
includedliteraturesearches. participant and direct observation(particularly at Management
Cornmittee and community organization meetings), and informai gatherings. In addition,
Mawin visited Cahuita in between the three stages of fieldwork, and camed out some
project-related activities. With this in mind, the following section describes the principal
research acüvities that took place duting each 'main' stage of the fieldwork as

characterized above.
4.6 Project Activities and Rationale

-

4.6.1 Staae 1: Information-Gatherina (Febniarvl May 30, 1998)

Figun 4-1: Projed Ptocess for Stage 1: Febniary 1-May 30, 1998

1) Pmsentations to Gowmment and Comrnunify Groups and Individuals, Building Tmst,

and Dewloping Field Methodology
The first fieldwork activity was an informa1presentation of our research project and
objectives at a staff meeting of the park administration in Cahuita National Park. The intent
was to introduce ounelves and to inform the park administration of the project scope
(rnany had already met Marvin at previous workshops). Marvin did most of the explaining
of the projeci, as at this stage he was far better versed than 1 was in the project context.

Two things became apparent in discussions following the brief presentation: 1) not
many people knew about the project; and 2) they wanted to know the tangible benefits of
the research for the park and the community of Cahuita. The suggestion was made that
we not delve into research activities immediately. but spend the following two weeks
presenting the project to the Management Committee of Cahuita National Park, and to
other individualsandlor organized groups in the Cahuita. Another suggestion was that the
research lead to a tangible benefit. such as a promotional video or a brochure for the park.
We explained that a video would not be possible given our resources and timing, but that
we could help write a brochure.

The following week we presentedour project at a Management Committee meeting
using flipcharts. Marvin and I took turns presentingthe information, and we highlightedthat
the park staff and administration had placed emphasis on the importance of tangible
benefits from out research. Committee members expressad interest in our project, and
supported the idea of a brochure for the park.
Subsequent informal conversations about our project were held with the president
of the Chamber of Tourism. individual rnembers of the Management Committee, Ministry
of Environment and Energy officiais and the vice-president of a women's group. These
were mostly to infom them about the project activities, rather than to get endorsement or
feedback.
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Besides becoming immened in the community, getting to know people, and trying
to establish rapport and trust before starting in on project activities, we spent the first three
weeks discussing and designing the main building blocks of our methodology and
developed the interview guides. In essence, we worked backwards, examining our
fieldwork objectives, and then brainstorming about the possible fieldwork tools we could
use for each. The final selection of fieldwork tools and the project process rernained
flexible, and was adapted to respond to particular situations as they arose.
2) Focus Gmup to Discuss Reef Access Conflict, and Participatory Mapping of the Reef

As a primary means to discuss and gather perspectives and information regarding
conflid management in Cahuita National Park, and specifically the conflict that had taken
place in Cahuita in 1994, we developed the idea of holding two 'working groups': one with
community memben in Cahuita, and one with MINAE officials. The intent was to examine
the different perceptions about the 1994 conflict in the park, to engage in group analysis
on conflict management interventions since then, and to discuss the current situation and
expectations with regards to the collaborative management in the park.
For the community working group, we designed colourful invitations which we

posted in several central locations in the community. The posters were an open invitation
to whomever wanted to attend a "Meeting to analyze the experience of conflict
management in Cahuita National Park". We invited a member of MSECMN to help cofacilitate the working group with Marvin, and Pascal Girot also attended. My primary task
was to note-take.
The eventwas attended by approximately 10 people (mostly fishers, tour operaton,
memben of the Management Cornmittee, a member of a women's group and other
community members). It quickly became apparent that participants did not want to speak
about the old conflict that had taken place in 1994. but were anxious to discuss a new

conflict that was brewing over access to the reef. We abandoned our original plan of
holding a CO-facilitatedwoiking group, and proceeded more along the lines of a focus
group with Marvin leading the discussion and questions. We spent approximately three

hours with the participants, focussing on their concems regarding this new conflict,
brainstorming on possible proposais they could bring to the negotiating table. and
discussing the management of the park in general and their hopes for the future. In order
to help visualize the conflict, we asked the participants to draw a map of the reef using
flipchart paper and colour marken. This map identified, among other things, the areas of
the reef that are in recuperation, the areas to which they take tourists. and those where
they do not take tourists.
For logistical reasons, the working group with MINAE did not take place. It was

difficult to set a meeting date and time, and again, Mawin and I sensed a lack of interest
in engaging in group analysis about the 1994 conflict. Instead, we spoke with individual
MINAE representatives about their experience of the conflict.
3) lnteMews with Management Committee, MlNAE and Community Oryanizations

DuringMarch to May, we held in-depth interviewswith the ManagementCommittee,
Ministry of Environmentand Energy officials and community organizations using interview
guides based on open-ended questions that were designed specifically for each type of
interviewee (Management Committee, MINAE, community group) (Appendix ?). Many of
the questions were designed to help examine Berkes' (1997) four hypotheses on preconditions for successful CO-management.
The objectives of the interviews with the Management Committee included:

.

To detemine the background, role and objective of the Management Cornmittee;

.

To detemine the role of individual members on the Management Comrnittee;

.

To identify the major interventions that have been made regarding park
management (i.e., decisions and irnplementation of decisions);

.

-

-

To identify management plans or rules of use designed in collaborationwith the
community;

.

To examine the perceptions of the impact of decisions on envimnmental haalth;

.

To determinecommunicationfeedback mechanisms(disseminationof information,
66
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community input);
To identify Committee member's perceptionsregardingthe major challenges facing
the park, how the Committee could be strengthened, and recommendations for
others interested in entering into a similar arrangement.
The objectives of the interviews with members of MlNAE included:
To identify the policies that affect the management of Cahuita National Park;
To determine MINAE's mandate and role with regards to the park's management;
To identify the management plans and regulations currently used to manage the
park, as well as how these are enforced;

To identify the types of activities and resource use that take place in Cahuita
National Park;
To find out about the state of the environmental health of the park.
The objectives of the interviews with community groups included:
To detemine the role and objectives of community organizations;

To examine their relationship or involvement with the management of the park;
To determine whether the Management Committee represents organizations'
interests adequately.
The five members of the Management Committee were interviewed, as well as a former
rnember. Two MlNAE officiais were interviewed(the Director of the ConservationArea and
the Area's legal counsel). Community organization representatives (mostly presidents or
vice-presidents) were interviewed from seven community organizations, including three
women's groups, the Naturalist Guides' Association, the Chamber of fourism. the
Development Association and a representative of a now defunct fisher's organization.
Mawin and Iwere often both present at each of these intenhews. Most were taperecorded and transcribed in order to capture the information accurately and in the voices
of the interviewees. Several interviewees handled the tape recorder themselves,
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controlling when it was stopped and started. Copious notes were taken during interviews
with peoplewho did not feel cornfortable with a tape recorder (which happened only once).
In order to facilitate the analysis of these interviews, hard copies were made and relevant
sections marked for easy access during writing.

We conducted a random household survey in Cahuita using a semi-directed
interview guide based on open-ended questions (Appendix 2). The main purpose was to
examine the feedback loops with regards to communication between the Management
Committee and community memben, to identify how people currently use the park, and
to get peoples' views on issues affecting the park. In addition, Me survey helped us gather
information about the impressions of community people with regards to the 1994 conflict,
and to find out whether

- and how - this incident had affected them.

The objectives of the community sunrey included:

.

To find out how the conflicts with the park have affected cornmunity members and
their families econornically, culturally and socially;
To identify how the community rnembers used the park before and after its
establishment (fishing, agriculture, medicinat plants, trees, hunting, etc.), and to

-

-

determine what portion of their incorne depended and stiH depends on this use;
To detemine whether community memben know about the Management

.

Committee, and how they perceive its role;
To identify community members' concems regarding the park;
To identify community memben' vision of the park and Cahuita for the future.
A total of 39 people were interviewed. The sample sire was based on spatial

gmupings of three houses (which we selected), using the latest map by the Costa Rican

Statistics and Census Bureau (1996). We used a 'Route Map' on which we listed all the
people in each of the houses chronologically: fint the head of the family (self-identified by
the family), the spouse (if appropriate), children (over 18 years of age) and other relatives.
Every third person on the list for each geographical conglomerate was interviewed.

These interviews, which lasted from 30-45 minutes, were conducted individually
either by Mawin or me. While most interviewees spoke Spanish and could therefore be
interviewed by either of us, there were several instances where foreigners or members of

the older generation preferred to speak in English (and soma foreigners German); I
undertook the interviews in these cases. In addition, we hired a field assistant who
conducted approximately five interviews. For the purpose of these interviews, notes were
recordedon the interview guide sheet. The informationwas subsequently hanscribed into
charts for analysis.
5) Participatory Mapping with Cahuita's Natualist Guides and
Resoum Usen in Neighbounng Cornmunilies

In the final two weeks of Stage 1, participatory rnapping exercises were conducted
with the Naturalist Guides' Association of Cahuita, and with resource users in the
neighbouring communities of Punta Riel and Hone Creek (considered by many to be
poachers as they hunt paca and iguana, gather turtle-eggs and sometimes hunt turtle).
This was undertaken to identify the type and location of resource use activities in the park,
and as a means to engage in conversation about resource users' concems. In addition,
for usen in neighbouring communities, the intent was to make explicit resource use that
had up until now either been denied or dealt with in a violent fashion, to i n f o n resource
users about the presence of the ManagementCornmittee, and to begin potentiallyopening
up a dialogue between these users and MINAE.
The mapping exercise with the Naturalist Guides took place at the community
centre in Cahuita over two hours, following our word-of-mouthinvitationto members. Using
flipchart paper and colour markers, the rnap started out as a very small map drawn on a
table by one person in consultation with other memben. Eventually, in response to
discussions around the table, the Guides decided to draw a far larger map using multiple
pieces of flipchart paper which they taped onto a wall of the comrnunity centre. All the
Guides joined in the endeavour to map the park and their activities.
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Mapping with neighbouiing cornmunities' resource users was a very sensitive
activity. We owe much to the help of Elvin Huertas, a Punta Riel comrnunity member (and
security guard in the park) who asked us to look into these issues when he heard about
our project, and who accompanied us in al1 our activities in Punta Riel and Hone Creek.
Without his help, it is very doubtful that we would have been able to approach the resource
users in these communities as successfully as we did.
Essentially, Huertas took us to the households of resource users he knew in the
neighbouring cornrnunities. He approachedthem, explaining our project and why we were
interested in speaking with them about their concems regarding the park and rnapping
their use. In response to the initial suspicion shown by most of these resource users, we
explained that we were not governrnent officiais, but students interested in their
perspectives and use of the park. We impressed on them that their perspectives were
important, and noted that in the future there might be room for increased dialogue with
MlNAE and the Management Committee regarding their concems. Following these
explanations, peoples' tensions decreased somewhat, and after further discussions, we
asked them if they would be willing to draw their use areas in the park. Sorne drew
individual maps, and in one case the exercise was a group endeavour. Often enthusiasm
for the exercise increased as the mapping progressed and discussions continued. The
outcorne was four individual rnaps, and one group map.
Besides rnapping, we discussed the expenences these resource usen have had
in ternis of livelihood security and interactions with the park staff. These conversations

-

went into even greater detail over an extended lunch essentially an ad hoc focus group

- comprised of approximately five resource usen Elvin Huertas identified as entirely
dependant on their activities in the park.

Marvin and I produced two newsletten dunng Stage 1 (Appendix 3). The first was
to highlight a conflict management exercise that we had seen the Management Committee
undertake. We also took the opportunity to infom the community about the existence and
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membenhip of the Management Committee and to introduce ourselves, out project, and
Our project objectives.
The second newsletter was written by mernben of the community, outlining the
various comrnunity groups in the community and their objectives. Many community
memben expressed interest and enthusiasm in converting the first newsletter we created
into an ongoing community newsletter, and so we helped train several in how to produce

and write a newsletter. This is discussed further in chapter 7, section 7.4.8.
7 ) Workshop Attendance and Dissemination of Pm/iminaty Results

The preliminary results of the case were presented at several different fora,
including:
The Central American Workshop on Decentralizedand CollaborativeManagement
of the Environment (Encuentm Centmamedcano sobre Manejo Descentralkado y
Colaborativo del Medio Ambiente) (San José, Costa Rica, 20-23 of April, 1998).At

this Workshop, EnriqueJoseph, a memberof Cahuita National Park's Management

Committee, presented the Cahuita experience with our assistance, and
disseminated a summary paper.
a

A May 1998 workshop hosted by IDRC and the World Bank in Washington DC.

Pascal Girot presented a poster of the Cahuita experience, and disseminated a
draft CO-authoredarticle.
a

The Seventh International Association for the Study of Common Property
Conference (Vancouver, June 10-14, 1998).

Marvin and I presented the

pteliminary results desuibed in the w-authored article, Weitzner and Fonseca
(1999).

In addition, Marvin and I explained our project process and methodology at a
documentation workshop of the MSECMN (March 25-27 in Palo Verde, Costa Rica). I was

also invited to give a seminar on cornmon property theory and CO-managementfor
members of the MSECMN.

4.6.2 Staae 2: Verifkation, Workshops and Planning (Nov. 16, 1998 - Jan. 14, 1999)
The objectives of Stage 2 were to:
present, verify and discuss the preliminary results of the first stage of research;
document the progress of the Management Committee over intervening months;
facilitate a planning workshop for the Management Committee;
attempt to open dialogue between the Management Cornmittee and other
communities neighbouring the park, and the Ministry of Environment and Energy
and these communities; and
gain a better understanding of the role of gender in decision-making in Cahuita.

-

Figure 4-2: Pioject Process for Stage 2: Nov. 16, '98 Jan. 14, '99

Stage 2 was geared more to local leaming and analysis than Stage 1, and included
a series of presentations, workshops and events based on participatory approaches.
Activities included:
1) Discussing and developing the methodology for Stage 2

Before going to the field, Marvin and I spent 10 days in San José discussing and
developing the methodology. A meeting with United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization - Forests, Trees and People (FAO-FTP) regional facilitator Carlos Brenes
helped focus the fieldwork approach. Meetings were also held with senior officials at the
regional office of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), and
information was gathered from the Ministry of Energy and the Environment (MINAE) and
the Costa Rican lnstitute of Tourism.
2) Presentation of msearih objectives to Management Cornmittee
Once in the field. we took the first available opportunity (November 30, 1998) to
present our research objectives to the Management Committee of Cahuita National Park.
Using a flipchart presentation. Marvin and I took tums explaining our objectives and
proposed activities. At the Committee's request, we added an objective to this stage of
our fieldwork, namely to help draft a brochure about the park from the perspective of the
community. We also set dates for upcoming activities, and took this opportunity to fomally
present the Management Committee wiai documents we had written ta date (our draft coauthored article in English [eventually published, Weitzner and Fonseca 19991, and a draft
CO-authoredarticle published by FUDEU in Spanish [eventually published, Fonseca and
Weitzner 1999).

3) Workshop to present and discuss pmliminary W n g s h m Stage 7
This workshop was held on Decernber 8,1998 in the community centre in Cahuita,
and its objectives were to:

select the Park Brochure Cornmittee;
a

present and discuss preliminary findings and recommendationsfrom the first stage
of the research process; and

a

discuss the evolution of the Management Committee during the intervening
months.
We distributed invitations to relevant parties (the Management Committee,

Conservation Area staff, NaturalistGuides),and invited other individuals by word of mouth.
Sixteen participants attended, including cuvent and former members of the Management
Committee, officials from the Ministry of Environment and Energy, park wardens, Naturalist
Guides and the community doctor.
Marvin and I CO-presentedand CO-facilitatedat this workshop. Following the
selection of the Park Brochuw Committee, a slide-show was heldto help place the Cahuita
expetience in an international context, and to make community mernben and govemment
officials aware that similar experiences are occumng elsewhere. Slides were shown of
some of Canada'sArctic CO-managementexperiences, followed by slides from our first visit
to Cahuita. This was very successful with the participants; the Management Committee
was interested in getting more information about similar experiences, and everyone
enjoyed seeing a retrospective of Cahuita (not to mention scenes of the Arctic!).
After this slide show, Marvin and I took tums presenting the preliminary results of
our work using flipcharts. Topics included observations on the evolution of the
collaboration between the governrnent and the community of Cahuita, some of the
weaknesses and strengths of the process and our preliminary recornmendations. We
asked participants to feel free to make comments throughout.
Participants were very receptive. adding to. conecting or qualifying our
observations. These comments were recorded on flipcharts for al1 to see. While some
participants became defensive when we pointed out some of the weaker aspects of the
collaborative process, others saw our observationsas an opportunity to start strengthening
it. One participant pointed out that m i l e hundreds of researchen had passed through

Cahuita, we were the only ones to present our results back to the community. We
expressed our interest and comrnitment in working with the Management Cornmittee to
address some of the weaknesses by facilitating an upcoming planning session. The
workshop ended with a dinner at one of the nicer establishments in town.
4) Parljcjpatory Evaluation of the Management of Cahuita National Park, Puetio Vargas

This event (held December 23,1998) was designed in cooperation with the then
park supenntendent,Alberto Jenkins. Jenkins asked us if we could facilitate a participatory
evaluation of the Park administration for the park wardens in Puerto Vargas, the
government-nin section of the Park. Jenkins. who became the park superintendent in
September, had been on a training coune in how to nin protected areas, and was aware
of the benefits of using a participatory approach in planning and evaluations. However. he
was not sure how to undertake such a task himself. With this in mind, we saw our task as
twofold: a) to CO-designand facilitate the event; and b) to provide the administrator with
a mode1that could be used in subsequent evaluations.
The evaluation was a full-day event which Mawin and I CO-facilitated.A total of six

park staff attended, including the superintendent The objectives were to analyze and
evaluate the work progressto date in Cahuita National Park. to identify priority actions. and
to begin the planningprocess of activities to be undertaken in 1999.The event was divided
into two sessions.
In the rnoming session, discussion took place on several key areas and functions
of park management, touching on the strengths (What are the things we have done well?),
weaknesses (What are the things that have not worked so well?) and potential options for
improvement and priorization. Key areas and activities discussed included: the
Management Cornmittee; roles and responsibilities of park staff; the administration of the
National Park; the Conservation Area administration; the Talarnanca subregion
administration; security in the park; visiton; and natural resources management.
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For each of these key areas, a flipchart was made outlining the three discussion
questions. The methodologywe used to beginthe discussion was anonymous wlour cards
on which participants wrote their observations. We then pasted them on the flipchart and
engaged in open discussion. It became clear, however, that this type of anonimity was not
needed, and that everyone was willing to participate and engage in open discussion after
people had warmed up. The group decided to abandon the former methodology. and the
activity proceeded with brainstorming and open dialogue instead, with participants'
comments recorded on the flipcharts. For the evaluation of the park administration, the

superintendent was asked to leave the room.
The afternoon session involved discussion of activities which theoretically should
take place in a national park. Main topics included: protection of the resource and visitor
safety; public use; research; monitoring; capacity-building and environmental education;
communication; administration. The methodology for this section involved flipcharts
containing each main topic and sub-topics, with a checklist indicating the assessment
participants gave each topic area: Le., whether current activities in this topic area were
considered good, regular or bad, and identification of options and prionties for action.
The minutes from this event were circulated arnong al1 participants and the
Conservation Area Director.The superintendent agreed he would prograrnactivities for the
upcaming year based on this evaluation. Park staff agreed to participate in the planning
session with the Management Cornmittee, where minutes from this event were also
distributed.
5) Women's Gathering

In order to supplement the informationwe had gathered from individual women on
the role of gender in decision-making, we explored the possibility of coordinating a group
event that would be bendicial both for our research and for the women participating. The
women's gathering, held December 27, was the outcome of discussions with some of
Cahuita's most prominentwomen. We asked them what type of event they thought would

be appropdate to get the women of Cahuita togeaier to discuss their role in decision76
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making in the community, or if this would be appropriate at all. Several women mentioned
that it had been a long time since different groups had the opportunity of getting together.
They noted that most workshops for women had focussed on their problems. From these

comments, we decided on an event that would bring the women of Cahuita together not
to work or to discuss problerns, but to celebrate and reflect on their successes over the last
year. This seemed particularly appropriate for an event taking place at the very end of the
year.
Our role in this event was to facilitate a space which the women would manage
themselves. We asked the presidents of three women's groups to speak about the
activities and successes of their groups; one of these women also volunteered to speak
about her experience as a member of the municipal govemment. While I was present at

-

-

the event, Marvin together with a couple of community men coordinated the logistics
for the dinner, and served the meal.
The tumout at this event was remarkable: it was the first time in many years that
so many of Cahuita's women

- 33 in total - had gathered. The result was a two-hour

talking circle, in which the three women leaders spoke about their experiences, and women
from other groups joined in. The event started off with a candle ceremony in which each
woman lit the candle of her neighbour, and while so doing, made a wish for her. Following
the discussions, the talking circle closed with another wishing game: a bal1 of yam was
thrown from one women to the other, with wishes made to each woman that caught the
ball. The result was a web of yam that then had to be de-webbed

- a symbolic way of

showing that the job can only be done by working together. Perhaps the biggest success
of the event was the dinner: it was hard to hear above the laughter and voices of the
women. Several women have started talking about making this dinner an annual event.
6) Pmsentation to the Oevelopment Association of Hone Cmek

On December 30, 1998 we attended a meeting of the local government in the
neighbounng cornmunity of Hone Creek (the Development Association of Hone Creek).
The rationale for doing this was to briefly introduceourselves and our project, to determine
whether the Association knew about the Management Cornmittee, to provide some
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-

backgroundinformationon the collaborative process in Cahuita National Park. and to invite
mernbers of the Association to the Management Committee planning workshop to take
place the 5-7 of January. Our hope was to pave the way for potential future dialogue
between the Association, MlNAEand the ManagementCornmittee, a need which had been
expressed by the park staff, and particularly the superintendent.
7) Planning Workshop for Cahuita National Park

Marvin and I organized and CO-facilitateda three-evening planning workshop on
January 5-7, 1999 at the community centre in Cahuita. This was the fint planning exercise
members of the community of Cahuita and MlNAE have undertakentogether. Inparticular,
it was designed to address the weaknesses of the Management Committee and park
administration identifiedin the first stage of research. The specific objectives. methodology
and outcornes of this planning session are described in detail in chapter 8. At this meeting
we distributed the minutes of the workshop at which we presented our preliminary results,
and the participatory evaluation of the park administration.
4.6.3 Staae 3

- Quick Update and Brochure-Writina (Auaust 2-16, 1999)

The objectives of Stage 3 were to bring back al1 the primary resource materials
back to the community (cassette tapes, maps); finish writing the brochure for the park
from the perspective of the community that had been started in Stage 2 (Appendix 4);
and get another snapshot of the progress of the Management Committee. Marvin and I
also took this opportunity to start writing a reflection on our project process and
teamwork.
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The Case of C a h ~
If the government is really concerned about protecting
presewing it than those who have preserved and protected if
h as long as i
corne and enjoy !t ~ i t us
If they are intelligent they would realize that you can't f~
going to be hostile. If you take away ou
and the tourists are not going to want to comç

"Mr. Gavitt's Calypso"
Cahuita National Park
National Parkers are going around,
lnto my farm they love to walk,
Telling everybody al1 around the town,
They Say, 'This is a National Park!"
They want to get a full detail,
How long 1 own thrs piece of land?
'No tell no lie or else you going to jall"
That's what they made me to understand.
They want to know my mother's name,
From whence she went and whence she came,
What kind of fellow was my father?
How long since he married to my mother
They want to know about my grandmother,
They want to know she religion,
What kind of fellow was my grandfather?
Ail of this they Say they must understand.
1 Say, 'Your question is hard for me,
Give me a chance and I will see,"
Finally 1 come to a conclusion,
' 1 find an answer to your question. "

My grandmother was an Anglican,
My grandfather Jonathan,
They got a little boy, he was very bad, 1 Say,
When the fellow dead, they were more than glad.
Me mother was Rebecca. an Israelite,
Me daddy was M l l e , an Amalekite,
When it come to me, 1 don't got no land,
I'm a true-born Calypsonian.

- Walter Gavin Ferguson

Chapter V

The Case of Cahuita National Park,
Costa Rica
5.1 The Context: From Cocoa and Coconuts to Conservation and Catering

5.1.1 The Reaional Context: Natural and Cultural Diversitv
Cahuita is located on Costa Rica's southern Caribbean coast in the canton of

-

Talarnanca, province of Limon (Figure 5-1). The province of Limon particularlythe canton
of Talamanca - is renowned for its natural and cultural diversity.
The province is of vital importance to the national economy and ecology: it boasts

th8 largest port in the country, and contains a variety of the country's most ecologically
important and diverse tropical forest ecosystems. These two factors, together with the
province's beautiful coconut tree-lined beaches,have made Limon a haven for investment:
there is ongoing exploitation by transnational banana and logging companies. and since
the 1980s, the tounsm industry has been an important economic force particularly for
coastal communities. Despite this natural richness, th8 region is one of the most
economically depressed in the country (Mora 1998a)' which puts increased pressure on
the natural resources.
In addition, the area is one of Costa Rica's most culturally diverse. Talamanca is
home to 85% of Costa Rica's lndigenous Peoples (Bnbri and Cabdcar, who used to live
near the coastal areas, but who now live mainly in or near Talamanca's mountain range),
a large populationof Afro-Canbbeans (who live along the coast), mestizofamen primarily
from the Costa Rica's central valley or Padfic region (who live mostly in the southern valley
of Talamanca), and foreignen primarily fmrn Asia, and more recently, from Europe and

North America (who are dispersed throughout the canton) (Calderon 1998).
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It is within this socio-economic and geographical context that the experience of

Cahuita unfolds. In the space of 15 years, the economy of this coastal comrnunity changed
frorn subsistence agriculture, hunting and fishing to tourism on account of three factors:
the creation of Cahuita National Park, the Monilia fungus which devastated the region's
cocoa crops, and the establishment of the road system which spurred the development of
the area's tourism industry. The natural beauty of Cahuita, its coral reef and diversity of
wildlife, together with its distinct mix of cultures, helped catalyze the transformation.

Figure 5-1 : Cahuita National Park and hkighbouring Communities

Sea

Source: Adapted from Weitzner and Fonseca (1999) and Vargas (1993)
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5.1.2 The Local Context: A Brief Histow of Cahuita
The first historical record to describe Cahuita (Pittier 1895) notes that the site was

a favourite fishing and turtle-hunting ground of the Miskito lndians from Nicaragua and
fishers from Panama. These fishen travelledto the site every year, following the northward
migration of green and hawksbill turtles; they built temporary fishing camps, cultivated the
land, and traded their goods with the Bribri and Cabecar lndigenous Peoples who lived
inland. According to Cahuitans, the cornrnunity was named by Miskito turtlers: the original
name Cawita means "point whem the caway tmes gmw" in Miskito. and refers to the vast
number of sangnllo

- caway or 'blood trees' - growing on the promontory known as

Cahuita Point (Palmer 1977).

The site was not permanently settled until 1828, when William Smith. an Englishspeaking Afro-Caribbean who travelled to Cahuita from Panama every year to hunt turtles,
made Cahuita his permanent home (Palmer 1977). By the end of the 1800s.the settlement
had grown to a conglomerationof some 20 houses locatedon the Point (Pittier 1895). This
expansion was due largely to the migration of Jamaicans

- and to a lesser extent Afro-

-

Caribbeans fmm other countnes in the Antilles to the area (Royal 1993). These settlen

came at first to buiM the railway to transport coffee from the central valley to the port city
of Limon, located 42 kilometres nom of Cahuita. Later, more were recruited by the United
Fruit Company to help build railways to transport bananas along the CaRbbean Coast, and
to work on the plantations that were expanding from Panama into Costa Rica (Palmer
1977). In 1903,Cahuita expetienced another wave of migration, this 4me English-speaking
Afro-Canbbeans fleeing Panama during its war of independence. Shortly after 1914, the
town of Cahuita was relocatedfrom Cahuita Point to its present site at the other end of the
beach. The land was purchased from William Smith and donated to the townspeople by

the president of Costa Rica, Alfredo Gonzdlez Flores, in gratitude for their having rescued
him from a sinking ship (OrtheHo 1972).

By 1915,the main livelihoodactivities of the setüers had shifted from turüe-hunting
to subsistencefanning and day jobs at the banana plantations in the area. However, when
the Panama disease hit the banana plantations in the 1930s, the region's economy
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the Panama disease hit the banana plantations in the 7930s, the region's economy
changed once again. The United FfUit Company al1 but abandoned its plantations on the
Canbbean coast, focussing its activities and setüng up new plantations in the Pacific. The
outcome was that local people tumed to cocoa production as an alternative, and started
organizing themselves into cocoa cooperatives (Royal 1993).
For many years the primary livelihood activities for Cahuitans revolved around

coma and - to a lesser degree - coconut production, supplemented by other subsistence
agricultural activities, fishing and hunting.Women participated in many of the activities and
were ptimarily responsible for cocoa drying and taking cave of the coconut walks; they
contnbuted to the economy of the household by selling coconut oil and baked goods
(Grant, pers. comm., 1998). Trading continuedwith the Bribri and Cabecar, and Cahuitans
also sold their goods in Lim6n. This way of life was preserved for many decades largely
because Cahuita was not accessible by road until 1976 (Palmer 1977).4
5.1.3 The 1970s: Conservation Hits Cahuita

The 1970s brought about a sea change for the community of Cahuita. In 1970, the
coral reef that lines Cahuita Point was declared a national monument

- without any

consultation with the community. The state wanted to protect the flora and fauna of the
area, the coral reefs, the historical artefacts in the area, and the various marine
ecosystems
The coral reef is consideted "the most important in the country because of ifs size
and numemus species of cota/;and because it is sumunded by high quality haches, and

contains objects of gmat historical interest for the country" (Executive Decree 1236-A, my

translation). The reef contains 35 species of corals, 140 species of molluscs, 44 types
' ~ a l r n e h(1977) folk-history of the Talemanca coast entitled 'What Ha~nen'provides a detailed
and vivid description of the coast's peoples and history. MeMnder and Duncan (1993) and Olien (1967)
provide in-depth analyses of the socio-cultural and political context of Costa Rica's Afro-Caribbean
population.
'AII quotes from Spanish sources have been translateâ into English. Moteover, u n l m taken from
Palmer (1977), al1 quotes from comrnunity members have been translated h m Spanish into English.
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of crustaceans, 128 varieties of algae and 123 types of fish. The terrestrial porüon includes
a variety of animal species, including howler monkeys, three-toed sloths, crab-eating

raccoons and white-nosed coatis, as well as important ecosystems, such as swamp
mangroves (Boza and Cevo 1998). Executive Decree-1236-A establishing the national
monument declared that the terrestrial portion would cover 1,067.9 hectares; the marine
portion, 22,400 hectares, including 600 hectares of reef. It strictly forbede forestry
activities,huntingandtrapping, turtlehuntingand turtle-egg gathering, extractionof corals,
and other commercial, agriculturai, industrial and other activities detrimental to the

resources of the national monument. Commercial and sports fishing would b8 subject to
restrictions aeemed necessary to protect the natural resources of the protected area.
For the community, this dedaration meant the end of a way of life that had endured
since the tum of the century. Cocoa producers were told they could not clean the
underbrush of their cocoa crops, coconut famers were told they could no longer manage
their coconut walks, and fishen were told their activities would be restri~ted.~
When
officials informed those who lived inside the national monument boundaries that they
would have to seIl their lands, the community objected. The resistance grew when the
community heard that the state was contemplating changing the category of protected
area to national park, whtch would mean even greater restrictions.
5.1.4 Cahuita Finhts Back
Spuned by growing community concems, an A d Hoc Commission of government
officials and community leaden was established in 1974 to review the community's needs
and propose amendments for consideration by the Legislative Assembly during its legal
review of the change in protected area category. Although Cahuita took the lead,
neighbouring communities were also consulted and asked for input. In 1977, the

-

Commission presented its report an Agreement between the community of Cahuita and

-

the govemment to President Oduber.

%almer (1977) notes there was much confusion among community memben regarding whid
activities were prohibited in the national monument due to mixed messages from government ofkials.
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The Agreement recognizedthat the local peoplewere a '~vourablefactofin ternis
of conserving the natural and cultural resources of the area. It stated that those people
living within the boundaries of the proposed park should continue to reside on their
property and engage in subsistence activities "as long as they do not extend beyond their
cumntly occupied amas nor change their traditional methods of work': The report also
recommended that a socio-economic study be conducted on land tenure in the park. A
1977 study revealed that 87% of the land was owned by small-scale faners, and, of

these, 93% did not want to seIl their land (Ramirez 1977). The community therefore had
a large stake in ensuring that the govemment pay heed to its proposed amendments.
But the govemment disregarded these proposed amendments when Cahuita
National Park was established in 1978. lnstead it forced the community members within
the park boundary to relocate, and denied them access to their coconut walks and fams.
The govemment agreed to offer compensation to those affected. However, because of
lack of funds and the fact that many owners did not have the necessary documents to
show title or possession, only a few people have actually received compensation.
Documents were available for only 25 of the 71 affected plots of land, and of these only
10 have been paid as of 1998 (MINAE 1997). Problems were further compounded with the

passage of the beachfront law (Ley Maritimo-Terrestre) in 1977. which elirninates private
property rights within the first 200 metres of the seashore, affecting all coastal residents.
It should be noted. however, that while the govemment's official position was to
relocate the community members and deny them access to their lands and resources, in

practice many still continued
lands'
When the
using
~ o n i l kfungus bit h e region in

the late 1970s and early 1980s,

I know hotcl is g w d business. but I 'm no, going to build a
hotel in Cahuita because we don 't want tourist business. We
want our own way of Ire.

- Cabuitv community member (Palmer 1977)

destroying 95% of the coma
crops, many famets decided to give up their cocoa farming adivities (Kutay 1984). Those
with m p s within the park boundaries were more disposed to seIl their land to the state,
and many who were previously against changing their livelihood to toufism tumed to the
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expanding industry as the only viable alternative. In short, in the space of 15 years, the
community of Cahuita was forced to change its source of livelihood from subsistance
agriculture, fishing and hunting to tourism because of the establishment of the national
park, the decimation of the area's cocoa crops, and the developrnent of tourism.
Today, tourism is the nurnber-one source of income for Cahuita. The population in
the district has grown from its initial 20 households to a population of 3,983, including the
town of Cahuita and sunounding settlements (Ministerio de Economia y Hacienda 1997).
The population in the town's centre numbers some 1091 (EBAIS 1998), and consists of
English-speaking Afro-Caribbeans, Spanish-speaking mestiros, people of Chinese origin
and a growing population of North American and European foreigners investing in the
tourism industry. There are appmximately 70 businesses in the town, ranging from tour
agencies and hotels to restaurants and bakeries (Cm2 1996), al1 of which depend on
tourism directly or indirectly.
Cleariy, the impact of this change has been large: several Cahuitan's daim their
culture is being emded, and link this erosion to the growing social problems in the town,
such as dnigs and alcoholism. A number of community organizations have cropped up to
help target these social problems, and other organizations are working to strengthen
Cahuitan's identity and cohesion. The organizations include: a theatre group that stages
the plays of Claudio Reid, a Cahuitan playwright and community leader who has written
several plays about important events in Cahuita's history, such as the Monilia plague; a
women's group that aims to empower,4fro-Caribbean women; and Ashanti, a musical band
that plays calypso.
Perhaps the greatest impact of the change from a subsistence economy has been
that on women. Women no longer have as many social spaces in which to meet as they
did before, and engaging in small-sale cottage industries is becoming more difficuît
(Grant, pers.comm., 1998). Moreover, many women choose not to attend events and
meetings held for them, becausethey fear reprimands from their husbands. Despite these
obstacles, there are three women's groups in Cahuita whose mernben are working hard
to empower themselves and to find new ways to support their families.
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Although the service sector haî increased, a small number of Cahuitans and
people from neighbouringcommunities still engage in traditional resourw-basedactivities.

-

-

CahuitaJs15 or so fishers seIl their catch pnmarily lobster and a variety of fish to local
restaurants and families and supplement their income taking tourists on sports-fishing and
snorkeling outings (Mairena, pers. comm., 1998). But resource usen in the neighbouring
communities of Punta Riel and Hone Creek have not diversified their economy, and 100%
of it depends on subsistence activities in and around the park, according to informal
intemiews. Toourism has not caught on in these communities, primarily because they are
not located on the beachfront, as is Cahuita. Many residents continue farming their lands
in the park, and engage in turtie-egg gathering, fishing, and turtle, iguana and small
rnammal hunting. A handful still engage in srnall-scale cocoa production.

In light of the importance of the tounsm industry for Cahuita, and the continuing
resource use by local peoples, any threats to the tourism industry or to access to resources
in the park are recipes for conflict.

5.2 The Conflict, Negotiations and Outcornes
5.2.1 Pfice Hike Threatens Cahuitans' Livelihood

Things came to a head on September 1, 1994, when the state imposed a nationwide price hike in park entrance fees for foreignen from 200 colones to 2,400 colones

-

-

from approximately $1to $15 USD an increase of over 10001(nationals would still pay
200 colones, approximately $.BO). If the govemment had its way, a foreign family of 4
would have to pay $60 US0 a day to visit Cahuita's beach; this would most certaainly mean
the death of the tourism industry in Cahuita. There were two main issues at stake for
Cahuita: economic survival (the state was once again threatening Cahuitans' livelihood)
and sovereignty (the community felt strongly that Playa Blanca, the beach adjacent to the
community, was its own beach).
In reaction to the increase in fees, the community organized a Cornmittee of
S t ~ g g l e(Cornite de Lucha) comprising three community leaders and the president of
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Cahuita's Oevelopment Association (the localelected govemment), and staged a peaceful
takeover of the park. One of the memben of the Committee of Struggle describes the
takeover:
When the pmblem emerged, the people took the park. W e took it in a pacitic way.
What we did was to sit next to the entrance of the park and play dominos. When
a tounst amved. we said: "Sir. don't pay. The cornmunity of Cahuita invites you to
enter the patû fme of charge." We knew we wen, in ourjust right, because we
knew Mat the Iaw backeû us given that many of us were rtill oweâ
compensation lor our lands (pen.comm., 1998, emphasis added).

According to others, the whole community mobilized: women made drinks and food, and
aven the schoolchildren were brought to Playa Blanca. As one Cahuitan woman describes
it, "lt was a party!"
Park officials left their ports at the entrance of the park near the town of Cahuita

(Playa Blanca), as well as at the entrance in Puerto Vargas, according to interviews with
community memben. There were soma incidents of vandalism of park officials' vehicles,

-

but no open violence. The Ministry of Resources, Energy and Mines (MIRENEM) now

-

known as the Ministry of Environment and Energy (MINAE) published advertisements in
the major national newspapen (such as El Republica and La Nacidn) waming tourists
about the confiict situation. and cautioning them not to visit Cahuita National Park.
According to community representatives,this had a disastrous impact on tourism. It also
compounded the resentment community members felt towards park officials.
5.2.2 Towards a Neaotiated Solution
Intense negotiations between the Committee of Struggle and MINAE ensued. The
Committee of Struggle maintained two initial positions: that the community of Cahuita
should control the entire park, and that the state should pay the remaining compensation
for expropriated lands. Both of these positions went beyond the expectations of the
community negotiators, but they took advantage of the situation to try to get as much out
of the negotiationsas possible. In the words of a prominent community leader and member
of the Committee of Struggle, W e knew that we couldnJtget evetything... but, hey, in a
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negotiation you have to ask for more than you want so in the end you get what you mally
n e e d (pers. comm., 1998).

In counterproposals,the community negotiating team argued for five kilometres of
beachfront inside the park, from Kelly Creek to Rio Perezoso (Figure 5-1). This was a
strategic move, because if the govemment agreed, the communitywould have free access
to the reef which, they argued,they had the capacity to manage. However, the government
countered that the conimunity did not possess the required capacity and hired a biologist
who wrote a report supporting the govemment's position (Cyrus, pers. comm., 1998).

-

The bottom line for the community - their primary interest was free access from
Kelly Creek to Rio Suarez, the two kilometres of beach adjacent to the community of
Cahuita. Without free access to this beach, 'We will die of hungef," according to leader
Alpheus Buchanan; he noted that tourists would look for other vacationing spots (in Tovar
1994). The position regarding payment for lands was far less urgent, as evidenced by the
fact that 20 yean had gone by without any collective action or upnsing to tackle the
situation.

On the other side, the government neededto strengthen the infrastructure, services
and conservation in national parks, and it wanted foreignen to pay a higher entrance fee
than nationals. By increasing the entrance fees for tourists in al1 of Costa Rica's parks, the
govemment could generate more income, white at the same time ensuring the selfsufficiency of protected areas. But its immediate interest was to remain in control of
Cahuita National Park. For this reason it was open to negotiationswith Cahuita (Table 5-1).
In the negotiation process, the Cornmittee of Struggle represented Cahuita's
tourism interests,the positionof m m u n i t y members whose lands had been expropriated
without compensation, and the interests of the comrnunity at large. MlNAErepresentedthe
interests of the state. The Defensoria de los Habitantes de la RepUblica, Costa Rica's
Ombudspenon, acted as mediator. 60th parties trusted the mediator, and she played a
key role in opening the dialogue between the parties that eventually led to the Agreement

of Cooperation.
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A government negotiator in the process, appropriately described the negotiations

as follows: "Itwas a very, very, vetydiî9fcultnegotiation....r h e community repmsentatives]
didn't want to negociate wwi MINAE until they mceiveâ compensation for their lands. That
resulted in a situation whem al1 the patticipants

- the minister, vice-minister, director, al/

-

the various levels that came to the meetings aiways came face-to-face with very ngid
positions" (pers. cornm., 1998).

Table 5-1:
Analysir of the Conflict Arising from the Incmase in Park Entry Fees
Cornmunity of Cahuita
Development Association
Chamber of Tourism
Landowners
Businesspeople
Cornmittee of Struggle
3 community leaders
President of Cahuita Developrnent
Association
Compensation for land
Control of entire park

Free access ta Playa Blanca for
tourists
Sovereignty
Compensation for lands

Oovernment

Ministry of Environment and Energy
National Conservation Areas System
La Amistad Conservation Area
Cahuita National Park adrninistrator
Director of La Amistad
Caribe Conservation Area
Senior government officiais
Cahuita National Park superintendent
Strengthen infrastructure, services and
conservation in national parks
Establish different fee rates for foreigners
and nationals
Generate more income for national parks
Ensure self-sufficiency of national parks

Mdiator: Costa Rica's Ombudsperson

Agmment of Coopwation

5.2.3 An Aareement Is Sianed

On February 13, 1997, the Minister of Environment and Energy, René Castro
Salazar, and the Presidentof Cahuita's DevelopmentAssociation, RolandoShirley Brooks,
signed an Agreement of Cooperation. The highlights of the Agreement are that it:
Prohibitscharging entrance fees to people who use the portion of the park between
Kelly Creek and the Rio Suarez (Playa Blanca).
Reconfims the govemment's commitment to complete compensation payments to
the landowners whose lots were expropriated.
Creates a Services Commission made up of community representatives and
govemment officiais ta CO-administerthe services of the park.
In addition, the community was given the go ahead to accept and administer
donations from tourists entenng Playa Blanca, and to reinvest these funds for the upkeep
of Playa Blanca. The community had in fact been operating on this principle since July
1995 (Joseph 1995). Figure 5-2 shows the process of conflict and collaboration in Cahuita,

ernphasizing the important milestones.

Figure 5-2: The Process of Conflict and Collaboration
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5.3 Outcomes: From Co-Administration to Co-Management
Since its establishmentin Febniary 1997,the collaborative management institution
that emerged from the negotiations has gone through an important transition, from being

a Services Committee that CO-administenpart of the park under an agreement of will
between the parties, to a Management Committee that CO-managesthe entire park under
legal sanction. This change in mandate is described below.
5.3.1 The Services Committee

The Agreement of Cooperation dated Febmary 13, 1997 stipulated that the
Services Committee should be made up of two govemment representatives and three
community representatives,including: the director of the La Amistad Caribe Conservation
Area (ACLACA) or a representative; the administrator of Cahuita National Park; two
representatives of Cahuita's Development Association (Cahuita's elected local
govemment); and one representative of Cahuita's Chamber of Tourism (an elected body
representing Cahuita's business interests).
The functions of the Committee were to ensure the adequate functioning and
quality of new services to park visitors (washrooms, camping areas, a locker room, first aid
services and information about the park and its biodiversity), establish fees for these
services; and develop guidelines for the operations and administrationof the Committee.
The Agreement had a five-year term, starting from the date of validation by the
Contrakria General de la Republica, a govemment office in charge of officially approving
these types of agreements. HoWever,this validationwas never carried out, so in effect the
Services Committee was operating de facto rather than de jure for one year.
5.3.2 The Manaaement Committee

In January 1998, Me Services Committee changed its name to the Management
Committee, refiectinga shift in vision fmm the collaborative administration of Playa Blanca

only. to the collaborative management of the entire park. It received legal recognitionwhen
the rules of use for the National Park were published May 20, 1998.
Highlights of the Executive Decree (26929-MINAE) outlining the niles of use are
that it:
e

Refen to the Organic Law of the Environment. calling for the involvement of civil

society in the planning and developmant of Cahuita National Park;
Officially establishes the Cornmittee for the Management of Resources and
Services (referred to as the Management Committee throughout this article),
outlining its structure, administration and process (essentially the same as those
in the Services Committee);

.

Describes the functions of the Management Cornmittee: to ensure the adequate
functioning and quality of services offered in Cahuita National Park; to establish
fees for these services; to take the administrative measures necessary to ensure
that the park is functioning well; to ensure the fulfilment of the public use rules
outlined in the document, as well as those entrenched in Costa Rican
environmentallaw; to modify the niles of use as stipulated in the Executive Decree;
Notes the role of the Management Cornmittee is to recommend to the Diredor of
ACLACA actions needed to ensure the park is functioning well;

States that if the services offered to the public are not camed out satisfactorily,
MINA€ will assume temporary responsibility;
Descnbes public use niles, public use zones (but locations not identified), canying
capacity of the park. and subsistence Cshing rules. Only 20 local licensed fishers

can use the park, and of these no more than 5 will be licensed to fish lobster
(outside the reef area only). Turtle hunting and turtle-egg gathenng are prohibited;
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Does not include a termination date.
According to MINAE's regional lawyer, an executive decree is a unilateral
administrative decision; if there is a change of govemment, the decree can easily be
modified (Gonzalez. pers. comm., 1998). It fits beneath the categoiy of law within the
Costa Rican legal framework. In essence, the arrangement holds the same political and
legal weight as national parks themselves; these are also created by executive decree,
and can be aitered or withdrawn uniiateraliy by the president, as has happened in the past

with Santa Rosa National Park (Wallace q992).
5.3.3 Some General Comments on the Evolution of the Collaborative Process

During the year that the Sewices Committee operated, it expanded its mandate
from CO-admioisteringPlaya Blanca to managing the entire park, even if it did not have
legal backing. This shows the willingness of the various actors to work together. The
Services Committee focussed on park services for visitors, and the community's rote was
essentially to share decision-making with regards to these sewices. It was the solution to
a conflict management exercise, a means of "putting out the fire" (Pearson, pen.comm.,
1998), and was intended to address the immediate demands of the community.
When the Committee changed its name to the Management Committee in January
1998, it was in recognition that the initial ternis of reference had been fulfilled; that is, the
services for visitors were more or less in order. With this immediate need satisfied,
memben started to broaden their vision to include issues outside of Playa Blanca and the
services sector.
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5.4 Conclusion
This chapter described the regional and local context for the Cahuita case study,
the conflict that took place in 1994, and the evolution of the collaborative management
arrangement that resulted as an outcome of negotiations. It outlined the provisions in the
initial Services Committee Agreement, and those in the Executive Decree establishing the
Management Committee of Cahuita National Park. Some of the highlights of this Decree
are that it gives iegal recognition to the Committee, strengthens the community's control

over the park, and builds in flexibility for the Committee to modify the rules of use specified
in the Decree, including the structure of the Committee itself.
In short, the Management Committee has started taking on a new role with a new
scope. The move is a natural one, as the community demands more control over what is
happening in the park. Moreover, MlNAE has the political will and enthusiasm to move
fomard with this new vision of park management. But the evolution of the Services
Committee into the Management Committee is a process that has moved forward
extremely quickly, and is full of growing pains. In order to describe these, and to set the
stage for a detailed evaluation of the Management Cornmittee's structure, process and

-

outcornes, the following chapter identifies the stakeholders who are affected by or who

-

affect Cahuita National Park, and documents the resource use in the park.
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Chapter VI

Stakeholder Analysis and
Resource Use in Cahuita National Park
6.1 Introduction

Before evaluating the ManagementCommittee's structure, process and outcornes,
it is essential to undertake a stakeholder analysis to identify the key acton or stakeholders
in Cahuita National Park, and assess their respective roles and interests. This analysis
provides further insights into the social organization of Cahuita, the type of resource use
that takes place in the park, and the links and relationshipsamong the stakeholden. It sets
the stage for an examination of the appropnateness of the Committee's current structure,
representativeness,accountability and legitimacy. and provides the backdrop for a better
understanding of the potential conflicts that could emerge.
6.2 Definitions and Approach

For the purposes of this analysis I identify and discuss three types of stakeholders:
primary stakeholders in the park, i.e., those who depend on the resources for
livelihood security and "Ihose social acion who am awam of their interiesis,
possess specifc capacities ancUorcomparativeadvantage, and am willing to invest
specific msoums in management" (Bomni-Feyerabend 1 996);

stakeholders who have the power/authority to affect substantially the policies and
institutions goveming resources use in the park; and
acton whose actions affect the environmental integrity of the park.
In other words, 1 examinewhat Steins and Edwards (1998) define as the 'user community',
namely 'al/ indiMduels who have an influence owr or am influenceû by the institutional

enangements of the CPR [common pmpeRy resoum], either d i W y or indimtly".
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One danger with stakeholder analysis Murphree (i994) undencores is that it "cari
easily trensfom intemst into a conceptual colIective proprietorsNp by a vast and
amophous circle of stakeholden." He adds that "communities' investmnt in their

-

environments theidand. theirresoums, theirlabor,their local environmentalknow/eâgeJ

-

their managerial presence, and their stake in the futuie is in the aggmgate and, by social
accounting, far higher than that of al/ extemal acton put together." I hope to avoid this

pitfall by focussing mainly on the primary stakeholders in the park. Nonetheless, I include

and discuss other powerful actors in order to provide an overall picture of the vanous
forces affecting the park. with the undentanding that their inclusion does not constitute
proprietorship, and does not imply they are "equal stakeholders in relation to those for
whom[the resoirms in the park] possibly repmsent their ancestral domains'' (Sarin 1998).

In essence, I am combining stakeholder and 'actor-oriented' analysis, the latter being a tool
''forthe observerto understand the dynamics of a situation N, which a pmject is introduced,
and for generalization fmm this to a more systemic understanding [oq the nature of conflict
generally" where acton include "padies who may not be involved in face-to-hce
encounters but who neverfheless influence the situation, affecting actions and outcornes"

(Skutsch 1998).
Finally. stakeholder identification and analysis "is cleariy, in itself a sub@ctive
exetcise, depending on the expedence and value system of the analyst" (Skutsch 1998).
The following analysis then is based on my undentanding of those actors who comprise

the 'user community' in Cahuita National Park.
6.3 Stakeholder Identification

In the diagram below, stakeholden are identified according to their institutional
type, after Murphree(1994): community institutionalacton;govemment institutionaladon;
and non-govemmental institutional acton. I also include industry/commercialinstitutional
acton. More detail is provided in Appendix 5, which presents a matrix identifying each
actor (induding some basic characteristics and mandateîobjectivewhere applicable) and
their interests in Cahuita National Park.
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6.4 Analysis and Mscussion
6.4.1 Resource Users and Use

Three observations need to be made about the resource use in the park:
There are very different interests among the resource usen identified. While

-

national and internationaltourists and consequently tour operators and naturalist
guides

- tend to be interested in cultural and ecological conservation, fishen,

hunters and turtle users are more interested in consurnptive and subsistence use.
There are varying degrees of use and dependency. Tourists do not depend at al1
on the resources in the park for their livelihood, while tour operators are more
dependent (they also take toudsts to other sites besides the national park), and
consumptive resource users the most dependent.
The distinctions among local resource users are not cut and dry in reality, and there
is overiap among the usen. For example, a fisher may also engage in hunting and
turtle use, a tour operator may also engage in subsistence fishing, and a park
warden may also be a tour operator or naturalist guide.
A general observation from infomal intewiews and participatory mappingwith local

resource usen, is that people from Cahuita tend to engage in resource use in the Playa
Blanca area and around the coral reef (with some monitoring of the beach between Hone
Creek and Puerto Vargas), whereas the people from Hone Creek and Punta Riel engage
in resource use activities in the terrestrial portion of the park, and in the coastal zone
between Hone Creek and the entrance to Puerto Vargas.
When asked to draw the national park and their resource use areas within it, most

resourceusen in Punta Riel and Hone Creek drew a straight line of beachfrontthat started
at Hone Creek and finished at the Puerto Vargas entrance (e.g., Figure 6-2), or a picture

of the entire park where the reef and Cahuita point are depicted quite small (e.g., Figure

6-3). Resource usen from Cahuita, however, drew maps in which the reef and Playa

Blanca area were the primary focal points, and drawn larger than the Hone Creek - Puerto
Vargas section of the park (e.g., Figures 6 4 - 6-5). While Cahuitans engage primarily in
tounsm activities and fishiny (although several still engage in turtle hunting), the residents
of Punta Riel and Hone Creek engage primarily in hunting, turtle use and fishing, with
some agricultural activities. Figure 6-6 provides a synthesis of the resource use and
locations in Cahuita National Park gleaned from the participatory maps.
Several interesting points ernerge when examining the differences in the maps and
mapping process between women and men. For example, Figure 6-2, drawn by a fernale
resource user in Punta Riel, is the only map that shows trees and even the latrines in the
park, and depicts the animals in more detail than the maps by men. This is consistent with

-

the fact that women used to be - and in some cases still are the primary harvesters of
tree products, and particularly coconuts. In addition, they cook the animals hunted in the
park, which may account for the level of detail of the animals depided. With regards to the
mapping process of the Guides of Cahuita, it was interesting to note that once they
decided to draw a large map of the park with al1 members of the group contributing to the
process, the wornen started focussing on drawing the houses in Cahuita and in
neighbouring communities (and in great detail, identifying each family out Ioud by narne
as they mapped), while the men focussed on drawing resource use areas in the marine
and terrestrial portions of the park. This shows the different focusses, knowledge and

interests of the men and women in the group.
With regards to the consumption and markets for the resources taken in the park,
in addition to keeping some of their catch for their families, the resource users in Cahuita
sel1 their fish and seafood (in the past this included some turtle meat) mainly to the
restaurants in Cahuita. The people from other neighbouring communities seIl their fish,
seafood, turtle eggs and iguanas mostly to the restaurants and corner stores around their
communities; but they also seIl turtle eggs, tude shells and paca meat to markets in

-

Limon and San Jose (Table 8-1). Other resources extracted from the park by local and

-

non-local users include birds and fish sold to exotic species collectors. There are also
reports of sea cucumber once being extracted by foreigners.
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To date the resource use in the park has been open access

- the National Park

Law and the new rules of use as specified in the Executive Decree have not been

enforced due mostly to lack of personnel. However, resource users have expressed an
interest in rules and enforcement with regards to lobster use, fishing in the park and turtle
egg gathering (the last two will be discussed in the section on conflict management in the
next chapter). One problem is that the resource users are not organized: there is no
fisher's association. for example (this was tried. but according to some.the association
was coopted by one family, and people lost interest as the family was accumulating the
benefits); and there is no tutIlet's organization.
Table 6-1:
Technology Used, Market Value and Markets for
Resourcer Hunted in Cahuita National Park by
Residents of Punta Riel and Hone Cmek
Markets

I

lguanas

Puerto wqo,
Punta Riel

Puerto v i
Punta R U

,

l

Lassos, -8

1,soo-moo* ($6-8 USO)
per iguana (borne say it
can go up to 5,000$ S2û

-

USD e r ~ t i )

-TU-:
Raltrcnsd to a stick;
machte. Turtk flipper
is r o p â , and brought
back to the huntm
homs; t M e it is kilbd
vnth a mrchete

-

700CIKg (S2.W USD) of
m a t (hardly saki)

6006 ($2.4 USD) for 12
segs
8,ûW#/Kg ($32 US0 of
SM1

Punta RM,
Camidre

(m

~,500-2ooO/IQ
USO) (but in San J o d
MISfor up to 5,000 $/Kg

Neighbouts,
informal market

Food

-EMS d d in local
resîaurants and
c m r stores, and
in Limdn and San
JosC
4urtle shells sold in
ümbn and San
José; -Turtk m a t
ir shared rmong
commundy
members

ùidgoad for
impotence
probktms

Corner stores, ban

Food

- smuso,

Source: Fonner resource user from Punta Riel (pers. comm., 1998)
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Figure 6-4-64: Participatory Maps of Resource Use in Cahuita National Park
drawn by Resource Usem in Cahuita
TOP:Naturalist Guides' Association of Cahuita; Bottom: FisherslTour Operators
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Figure 6-8: Synthesis Map of Rasoume Use and Locations
in Cahuita National Park Gkamd fmm the Patticipitory Maps
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6.4.2 Local Level Oraanization and Leadership

As can be seen by the number

of social
interest groups listedin the
Mawx in Appendix 5, there is a high
level of social organization in Cahuita.

In fact, there are over 13 different
peoples'

"Thereare too many Comnrittees and communiiy
organizations. Ive are over-organized in Cuhuita. We
hUW the ~pirlt.Like the young people ~leaningthe
streets in Cahuita and picking up the garbage on
Fridays. N O ~ O ~t01d
V them th<" have to do thrit! "
- Cabuita 'political' leader

organizations. spanning

Uphoff's (1998) distinctions from authoritative (local administration and govemment) to
collective action (membership organizations,cooperatives) to autonomous decision-making
institutions (service organizations, private business).
However, it should be emphasized that some groups are working better than
others. In our community survey, for example, very few people could list community groups
(most came up with ADlC and CATURCA). When asked how people thought these
organizations were working, most responded by saying "not well". And on a variety of
occasions, people involved in community organizations commentedthat there is a general
apathy on behalf of residents to get involved in community groups, and that they only show
up to protest when there are problems.
Regardless

of

these

c~f'llments, Cahuh is extremel~well
organized
to Other
communities neighbounng the pah.

One factor is its strong leaders, as was

"Puerto trejo [a coastal conintunity sonte 15 km
south] sold out to foreign nnterests. They wish thhad one or rwo of Cahuita 's leaders. There are two
reasons whv Cohuito îs still in the hnnds ofthr people
here: 1 ) 11s leaders; and 3 i f sdignity. '"
- Cabuita 'cultural' leader
-

.

seen in the 1994 conflict. According to
a prominent male leader, there are at least 11leaders in Cahuita, two of which are women

(other men asked identified three women leaders). He noted that "ieademhipis something

you are bom with, it's a gift", and that what motivates him as a leader is that he "wants to
get things done, both for the community and out ofpersonal interest." In his view, there are
very few young leaden: The new genemtion is mom cowardly. 10be a go& leaderyou

haw to be aggressive, and 1 don't see thet in the younger genemtion."
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But one of the women this leader identified as a community leader had a different
perspective on leadership. From her point of view, there are several community leaders
who are not the aggressive type the
prominent male leader identified, and
"[Conimuniîy leaders] may not even know th- are
leaders. Th. are people who act, no! just talk.... .4

who do not partake in activities in the

community leaders "may not even
know they am leaders. They am people who a d , not just talk. "According to her, "aleader

is someone who does things for th8 cornmunity, and does not expect anything back." She

added that many leaders are not involved in community organizations, and those who
other people consider as leaders are often involved in too many cornmunity groups: "You
have ta look at who is supposedly a leader, and then on how many cornmittees they sit. ..if
they are on many, they canJtbe dahg their job we//... They have to leam b Say 'no'. " This

female leader's list of leaders in the community was quite different from those mentionad
by some of the male leaders. Besides the gender differences in who is or is not a leader,

it is clear that leadership plays a large role in Cahuita's social fabric. This will be discussed
further in chapter 9.
6.4.3 Heteroaeneih, and Diveraina lnterests within Groups

and Relations with Extemal Aaents
Another important point to make about the stakeholder diagrarn above is that
individual members of groups that appear to have unified interests in the park may in fact
have diverging interests. This is the case, for example with the Naturalist Guides of
Cahuita. At its largest, the membership of this group reached 13. However. there were (1

use the past tense, as whether this group can be said to exist is questionable) hvo rival
factions in the group: those who were interested in conducting tours in order to gain
economic benefits, and those who were interested in the group soldy as a means to help
with conservation and presrrvation of the park's natural resources. This conflict of interest
split along gender lines: memben interested in conducüng guided tours for income were
male, and those interested in conservation and monitoring were female.
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The youths' original intentions were to fonn two separate groups. Because of the
intervention of outsiders, however, the groups were encouraged to form a single group.
First, the MlNAE program, Committee's of Vigilance of Natural Resources (COVIRENA),
penuaded the youths to unite in order to f o m a Cahuita Committee (requinng 10members
at least). which involved training in environmental legislation and the issuing of identify
cards showing they were COVIRENA with the authonty to help rnonitor and denounce
illegal adivities. However, throughout
getting the group off the ground.
acwrding to informal chats with
members and direct observation; the

vcry well. But when the money cornes, fhat 'swhen we
have problems. We have to help one another. "

-

Resi&nt O/ E M NO,
addrcssing CalCuiln w m e n

presidentwas somewhat disorganized,
and t h e was little know-how with regards to how to nin a group. Since MINAE's
intervention, Namasol has approached the youths to give thern training and other benefits.

-

but the group has diminished to only a handful of members - mostly male interested in

-

guided tours. In short. the youth particularly those who were interested in conservation
rather than ewnomic benefits - have suffered a lack of motivation due in large part to
interference by extemal actors, as well as intemal comrnunity dynamics.
A similar issue regardingthe imposition of the interests of outsiders was mentioned

by women we spoke with in Cahuita. It was noted, for example, that many outside agents
are interested in creating women's groups, and approach the Development Association.
Groups are formed, but "oRen, if you look behindthe women'sgmups, the decisions are
offen made by men", according to one Cahuitan woman. Another cornplaint was that with
classes such as coconut jewellery, the women are trained by outside professionals rather
than by the women of the community who have been doing this for yean. Again while
there have been direct benefits for Cahuita's women, there has also been increased
cornpetition among the groups for resources from extemal agents. Several community
memben voiced the opinion that often the training courses for wornen do not go far
enough, as they do not teach the women how to market their goods and become selfreYant.
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But while there are various interests in what appear to be homogenous community
groups from the outside, so too are there different interests within and among the
government agencies that govem resource use in the area and the park. For example, the
interest of MINAE8sOffice of Civil Society Participationis to democratize decision-making,
whereas SINAC's main interest is biodiversity conservation. Taking this one step further,
there are SlNAC officiais whose conservation interests might be on presewationand nonuse, while othen might be interested in sustainable use. And clearly, the interests of the
Directorate of Mines and Forestry within MlNAE focus more on econornic growth than
public participation or conservation. In short, there is complexity, diverging interests and
further sub-groupswithin the groups and agencies listed in the stakeholder diagram above.
6.4.4 Power Relations and Potential Conflicts

What becomes clear when looking at al1 the players with interests in Cahuita
National Park is that there is a vanety of different interests at each of the geographic and
political levels (local, provincial, national and international), with potential tension and
conflicts between those interested in development and commercial activities, those
interested in consewation, and those interested in subsistence use.
A second general observation from the stakeholder diagram (Figure 6-1) is that

some stakeholden hold more power and potential to influence decision-making with
regards to Cahuita National Park and its environmental health (Table 6-2 identifies the
various stressors and their potential impacts on the environmental integnty of the park).
For example, it might be very hard for subsistence users to tackle banana or mining
companies whose acüvities affect the environmental integrity of the park. Although Figure
6 1 does not have an a m w indicaüng the relationship, industry and commercial interests

play a large role in influencing al1 policies affecüng the environment in Costa Rica.

Likewise, the multinational phamaceutical Company Merck, and its Costa Rican partner

- lNBio - have far more dout to influence the policymaking and programs in favour of
bioprospecting, than Say, local residentswho would like to receive compensation for aieir
lands, and continue with sustainable nsource use in the park. Some of these power
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asymmetries and the conflicts that have emerged - and have the potential to emerge

-

among stakeholders at the local level, and between the local and other levels, are
discussed in the next chaptets section examining the Management Cornmittee's role in
conflict management.
Table 6-2:

Stressors and thdr Potential Impacts on Cahuita National Park

Contamination of watershed area from runoff
Contamination from pesticide use and solid wastes (plastic bags) which
degrades the coral reef and has an impact on fish and wildlife, and on
humans who eat the affected species
Soil erosion leading to increased flooding, mud-slides and sedimentation
of the coral reef

Muîtinetional fruit
plantations

Decreased biodiversity of species in the park (increased 'island-effect' of
the park)
Soil erosion leading to increased flooding, mudslides and sedimentation of
the coral reef
Offshore exploration activities affecting fish, turtle and lobster migratory
routes
Potential contaminationthrough spills
Disturbance of wildlife; extraction; impact of using existing trails and
creating new trails

1 Local Roioume UR

I1

Activitiea

Tourists end recreational
USBfS

Flipper use and trampling on coral; solid waste; impact on trails; feeding
the animals; use of suntan lotion affecting environmental heatth of reef

1 Motor oil and anchoring in unrnorked spots c m degrade reef

Tour operators and

1 guides

Reported use of chlorine to stun and get easy access to octopii; potential
overfishing
--

[ Hunters end Tu*

Users

1 F e m i and
~ ranchers
Untreated househoM
waste waters dischsrged
into Creeks

1 Overharvsstintingof lurtlo eggo
1 Claciring to allow for sowing cropr and grazing

--

Potential contamination of crmks and swimming areas

--

1-

Pan-American Hahway
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-

The road is in very close ptoximity to the national park wtiich leads to the
death of snakes and animals
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6.5 Conclusion
This stakeholder identification and analysis visualized and examined those actors
directly affected by, or who have a direct influence on, the activities, regulations and
environmental health of Cahuita National Park. It showed the different interests and
varying degrees of dependency of primary stakeholden; touched on some of the
potentials for future conflict among primary stakeholders with different interests, and
between these stakeholders and other powerful actors; mapped the resource uses and
locations in the park; and highlighted some of the stressors affecting the environmental
integnty of the park. It also providedgreater insight into communal organization iri Cahuita,
community groups' relationshipswith extemal acton, and the heterogeneityin and among
community groups and government agencies. This analysis paves the way for an
evaluation of the structure, process and outcomes of the Management Committee of
Cahuita National Park.
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Chapter VI1
Growing Pains: An Evaluation
of the Management CornmitteeYs
Structure, Process and Outcornes

I

1

Park staff and comrnunity rnembafs being d

p

m home aCtw a prity at Pwrto Vargas (Dacsmber 1998)

Workrhop to prarsnt the preiiminary rmuits ltom Stage 1 (Decemk 1998)

Chapter VI1

Growing Pains: An Evaluation of
the Management CornmitteeYs
Structure, Process and Outcornes
7.1 Introduction: Evaluation Approach and Criteria

As the word itself suggests, evaluations are value-based exercises. The critical

-

-

and controversial questions relating to evaluations, are: Which values, assumptions and
criteria inforni the evaluation, and whose are they?
To date, most evaluations of common property institutions have focussed on three
main criteria: efficiency, equity (or faimess) and effectiveness (or sustainability) of the
govemance structure, process and outwmes (e.g., Hanna 1995; Oakenon 1992; Foke
and Berkes 1995). Effectiveness refers to the ability to meet goals, objectives or needs,
and the extent of user cornpliance with these goals. Efficiency refen to maximizing
productivity and minimiring waste and effort (or transaction costs) in achieving the goals,
objectives or needs. Transaction costs for management agencies are related to the wsts
in coordinathg data collection, analysis design and implementation of regulations,
communication and conflict resolution; M i l e for resource users, transaction costs are
related to pafticipation, Le., the cost of work time lost to meetings, time required to acquire
information and communicate to users, and direct monetary expenditures such as travel
(Hanna 1995). According to Hanna (1995) in the ideal case scenario, management must
meet two efficiency conditions: "It wi// cost the minimum necessaty to achiewe ifs

objectives, and if wi//cost less than the beneMs it cmates". Finally, eauity refers to faimess
in the management institution's representation, as well as in the distribution of costs and
benefits of decision-making. But how the above criteria are interpreted and applied to a
parücular context clearty depends on whose goals, values and assumptions are being
used as a baseline against which to examine the CO-managementarrangement.
--
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For example, participatory democratic notions of equitable representation or
equitable distribution of benefits may be diametrically opposed to notions espoused by
people living under a traditional or customary system that is divided along caste, religious
or gender lines in ternis of who participates in govemance structures and who has access
to the resources. In these contexts, people in the community may perceive it as fair that
certain people benefit more than othen. As Agrawal (1999) argues, a more apptopnate
criterion might be leaitimacv: Is the representation considered legitimate in the eyes of
those represented? is the distribution of benefits considered appropriate from the
perspective of those affected? lmplicit in this argument is the controvenial

- but very

-

important insight that however "feuda/,anti-democratic and consetvative"(Davies 1998)
customary systems might appear, imposing participatory democratic values on them could
have a detrimental social and ecological effect. In short, sometimes undemocratic
institutions can lead to successfuloutcomes (Strum 1994), and supefimposingparticipatory
democratic values in these contexts might just be another f o n of colonialism.
The issue of perspective anses again with the criterion of effectiveness. If
effectiveness refers to the ability to meet goals or objectives, the question is whose goals
or objectives are they? There is debate in the literature on common property as to whether
the desired goal

- and therefore appropriate measurernent of effectiveness - of CO-

management arrangements should be: increased democratization and community conttol
over decision-making as an end in itself, regatdless of the effect on the resources (Agrawal
1997); "mal conservation impmvements"of the resources, rather than empowerrnent,
degree of participation, tenurial flghts or any other measure (Western 1994); or linking
social and ecdogical goals, i.e., "sustainableuse of naturd resounes to provide for the
livelihoodsof riesoune users without undenniningecologicalfunetionsanddimtsiv (1UCN

forthcoming). To s m up, different stakeholden might have different goals, and therefore
different baselines for evaluating the effectiveness of the institution (Western 1994).
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7.2 Evaluation Approach for Cahuita
The following evaluation of the structure, pmcess and outcornes of the Cahuita
National Park Management Committee is infomed by the perspectives expressed by the
people involved in the Management Cornmittee itself, by cornrnunity rnemben, and by
resource usen in neighbouring communities, as well as direct observation. It pmvides a
snapshot of the evolution of the institution since its incepüon, drawing on a mixture of tools
and concepts from the literature on common propefty theory, stakeholder analysis, public
participation/collectiveaction, conflict management and social tearning.

The assumption behind this analysis is that the goal of CO-managementis
sustainable use of natural and cultural resources to provide for the livelihoods of resource
users without undermining ecological functions and diversity (adapted from IUCN
forthcoming), through a decision-making process that fosten meaningful participation of
those whose livelihoods are directly affected (where 'meaningful participation' refers to
involvement at the earfiest stage of decision-making, i.e., the 'normative level' "in which
decisions a m made mgarding what should be done"[Smith 19821). In other words, as Little

(1994) argues, participation is seen both "as a goal in itseH that allows communities to
have greatercontrol owrtheirlives and msources"and "asa means ofachievingimproved
social and economic ob@ctives." Because there is as yet no management plan for the

park, however, and because no management decisions have been made regarding
resources use in the park (beyond those relating to recreational issues and attempting to
stop 'poachers'), the ecological impact of the institution cannot be assessed at this time.
Consequently, this analysis will look at the institutional structure, process and outcornes
of the Management Cornmittee, rather than at the linkage between the institutions made

by the Management Committee and the ecological integrity or resilience of the park.
The effedveness of the arrangement is examined with regards to whether the
mandate outlined in the Executive Decree that established the Management Committee
is being fulfilled. I also adopt Cardinal1 and Day's (1998) definition of effectiveness to

assess the Committee's "abilifyto integmte direne velues, knowleûge, and infomtion in
suppott of sustainable envifunmental management". The criterion of efficiencv is used to
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examine how to minimize 'wasted' efforts in the process and functions of the Committee,
and to minimize transaction costs. The criterion of eciuity is used to analyze the distribution
of costs and benefits, the balanceof power among the memben of the Committee, as well
as the stakeholders involved or excluded. However, this is supplementedwith the criterion
of le~itimacyin ternis of community memben' view about the representation and status
of the Committee. Moreover, the criterion of accountability is used to examine the
"institutionalized responsiveness to those who are atfected by one's [the Management
Cornmittee's] actions" (Cemea and Favington 1998).
Finally, social leamingis examined particuladyin ternis of conflict management and
the evolution of the structure and functions of the Committee. While there have been
several definitions of social leaming, two simple definitions are "a process that can be
encouraged by lifting baniers to communication and by encouraging interaction between
the parties involved in policy issues. The corn idea is that parlies can leam fmm each other
by mom open and responsive communication" (Glasbergen 1996);and "how communities

of people with diverse and common intemsts can mach agreement on collectiw action to
solve a s h a d problemJ' (Webler et al. 1995). Webler et al. (1995) note there are two
realms for leaming: one is within the participation process, and the other is outside the
participation process. "Peoplewithin the pmcess have a w

y intense leaming and working

expenence. But the success of a policy choice at being implemented also depends on its
legitimacy in the eyes of the people outside the pmcess" (Webler et al. 1995).
This evaluation will focus mostly on leaming within the process, but touches on
aspects of learning outside the process. In particular, it will examine the types of leaming
taking place, using Lee's (1993) conceptualizationof single-loop and double-loopleaming.
Singlaloop leaming involves "solving pmb/ems within the conceptual framework of the
oganization". In this model of learning, "some leaming can be made mutine without
thmatening mnagetial control",mile " p b l e m s that do not fit the opetating theory of the
organization cannot be solved" (Lee 1993). Double-loop leaming involves "solving

pmbiems by m-examining prenaises and goals or orpanizeû cooperetionJ'.In this model of
Ieaming, "someIeaming riequims conflict orthmabns loss of managerial controc however,
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"whensuccessful, mal leaming occum institutionaltheories of mality are Nnpmved, and
the cybemetic disconnedion of goals [i.e., avoiding boundaries whem critical variables go
out of rangelcan 60 revisedinto a more accurate reflectionof overallptioiities"(Lee1993).

The evaluation closes with a summary of the overall strengths and weaknesses of
the Management Committee process, structure and outcornes that emerge from this
evaluation.
7.3 Structural Issues
7.3.1 The Current Structure and Re~resentativeness

Assessing the appropriateness of the structure and make-up of the Management
Committee is particularly important given the change in the Cornmittee's mandate from the
provision of services in Playa Blanca to the management of the entire park, and in light of
the stakeholder analysis presented in the previous chapter.
As stated in the Executive Decree, the Committee is made up of five official voting
members: the Director of the La Amistad Caribe Conservation Area; the Administrator of
Cahuita National Park; two representativesfrom the DevelopmentAssociation of Cahuita;
and one representative of the Cahuita Chamber of Tourism. The park administrator and
the Director of the Conservation Ana (or a representative acting on his/her behalf) are
constant members, while the community rnemben rotate depending on the cunent
circumstances of the community organizations (community representatives are elected by
the Chamber of Tourism and the DevelopmentAssociation, and are usually the presidents
or memben who sit on the organization's board of directon). In practice, the Management
Cornmittee has also appointed an obsewer/overseer, for a total of 6 people on the
Committee.
At present. then, the community members on the Committee represent only one
of the wmmunities neighbouring We park, namely Cahuita. In addition, they represent

-

Cahuitatsdevelopment and tourism interests only; there are no user groups other than
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those linked with tourism interests on board. How well ADlC and CATURCA represent
the development and tourism interests of Cahuita is in itself a question, in light of
numerous observations by community memben that these groups are not working well.
7.3.2 Who should be included in the future?

According to a cornmunity member of the Management Committee, in the future
it wiii be criticai for the resource users who know the park intimateiy to be represented.

such as fishers and divers. Other Committee members (three) suggested the possibility

of including direct representation from Cahuita's Naturalist Guides' Association. And a
former Committee member suggested including representation of one of Cahuita's
women's groups (he did not specify which), or else a community representative that is not
part of an organized community group. Other suggestiotis were to include a biologist to
ensure appropriate technical
support.

None,

however,

considered the importance of
including representation from
groups

in

neighbouring

communities, or the issue that
the resource users suggested
for future involvement are not

C
G need a biologist, a good biologist. to start with.../rom the
c o m m u n i ~wr need various people, the Jshers and the
divers,for example, in order to maintain the reeJ ln other
words, we need to involve the people thar reallv live froni the
resources... The-v have lors of knowledge, because fhe-vhave
spent mon-vpars living with the reefand in the water. They
are people who h o w and have sern the changes thar occur
aJer each flood, for example, which is a conimon occurrence
here.
Management Conmittce member, 1998

-

organized into groups (with the
exception of the guides, whose
organization is somewhat questionable as was discussed earlier).
7.3.2.1Neighbournig Cornmunifies and Users

At the workshap we held to present our preliminafy results, we pointed out that the
Management Committee needed to review its representation in light of its change in
mandate, and emphasized the need to include representation from the neighbounng
communities. We discussed briefiy four potential ways this wuld be done, induding:

From Conflict to Coliaboration

By community, including representation of users. lndividuals on the Committee
would represent MINAE, Cahuita, Comadre, La FBlPunta Riel and Hone Creek.

By local governments/development associations. lndividuals on the Committee
would represent MINA€, the Development Association of Cahuita and the
Developrnent Association of Hone Creek (which represents residents of La
FetPunta Riel and Hone Creek) .
By sectors of Cahuita National Park. lndividualswould include representatives from
MINAE, the Playa Blanca sector, the Puerto Vargas sector, the southern sector, the

sector from Suarez to Perezoso (this is similar to option 1).
By user groups. lndividuals would represent the hunters, turtle usen, fishen,
guides, tour operaton, f a m e n and MINAE. Cleariy, this would fint require the
consolidation of user groups.
The cornments made at our suggestions were quite revealing. One MINA€

-

representative dismissed the suggestion of including the turtle users or their interests

-

on the ManagementCommittee, saying that their activity is illegal. The implicationwas that

-

although people in the area have been engaging in turtle use for over 100 yean in f a d

-

Cahuita was first settled by turtle usen they do not have a legitimate stake in the park.
While the turtle users have themselves noted that there is an open-access situation with
regards to turtle use in the park, the question is whether there is a means other than
prohibition to address the situation.
A Management Committee member agreed that neighbounng communities should
be included on the Committee, but pointed out that before that step is taken, it is important
h n t to consolidate the operations of the current Management Cornmittee. Several others
agreed with this point.
In short, there are no official plans to indude representatives from neighbounng
communities on the Committee for the time being. In the planning session, however,
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important inroads were made to including neighbouring wmmunities in the future, which
will be discussed in the next chapter. And, apparently, since the end of our fieldwork,
representatives of the Development Association of Hone Creek have entered into a
dialogue with the park administration and Management Cornmittee, and have reportedly
attended one of the Management Committee meetings.

7.3.2.2Women and Youth
With rcgardsto the inclusion of women and youth, to date two women have s e ~ e d
on the Cornmittee - a park superintendent, and a president of Cahuita's Development
Association. While there is no specific mandate to include women on the Committee,
women are equally eligible to be elected to community institutions such as AOC, which is
one of Sarin's (1996) criteria for involvement of memben on joint management
cornmittees.' However, the majority of resource users in the park are men; women do use
th8 parù for recreation purposes, including occasional fishing, but most of the livelihood

-

activities in the park such as tours, subsistence fishing and turtle egg gathering and use

- are conducted by men. The women's groups and associations in Cahuita rely to a large
extent on the tourism that comes to the area for their businesses, cottage industries and
employment.
In our conversations with

a

that

far more on decision-makingwithin the
private sphere

- Le., the household -

that are in h g s - which is a vu? ug!v thing. Before
neighbours used to look out@ each other, and today
we are al1 egotistical, and o d v criticize each other. "
Vice-pmident of the Mm-Caribbean Women's
Association, addressing Cahuita women

-

with economic activities, reclamationof
cultural identity, and health and social
issues. While several women spoke about the need for more representation of women in

'~arin'r(1996) additional criteria include voluntary, open membership to al1 resident users; option
for inclusion of new settlers; and ability to attend meettings at short notice.

the municipal govemment, another who had been a rnember of Me municipal govemment
emphasized that "it was very dimcult, because 1was the only woman", adding that she
suffered anxiety and tension by being on the municipal govemment, and felt she was not
listened to as decisions are made by majority vote. "We shouldn't be preoccupied with
trying to be on the municipality, because we can do whafever we want outside of the
municipality," she said. While important strides have been made with regards to women's
participation in govemment, she stressed that women have advanced very little

- in

-

centimetres only and are not being given the positions they deserve. The largest themes
that emerged from the women's workshop were the importance of knowing the rights of
women, engaging in mutual support of
"The on& thing thar we need ro do is to help other
wonten who have problms. Ir doesn 't niaiter which
colour or race rhere are, we have to continue
Jghring. "

- h * d e n t of EBANoq
rddrcssing Cahuitv women

women regardless of colour and race,
resc~ing cultufal identity including
spiritualitylreligiosity and increasing
self-esteem. Some women stressed

the need for building bridges among
the various women's groups in

Cahuita, and for women to gain more political prominence at the municipal and national
levels.
As regards inclusion of women's groups on the Management Cornmittee, several

leaders of women groups interviewed suggested they would like to see their wornen's
group participating directly in the future, even though they do not work within the park. One
women's group president said while her group would like to participate, she thought the
guides would also make good candidates for future involvement. But she also strongly
suggested the inclusion of an Elder, "someone w h knows the ama...an old fisher who
perhaps has fished in the park al/ his lifb and has seen the changes. 1think someone fmm
the cornmunity shouldbe included who pethaps is not a pmîbssional, but who has a lot of
knowledge."Overall, the sense from the women we spoke with was that m i l e they would
be interested in padcipating directly on the Management Committee in theory, their
interests and focus are primanly elsewhere.
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With respect to the youth in Cahuita, the only organized youth gmup is the
Naturalist Guides' Association of Cahuita. It is important to note that the conception of
youth in Cahuita is quite distinct. For example, several of the member of the guides are in
their middle-to-late thirties. The guides clearly would like direct participation on the
Committee.
In conclusion, the representation of the Management Committee needs to be
reviewed. with consideration of representaüon from neighbouring communities and
resource users. However, more work first needs to be done to ensure that the groups

-

currently on the Committee and those who might be considered in the future. such as
the guides

- represent the interests of their constituents, and other stakeholden in

Cahuita.

7.3.3Accountabilitv and Leaitimacv
As will be discussed in the section on communication, there is very little

'downwards' accountability on the Management Committee. Most community people do
not even know of the existence of the Committee, and there is some question as to the
effectiveness of communication between the board members and the organizations they
represent. Finally, there is also concem that the organizations representedat the table are
not working well. This questions the Committee's legiürnacy and credibility at the
community level.
In our community suwey, we asked interviewees who they would contact if they
saw something suspiciouslillegal taking place in the national park. Our intent with this
question was to identify which institutions hold the most weightllegitimacy in the eyes of
the community with regards to the park, and whether the Management Committee wouM
feature. The following chart lists the individuals and institutions identified by interviewees,
and the number of times they were mentioned (some respondents referred to several
different institutions andhr individuals, M i l e others referred only to one):
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Tabb 7-1: InstitutionsllndividualsCahuitanr Would Notify
in the Event of W i e u i n g an llkgaVSurpicious Activity in the Park
(n = 39)

1

1 rnentioned

1 Individual A (at the tirne of interviewa, president of the Charnber of Tourism)
1 Individual 6 (a member of the Chamber of Tourirm)
.

..
.. -

1 Individual C

.-

-. .

..

14
11

1

lndividual D

1

Charnber of Tourism

5

Development Association of Cahuita

2

1 Park Wardens at the Entrance Booth
1 police

1 16
I9

Park superintendent

2

Courts

1

1 Everyone needed: MINAE. park wardens, the Minioter, Sala IV, Greenpeace

11

The answers reveal five interesting points:

That Cahuitan's would turn to the Chamber of Tourism far more often than the
Development Association for addrsssing suspiciouslillegal adivities (10:2);
That several Cahuitan's would look to padcular comrnunity leaders to address the
problems, rather than the institutions they represent (Individual A + B + C + D +
school director = 10 mentions);
That not al1Cahuitan's would go to the park wardens (mentioned only 19 times out
of 39 respondents);
That several comrnunity rnembers would wnsider going to the police (mentioned
9 times) and as far as the courts (mentioned specifically once,and in combination
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wtth other options another time). In addition, one respondent brought in the notion
of political leverage and alliances, by mentioning going to the Minister and
contacting Greenpeace; and

.

That the Management Committee was not refened to once.

The lack of accountability and communication with the general body of community
members, and the fact that the Management Committee was not referred to once as a
potential problem solver, questions its legitimacy. However, if the number of times the
various subgroups that make up the ManagementCommittee are mentionedis considered,
the picture changes: out of a total of 62 'mentions' for different individuals or institutions,
over half (33) correspond to people or institutions represented on the Committee, namely
CATURCA, ADIC, the wardens at Playa Blanca, MlNAE and the park superintendent. But
clearly, more work needs to be done by the Management Cornmittee if it is to gain the
credibility of the people of Cahuita as a body that manages, and shares authonty and
responsibility for the national park.
There is far better communication and 'upwards' accountability: the Director of the
Conservation Area is fully aware of the activities of the Committee, and the Committee is
slowly gaining legitimacy from the point of view of the supenntendent of the park and
MlNAE officiais at the regional level.
7.3.4 Mandate. Power. Authoritv and Junsdiction

Interviews with Cornmittee members, the participatory evaluation in the
govemment-run section of the park, and observations made within and outside Comrnittee
meetings revealed there was general confusion about the overall mandate, power,
authonty, responsibilityand junsdicüon of the Cornmittee. While sorne saw the Committee
as under the authonty of the park administration and answerable to th8 supenntendent,
othen saw the Committee as a decision-making body to guide action in the whole park,
with the park administration under its guidance. The participatory evaluation in the
govemment-run section of the park highlighted the resistance govemment park wardens
feel in receiving 'orders' from people on the Management Cornmittee, particularly sin- in
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the view of several govbmment wardens, the Management Committee does not have the
capacity to manage the park. In addition, in several conflict situations, it became clear that
Committee members did not act because they were unsure of the power and authoflty they
represented as memben of the Management Committee. Given this situation, the power

-

-

and authonty of the Committee and its mission and objectives became pnority items
for discussion at the planning session.
7.4 Operational and Process Issues
7.4.1 Mechanisms for Election and Turnover

While the Agreement for the Seniices Committee did not outline any mechanisms
for electing representativesor the length of their ternis. the Executive Decree which came
into affect in May 1998 notes that in its first session. the Management Committee will elect
a president, secretary, treasurer, vocal (a msmber to voice concems) and fiscal
(obsewer/overseerwho makes sure that the operations of the Committee are conducted
legally) who will rernain on the board for one year, with possibilities of re-election.
Essentially, these are the rules that the Committee agreed to follow when it was first
established as a Services Committee in 1997. However, the second fomal election for the
Committee did not take place unül September 1998, 7 months after the one-year mark
when it was officially supposed to hold elections. In addition, as can be seen in Table 7-2,
there has been a lot of turnover on the Cornmittee.
Among the first memben were those who played an active role in negotiating the
cooperative agreement signed in 1997. Since then, there has been very high turnover on
the Committee, including three supeiintendents. Only two members (one govemment
member and one community member) have been on the Committee more or less
throughout (with a few months off each) (Table 7-2).
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Table 7-2: Turnover on the Management Committee
(Since iCI inception as a Services Committw in 1997)
Feû. 1997

Jm.Juin 1888
F~ork!uagal

PresMenV
Coordfnator

Gina Cuza
Jorn*
Govemmnt
(MINAE)

Gina Cuza Jonesa
Gowommnt
(MINAE)

Rodolfo Entiquez
Communw (ADIC)

Rodolfo Enriquu
Communrty (ADIC)

Rodolfo
Enriquex
Communrty
(ADIC)

Secrstary

Eduardo
Pearson
Govsmmnt
(MINAE)

Eduardo Pearson
Govemment
(MINA€)

Alôcrto Jankins8
Govemment
(MINAE)

Campbellb
Govemment
(MINAE)

Campbell8
Govemment
(MINA€)

Trsasumr

Alpheus
Buchanan
Communrty
(CATURCA)

Alpheus
Buchanan"

Enrique Joseph
Commun@
(CATURCA)

Enrique Joseph
Commundy
(CATURCA)

Enrique Joseph
Commundy
(CATURCA)

I m a Humphrias
Community
(ADIC)

Edwin Cyrusllnduni
Alfaro
Govsmmsnt
(MINAE)

Eduardo Pearson
Government
(MINAE)

Eduardo
Pearson
Govemmsnt
(MINAE)

Enrique Joseph
Commun@
(CATURCA)

Manuel Mairena
Commundy
(ADIC)

Manuel Mairena
Communfty
(ADIC)

Tacho
Commundy
(ADIC)

Oexttr Lewis
Communify
(ADIC)

Dexter Lewis
Commundy
(ADIC)

Denter Lewis
Communrty
(ADIC)

.

. -

Mernber
Commundy
(ADIC)
Member

Rodolfo
Enriquez
Communrfy
(ADIC)

' Supennhn&nt ; " Adjund, non-voîing; MINA€: Ministry of Environment and Energy; ADIC: D e v d o ~ nAssoÛ&n
t
Cehuils (locd govemmsnt): CATURCA: Cahuifa Chamber of Tourism

of

The high turnover and constant change in mernbership clearly has a negaüve
impact on the working relations among members, and the operations and effectiveness
of the Committee. New memben go through a leaming curve with regards to the

Committee's process, projects and agreements taken in the past. There is also a pedod
of adjustment in ternis of the dynamics of the Committee due to new mixes of penonalities
involved, changes in working rhythrns and cornfort levels.
An intemal regulations document drawn up by MINAE, and still going through

appmval by the Committee, suggests that each par(y elect their Committee representative
before the end of a cakndar year. At the first session of the Management Committee in
each calendar year. internat Committee elections would take place for the positions of
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coordinator (the new word adopted for president in the Executive Decree) and secretary,
and an observer/overseer would also be nominated. Each member would remain on the
Committee for one year, dated back to the 1'' of January of that year (while the regulations
make no mention of re-election, the Executive Decree stipulates that this can take place).
The draft regulations also suggest that memben be replaced if they no longer belong to
the organization they represent, if they do not show up for three meetings in a row (unless
they have good reasons for this), or if they do not fulfil the obligations outlined in the
Executive Decree. These are good suggestions to try to regularize the ternis and roles of

the Committee members; however, elactions in the comrnunity organizations take place
at different times of the year, which could lead to some tumover, regardless. lncreasing
rnembenhip ternis to two (or even three) yean would reduce the turnover and increase
the Cornmittee's effectiveness.
7 A.2 Knowledae of Functions, Roles and Responsibilities

Three things that stand out clearly from Table 7-2, are that: there was a shift in the
controlof the presidency away from the governrnent towards the community (in September
1998); govemment officials have remained in the position of secretaries for the board; and

community memben have continuously had the role of treasurers.
As one community member noted, Cuza Jones was chosen as the fint president
of the Committee for two reasons: she was a 'Ivoman of the community"(Cuza is a Limon
native, and is an active member of one of the community's women's groups) and had a full
salaned position at MINAE. The government officials chosen as secretaries were elected
largely because they are salaned, and can therefore carry out the Committee's work while
being paid. The f a d that community memben have been elected as treasuren is symbolic,
because this is the lifeblood for the Committee. As will be discussed below in the section
on finances, the donations made by visitors support the Committee's work, and it is
therefore appropriate that the financial aspects be controlled by the community. And the
flip in presidency from the govemment to the cornmunity occuned after the Committeewas
legally sanctioned. This was a premeditated move, according to comments made at the
workshop in which we presented preliminary results.
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However, what became evident in our interviews with Committee members is that
there was uncertainty and confusion with regards to their roles and responsibilities, and
with regards to the mandate and objectives of the Cornmittee itself. This confusion is
undentandable due to the transition the Committee has gone through from a Services
Committee to a Management Committee. In addition, the roles and responsibilities of Vie
Committee members were never defined in the Services Committee agreement, and are
not clearly outlined in the new Executive Decree. The proposed intemal regulations rnight
partially solve this situation if they are adopted, as they spell out Committee meinbers'
mles and responsibilities (although not in enough detail).
One of the problemswith the way the intemal regulations and the ExecutiveDecree
were fomulated is that they were drafted by MlNAE staff people and then brought to the
Committee for approval. The visioning and content was not a group exercise. This might
explain why to date the Committee has not yet absorbed or adopted the contents of these
documents. Nonetheless, there is flexibility to change these documents, and it will be up
to the Cornmittee to ensure that they reflect the Committee's needs and perspectives
adequately.
'7.4.3 Committee Meetina Process

Meetings are usually held at MINAE's headquarters in Cahuita, and take place
every Wednesday. In addition, ad hoc meetings can be convened by any member of the
Committee when necessary. A meeting can take place if a minimum of three memben are
present, with no specifications for there to be at hast one member from each party.
Decisions are made by a rnajority vote (although they try to arrive at consensus). In theory
then, decisions wuld be made with two govemment officiais and one community member,
or by three community memben.
The coordinator ads as chair, and the secretary is in charge of recording the
agreements made by the Committee. The agenda is prepared by the secretary, and it is
reviewed and approved at the beginning of each session. In addition, minutes of the
previous meeting are reviewed and approved. Each mmting has an agenda item entitled
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'other', where members c m bring up additional issues. Comrnunity memben who would
like a specific issue to be addressed by the Committee can attend the meeting and have
their item included in the agenda.
While the above outline of the process of the Cornmittee sounds quite organized,
in practice the prccess is notas smooth. Management Committee meetings usually extend
to three houn per week (sometimes going over this), and rarely start on tirne. While there
is an agenda, discussions often go on many tangents without actuaily addressing or
resolving the agenda item at band.'
The meeting process depends to a great extent on the ability of the chair, i.e., the
Cornmittee presidentkoordinator. While the former govemment president was proficient
and comfortable in chairing, the cuvent chair has a difficult time with the idea of fonally
chairing the meeting, and often needs to be reminded that he has to formally open the
meeting and give people the floor to speak. This 'difficulty' of community mernbers being
able to participate in f o n a l meetings is something that is seen time and again in
collaborative management arrangements worldwide, for example Alaska (e.g., Hensley
and Harrow 1998) and Canada (e.g., Weitzner 2000). The issue is whether this f o n a l
culture is appropriate, and how to balance informal and formal ways of working effectively.
In addition, although the amount of time spent at meetings could be considered
'inefficient', there may be other considerations at stake: the meetings are a chance for
social interaction and updates among the Committee members, which can increase the
social cohesion and working relations among the participants;moreover,the meetings (and
their length!) might serve the function of undersconng the importance of the Committee's

- and particularly the community member's - input in the operations and management of
the park, and act as a reminder that MlNAE c m no longer act unilaterally.
' ~ h i sis part and parcel of Latin American meeting culture in genenl: there is a tendency to hold
numerous meetings that go on for hours, with discussions that never seem to get 'to the point'. Some
people have called this tendency reunitis, which roughly trandated is 'meetingitis' After attending several
meetings in Cahuita, at the regional level and in San Jose, Marvin and I developed a list of 10 steps for a
'successful' meeting: 1) arrive one or two hours late; 2) make sure written invitations have not been
distributed; 3) make sure you do not have an agenda or objectives for the meeting; 4) do not take notes; 5)
do not specify a tirneframe for the meeting; 6) make sure there is no chairperson; 7) do not discuss the
issues at hand; 8) leave the work for the next meeting; 9) if a decision is made, do not sgecify who wiH do
it or by men; 10) do not summarize any progress made at the closing of the meeting.
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7.4.4 Decision-Makina Procedures and Power Ovnamics

With regards ta decision-making, there are problerns in how decisions are made,
tracking what has already been discussed and decided, and follow-through
implementation. Some of these problems are inextricably related to the power dynamics
among Cornmittee members. Co-managementtheorists (e.g., Berkes et al. 1991; McCay
1995; Pinkerton 1994; Pomeroy 1995; Sen and Nielsen 1996) have tended to examine
these types of issues using variations of Amstein's (1969) ladder of citizen participation
(Berkes 1997). Inthe case of protected areas, for example, Bomni-Feyerabend(1996) has
developed a participation spectrum based on Amstein. However, while variations of the
Arnstein ladder are useful in labelling the 'structural type' of arrangement in place as
viewed from the outside, there are critical power dynamics that take place among
Committee members, within individualsand at the community level that these adaptations
do not addtess. In light of this, the following analysis draws mostly on Rocha's (1997)
synthesis of relevant literatureand ladder of empowement, which offen a more complex
understanding of the multiple sources and types of power that have a direct impact on
decision-making in CO-management(see Appendix 6 for an outline on Amstetn [1969],
Bonini-Feyerabend[1996] and Rocha's [7 997) discussions of participation and power).
7.4.4.1 Fielûwork Stage 1:
Power in the Hands of Govemment Reps and a Community Leader

-

During the first stage of the fieldwork (January-May 1998) when the Cornmittee
was operating dejure as a Services Committee, but de facto as a ManagementCornmittee

- two

wmmunity members on the

Committee noted thât the buk of the
decisions were made by three people:
the two govemrnentofficiais (president
and secretary), and the adjund

"Buchunun is an old soldier; he 'S the man that always
try to uplifl this community, he 's the number one, he
do everyihing, ,,

-

fonner president of
Cahuita's Development W i w t i o n

treasurer, a community member who
was not an official mernber of the Committee and had no voting rights. On several
occasions decisions were made by these three people, who then infomed the other
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Cornrnittee memben of the outcorne. The reason why the adjunct treasurer's power was
accepted both by the government officials and by the community at large, is that ha is
arguably Cahuita's most prominent leader. However, official community representatives
on the Committee cornplained that when urgent decisions needed to be made, the
govemment officials often only contacted the treasurer rather than al1 Cornrnittee
members.
In-depth interviews with the three official cornmunity representatives revealed that

while one felt that the meetings were 'mry democmtic" and that the govemment officials
were not "authoManan or negative", the other two felt that relations were unbalanced.
"MINA€ mpmntatives feel they have supremacy over us community people, " said one
member. "At the time being we're at an impasse... because the MlNAE representatives
think that their ideas shou/d pmvail. The best thing about the anangement will corne when
the cnfetia and ideas of the community pmvail, because we community people wi// /ive
hem our whole /ives." Two of the three official wmmunity members expressed the
frustration that Arnstein (1969) refers to when she says that "padicipation without
redistiibution of power is an empty and fnrstratrng pmcess for the powetîess. It allows the
poweholden to claim that al1 sides wem considemd, but makes it possible for only some
of those sides to benefif. It maintains the status quo." These members used the word
'manipulation' to refer to the tactics and poliücs of those who held the power in the
Management Committee.
Essentially then, in Stage 1 a redistribution of power had not occumd; while the

-

treasurer wielded a fair amount of power in influencingthe outcome of decisions thereby
balancingthe overall power betweenthe State and Cahuita -the decision-making process
of the Committee was far from democraüc. An important point to emphasize, however, is
that the decisions made by the Cornmittee during this time focussed on relatively small
decisions relating to the provision of services that have not had implications with regards
to resource use and access. The process became far more democratic when dealing with
access issues. One example was a conflict that took place when a $8 USD fee for visiting
the reef was pmposed (essentially the fee for entrance into the state-governed national
park area) in March 1998. While it was provoked by the three 'powerholden' of Me
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Management Committee at the time

- i.e., the treasurer and the two government officials

- it was resolved through open meetings with affected parties, who then gave the
Management Comrnittee the final decision-rnaking power over the issue. (The fint issue
of our newsletter El A m i & in Appendix 3 describes this conflict in detail).

7.4.4.2 Fieldwork Stage 2: Power in the Hands of Community Members
During Stage 2 of the fieidwork (Novernber-January 1998/9), however, there was
a large tumaround in the decision-making process and power dynamics in the Committee.
Dunng this time, a cornmunity member was the coordinatorlpresident of the Comrnittee,
and community rnembers were largely in charge of the meeting process. The new
superintendent and ManagementCornmittee secretary spent one-and-a-half months away
at a training course, and the only govemment officials to participate in meetings were
either the Director of the Conservation Area. or a MlNAE representative acting on the
Director's behalf. Several meetings were held without government officials present. and
decisions were made regardless.
What became evident in Committee meetings during this time was that one
cornmunity member started dominating and leading the discussions, while the other two

- including the chair and coordinator - remained fairly quiet. This is perhaps due to the
dominant member's education and comfort level in ternis of speaking in public (he was
fairly involved in politics, and was elected president of Cahuita's Chamber of Tourism late
in 1998). But it could also be due to the leaming process he had benefited from since he
first started on the Committee (Stage l),
as well as the 'chemistry' and effect of the other
personalities in the group. For example, the two govemment people who held much of the
power during Stage 1, and who did much of the talking, were no longer memben of the
Committee. And when the park superintendent was present after his training course, it
became dear that he did not have much power to assert his opinions. We did not attend
any meetings dunng which the Director or his representative were present; their presence
might have influenced power dynamics during the meetings.
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7.4.4.3 Stage 3 of the Çie/&orù

Unfortunately during the few days we were in Cahuita during Stage 3 of our

fieldwork, no Management Committee meetingswere held. The town was busily preparing
for National Parks Week, an annual event that Cahuita hosted in 1999. We therefore did
not have a chance to see how the balance of power on the Committee might have shifted
with the new park supeflntendent, Campbell. However, we were able to observe how the
Management Committee, the Director of the Conservation Area and other members of
MlNAEand the community of Cahuita were working together to make NationalParks Week

a success. This event served as a means to showcase the avolution and pragress of the
Management Cornmittee, and to highlight this type of anangement as an option for other
national parks.
7.4.4.4 Analysis and Conclusion
It is clear the Management Committee itself is the outcome of what Rocha has

termed 'socio-political community empowement'. involving "1) cntical rellection by the
community and rnembers-ofcommunity (individuals) rethinking their mlationship to
stwctums of power and 2) collective action upon those strvcturesJ'(Rocha 1997). In

addition, "thecommunity is transfoming itself from the inside into a po w e h l actor, capable
of gamenng resounes for local benefit; at the same t j m , members-of-lhe-community are
tmnsfonning themselves from bystanden into acton in and thmugh this process" (Rocha

1997). The dynamics of some Management Committee memben demonstrates that
particular individuals are at different stages of empowement and transformation into
acton: While some are going through McClelland's (1975) Stage III (1 have an impact on
others) and Stage IV (1 gain strength from servinglinfluencing others) power experiences,
others are experiencing Stage I (It strengthens me) and Stage II (1 strengthen myself)
power through participating in the proceos.
Overall, our observations of the power dynamics and decision-making pmcess of
the Committee revealedthat they depend to a large extent on the personalities, attitudes,
abilities and interests of the individuals invohred. A given individual's ability to influence
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decisionmakingis relateddirectly to his or her power and influence in the community (and
with the govemment officiais), but also to the individual's ability to speak his or her mind
openly and to participate in discussions. In addition, participating in the process can lead
to leaming, skills-building and potential individual empowerment. The force or power of
personalities seems to be of more account in influencing power dynamics and decisionmaking even than the Committee's structural composition (three community
representatives, two government representatives). In short, considering the vanous types
of power and empowement within individuals, the community and power dynamics among
members of CO-managementboards is important because they can have more of an
impact on decision-making and outcornes than the fomal structure - or even formal

-

powers of the CO-managementarrangement itself.
7.4.5 Trackina and lmplementina Decisions
Throughout the entire three stages of fieldwork, a recurrent problem with regards
to decision-making was tracking and implementation. Because of the lack of consistent
note-takingand tracking of decisions (discussed fumer in the section on communication)

- and perhaps compounded by the high turnover rate - Cornmittee memben duplicated
efforts and recycled issues. Moreover, when decisions were made by the Committee, no
effort was made to idenüfy who would carry out the decision, or by when. The predidable
result was that many decisions were made without any implementation.
As one Committee membsr noted, "thereis no one on the Cornmittee that says

-

'weIIJI'm going to venw whether or not it was done' - them's no 'fiscal'...no person to
ensum implementation."While this function is assigned, there is lack of awareness and
clarity of what it entails. Several Cornmittee members noted that implementation is often
teft up to the government representatives, who are very busy and cannot follow through

on implementation.
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7.4.6 Wokina Relations and Trust
As with most groups, the working relations between Committee members depend

a great deal on the attitudes and dynamics of the Committee memben. According to one
govemment Committee member, how well the Committee works depends alrnost entirely
on the attitudes of the people involved:
"The attitude that one has to dernonstrate, has to be an open attitude. Oifen them
am [govemment] colleagues who entorpecen (litemlly rnake clumsy, m a t e an
obstacle, or thwart) the pmcess in a negative way regarding certain things that
could be negotiated.. That cmates an obstacle in the pmcess and is a step
backwards. But the attitude that one has to have, 1 think should be always open;
to cot~verse,to negotiate, until the point at which...y0u push the extmmes of the
mgulations and scope of action pemissible.. ..One always has to have a positive
attitude, and radiate this in the community so that people see you as a positive
agent, and not as someono who is an obstacle to the pmcess. / think this is the key
to success for any type of community work.
"

She later added that '?hemare people who being inside or outside the Committee do
nothing but entorpwer (make clumsy, create an obstacle, thwart), which leads to people
being il/-at-ease and unmotivated." This comment refers directly to a conflict that took

place between a community member and a govemment official sitting on the Committee,
which resulted in the government member's removal.
While member's attitudes is a major determinant of the Committee's working
relations, so is memben' willingness to work in a fashion that respects Me knowledge and
potential contribution of everyone participating. Other factors affecting working relations
indude: the sense that MlNAE people are just passing through. and are notas committed
as wmmunity people in ternis of wnserving the park; that park superintendents are often
not available, because they are involvedwith many other responsibilities,that require their
absence from the community and the park; the increasing frustration and tiredness
expressed by community memben on the Committee regarding the fad that they put in
many houn, and yet do not receive any remuneration, while government people receive
salaries and do not put in as much effort.
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Regardless of these factors affecting working relations, however, Committee
meetings we attended were cordial, and even involved some joking. According to
interviews, al1Cornmittee members felt there was trust and openness among the members,
in tenns of transparency and being able to work together. One member stated: " Yes. them
is tnrst in the sense that we know each other, we think we am al/ making pmgmss with
regads to management. In other worrls. the# has been a change in attitude on behalfof
the administration, as well as on behalfof the community, in order to cany out the changes
that we'm underfaking. Another Committee member described the trust relationship iike
"

this: "Then, is tmst. When we gel together, people express themselves, and their
disagreement in some things.. . Them am some people who have their roces (bmshes),
that's nomal, and that has to happen so that everyfhing isn't 'yes, yes, yes' or 'no, no, no. "'
In short, tension and disagreement are a necessary pait of any relationship, which does

not necessarily exclude trust.
While the Cornmittee has its ups and downs in terms of working relationships, one
image will always stick in mind. The first day that Marvin and I arrived in Cahuita to start
Stage 3 of our fieldwork, we walked down the main Street of Cahuita after being dropped
off by the bus some time in the early evening. Sitting at a table of a café were al1 the
members of the Management Committee, and the Director of the Conservation Area,
having a beer together. To me that was a sure sign of a process in progress.
7.4.7 Plannina, Technical Support and Knowledae Used

There are several issues relatedto planning, technical support and knowledgeused

in decision-making. These include:
1) Management plan: There is no management plan for the park. This has had a large

impact on the effectiveness of the Management Committee (in ternis of lack of darity with
regards to niles and regulations, communication issues, etc.), and has even spuned
confiicts. On the positive side, there is aie opportunity to ensure that any new management
plan isjointly devekped betweencommunity memben and MINAE. It is interesting to note
that while the drafting of a management plan specifically was not cited as a priority by the
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Management Committee in our planning session,they did suggest severalfunctional areas
and activities that require individual plans. This points to the need for training for members
of the Management Committee with regards to developing and implementing integrated
management plans. Capacity-building in protected areas management was identified as
a top priority for the Management Committee in the planning session.
2 ) Opeations plan: These are drafted once per year by outside biologists, and are not
fuifiiled due to iack of resourcas (financial and human). The participatory evaiuation we

held in Puerto Vargas was the fint time park staff had been asked for input regarding the
park administration's needs, priofities and possible solutions/actions. Not once have the
park wardens

- or community people - been asked for their input into any planning

documents canceming the park.
3 ) Management Cornmiltee planning: To date the Management Committee has operated

in a crisis management mode, and there has been no concerted effort to engage in short-,
medium- or long-terniplanning. A Committee member pointed out that: "We'vegone along
puffing out lires and dealing with some of the most buming issues [in Raya BlancaJ Once
these are m o l m û , 1 think we will be able to define our future goals." But this sense of

-

being in crisis is precisely as the Committee member suggests - directly linked to the
Management Cornmittee's organizationalweaknesses, its lack of goal-setting and its lack
of planning; if the Committee continues on the path explained by the Committee member,
the result will be a lifetime of waiting, as crises are part and parcel of handson

-

-

management and will remain so until planning and leaming takes place. By engaging
in ongoing planning activities the Committee might not consider what it does as 'crisis
managementJor 'putting out fires'.
4) Technical suppod: To date any information available on the resoutces in the park has

been conducted by univenity students and biologists,and there has been little or no follow
up with regards to action or joint planning. The Costa Rica-Holland project Namasol has
conducted some capacity-building courses in the cammunity, but these are geared to
increasing the quality of nature tours, rather than monitoring and information-gatheringfor
environmentaldecision-making. There is no ongoingtechnical support for decisions made
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regarding resources in the park. The new superintendent Campbell is a manne biologist,
which will no doubt prove beneficial in decision-making about the reef.
5) Local knowledge: There has been little attempt to try to gather, validate and use the

knowledge of community people with regards to the resources in the park (Narnasol
offered one coune on medicinal plants which collected traditional knowledge on 78
different plant species used for remedies [Piedrahita Yepes 1998)). Throughout our
fieldwork we observed that some govemment officials operate under the assumption that
they have the knowledge it takes to run a national park, and that community members
need to go through capacity-building in order to 'get up to speed'. In other words, the
prevailing attitude is that knowledge must be transferred to community people, without
consideration of the potential that the knowledge transfer could go the other way. We
noticed that govemrnent officials often use technical jargon around community people,
which has the impact of making them feel not only alienated, but fnistrated and potentially
humiliated. One community member stated that: 'Since we are the people who /ive hem,
they (MINAE) shouldlisten to us more, and analyze ourpmposals, and pefiaps give them

a technical 'tint' in onler to apply them. But not come to us with technical proposais, and
then we am lefl looking towards the sky because we don7 know what they are talking
about."

In fact, several community members we spoke with -and two Committee memben

- questioned the way in which MINAE is managing the park. One commented on what he
called a 'plague', i.e., the spread of almond trees in the park, which is an introduced
species. MINAE's policy is not to cut down any trees in the park, regardlest of whether
they are introduced or taking over. The Committee member noted there used to be
parakeets in the park, that no longer come because the trees they fed from were slowly
covered in matapalo, parasitical species' that kill the trees if it is not pruned: "For them
[MINA€] that's management. But in order to maintain an ecosystem. you also have to give
11% to the ecosystem." he raid. Another who spent many yean working on his f a m in the

park said that contrary to previous times. now nothing is touched in the national park:

"Themam plants that am more aggmssive than others, anda lime mightcorn whem only
one type of plant will exist...In the years I1wbeen hem I've noticeûChat. He added: "We
"
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have to make sum that the plants don? disappear, we have to mpmduce them, and it's a

lie that that's done by leaving them alone." Drawing on the knowledge of people who
worked th8 land in the park for years, and who live off the resources today, would help in
producing appropriate planning and ensuring biodivenity is maintained.
7.4.8 Communication and Feedback Mechanisms

There are six potential avenues for communication: 1)intemal communication, Le.,
communication among the Committee members; 2) Cammittee-park staff communication;
3) Cornmittee-MINAE communication; 4) Committee-community communication; 5)
Committee-parkvisitor communication; and 6) Committee-general public communication.
1) Intemal communication. As noted above, the secretary is supposed to be in charge of

minute-taking, and to maintain a Libm de Actas (Minute book). According to the proposed
intemal regulations, the secretary is also in charge of distribuüng copies of the decisions.
During the three stages of fieldwork, however, it was evident that note-taking was not
conducted regularly, that the secretanes did not maintain an up-to-date minute-taking
book, and never once disseminated decisions to Committee mernbers other than orally.
The non-dissemination of records of the agreements has had a negative impact in

terms of the passing on 'corporate knowledge' and effectiveness of the Committee. New
memben are not given records of previous decisions; the high turnover on the board
makes this problem especially acute. As well, it became evident that many memben were
not aware of the provisions in the Services Committee Agreement, the Executive Decree,
or their responsibilities and functions on the Committee. A backgrounderpackage for new
~nemberscould be very helpful to alleviate these problems.

2) Cornmittee-park staff communication. There are essentially tw 'staffs' in Cahuita
National Park: those paid by and operating under the Management Committee, who are
responsiblefor the Playa Blanca section of the park (two wardens and one security guard);
and those paid by and operaüng under MINAE, who are mainly responsible for aie Puerto
Vargas section of the park (six staff members, induding the superintendent and cook).
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There is little communication betweenthe ManagementCornrnittee and the MlNAE
staff. Only one Cornmittee meeting took place in Puerto Vargas, with al1 park staff and the
Cornmittee. A party also took place in the Puerto Vargas headquarten in January 1999,
so that al1 people involved in the park could meet each other and mix. As well, park staff
was present at the presentation we gave disseminating the preliminary results of our
projed (Decernber 1998), and at the planning session (January 1999). But besides these
events, the MINA€ park staff clearly lack information on the Committee's functions

activities.
This became parücularly apparent in the participatory evaluation we conductedwith
MlNAE staff (December 1998). The park staff is unaware of who sits on the Committee,
the authodty and power of the Cornmittee, or the decisions it takes. A suggestion was

-

made that the superintendentof the park who is always a member of the Committee and

-

who lives with the MlNAE park staff infom them of the Committee activities during staff
meetings and post the minutes in the warden house. This type of information-sharing,
together with further involvement in Cornmittee activities and meetings, would help dispel
the misconceptions that exist among the MlNAE park staff that the Management
Comrnittee and Playa Blanca staff do nothing, and vice-versa. In addition, because of the
high turnover in the Puerto Vargas staff, it would be helpful for new staff memben to
receive a backgrounder on the history, objectives, authority and functions of the
Management Cornmittee.
There is more communication behveen the Committee and the Playa Blanca staff,
largely because they are very close in geographical proximity, and the Playa Blanca staff
reports to the treasurer each day to hand over the day's donations (the Puerto Vargas
headquarten is 7 kilometres away). Nonetheless, Mere are still problems with regards to
communicating decisions about what is and is not allowed in the park, and consequently
decisions do not get enforced by the park staff.

3) CommiZtee-MINA€ communication. Communication between the Cornmittee and
regional MlNAE headquarten in Lirndn is quite good, as the superintendent of the park
keeps the Director infomed about acüvities in the park through meetings and telephone
--
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conversations. As well, the Director of the Conservation Area is actively interested in the
activities of the Committee, and often visits the community.
4) Committee-communily communication. There are no formal mechanisrns by which the

Management Committee disseminates information about its activities or decisions to the
community of Cahuita. The representatives of the Chamber of Tourism and the Cahuita
Development Association infom their board of directors by word of mouth (although thts
reporting back is inconsistent, according to cornments made by people in these
organizations).
Likewise, there are no fomal community feedback mechanisms. The comrnunity
representatives tend to bring to the table the concems of the constituents of their
organizations, and their own personal interests. Community members not represented by
the Chamber of Tourism or the Cahuita Developmen?Association can bring their concems
directly to Management Committee members. However, according to our community
survey, the vast majority of Cahuitans do not knaw about the Committee or who sits on it:
10 people of 39 said they had heard about the ManagementCommittee, but of these, only
6 were able to comment correctly on some aspect of the function and role of the

Committee; 25 respondents said they knew that Playa Blanca was managed
collaboratively between MlNAE and the community.
In order to raise awareness of the Management Committee and to provide a
potential mechanisrn for future dissemination of Committee activities we started a
community newsletter named El Amcife (The Reef). The intention of the first issue was
to infom the community about the Management Committee and who sits on it; a conflict
that had taken place with regards to the access to the reef and the way Committee had

managed the conflict; and our projed (who we were, what we were doing in Cahuita, and
the objectives of our work) (Appendix 3). There was much enthusiasm about this
newsletter, and interest was expressed by several people to have it continue as a
community newsletter. However, M i l e a nascent editorial committee was started, some
training took place with regards to newsletter production, and an issue was publishedwith
artides by community memben featuring community groups and their activities, the project
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was aborted. This was on account of Namasol's expression of interest in starting a similar
newsletter, which would mean a paid job for one community member. Namasol took over
production of El Anecife, but published only one issue that featured its own work in the
community before the newsletter died, another example of cooption of community
initiatives by extemal agents. There has b w n some talk in the community about starting
ElA m i & again, as per the editorial committee's initial intentions, although more training

and resources would be required.
It should be noted that the choice of a newsletter as a potential vehicle for
dissemination was due largely to our skills (1 have a background in newsletter production
and training of community people in wnting skills), and our ideas regarding the type of
vehicle that might eventually increase social cohesion in the community: the idea was for
a community newsletter that could serve as an information vehicle for other groups in the
community as well. This is not to Say that we regarded it as the only type of communication
vehicle for the Committee; open houses, community presentations and perhaps aven
theatre are additional mechanismswhich could increase twbway communicationand raise
awareness about the Committee's role and activities.
5) Cornmittee-park visitor communication. When visitors come to Cahuita, very few know

about the history of the area, or the f a d that Cahuita is the fitst national park in Costa Rica
to be Rin collaboratively between the State and a community. They also do not know that
the money they donate at the Playa Blanca entrance supports the 'community-run' section
of the park, and is re-invested back into the community. Instead, park staff sirnply ask them
to registertheir names, and to donate if they wish. Moreover, there is nothing to distinguish
the park staff as 'community park staff', as they Wear the same uniforms as the MlNAE
staff in Puerto Vargas. Clearly, infoming visiton about the history of the park, and M i n g
them know what their money supports, would generate more funds for the Management
Committee.
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In a suwey conducted with 37 visiton at Playa Blanca during Easter Week in March
1999, only 8 visitors knew the park was collaboratively managed, with three having been

told by word of mouth by people in the community, one having seen some papers to this
effect at the entrance booth, and four having read about the collaborative management
arrangement in guide books. Not one visitor was informed about the collaborative
management of the park by the park staff at Playa Blanca. Only four people intewiewed
were told what their donations were being used for, but of these only two remembered
being told the donations were going towards consefving and maintainingthe park (nothing
was mentioned about the Management Committee). Furthemore, while we found that the
guides were quite good in pointing out the ecological featutes and medicinal plants of the
marine-terrestrial park and historical sites of interest, never once did they mention the
collaborative management arrangement in the park.
In response to this lack of information for visitors

- and on request by the

-

Management Committee we wrote and desktop-published a brochure for the park from
the point of view of the community with the input of a brochure committee that helped
identify the goals and desired content of the brochure. We then spent five days speaking
with community and govemment people to verify and approve the content and layout of
the brochure. The brochure explains not only some of the history of the area, but also
touches on the conflict that took place, the work of the Management Committee, and how
donations are being used. The Director of the Consenration Area has committed to
providing the funds to have the brochure professionally designed and printed, although to
date this has not yet been done.
There has also been talk of the Management Committee setting up its own office
in the Playa Blanca entrance building in order to provide more informationto visitors about
the history and management of the park. This would also give the Committee more
autonomy and cohesion, rather than operattng out of MINAE's headquarters in Cahuita.
In addition, training for the park staff with regards to informing visiton about the where
their donations are being channelledand the management arrangement in the park would
be helpful, and wuld lead to an increase in revenues for the Committee.
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6) Commi~ee-generalpubliccommunication. Committee members have attended several

national and international conferences to present the Cahuita case. To date they have
participated in meetings in San JosB, Nicaragua and Honduras. In addition, the
Management Cornmittee has been involvedin community-to-communitycapacity-building.
Through a project coordinated by Marvin at the Office of Civil Society Participation of
MINAE, members of communities surroundingBallena Marine National Park, a marine park
on the Pacific Coast, have visited Cahuitato speak with ManagementCornmittee memben
about strategies for negotiating coilaborativemanagement.The Cahuita members will aiso
go to Ballena Marine National Park to visit. Presentingthe case at conferences and being
involved with community-to-community capacity building has increased the pnde
Cornmittee members feel in being fint joint management cornmittee in a national park in
Costa Rica.
7.4.9 Sources of Funding

While the proposed intemal regulations suggest that both ACLACA and the
donations of the park should fund the Cornmittee's activities, the Committee has relied
almost entirely on the donations it receives at Playa Blanca for its operations. Between
January-December 1997. it colbcted US0 $14,689 in donations, and from January to
December 1998, USD $19,360 (Joseph. pen. comm., 1999).
The money collected goes to cover the salaries of the park wardens at the Playa
Blanca entrance (two full-time salaries) as well as the security guard hired to cover the
Playa Blanca area at night. The remainder is used for activities such as the Puerto
VargasIPtaya Blanca mixer that took place in December 1998. and are re-invested back
into the community for projects and other needs (for example, funding the Cahuita
aqueduct and school supplies). Contrary to collaborative management boards elsewhere,
comrnunity mernbers am not paid per diems.
The entrance fees colleded at the Puerto Vargas entranœ go directly to the

National Parks Systern in San Jose. As a point of cornparison, in 1997, the park had a total
of 54,887visitors. Of these, 33,809 registemdat the Playa Blancaentrance, donating US0
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$14,689, or approximately US0 $0.43 per person to the Management Committee.
Approximately 21,078 visitors registered at the Puerto Vargas e n t r a n ~ eOf
. ~these 18,666
were nationals, but only 11,904 paid entrance fees, totalling USD $9,523 (assuming $.BO

- 200 colones - entrance fee each); 2,412 were foreignen, but only 2,280 paid entrance
fees, amount to USD $13,680 (assuming that the foreignen paid $6 entrance fee each).
In short, in 1997 the total amount of money going to the National Park System in San José
from entrance fees at Puerto Vargas amounted to USD $23,203, while the USD $14,689
fmm the PIaya Blanca sector stayed in the comrnunity (al!figures are from Cuza Jones,
pers. comm., 1998; and Joseph, pers. comm., 1999).
An interesting situation that has ansen, is that the Management Committee is
continuously asked to lend the MlNAE section of the park money for operations and fuel.
Therefore, unlike many collaborative management situations where boards are often
dependent on the govemment for funds and consequently feel controlled, in Cahuita this
is most definitely not the case.
While the ManagementCommittee is not dependent on the govemment for incorne,
it is completely dependent on tounsm. This makes it vulnerable to fluctuations in the

tourism industry. As is reflected in the visitation to Cahuita National Park from 1982 to
1997 (Figure 7-l), there has been a decline in tounsm in Cahuita rince it peaked in the late
80s/early 90s.

'11 should be noted that many visiton do not register, particularly in the Playr Blanca section, and
therefore the recorded figures for nurnber of tourists visiting the park are not very accurate.
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Figure 74 : Visits to Cahuita National Palk tmm 1982 to 1997
Source: Cuza Jones (1998)

O Nationals

.

Foreigners

There are several reasons for this decline in park visitation from 1982 to 1997:
1) The 1991 Earthquake. The Caribbean coast suffered great damage due to the 1991

earthquake. The coast became inaccessible because of flooding and damage to the roads
and other infrastructure (Zupbado 1993). Cahuita's reef was pushed up by approximately
1 meter. In 1992, no one was taking registrationin Cahuita National Park, although some

people did visit.
2) The incmase of fees forentrance to national parks and the 7994 contlict. The Ministry

of Environment and Energy placed advertisements in major newspapen to alert potential
visiton about the conflict situation in the pafk. According to community people, this had a
serious impact on tourism; the community tried to reverse mis impact and attract tourism
by hosting ccrlourful.events in the first two weeks of December 1994 (Tovar 1994).
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3 ) Cahuita's growing mputation as a

centre for drug trafticking. There have
been numerous newspaper articles
irnplying that the area between
Cahuita and Limon is a major entry
point for cocaine transported from
Central and South Arnerica (e.g.,
Segnini 1997; Vizcaino 1998). There

"It 's a beautiful aren that is in great demand... But
unfortunately, the infiastructure was very damaged by
the 1991 earthquake, access to the conservation areas
is very diflcult and there is a general conception that
it 's a dangerous area due to crinie and drugs, which
isn 'r necessari/v true. We don 'tfeel confortable
sending groicps of older or vety young rourists there,
and when we do send-vounggroups, rue warn theni of
the dangers"

- Maria Amdia P h ,

Diristor of C w y Erpditionv,
Vivjes Horkiontes (in Bermuda 1996)

have been allegations that Cahuita is
a storage centre for cocaine to be
distributed elsewhere (Vizcaino 1998). While some tourists might be attracted to Cahuita
because of this reputation, its effect is clearly negative. In addition, according to several
interviews with cornmunity people, drug use is increasing arnong Cahuiteifos , which is
leading to increased violence and theft in the cornmunity.
4) Security issues. A 1997 Travel Information Report for Costa Rica issued by the

Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade stated:
"Canadians travelling to beaches located on the south eastem coast in the
province of timon should exercisecaution due to incidents of vident c m s against
tourists in 1996 and 1997. Consequenfly, Canadians tavelling in timon should
ensum that al1 travel is undertaken duting daylight hours, avoid makhg stops
enroute to their final destination, stay in we11-Wuented and pmtected
hotels/campgmunds, and avoid camping ovemight on beaches" (DÇAIT 1997).
Besides the incidents mentioned above, there was a rnurder in November 1994 a few
kilometres north of Cahuita involving an American tounst (Gonzalez 1994). Cleady these
types of incidents and security concems have a big impact on tourism in the area.
5 ) Lack of appmpdate marketing. Another factor leading to a decrease in tourism is the

la& of appropriate marketing for the Caribbean, and the fact that it
%as ôeen pmtnoted in the same wey as Me Pacific coast, when in rsality the Iwo
coasts am very ditbmnt 60th in social and ecoIogicaI tems. The Canbbean has
a gmat potential for toutim development because of its rich cuItura1 divetsity, the
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bilingualism of the people and its biologieal khness. In fadI it has an advantage
over the Pacific in that it still has abumlant natuml msoums..." (Namasol's Plan
for Tounsm Promotion, cited in Piedrahita Yepes 1998).
Besides the often cited lack of government support for marketing the Caribbean, people
have noted the lack of capacity in marketing and general dysfunctionality of Cahuita's
Chamber of Tourism as another factor in the decrease of tourism in the area (Berrnudez
1996).Namasol has started addressingthis situation by establishinga marketingcampaign
to increase the profile of the southem Caribbean.
One successful event organized in conjunction with Cahuita's Chamber of Tourism
was inviting the Minister of Tourism to Cahuita in February 1998, along with a busload of
joumalists. The intent was to capture the Minister's and media attention, and to give
joumalists concrete pointers on how to handle coverage of Cahuita more appropriately in
the future. In a public address, the then president of Cahuita's Chamber of Tourism told
joumalists: "ln the future. when you have infonnation on Cahuita, be objective. This ama
has been punished by false reports. Toudsrn has decreased because of these pmblems.

Cahuita has organized itself to bdng security to th8 tourists of Cahuita." In response, the
Minister noted: "Peopleknow them is almost a 'xenophobia'about timdn, and many rente1
carcompanies do not permit people to take their cars hem". He agreed there has been a
lot of "unjust suffetingVdueto misinformation about the Caribbean, adding that 'Yhem am
very few places in Costa Rica as secum as in iimdn."
6) Racism, lack of cultural identity. tensions beîween community memben. and the

populadty of other m o r t destinations such as Cuba. have also been cited as potential
reasons for a decrease in tourism in Cahuita (Cruz 1996).
As a result of the overall
decrease in tourism in Cahuitat
1 y th
i
a 7 0%
undenitilization of hotel capacity in
Cahuita (Piedrahita Yepes 1998). In

"At ihis moment we 're complete!~bankrupt because
of the decreuse in tourim, and i/you as& aty of the
small and medium tourism businesspeople in Cahuita.
ihey 'Il tell you that ihey don 't make enough money to
cover water or electricity bills. "
Cabuiti commuaity member 1.)96

-

(in Cniz 19%)

addition, the southern Caribbean only
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attracts 6% of Costa Rica's tounsm market (Bermudez 1996). However, the decrease in
tounsm to the Caribbean parallels a national decrease in touflsm, particularly between
1994 and 1996 (Bermudez 1996).
Clearly, the Management Cornmittee is in a vulnerable position by depending solely
on park entrance fees from tourists visiting Playa Blanca as a source if income.
7.4.9.1 Other Financial Sources for Activities in th8 Park

Some activities related to the park are also funded by extemal organizations, such
as Namasol and foreign govemments. For exarnple, Namasol provided funds to build the
current Playa Blanca entrance building and the access bridge over Kelly Creek. As
outlined in a 1998 book entitled The Coral Reef of Cahuita Point: The Ongin of a Village

and a National Park. Expedences for Sustainable Development (Piedrahita Yepes 1998).

-

Namasol has also provided training courses for wmmunity memben particulady nature

- in basic manne ecology. coral reef ecology, birds, marine turtles and medicinal
plants - and has indicated that it would provide funding for a park management plan.

guides

However it has not approached the Management Committee directly about ihis, and
skepticism has been expressed about Namasol's approach. There are nimoun that
Namasol has already created a draft management plan without any input from the
Management Committee, and was considering hiring a foreign biologist to cornplete it,
without community input.
In addition, there was a large push by the (former) Cahuita coordinator of the
Namasol project to set up a foundation that could manage the park on a 'concession'
basis, i.e., a contract whereby the foundation would have the nghts to manage certain
aspects of the park, including services. In an interview with the former coordinator of the
project, it was clear that the foundaüon would consist of a hand-picked group of people,
with Namasol playing a major role. Clearly, this would have large implications for the

Management Committee, althoughaccordingto the ConservationArea's Directorand legal
counsel, such a foundation would be answerable to the Management Committee
(Gonwlez, pers. comm., 1998). To date, however, the idea of a foundation has not been
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sold to community memben. In fact, community people seem more skeptical than ever
about Namasol's role in the community, due to lack of financial transparency in the
project's operations, and the sense that very lime of its money trickles down to Cahuita,
as most of the project money goes to outside consultants.
Another source of funding for activities related to Cahuita National Park is a
Fideicomiso or trust fund set up with money from the Swedish and US govemments for
management activities in ACLACA. The fund, known as the "Fondo de Fideicomiso dei
Area de Conservacion La Amistad Sector Caribe", was established on June 23, 1999
(Banco Interfin 1999). The Swedish govemment has donated USD $253, 644.42 to this
fund, and the US govemment USD $128,448. A Committee of Investment, which indudes
three community members, approves the budgets related to the use of the profits
generated from this seed money. A portion of this will reportedly be spent in Cahuita on
activities to be detemined in conjunction with the Management Committee (Buchanan,
pers. comm., 1998). According to a National Parks Foundation official who helps
administer the Fideicomiso,a sub-accountcould be created for activities relatedto Cahuita
National Park (Cawajal, pers. comm., 2000). Clearly, if the Management Committee has
the power to detemine how monies from this fund are spent in Cahuita National Park, it
will be critical for the Management Committee to consolidate its process, and for memben
to get capacity-building regarding protected areas management so that the funds are
allocated equitably and appropriately.
7.4.10 Conflict Manaaement/Transfomiation

To date, one of the Management Committee's most important roles has been
dealing with a vanety of conflicts. Not only was the institution itseH created as a means of
'resolving' a conflict, but it has served as one of Cahuita's focal points and main
mechanisms for addressing conflicts related to the national park. Although there is no
mention of altemate dispute resolution mechanisms in the Executive Decree that
establishes the Management Committee, the members of the Committee, as well as
leaders of the community, have become fairly proficient at addressing wnflict over the
years, and have established infomal mechanisrns for amving at resolutions.
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As Seymoar (1997) has noted in her observations on the conflict experiences of
50 communities, after a community identifies, acts

on and 'resolves' an inequity, it

achieves increased space to negotiate beyond that point, and to tackle a new inequity. As
they gain experience and success, community groups are able to handle conflicts easier
and negotiate settlements more effectively. This leads to community empowerment,
according to Seymoar (1997), who adds that with the experience of each new inequity, the
community undergoes a state of non-engagement and inward reflection, before it can reengage in more mature paitnenhips with others.
This 'self-empowement cycle', as Seymoar calls it, is evident to a large extent in
the negotiation skills and pressure tactics Cahuita's leaders have leamed over the years

as they face each new inequity. ldeas such as recoune to Costa Rica's Ornbudspenon,
peaceful takeovers in Me event that appropriate solutions are not reached, or recourse to
the courts, corne easily to those who have been involved in trying to work out solutions to
previous inequities the community has faced. To a large extent, the success of the
Management Committee in managing conflict situations relates to its ability to lean on the
experienceof Cahuita's leaders. However, the Management Committee also faces several
problems with regards to planning for conflict management. In addition, there are several
latent and overt conflicts that it has not yet begun to address.

During our fieldwork, we saw how several conflicts were dealt with by the
Committee. These induded:
m f l i c t s involving single individuals (e.g., visiton using unauthorired recreational
vehicles in the park);
incidents involving sewrity issues (e.g., hostage-taking and mugging in the park);
historical and inter-group conflicts (e.g., feuding between the families of two tour

.

operatorlfishers);
intra-Management Cornmittee conflicts (e.g., resentrnent between two memben
leading to the resignation of one mernber; and the illegal fishing by a Management
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Cornmittee in the park, also leading to his resignation);
Management Cornmittee-cornmunity conflicts (eg., the proposed payment of
national park entrance fees for tourists visiting the coral reef).
Regardlessof the ability of some of Cahuita's leaders in negotiatingoutcornes, our
observations about the conflicts 'managed' revealed two main institutional weaknesses
that undermine the Management Cornmittee's effectiveness in conflict management:
1) There is a lack of institutionai leaming. Rather than drawing up plans and preventative

measures to avoid similar conflicts from occumng in the future, the Management
Committee deals from a crisis perspective. For example, at least two incidents took place
with regards to the use of unauthorized recreational vehicles in the park. While their use
was eventually stopped, the Management Cornmittee did not think of how it could avoid
such conflicts in the future, and did not use following Committee meetings to address this

issue. These incidents (one of which involved a park warden) are directly related to the
lack of information both park staff and usen have with regards to what is and is not
pennitted in the park. There is no signage and very rarely are brochures providedwith this
information. In addition, the Management Committee does not officially update the park
staff on new decisions regarding park prohibitions other than verbally.
This lack of leaming can also be seen in how the hostage-taking incident was
handled. The big issue with regards to this incident was the coordination of the park staff
in the Playa Blanca and Puerto Vargas sections. Once the hostages were found and
rescued, the punuit of the hostage-taken took place. There was very poor coordination
between the two staffs (due to some extent to the lad< of walkie talkies, telephone lines
and available vehicles), and indeed the anus of the searching fell mostly on the shoulders
of Management Committee members. Tensions rose between comrnunity rnemben and
some of the MlNAE park staff, because the community memben felt th8 MINA€ staff was
not as serious in the search for the hostage-taken as they should have been. While
Management Committee members reflected on this incident infomally, there was much
blarning and no action with regards to pteventing a sirnilar failure in communication and
lack of coordination among staff from occumng in the future. One Management Committee
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member suggested peacefully taking over the Director of the Conservation Area's office
until he had made some telephone calls to acquire equipment for the park wardens to do
their work. But aside from this threat, the Committee has still not implemented a
coordination plan in the event of another hostage-taking or robbery in the park.
2 ) Them is ambiguity sumunding the Management Comrniîtee's authonty with reganis to

being able to speak on behalf of the national p a * , and bar of enforcing niles. This was

evident in the management of the inter-family feud conflict involving two fishersltour
operators (one was a Management Committee member). Briefly, this incident involved
Party A denouncing Patty B for taking sand out of the park to use as a decorative touch
in his restaurant. Party B then denounced Party A for illegalfishing in the park. While Party
A was still in his boat fishing, Party B approached the president of the Management

Committee. Rather than dealing with the issue himself, the president of the Management
Committee contactecl the police and the park superintendent. Party B took the
superintendent by his boat to where Party A was fishing. However, the superintendentdid
not take any action because he was not in a MlNAE boat, but in the boat of a community
mernber.
The way this conflict was managed underscores the ambiguity the president of the

Management Cornmittee felt with regards to his authority. However, the superintendent
was also unsure of the scope of his authority. This points to a recurrent issue sunounding
enforcing rules or dealing with disciplinary action in a small community: the small town

-

-

politics and fear of being ostracized or of being the taiget of retaliative actions after
getting involved as an authority figure. In short, not only are Committee members
apparently not aware that they now have legal backing and can act on behalf of the
Committee, but they also fear the potential social outcomes of assuming authority and
npresenting the Committee and interests of the national park vis-&vis other wmmunity

members.
In sum, as pracütioners have pointed out, U~ocial
conflicf is a natuml, common

expetience pmsent in a l rielafionships and cuîtums" (Lederach 1995). They note that
%on#icts am inescapable, but they c m be positive as wel as negatiw'': positive in the
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sense that Viey can lead to questioning the status quo which can lead to creative change,
and negative when they are ignored or consciously set aside, which c m lead to further
bamen between parties and escalation of conflict (Mitchell 1997). Many argue that "a
linear pmcess of dispute msolution with a clear point of ksolution' or closure" is

inappropriate, as it runs counter to the increasing recognition that conflicts are often
comprised of repeated patterns, cycles and links between issues (Pendzich et al. 1994).
Lederach (1995) points out that "if is certainly twe that in any conflict progression specifc

decisions are made and expressions of conflict may end. But if them is an ongoing
dationship, conflict remains,"In light of the recognition that conflict is natural and ongoing,

sorne experts (e.g., Thomas 1976; Wehr 1979) have started using the term 'conflict
management' to descnbe interventions that aim to de-escalate conflict. Others (e.g., Curle
1991; Ruppesinghe 1994) prefer the term 'conflict transformation', pointing out that it more

adequately captures the inherent dialectical nature of conflict, and the idea that 'rsocial
conflict]is a phenornenon that tmnsfoms events, the reiationships in which conflict occurs,
and indeed its vely creaton. it is a necessary element of t a n s f o m t i v e human
construction and mconstruction of social oqanization and redities" (Lederach 1 995).

-

In order to strengthen its conflict management and perhaps even spur conflict
transformation

- the Management Cornmittee needs to start exarnining the conflicts it

deals with on a day-to-day basis, and to explore their interconnections. While some are
clearly related to more systemic issues that it might not be able to address directly, othen
may be linked to issues it can work to change. In addition, it must engage in recognition
and reflection on conflicts as they occur in order to begin to develop preventative
management plans to deal with similar conflicts in the future. As it stands

-

- by engaging

in cnsis management rather than conflict management and by not recognizing its failures
and 'experimenting' with new possible approaches, the Management Committee is not
working towards sttengthening itself or its performance.
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7.3.10.2Latent and Overf Conflicts Not Yet Addriessed

Besides the conflicts descnbed above, there are several latent and overt conflicts
the Management Committee has not yet addressed. These include:
1)

Access to resoums in the park. Resource users complain that the park

administration is steadily impinging on their rights to access, and is trying to stop resource

use within the park altogether. The interests at stake for the varbus resource users are
quite different. For the 15 Cahuitan fishen, at stake are questions of sovereignty and
tradition rather than economics. Most fishers combine their subsistence activities with
tourism, and do not depend solely on fishing for a living. But people in the neighbouring
communities of Hone Creek and Punta Riel, who use a wider variety of resources,
including fish, turtles and their eggs, iguanas and paca, have a large economic stake in
access to the park's resources, as many depend on these entirely as a source of income.
If they are enforced, restrictions in number of users and use as specified in the 1998 niles
of use. will lead to tense situations not only between the park administration and users, but
arnong the users themselves. The Management Committee could play a key role in
managing this situation, particularly since it has the power to change the rules of use in the
park.
Balancing conservationists' and users' interests. The interests of resource users
2)
clash with those who are pnmarily concemed with consewation/preservation(whether for

economic and job-related reasons). The potential for conflict relaüng to these divene
interests and values exists within the community of Cahuita itself; between Cahuitans and
the government; between Cahuita and neighbouring communities; and between
neighbouring communities and the govemment. One conflict that has emerged as a result
of this difference in interests, and that has not yet been addressed by the Management
Committee, involves the use of turties and turtle eggs. According to turtlaegg gatheren
from the community of Punta Riel, a number of incidents have happened in which park
rangers have fired waming shots a l turtle usen. In 1994. park rangers shot 63 bullets in

one incident (Huertas, pers. comm., 1998). In 1995, four turtle usen representing the 13
usen of Punta Riel approached the park administration to propose that turtle useen be
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allowed to have access to and manage the turtles in part of the park; the first proposal was
half the nesting grounds from Hone Creek to Puerto Vargas (2,650 metres), and the
second proposal was one kilometre of the nesting grounds. The intent of the turtle users
was to be able to harvest in a way that they could have some of the turtle eggs in the nest,
rather than taking them all. Currently, turtle egg gatheren take al1 the eggs, because they

-

know that if they do not take them, someone else will a classic tragedy of the commons
situation. However, the park administration did not accept the turtle uses proposals, and
since then the only communication between the administration and the turtle users has

been violent.
In 1998 violence escalated, largely because the guides of Cahuita took an active
interest in protecting and monitoring turtle-nesting areas in the park, prirnarily for economic

-

reasons they take tourists to see the turtle nesting sites. The guides are accompanied
by armed police, and since the beginning of monitoring in Febniary, 1998 a number of
violent situations occurred involving the firing of waming shots, and the 'accidental'
shooting of one turtleegg gatherer. There is a potential for this conflict to escalate even
further, causing tension not only between two groups, but between two communities.
But there is also potential for conflict even among Management Committee
memben representing Cahuita and MINAE, regarding different conservation values. One
MlNAE representative was very adamant that no resource use should take place in the
national park (although one superintendent was very tolerant, and even asked Cahuita's
fishen to provide a list of those who fish in the park at night, in order to alert the security
guard that they are allowed to enter the park by night; this shows the diversity of views on
conservationand managementthat can exist even within a govemment agency). However,
one Committee mernber deaily saw the park not as a place that should be left untouched
or unused, but as a place of work: "You abays have to include resoum use.../f you

cannot lishl if you cannot use the msounces, things could get dangernus, as it is al/ patt
of the cyde... I adore this park.. .For me this park is spcial; ail of us in the pueblo think this

way, that it is a work a m , not a place for leaving untouched." Balancing aiese values and
views Ml! be key in managing this latent conflid among Committee memben.

The ongoing issue of compensation for expropriated lands. As was noted earlier,
3)
to date only 15 of the 71 daims for compensation have been paid off as of 1998. Even of
those with valid documentation, I O remain on the waiting list (MINAE 1997). In addition,
according to infomal intenriews with people in the neighbouring cornmunities, those who
have been paid tend to be those who are most well-off; most of those who have not been
paid have the lowest income levels.
Things recently came to a head when a comrnunity leader heard that the
government was planning to take another 5 years before completing payrnents. In April
1998, he and several other colleagues went to the site of his plot of land in the park and

started 'deeply pruning' the area. They were accompanied by several women who provided
them with refreshments. This was a pressure tactic to expedite this leader's payrnent.
lnstead of taking his worries to the Management Committee of which he was an unofficial
member, the leuder contacted both the Directorof the La Arnistad Consenration Area, and
the incomjng Minister of Environment and Energy. The result was that the landowner was
promised compensation within a period of days. This action sets a dangerous precedent
for others to follow, in that othen may take to the park and start engaging in destructive
behaviour. The Management Committee will need to play a role to prevent damage to the
park while supporting landowners' requests.
4)

Contaminationand emsion of the mef by banana companies,logging and off-shom

mining devdopments. These are very large issues that resource usen, particularly fishen,

and other local people talk about, but have not begun to address. While many are aware
that the principal attraction of Cahuita National Park is its reef, and that it is in a somewhat
degraded state (cl,Cort6s 1995), there have been no local initiatives on this front. The

Development Association of Hone Creek has expressed an interest in allying with the
Management Committee to begin loôôying and addtessing these issues.
In short, the biggest challenge facing the Management Committee regardingthese
latent and overt conflicts is balancing power-relations and intetests between: a)
govemment and local actorr; b) tounsm iepresentatives, conservationists and tesource
usen; and c) the 'have' cornmunity (Cahuita) and the 'have not' communities neighbouring
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the park (Hone Creek and Punta Riel). In the long terni, it will be critical to address the
issue of contamination and erosion of the reef. What becomes clear is that some of these
conflicts are systemic, and in order to be effectively addressed would require
transforrnative measures at the government and institutional level (for e.g., poverty
alleviation policies, legislation and programs; changes in contradictory policies and
legislation regarding developrnent and conservation, etc.). As Gnmble and Chan (1995)
note, "it is beyond the scope of collaborative management to deal with some of the
inherent strucfural pmbiems and the fàctors giving tise to connicl of intemst," as these

require macroeconomic policy changes. What the Management Committee could do is
f o n alliances that put pressure on the govemment to catalyze policy changes on issues
affecting the area. This would, however, require recognition of these problems, and
concerted planning efforts and alliance-building.
7.5 Outcornes

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, different stakeholders have different
perceptions with regards to what the outwmes of CO-managementshould be. This section
outlines the various perspectiveson the benefits of the collaborative management process
in Cahuita.
7.5.1 Frorn the Pers~ectiveof Members of the Manaaernent Cornmittee

According to members of the Management Cornmittee interviewedduring Stage 1
of the project, the most importantoutcornes of the collaborative managementarrangement

in Cahuita National Park include :
Political empowemnt. People now have the right to opine about what should and

should take place in the park.

Belter relations with MINA€. A l Committee members agreed that this was an
important outcome, although interviewees varied in the extent to which they
thought relations had irnproved. One community mernber thought relations had
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improved "a lad bit", and one govemment member and another community
Committee member responded think so", to the question of whether they thought
14/

the Management Committee had helped improve relations betweenthe community
and MINAE. Another govemment member said: "l don? think mlations have
improved, 1 see it. " Another community member noted that there has "definitely"

been an improvement in relations, "and there wi/l continue to be impmvements as

we consolidate ouf gmup and execute decisions." He added it would be important
to focus on involving chiidren in the park, so they grow up with a different vision

with regards to MlNAE and the park than those whose views have been influenced
by the expropriation of lands and the takeover of the park. Yet another cornmunity

Committee member noted that Wations between M/NAE and us am iOO%. ..At the
moment relations are magnilicent; they don? want to do anything without us."

An understanding that M/NAEmustpaylanûownen any compensation outstanding
for their lands in the park.
Mom efiicient administrative operations, tangible outcornes in the park, and better
fiscal management and transparency. One member said that "befom, thhgs
wemn't achieved as quickly as they a m now. " adding that the level of support the

community and MINAE are giving the Management Committee to get things done
(such as cleaning up the garbage, maintenance and security) is fairly good.
Another noted that the Committee has led to more transparent financial
management than when the Development Association was tesponsible for the
funds entering Playa Blanca during the takeover of the park and negotiationswith
MINAE.
lmpmvemnt of Cahuita's economicand social conditions. Access of visiton to the

park on a donation basis which are then reinvested back into the Committee and
comrnunity was seen as a major economic and social benefit. This arrangement
has helped increase tourism in Cahuita. according to one Cornmittee member, and
has also provided jobs for community people, which has a direct social impact. In
addition, community people and MINA€ officials have worked together to improve
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the infrastructure, security and cleanliness/contamination in the park, which has
had a positive effect on tourism, and resulted in the Puerto Vargas Sector
maintainingthe Ecological Blue Flag, an intemationally recognized award for clean
beaches. These fadon, together with he potential for the services in the park to
be leased to community organizations or individualsthrough concessions, give the
park a tealce (a highlight), a diffemnt hce",and ' W l have a positive impact on the
social aspect of the cotn,wunity, because the people will see other things and the
puebio wiii become accustomed lo a new attitude, *' according io one mernber.
7.5.2 From the Perspective of Peo~lein Cahuita

While most people we interviewed in our community survey did not know about the
existence of the ManagementCommittee, after telling them about the Committee, and the
collaboration beWeen MINA€ and the cornmunity in the management of the park, we
asked interviewees what they thought some of the best things about this collaboration
might be. Answers parallelled those of Management Committee memben, and included:
community participation in decision-making (the nurnber one answer); more responsible
and better management in which the burden is shared; employment of local people;
financial resources for reinvestment in the community; better relations with MINAE; free
access to the park for locals; increased cleanliness and security; better infrastructure;
capacity-building; that the park is recognized as Cahuita's; strengthening of community
unity.
7.5.3 From the Perspective of Peo~lein Punta Riel and Hone Creek

None of the people we talked to in the other communities neighbouring the park
had any knowîedge about the collaborative management arrangement in the park. Most
stated that the establishment of the park has brought nothing but probtams, and no
benefits to speak of. T h e creetion of the park mined us completely,'said one resident
from Punta Riel. "because we can no longer use it. The park has done nothing good...lt
has destmyed families. Being fmm hem, how is it possible that the park pmhibit us fmm
taking an iguana while fomQnets can take and expott them, while we go hungly?" He
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added that tourists do not come to Punta Riel or other communities neighbouringthe park,
because they like the coast and the beach, and not the poorer places. Another noted that
the park has done some good things in that it is trying to protect the tepezcuintle, i.e.,

paca, and the turtles, which might become extind. But, he stated, "they haven't paid me
[for my expropriated lands], and they don't let me km.And they don't let me sow seeds.
Not even fish..." Others mentioned similar disadvantages, such as 'Yhey don't let us catch

tuilles, they don't let us do what we did befom...we don 't have the dghts we had befom".

In short, while the people from Cahuita are benefiting from tourism and the new
collaborative management arrangement in the park, the people hom neighbouring
cornmunities feel they have gained no benefits from aie park. It should be noted that
Namasol started a prograrn to install paca breeders on the plots of the people
neighbouring the park. The programwas going to teach the people how to breed paca, so
that the animals could be released into the wild and also into the park, and the people

could hunt an allocated number of animals. However, according to people in neighbouring
communities, the program got as far as installing approximately 13 breeding structures,

and then came to a halt. There has been talk about this prograrn being restarted.
7.6 In Summary: The Management Committee's Main Stmngths and Weaknesses

This evaluation has undencored the strengths and weaknessas of the
Management Committee's structure, process and outcomes from the perspectives of
Management Committee memben, Cahuita community members. resource users in
neighbouringcommunities, direct observation and academic literature. At first impression,
it would seem that the Committee is in a fragile situation, and is full of growing pains as it
moves from services provision in Playa Blanca, to management of the entire park.
Some of its major weaknesses
"opporlunitiesfor impmwment''

- or, as one community member has put it,

- include:

High tumowremong Cornmilteemembers, and veryshoti membemhip tetms.This

mates organizational instability, as new memben are constantiy having to catch
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up and new group dynamics have to be fostered, and hinders trust-building. High
turnover also leads to inefficiency and ineffectiveness, and a lack of long-term
thinking and planning. One means to reduce turnover would be to increase the
membenhip ternis of Management Committee memben to two years.
Lack of clanty with regatds b decision-making authonty, mandate, mies and
msponsibilities and election mechanisms, and poor information-sharhg. Not only

does this harnper the Cornmittee's activities, it also creates tension,
misundentanding, and can even result in peopleworking at cross-purposesor else
losing motivation. Without an organizational platforni, it is difficult to bs effective,
efficient or engage in single-loop

- let alone double-loop - learning leading to

positive institutional change.
a

Lack of repmsentation of resource usen 60th fmm Cahuita and neighbounng
cornrnunities. Without the buy-in of resource users, the chances of the

Management Cornmittee being successful in curbing open access situations are
very slight. In the future, inclusion of these usen could hdp with monitoring and
enforcement activities.
Lack of a management plan. technical support, tesources and planning. The lack

of a management plan has led to confusion with regards to the niles goveming the
park which has spuned conflict. In addition, lack of ongoing planning activities has
left the Management Committee to react rather than to be proactive and
preventative.
a

Lack of training and capacify-building. Both community members and govemment

officials on the Committee need more skills and capacity-building with regards to
joint protectedareas management. conflid management, organizational processes,
participatory planning, finandal management and fundraising. Training would be

a fint step in helping it movo towards planning.

Lack of appropriate (intemal and extemal) communication vehicles and feedback
mechanisms; lack of accountability to constituents, and poor functioning of the
mpmsented gmups (Ilom the pempective of community members). All these

-

-

factors hamper the credibility and question the legitimacy of the Management
Committee, and add to its inefficiency. More work needs to be done to strengthen
those groups cunently represented on the Committee, but also to identify means
for other stakeholders to be able to voice their concems.
Lack of consideration of local knowledge in decisionmaking, and of ensunng that

the technical jargon in proposais for the park is understood by community
members.
Lack of vision of the park as 'one park'. Regardless of the change in the

Management Committee's mandate, there is still a long way to go before the
members get beyond seeing the park in tenns of the community-run section of
Playa Blanca on the one hand, and the govemment-run section of Puerto Vargas
on the other.
lnequitable distribution of benefits to neighbouring communities (favours Cahuita).

Currently no benefits from the collaborative arrangement flow to memben of
neighbouring communities, and there are no incentives for them to engage in
sustainable use,
Lack of solid legal backing. While the Executive Decree provides statutory backing

for the Committee, this is not a very strong fom of legal backing and could be
withdrawn unilaterally. This issue will be expanded in discussions on Berkes'

(1997) hypotheses in chapter 9.
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While these weaknesses seem daunting, the Management Committee also has
many strengths, including:
Flexibility is bui/t into the Executive Decme for the Committee to change its
structure and modiv the mles of use specified in the Decm. This flexibility

provides the opportunity for the Committee to become a far more appropriate and
effective institution.
Petsonal commitmnt and politicel wiil ta try to do things differently. The Director

of the La Amistad Canbe Conservation Area has invested a great deal of energy
in trying to make the Cahuita expenence successful, as have other staff. such as
the superintendent in place at the tirne of negotiations, and the Area's legal
counsel. Community mernbers have also shown the will to engage in a new
relationship with MINAE. There has, however, been resistance to change from
some MINAE otficials, which is to be expected aîter yean of working with the
centralized, top-down, fences and fines approach to management.
Potential in managing conflicts. This is an impoctant foundation on which to build

a stronger institution. However, more concerted conîiict management planning
needs to take place.
Tmst-building between the parfies. The trust-building has occurred over the last

yean between MINA€ and the community of Cahuita is vital to strengthening the
ongoing collaboration. However, if and when resource users from neighbouring
communities start participating on the Committee, it will be importantto emphasize
building and maintainingtrust, particularly since these usen are seen as poachen
by people in Cahuita and in MINAE.

Financial autonomy. The Management Committee is cornpletely self-reliant

financially. However, it depends on tourism in the area, which is subject to
fluctuations. In order to decrease its vulnerability to these fiuctuations, and to
embark on projects, the Committee will need to procure new sources of funding.
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Participation of mspected community leaders. The buy-in and participation of
respected cornmunity leaden gives the Management Committee some political
weight both at the community level and in the govemment.

7.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, this evaluation has revealed that at present the Cornmittee is
operating as a govemance institutionrather than a managementplanning inst~tution.It has
led to political empowement for the community of Cahuita (through the two organizations
represented on the Committee), employment, tangible outcomes such as better
infrastructure, cleanliness and increasedtourism, and recognition of Cahuita's sovereignty

over part of the park. However, ctearly more work needs to be done if it is to fulfil its
potential, such as spumng increased social cohesion at the community level (though
strengthening community organizations and ensuring two-way communication), better
conflict management, and increased environmental integrity. In order to move into a
planning mode, it will need not only organizational consolidation (induding a review of its
representation), but also ongoing capacity-building.This, in tum, will enable social learning
and institutional tesilience. If this is accompanied by stronger legal backing and increased
funds, the Committee would be well on its way to being a more effective, efficient,
equitable and accountable institution.
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Chapter Vlll

Planning Session:
Addressing Institutional Weaknesses
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Planning session witti Management Cornmittee and park staff (January 1999)

Chapter VI//

Management Committee Planning Session:
Addressina Institutional Weaknesses
8.1 Introduction: Objectives of the Planning Session

In order to address some of the issues identified in Stages 1 and 2 of our fieldwork,
we held a planning workshop spanning three evenings (January 5-7, 1999). Participants
included al1 but one of the Management Committee; the govemment-paid park wardens;
one community-paid park warden; and MlNAE ofkials frorn the Conservation Area's
headquarters in Limon.
The objectives of the planning session were to:
1.

Define the decision-making powers, authority, vision, mission, structure and
functions of the Management Committee;

2.

Identify the priorities for action with regards to the management of the park;

3.

Create a timeline of activities; and

4.

Work on legal issues towards a more appropriate agreement.

Tirne constraints allowed for us to work only on the first two objectives, while some
progress was also made on the fourth objective. The result was a working document which
once finalized, will be used to amend the Executive Decree that provides legal backing to
the collaborative process.
8.2 Hienrchy of ûecision-Miking Powem in Cahuita National Park

To prepare for the planning session, we drew up a preliminary
'otganizational/power in decision-making' low chart (Figure 8-1) together with the Director

of the Conservation Area, showing the Cornmittee's dectsion-making role regarding the
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park. The diagram showed the Management Cornmittee reporting directly to the Director
of the Conservation Area (as per Article 3 of the Erecutive Decree),who in tum reports to
the Minister of Environment and Energy. The administration of the park, including the
superintendent, is shown under the authority of the Management Cornmittee. Also shown

on the diagram is Cahuita's (and eventually other cornmunities') power to influence the
decision-making of the Management Committee. It should be noted that while the
communities are shown in the diagram, their decision-making powers would be channelled
Uirough and represented by their elected member on the Management Committee. This

diagram served as Me basis of discussions in the meeting. and was approved and
adopted.

Figure 8-1:
Flow of Power in Decision-Making in Cahuita National Park

-

-

National S y d m of Conservrtiori Amas
(SINAC)
Hlghut AuthorMy: Mnkler of Envlmnment and Enorgy

( A C U CA)

t

- -
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8.3 The Management Cornmith:

Towards a Definition, Vision, Mission, Objectives and Functions
After addressing the decision-making powen of the Committee, we conducted
brainstorming exercises to define the t e n 'Management Committee', its vision, mission,
objectives and functional areas for the park. The idea was to begin the process of
reviewing the ExecutiveDecreeestablishing the ManagementCommittee, in order to make
it more appropriate. This was particularly important, given that the Executive Decree is still
geared towards services provision in the park rather than reflective of the Committee's
expanded mandate. Cunently, the Decree outlines the Committee's functions as to: a)
ensure the adequate functioning and quality of services offered in Cahuita National Park;
b) establish fees for those services; c) take the administrative measures necessary to

ensure that the park is functioning well; d) ensure the fulfilment of the public use rules
outlined in the document, as well as those entrenched in Costa Rican environmental law;
e) modify the rules of use as stipulated in the Executive Decree.
Marvin and I CO-facilitatedbrainstorming activiües, by first infoming the group of
what a vision and mission entailed (and giving them examples). and then asking people
to brainstonn openly on any ideas andior catch phrases they came up with. We asked
participants not to constrain themselves, but to feel free to bring up whatever they were
thinking about with regards to a vision and a mission. As they did sol we wrote down
people's ideas and catch phrases on fiipcharts. There was quite a bit of tension in the
room at first, and Marvin and I found it imperative at times to ask community members for
their input, and at othen to ask government ofkials to keep their statements short and
undentandable to al1 (there was a tendency to use jargon). At one point there was a tene
exchange of words between one govemment official and a community member, which
almost derailed the proœss. It was interesting to note that although we had arranged one
long table for participants to sit at, community memben chose to sit together on one side
of the table, and government officials on the other. In short, it was very evident that we
were dealing with parties in conflict.
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At the end of the fint evening's session, the group had endorsed the decisionmaking fiow chart (Figure 8-l), developeda definition for the Management Committeethat
al1 endoned, brainstormed about ideas for a vision, started drafting a mission and even
started working on some objectives for the Management Committee. We pasted these on
fiipcharts which we kept up on the community centre walls for the next day.
In order to prepare for the session the second day, Manrin and I essayed a first
drafting of the Management Committee vision statement, given that this had produced the
most diffculty for the group. We distnbuted draft copies of this vision, as well as the
mission, definition of the Committee and the preliminary objectives the group had drafted.
The second dayJssession started by reviewing the work undertaken the previous day. It

was agreed that a MlNAE official would work on creating a more appropriate vision
statement from the draft Maniin and I had produced. After much negotiation. the group
finalized the draft definition, vision, mission, definition and objectives as follows:

Definition: The Management Committee is an instance of joint administration and natural
and cultural resources management of Cahuita National Park befween the state, the
community of Cahuita and its neighbounng comrnunitjes.

Vision: The Management Committee of Cahuita National Park administers and manages
a protected area that contributes to the global preservationof the world's natural heritage;
promotes the conservation of natural and cultural resources within and without the park;
strengthens neighbounng cornmunities by means of benefits derived from the protected
area, with the objective of increasing the cornmunities' quality of life; ensures al1 usen
enjoy and leam from the resources and services offered in the park.

Mission: To ensure that the objectives of Cahuita National Park are fulfilled, through
decision-making and fiscalizacion (ovenight, supervision) of the activities undertaken by
the personnel of the protected area, and making recornmendations to the Minister of
Environment and Energy or penon responsible, regarding al1 aspects of planning,
administration and management of the park.
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Objectives:
Ensure that the objectives of Cahuita National Park are fulfilled, taking the
necessary decisions for the administration and managementof the natural, cultural,
human, technical and financial resources.
Prornote environmental education within and without Cahuita National Park.
ldentify and promote priority research topics for the optimal management and use
of Cahuita National Park.

Guarantizar (guarantee, vouch for) the sustainable use of Cahuita National Park's
natural and cultural resources, taking into consideration both scientific and local
knowledge.
Contribute with the strengthening and participation of organized groups in
communities neighbouring Cahuita National Park for the integrated management
of the protected area and its zona de intluencia (area of influence).
Channel technical and financial resources that complernentlsupplement the State
budget.
Ovenee the ongoing adaptation of Executive Decree 26929-MINAE.
As a means to visualize and clarify the roles and functions of the Management

Cornmittee, MINAE's administration of the park, and the relationship between these, an
organizational flowchart was created. It should be noted that once again, Manrin and I
presented a preliminary diagram, based to a large extent on the fundonal areas that had
been identified and worked on in the participatory evaluation conducted in Puerto Vargas.
After much discussion on the second and third days of the planning session, and after
many changes, the following organizational chart was agreed upon by the gtoup (Figure

8-2):
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Figure 8-2:
Management Functions in Cahuita National Park
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What becomes clear from the diagram is that there is a large divide between the
Management Committee

- and MINA€ - with

regards to implementing decisions,

monitoring, etc. MlNAE takes the lead with regards to al1 these, with the Management
Committee overseeing and evaluating. We explained that in most instances of comanagement, community people help with monitoring and gathering information for
decision-making, and that often joint management task groups are established to tackle
specific resource use and issues. However, the new visioning that had taken place was
already a large change from how the management of the park had been envisioned
before, and the issue of how to involve community people in monitoring is something that
will have to be addressed in future planning sessions. With the srnall number of personnel
involved in the park, it is doubtful that al1 the proposed functions ascnbed to MlNAE
personnelwill be able to take place, if community people do not becorne 'fomally' involved
in irnplementation. It should be notedthat community people are already involved in certain
activities, although in an ad hoc way.
8.4 Priorities for Action
As a means of identifying priorities for action we used a participatory methodology

suggested by one of the participants. Participants brainstomed on the activities involved
in each functional area outlined in the above diagram (we recorded their observations on
flipcharts, and they correctecl us or clarified where necessary), and then each participant
prioritized and assigned weights to the particular activity areas assigned under each
fundional area. The scale used to define the weighting of the priorities was 1 to 5, where
5 conesponded with the group of activities of highest priority. After each go around in

which participants assigned their weights to the action area, the values were added up.
Table 8-1 indicates the outcomes of this exercise for the Management Committee
functional area, and Table 8-2 is a summary of the number one priorities per functional
area. The full results of this exercise (i.e.. all the charts and weights per fundonal area)
are presented in Appendix 7.
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Table 8-1: Management Committee Piiorities for Action

--

Internai
regulations
of funding
sources

- -- - - - -

- Revise and approve the Cornmittee's internal regulations
- lrnplement the internal regulations once they are approved
- ldentify possible partners
- Write fundraising proposals

t
Infrastructure

- Conduct a needs assessrnent focussing on: latrines, garbage
bins, tables, signage

- Defme the physical location of the Management Cornmittee

secretariat

Develop
annual
budget

Executive
Decreel
Agreement

- Develop and propose to MINAE an annual budget for Cahuita
National Park
- Implement
- Revise and adapt the Executive Decree
- Consult the commuriity with regards to the rules of use in the
Decree

- Examine the possibitity of changing the Executive Decree for a
stronger type of Agreement

C

Evaluations

I

- Evaluate the implernentation of the annual strategic plan

- Evaluate the staff (those hired by MINAE and CDM)
- Regularly evaluate the progress and goals achieved
- Conduct financial audits

- Develop a manual of activities, functions and responsibilities of
manuals and
descriptions
Technical
resources

park wardens

- Conduct a needs assessrnent
- Develop manuals for controlling the inventory
- Develop and define profiles of wardens taking into consideration
- Develop a procurement plan

--

Criteria for
selecting
wardens
Criteria for
selecting
volunteers
Evaluations
of the
wardens

th8 functional areas of Cahuita National Park

- Develop and define profiles of volunteers taking into consideration
the functional areas of Cahuita National Park

- Dwelop forms for waluating:
- the Management Committee
- the park staff
- the superintendent of Cahuita National Park
- the work plan and achievement of objectives

Tabk 8-2: Surnmary of Top Plioiities for Action in Cahuita National Palk
ûefined Per Functional Ares
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r

-
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-

-
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-

- --
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Turtlci ~ ~ S W W M
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-

-
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-

The planning session ended with a dinner paid for by the Management Committee.
It should also be noted that the Management Committee contributed funds to al1 the
materials purchased for this activity, as well as the snacks, showing that it took ownership
over the event.
The evaluations we received were quite telling regarding not only our process, but
also the way we had to actively manage people's participation. Most govemment members

noted that while they found the activity helpful and essential, they did not appreciate being
eut off and intempted. Community memben (two) said the activity had been helpful,
particularîy because it had helped them leam how to start voicing their opinions in public.
One community member wondered why we had not given another slide show, indicating
that there really should have been some fun besides al1 the intense work. Most stated that
more time was needed.
8.5 Moving from Planning to Action: Some rs(lections

While there was much enthusiasm and sense of progress after the planning
session, our visit in August 1999 indicated there had been no movement to set up a
timeline for the implementationof the priorities identified. There was a change in the park's
supenntendent, and a new 'overseer' had been appointed to the Management Committee

- a member of the regional initiative Corredor Biologico, which aims to m a t e a biological
conidor through Central America. According to conversationswith the current coordinator
of the Management Committee, however, there is talk of using and impiementing the
planning priorities in the near future.
It might take some time before al1 the playen involved in the management of
Cahuita National Park adjust to the new organizational structure and decision-making
hierarchy in the park, and the Management Committee's new roles and objectives. The
planning session was a negotiation process which involved resolving "incompatible
otganiretional noms by setting new priorities and weightings olnonns" and led to a major

restniduring, a processwhich organizationaldevelopmentpractitionenArgyris and Schon
(in Friedmann 1987) have said is part and parcel of doubleloop leaming. But as
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Friedmann (1987) notes, double-loop leaming implies a "mstructunngof one's dations to
the world, a ptucess of rie-education or, still mom powerfully, cultural change" which is a

painful process, particularly as in this case, for some actors it "Ihmatensloss olmanagetial
contd" (Lee 1993). The question for the individuals involved in the Management

Committee

- and al1 those involved in the management of Cahuita National Park - is

whether they will be able to undergo the restructuring, re-education and cultural change
necessary to adapt to the new vision and objectives of park management they have
proposed, without slipping into the old models and assumptions infoming their actions.
Already. in its first three years of Me, the Management Committee
personnel of the La Amistad Conservation Area

- and the

- have made some important moves in

envisioning a new management model for Cahuita National Park. It is to be expected that

- and effective irnplementation of action resulting from a new
modus operandi with regards to planning - may take some time.

the period of adaptation

8.6 Conclusion
This chapter outlined the first planning session of the Management Committee of
Cahuita National Park to date. The session clarified where the Management Committee
fits in with regards to authority and decision-making power over Cahuita National Park, as
well as the functions of the Management Committee and Cahuita National Park
administration. In addition, it produced a working document of the Cornmittee'sdefinition,
vision, mission and objectives, and identified and prioritited actions items for
implementation in each of the functional areas.
White much progress was made, the outcorne was a working document that needs
to be further refined through subsequent planning sessions. In addition, a timeline and

action plan needs to be developed with regards to the priority adivities identified. The
dynamics in the room during the planning session show the need for a third-party facilitator

in future planning activities. They also showed the need for capacity-buildingAth regards
to protected areas legislation, joint management of proteded areas and integtated
management planning.
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Chapter IX

A Reflection on Conditions
Required for Successful Co-Management
9.1 Introduction

Over the last few decades, scholan and practitioners have been identifying and
discussing the vaflous conditions that lead to successful CO-management.This debate is
essential in helping to guide policy decisions towards more appropriate - and enabling legal and policy frameworks, and in helping those at the front lines of CO-managementto
negotiate and implement more appropriate and effective arrangements.
The analysis in this chapter comprises this thesis' contribution to the theoretical

dialogue on conditions leading to successful co-management. In order to set the stage for
the analysis, it begins by very briefly reviewing some of the criteria and hypotheses on
conditions required for successful collaborative management found in the literature on
common property theory. comrnunity-basednaturalresources management and collective
action. among other fields. It then focusses on Berkes' (1997) four hypotheses for
successful CO-management,examining them through the lens of the Cahuita case study.
The final section of the chapter maps the power at play in CO-management.and identifies
several key issues and lessons that ernerge from the Cahuita case study that provide
fufiher insights into CO-management.
9.2 A Biid Revkw of S o m Salient Theories on Conditions Leading to

Succassful Co-managament
Just as the issue of how to evaluate comanagement arrangements involves
subjedivity, so to does the idea of what comprises success. Clearly, whether a comanagement arrangement is successful or not depends on which goals and criteria - and

-

whose goals and criteria are used to measure success.
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For common property t h e ~ r i ~successful
t~,
managementof common pool resources
leads to ecologically sustainable resource use, and depends on the ability to address the
two-pronged nature of common propefty resources discussed in chapter 2, namely that
"exclusionis difficult andjoint use involves subtracfabilify" (Berkes 1989). Central to this

notion of success is the ability to curb free riden, i.e., "socialacton who perceive thatfthey]
will -ive

a higher individualpayof for a socially defecting choice than for a CO-operative

choice, even though individuals engaged in collecttive action would, in the long lem, be
better olY by working togethef (Steins and Edwards 1998).

Over the years, common

Table 9-1:
Speculations on Conditions Requird for
Succmmful Common Property Resources
Institutions

property theorists have speculated
on the conditions that would lead to
success in averting the tragedy of
the commons (e.g., Wade 1988;
Ostrom 1990; Murphree 1994;
Pinkerton and Weinstein 1995)
(Table 9-1). Perhaps the rnost
often cited theorkt in this regard is
Ostrom (1990), who developed
eight design principles for robust
cornmon-pool systems (targetting
mostly simple, single-use systems):
1. Clearly defïned boundaries;

2. Congruence between allocation
and

access niles and local

Wade ( t 988):
the nature of the resnurce;
the costs of exclusion technology;
the relationship between resources and user groups;
the characteristic of the user group;
noticeability of cheating;
the relationship between users and the state.
Murphree (1994):
institutional reforms that vest control and planning
with local user groups
legislation that recognizes and guarantees rights for
local people over the use and benefits of wild
resources
economic incentives and effective mechanisms for
controlling access and the sharing of benefits locally.
Pinkerton and Weinstein ( t 995):
accountability;
effectiveness;
representativeness;
rn adaptability

conditions;
3. User's ability to modify the operational rules through collective-choice arrangements;
4. Monitoring of management system;

5. Graduated sanctions;
6. Conflict resolution rnechanisms;

7. Management rights of resource users are not challenged by extemal agents;
8. Nested enterprises.
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Ostrom emphasizes that these eight design principles are not a blueprint for
effective localinstitutions, but emerged from the study of long-lastinglocal institutions. She
also notes that decision-making about common property resources takes place at three
levels: the legislative level,where decision-making arrangements f o m the legal framework
which stakeholders in the resource have to operate; the organizational level, where
decision-making arrangements determine the rules of interaction between management
organizations and user groups; and the operational level, where the purpose of decisionmaking arrangementsis to provide resource usen with day-to-day rules controlling access
to, and allocation of and control over the resource. For complex ecological issues such as
biodiversityconservation, Ostrom (1995) undencoresthe needfor a divenity of institutions
across scales.
As the complexity of the common property resource and its user group increases,

a larger spectrum of considerationscornes into play.This includes questions of sale (e.g.,
cooperation across junsdictions and even nation states), representation (e.g., which
stakeholders should be represented), the heterogeneityof the user community (particularly
if this includes those who affect the resource, as well as those who use it) and the different
social processes involved in the management institution (e.g., conflict resolution,
negotiation, power and social leaming) (Steins and Edwards 1998). Steins and Edwards
(1998) have developed five 'discussion statements' regarding the management of

complex. multiple-use common property resources that they insist are not conditions for
success or design principles, but are instead speculations for discussion:
1.

Platforms for resource use negotiation in multiple-use CPRs must wnsist of
representatives of the different user groups (Le., individual user groups need to
appoint a representative who negotiates on their behalf in the platfon).

2.

Platfotms must be physically (i.e., place and timing) and culturally (i.0.. constitution
and operation of meetings) accessible to representatives of al1 user groups.
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3.

Platforni performance depends on the level of organization of individual user
groups within the platfon, the relations between the various user groups and the
strengths and skills of the representatives in the individual user groups.

New platforms for resource use negotiation in cornplex, multiple-use CPRs must

4.

not be built on existing platforms for single-use resource management.

Platfoms must be facilitated by a third party to CO-ordinatemultiple user groups,

5.

to ensute continuity and to reduce or absorb the transaction costs of forrning and

operaüng the platform (Steins and Edwards 1998).
Large ecological systems require numerous considerations. Experts from acmss

Canada recently helped the National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy
identify those conditions that would lead to successful CO-managementof Canada's
oceans resources. T h e core elements were identified:
A stmng supporting institution:A cornpetentand trusted CO-managementinstitution

requires solid political endonement, supportive polides, enabling legislation and
funding.
Effective engagement of stakeholders: The economic, environmental and social

values as well as the concems and aspirations of stakeholders must be part of the
co-rnanagement system, fostered through open and transparent public
participation.
Capacity-building mechanisms: The objective of capacity building is to improve the
quality of decision-making and sedoral efficiency of management performance in
planning and implementation; it seeks to develop the problem-solving capacities
of people, comrnunities, govemments and other organizations so they can resolve

-

their own problems. This requires institutions at al1 levels regaining or training in

- capabilities in resource managementskills, ranging from consensus buildingand
rule making, to enforcement and monitoring (NRTEE IgQ8).
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And finally, with regards to protected areas (which are often multiple-use, involve
the global common property resource of biodiversity, can involve fugitive resources, and
can span across intranational and international jurisdictions), scholars have also been
active developing cnteria for successful CO-management.Pimbert and Pretty (1997) posit
the following conditions for success, noting they will not take place overnight, will "requim
shifts in the balance of social f o m s andpowermlations",and are more likely to take place

in situationswhere governance is democratic and where reliance on coercive conservation
is not the norm:

Enabling legal arrangements for communal access to biological resources,
focussing on granting of rights, access and secufity of tenure to farmers, fisherfolk,
pastoralists and forest dwellers so they can take a long-terni view.
Flexible national regulatory frameworks that can accommodate 'local peculiarities'
with regards to the decentralkation of control and responsibility for protectedarea
management.
Local communities must a) have the right to retaintheir knowledge about biological
and genetic resources in and around protected areas; b) be able to access
information about the medicinal plants and other biological material they manage

in protected areas; c) be free to develop their own technologies and to take
advantage of other technologies they find useful; d) be able to exercise their right
to choose and retain those cultural and marketing systems that best meet their

needs.
Funding is needed for local people to develop their biological resources in and
around protected areas.
Application of appropriate regulationsto prevent pollutionand resource-degrading
activities. Ewnomic policies should include the removal of distorting subsidies that
encourage the waste of resources, the targeting of subsidies to the poor instead
of the wealthy, and the encouragement of resource-enhancing rather than
degrading activities (hrough appropnate pricingpolicies (Pimbert and Pretty 1997).
Cleaity, this last set of conditions is particularîy relevant to the Cahuita case study, and will
be mferred to in fumer discussion in mis chapter.
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This brief review of selected hypotheses regarding conditions for successful
common property management highlights the increasing variables and complexities that
corne into play when moving from single-use. local level common property systems, to
multi-use common property resource systems, and finally to fugitive and global wmmon
property resources that require local, national and international attention. It is important to
underscore, however, that rnany of these hypotheses on conditions required for success

-

-

are just that hypotheses and lessons learned that can help guide policy and action. In
the final analysis, whose goals are being used to determine what is or is not successful

plays a critical role. As Steins (pers. comrn., 1998) has pointed out, there have been
situations where, for example, al1 of Ostrom's (1990) design principles were present, but
where the institution was far from successful because it did not address the real wants and
needs of the resource users in question, or even the right resource! This shows that there
is much to Western's (1994) argument that success in community-based resources

-

management which can be seen as a sub-category of w-management (Pomeroy and
Berkes 1997) - "must be measumd by how deeply the efori is embedded in each
community's aspirations and how effiectively members efforis sustain it. "
9.3. brkets' (1997) Hypotheses:

An Analysis and Reflections 61-d

on the Cahuita National Pa& Case Study

Berkes (1997) hypothesizes that:
"Assurning that CO-managementis desirable and them is a need for it, and
assuming that devolution of management power is possible and feasible, then (in
my expedence) four conditions seem to define successful CO-management:Aie
them appmpfiate institutions, both local and govemmental? 1s the# trust between
the adors? 1s them legal protection of local rights? Am them econornic incentives
for local communities to consenle the riesoutce?"
Subsequently, Berkes has changed the questionthypothesis with regards to legal
protection of local rights to: 'Does the CO-managementanangement have legal status?"

(Pers. Comm.. 2000).The following analysis examines the two assumptions and the four
conditions individually, using Berkes' revised hypoaiesis on legal status. However, at the

risk of sounding radundant, again the issue of penpedive m u t be undencomd: Success
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from whose point of view? Desirable from whose point of view? Appropriate from whose
point of view? As a starting point, then, Iwill assume that because as Pomeroy and Berkes
(1997) have pointed out in CO-managementit takes "two to tango" (although in other

collaborativemanagement scenarios there may be more than two players), the perspective
for assessment must include both the perspective of the local people, and the perspective
of the govemment stakeholders. In short, it must include the perspective of al1the parties
in a CO-managementarrangement.
9.3.1 Assumotion #1: Co-manaaement is desirable and there is a need for it

Clearly, in the case of Cahuita, CO-managementis desirable and there is a need
for it from both the perspective of the community of Cahuita and that of the government.
It is desirable as the outcome of an interest-basedconflict resolution exercise that meets
the needs of the stakeholden involved. But both partios have more at stake than merely
conflict resolution over the long-term.
The govemment needs the people of Cahuita to help in maintainingand managing
the national park due to lack of sufficient personnel and resources, and in light of its new
policy guidelines that stress the input of civil society. Drawing on the knowledge of the
people who engage in activities in the park will be helpful in developing, monitoring and
enforcing effective niles-ifluse in the park, and avoiding the cuvent open access
situations which lead to the prisonets dilemma.
From the point of view of the people of Cahuita, CO-managementis imperative in
ensuring the best decisions are made regarding the park, which have a direct impact on
the livelihood secunty of the people. In addition, there is a sense of sovereignty and
stewardship regarding the park; many Cahuitans feel they have far more at stake than
govemment people in cafing for the park, as they have to live with the outcome of

-

decisions, while govemment people are just passing through. Some especially the old
members of Me wmrnunity

- have a strong attachment to the park, which they refer to

variously as the Garden of Eden or their fima (land). Clearly, Cahuitans would not have

agreed to let the govemment wardens bacû into the park after its takeover, if Mey did not
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feel Cahuita would benefit from the agreement to administer part and then co-manage
all - of the park. A major coup was ensuring that the money donated at the Playa Blanca
entrance be re-invested back into the cornmunity. In addition. many note that the park
administration and staff have particular technical knowledge and resources to help
manage the park.
Fromthe perspective of both Cahuitans and the govemment then, CO-management

is desirable and there is a need for it. If the desire for CO-managementwas not shared by
the parties, and if there was no neeû for it (either as a means of conflict resolution or to
help supplement the state's human and financial resources). the arrangement would not
be feasible. Arrangements that are imposed by one party are likely to fail.

Conclusion reganjing Assumption # 7 :
Co-management is desirable and them is a need for it
:

Co-management must be rooted in the aspirations and desire of the parties involved, ,

and they must perceive a need for it.

9.3.2 Assurnotion #2: Devolution of manaaement power is ~ossibleand feasible

This is perhaps one of the most controversial of Berkes' (1997) assumptions and
hypotheses, and has been the subject of much m e n t debate. While l will briefly touch on
some of the issues at stake, these will be analyzed in gteater detail in the final section of
this chaptet where I map the power at play in CO-management.
According to Pomeroy and Berkes (1997), devolution is one of four types of
decentralization. They define decentralization as me systematic and rational dispetsal of

power. authonïy and responsibility from the centml govemment to lower or local lewî
institutions"where "incm8sing local autonomy is the focal p o W and "powerand authority
am transbned or withdmwn by lews enacted et the centm." The four types of
decentralization include:
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Deconcentmtion: the transfer of authority and responsibility from the national

government departments and agencies to regional, district and field offices of
national govemment offices. This is referred to as administrative decentralization.
Delegation: the passing of some authority and decision-making powers to local
officiais, but central government retains the right to overtum local decisions and

can, at any time, take these powers back.
Devolution:the transfer of power and responsibilityfor the performanceof specified

functions from the national to the local level govemments without reference back
to the central govemment. The nature of transfer is political (by legislation), in
contrast to deconcentration's administrative [nature]; and the approach is territorial
or geographical, in contrast to sectoral.
Pdvatization: the transfer of responsibility for certain govemmental functions to

non-governmentalorganizations, voluntary organizations, community associations
and private enterprises (Porneroy and Berkes 1997).
While these types of decentralization never exist in their pure forms outlined above,
according to the above characteriration devolution of management power in

CO-

management involves a legally backed transfer of power and responsibilityfrom the centre
to the CO-managementinstitution, without reference back to the govemment. This implies

'7s ostensibly giving up power, decentraking authority and
relinquishing contrd owr nesoumes" (Ribot and Agrawal 1998). In other words. the

that the government

organizationsto which managementpower has been devolved have autonomy and control

-

over decision-making with few or no

- strings attached to govemment.

However, there are three main issues with regards to the proposition of the
devolution of management power:
1) M seemingIycontradicts the mie end leOifimacy of nation-states. Cdtics have pointedout

that there are relatively few examples of management arrangements "N, which them is a
Chupter 9: Conditions Requîred for Sufcessfirl Co-Manugemeeni
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significant devolution of power to local people" (Pimbert and Pretty 1997; Rivera Araya
1997). Ribot and Agrawal(1998) suggest this is linked to the inherent contradiction in the

proposition that states give up the very control and authority that gives them legitimacy
(and that is also, in theory, the result of their legitimacy).
2) Them is a conceptual pmblem with the idea that CO-managementanangements
compnsed of govemment and community stakeholders be devolved power "without

reference back to the government". This conceptuai probiem relates to the nature of
accountability and responsibility of nation states not only to al/their national constituents,
but also to their international commitments. This point is particularly important in the case
of national parks which are theoretically estaMished in the interest of al1 national citizens,

but also in the interests of the international community. In short, nation states are
comprised of local structures, and embedded within global structures, to which they are
accountable and responsible.
3) 1t does not acknowiedge agency and responsibility at the community level. Devolution

assumes that management power resides with the state and rnust be transferred to the
local level. But in the case of Cahuita, two interesting insights emerge:
That management power would not have been devolved to the collaborative
management boardwithout the community's socio-political ernpowerment (Rocha
1997) and ability to negotiate its demands. It was not so much a state-willed
devolution as a comrnunity-drivenrevolution (a staternent further supported by the
fact that to date Cahuita National Park is the only CO-managementarrangement
involving national parks in Costa Rica);
That, as Agrawal(1999) has put it, "statefornation in community spaces is not just
about the mprPduction of state sttuctums and logics thmugh acts initiated by
states, or thmugh coercion. It is as much about how this reproduction relies on the
wilfngness of locally situated actors to use new laws to ewfend state conlml over
themselves "ln other words, just as decentraltzation is a means by which states

can access loci of power to which they had no previous access, so too is it a
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means by which communities can have access to the state. It provides the
opportunity for local people to attempt to have their views heard, and their rights
protected, in ways not previously available.
In short, the case of Cahuita encourages a flip in perspective away frorn the idea of the
local level being 'given' or 'devolved' management power and of being the object of
cooptation and state-formation, to the idea that the local level has agency as well as
responsibility, and that CO-managementmight even be a vehide that can lead to sociopolitical empowement.
In conclusion, this discussion has shown that the feasibility and possibility of
devolution of management power, i.e ., "the transfbr of power and msponsibi/ity for the
penormance ofspecifed functions h m the national to the /ocalleve/ govemments wifhout

mference &ck to the central government" (Pomeroy and Berkes 1997, my emphasis)
is questionable, particularly in the case of national parks. Devolution in co-management
stops short of granting full autonomy on account of the nature of representative
democracies, and the embeddedness of nation-states in

- and their responsibility and

-

accountability to global structures (discussed fuflher in the final section of this chapter).
In this context, what is feasible and possible is the provision of legal backing of authonty
and responsibility of CO-management arrangements, and the transfer of certain
management functions, with the undentanding that there is reference back to the central

-

-

government. Making this clear calling a spade a spade is important in ensunng that the
discourse of devolution does not raise expectations that cannot be met, which could lead
'70 misunderstanding, disappointment and withdrawals of tmst" (Covey 1992).In addition,

the knowledgethat the devolution of management power in CO-managementis 'bracketed'
is helpful in designing and strengthening CO-managementarrangements. Finally, this
discussionquestioned the appropriateness of the language of devolutionin light of the faa
that the local level has agency and responsibility.
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I

1

Conclusion regarding Assumption #2:
That the devolution of management power is possible, and kasible

I

There must be transparency about the 'bracketed' nature of the decision-making
powen possible in CO-management(of national parks), and parties are aware of the
authority.
-

1

9.3.3 Hvpothesis #1: There must be appropriate institutions, both local and aovemmental

According to North (1990), institutions are "the fules of the game in a society of,

more fonnally, am the humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction". North
distinguishes between informal institutionswhich are "embodiedincustoms, traditions, and
codes of conduct" and change incrementally, and fomal niles which "may change
ovemight as the msult of political orjudicial decisions"(North 1990). He also distinguishes
between institutions and organizations, the latter being"gmups of individuals bound &y
some common putpose to achieve ob@ctiws" (North 1990) which are agents of
institutional change. This analysis examines Berkes' (1997) hypothesis in light of the main
institutions (both rules of use and organizations) at the legislative, organizational and
operational levels (Ostrom 1990) which affect the management of Cahuita National Park.
9.3.3.7 The legislative level

When looking at niles at the legislative level affectingco-managementof protected
areas, it is important to consider rules that establish protected areas, niles that affect the
environmental health of protected areas, rules that affect land tenure, communal access
to resources intellectual property rights, and rules that enable CO-management
arrangements (e.g., Pimbert and Pretty 1997). The issue hem is the relative power that
nation-states and local communities have in influencing these rules to ensure they are
appropriate to their contexts and situations.
As noted in the previous discussion on Befkes' assumption regarding the

devolution of management power, nation-statesare embeddedwithin global structuresand
forces that have a direct impact on how they conduct their affain domestically, and how
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they make rules. National laws regarding national parks. environmental standards,
intellectual property nghts, etc., are influenced to a great degree by international policymaking fora such as the IUCN; international trade agreements and conventions, such as
the W O , Convention on Biological Divenity, TRIPS, CITES, RAMSAR; and increasingly,
by multinational corporations. This is a large issue in Costa Rica and other tropical

countries that have high biodiversity, and who are the target of increasing attention by
bioprospectors and pharrnaceutical companies.
With regards to the legislative level, several issues regarding appropriate
institutions emerge for Costa Rica, which have a direct impact on Cahuita National Park:
1) The contradiction that exists among international conventions dealing with

biodivenity and intelkctual property rights. For example, Costa Rica has signed and

ratified two agreements that make noms regarding intellectualproperty nghts: TRIPS and
the Convention on Biological Divenity (CBD). Acwrding to Costa Rica's State of the
Nation Report (Proyecto Estado de la Nacion 1998), the obligations in both agreements
are geared to sirnilar issues, but have diffetent and conflicting objectives, and assume
different legal systems and obligations. TRIPS imposes private intellectual property rights
over biodivenity, while the Convention of Biodiversityrecognizes localcollective rights over
biodiversity. In Costa Rica there is fear that TRIPS will make the application of the CBD
impossible, particularîy because if Costa Rica does not apply TRIPS, it will be subject to
trade sanctions (Proyecto Estado de la Nacion 1998).

Some critics even go beyond looking at the substance and implications of these
types of international agreements to question the very appropriateness of converting
biodivenity into a global common property that can be commodified(e.g., Goldman 1998).
They note that if history and contextual factors are not taken into account in comrnons
discourse, and if those using this languagedo not engage in reflexivity, then the commons
discourse might itself be part of a 'commons project'

- "a hicfûen and not-so-hidden

institution of dominationand impen'alism in Noith-South mlafions"that should be mined for
"explanations of new fonns of social conlrol that can lead to intensifiedexploitation of al1

fonns of nature. human and non-human" particularîy because "significant attehcts (e. g.,
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institutions of powerj am being leR behind that undennine commonen'rights to control the

-

knowledge pmduced, and ultimalely because their knowledge helps determine the mle

-

of capital, the state and devdopment institutions... the malm of what is defined as the

commons" (Goldman 1998).
2) The link betweenmuitinationalphamaceuticalcorporations, Costa Rica's National

Biodivenity lnstitute and state agencies responsible for protected amas, and the
distribution of benefits at the local Ievel. Putting aside the question of whether seeing

biodiversity as a global common property is a f o m of imperialism, an important issue is the
distribution of benefts from protected areas, and the impact that the new valuing of
biodiversity might have in ternis of increasing protectionism and non-use in national
policies and tegislation. The institutional and financial linkage between Costa Rica's
National lnstitute for Biodivenity and the National Parks Foundation and National System
of Protected Areas (see Figure 6-1 in chapter 6) implies that in effect there is a link with
the funders of lNBio - Le., multinational phamaceutical corporations

- and the state

agencies in charge of protected areas. It can be argued that the state has much to gain
from this linkage, as it is helping not only to generate income, but also to undertake
biodiversity inventories,and is encouragingscientificresearchin protectedareas. However
there is a double standard being applied, and the 'losers' in this arrangement are the
people who depend on the resources in protected areas for survival: these people are
being told they cannot use the resources for commercial purposes, while lNBio and
multinational corporations are welcome to use the resources in what is considered a public

-

good - namely biodiversity in national parks for commercial purposes.
Some highlight that bioprospecting offers benefits to local communities, as locals
are hired to work on biodiversity inventories; lNBio trains them in scientific methods, and
they then go bacûto the conservation areas that are their home, and produce inventories.
However, very few of these 'parataxonomists' are hired (inthe first two years of the training
ptogram, some 32 were hired and 19 stayed on [Janzen et al. 1993)). Moreover, they are
trained at INBio's headquartenin the capital, and the chances that aiey will remain in their
communities after they receive their training, and after they have completedthe inventories
in their home amas, is questionable. While there is no doubt that bioprospecting is
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providingjobs and the opportunity of training to Costa Ricans, most of these are going to
people living in the capital. Clearly, there are very large issues associated with the
appropriateness of niles about biodivenity conservation, bioprospecling and intellectual
property rights at the international and national levels, and the impacts they have at the
local level. For example, appropriation of sui generis knowledge on biodiversity is at the
heart of the ongoing debate regarding Costa Rica's National Biodiversity Strategy, which
was tabled in 1999 (Girot, pers. comm., 2000).
The recent Law on Biodivenity (1998) has made some important strides towards
addressing and hamaniring some of the above issues, many of which are summarized
in the discussion of Berkes' hypothesis regarding legal backing for w-management.

-

3) Cross-scale institutional issues the lack of congruence and appropriateness

betwwninternationalguidelinesand conventions, national Iaws and local situations.
As was discussed in Chapter 3, Costa Rica's legislation regarding national parks is

affected to a great extent by the IUCN1scategones. However, in Central and South
America, the n o m is that protectedareas and national parks contain people, and therefore
there is a need for more appropriateinternationalpolicy guidelines and national legislation
to address this issue.

One internationalconvention which affects national legislationand has had a direct
impact in Cahuita National Park is CITES. This declares the marine turtles that people in
the neighbouring wmmunities use as endangered. As was described in the conflict
management section of the evaluation of the Management Cornmittee, the result is that
turtle users are considered illegal poachers, and the outwme has been violent
confrontations, and a free-for-al1with regards to turtle use. At the heart of this controversy

- and of the issue of appropriate institutions regarding mis controversy- are values, and
the issue of animal ngMs versus human nghts. It also raises the question of whether there
is flexibility in national legislation for protected areas to enable dialogue with people
considered poachen by international standards, and to enter into institutional
arrangements where these resourw users could help manage the resource, as they
themselves have proposed. After all, as wmmon property theorists would argue, enabling
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institutions that would help reduce depletion by some margin is better than having an open
access situation.
Some headway towards this possibility is made in the 1998 Law of Biodivenity.
Article 55 notes that the state will give pnonty to species that are in danger of extinction,
taking into consideration national and international red lists, and conventions such as

CITES. However, under 55 (2), the Law also states that where there is communal cultural
or subsistence use of these endangered species, the state wiii promote the necessary

technical assistance to help ensure the long terni conservation of the species, "mspecting
cultural practice." Article 101 states that incentives will be developed for community

participation in the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity through technical
assistance and other incentives enshrined in the Law, "especielly in amas whem
endangered, endemie orrare species have been identified".Finally, A M e 102 states that

the Ministry of Environment and Energy, in coordination with other relevant public
authorities and civil society, will give pfiority to financing and giving technical or other
advice for projects that involve communal management of bi~divenity.'~
4) Contradictory laws and policier with regards to conservation and development.

There have been many problems related to contradictory national policies that have
resulted in socio-environmentalconflids. One example that could lead to future conflict is
the granting of concessions for petroleum exploration offshore falamanca by the
Directorate of Mines housed in MINAE, which could have a direct impact on the
environmental integrity of Cahuita National Park. The issue of contradictory laws and
policiesregardingconservationand development was recently recognizedin the 1998 Law
on Biodivenity, and in the future, moves will be made to attempt to rectify the situation.
Article 103 of the Law on Biodivenity states that al1 Ministries and public agencies must
revise their existing legisletion and propose or make the necessary changes to eliminate

" ~ h m eare also examples of community-based monitoring of turtles in Costa Rica (e.g., in
Tortuguero National Park and in Ostional), and there is increasing recognition for the need to enter into
dialogue with turtle users. This was seen in the recent International Agreement for the Conservation of
Caribbean Sea Turtles between the Presidents of Costa Rica, Panama and Nicaragua, an Agreement
which aims to establbh a marine biological conidor bdween the thrse countries, and recognizes the need
for resource users to participate in decision-making (CCC 1998).
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or reduce negative incentivesfor the conservationand sustainable use of biodivenity. and
propose appropriate disincentives.
5) The nlatiw legal stmngth of national parks. While there is national pafks legislation

in Costa Rica, national parks are established by unilateral presidential Executive Decrees.

-

These Decrees can be - and have been wtthdrawn, and are subject to political (ides.
6) Enabling policy framework for CO-management and Iegal backin~for co-

manawment arrangements.With regardsto enabling policiesand legislativeframeworks
for w-management of pr0te~t8dareas. chapter 3 of this thesis dernonstrates that Costa
Rica is quite advanced. In addition, the 1998 Law on Alternative Conflict Resolution
recognizes alternative dispute resolution processes for conflicts, and Costa Rica's
ombudspenon provides a valuable resource with regards to mediation of disputes and
agreements that may lead to CO-management.
Nonetheless, there is still no precedent for a CO-managementagreement in a
national park that has strong legal backing. In the case of Cahuita National Park, for
example, the agreement to establish the Services Cornmittee was signed by the Minister
and the Development Association of Cahuita. However, it was not passed or approved by
the Contraloria, the govemment office which gives final approval to Convenios
(Memoranda of Understanding or Agreement). The current management arrangement is
given official sanction by Executive Decree, which - m i l e politically unwise - could be
withdrawn. More work needs to be done to atternpt to create management arrangements
which have stronger legal backing.
This review of some of the issues related to appropriate institutionsat Costa Rica's
legislative level that affect protected areas and co-management highlights just how
inextncably related some of these are to the international policy and legal context.
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9.3.3.2 The organizationallevd

Clearly it is importantto ensure there be appropnate decisionmakingarrangements
to detemine the niles of interactionbetween managementorganizationsand user groups.
In Costa Rica, there has been a move towards incorporating the participation of user
groups in law-making at the national level (for example, the drafting of the 1998 Law on
Biodivenitywas based on a consensus decision-making processthat includedthe National
Peasant Table and the National lndigenous Table, and the 1999 National Biodiversity
Strategy involved an intense series of consultations with various stakeholders). However.
with regards to Executive Decrees, while local groups are often consulted before they are
issued, a more appropriateway to go about drafting these would be to ensure that people
at the local level are involved right from the start, and are full participants in developing the
initial text.
In ternis of the National System of Protected Areas' organizational structure and
policy guidelines, there have also been important moves with regards to including local
resource usen. However, these changes are so recent and preliminary,that whether what
has been established in writing is implemented in pradice remains to be seen. Questions
such as appropriate representationand meetingprocesses,and participatory management
planning are key.
With regards to the Management Cornmittee of Cahuita National Park, issues at
the organizational level include:

St~ctuml
issues: appropriate representation of primary stakeholden.
P~ocessissues: turnover of mernbership, culturally appropriate meeting process,
appropriate intemal and extemal communication and feedback mechanisms,
'upwards' and 'downwards' accountability, ability to voice concams, consideration
of local knowledge, and appropnate language (i.e., not everyone wuld undentand
the jargon being used).

Outcomes: appropriate distribution of wsts and benefits.
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Another large issue at the organizational level is the ongoing training of
professionals and field staff with regards to participatory methodology. While this is
improving - for example, a superintendent of Cahuita National Park went to a one-and-ahalf month training coune -there needs to be more support for implementation in the field.
In addition, at some events, such as the planning session we held, it is important to have
recoune to a third-party facilitator that can help move the process forward in an
appmpnate way, as Steins and Edwards (1998) have suggested in their discussion points
on multi-use CPRs.
9.3.3.3 The operational level

Appropriate niles at the operationel level are important in ternis of day-to-day ni
controlling access to. allocation of, and control over the resource. In Cahuita National Park
there is still a long way to go with regards to developing appropnate niles that satisfy the
needs and aspirations of affected community members and state officials.
-

w
-

I

-

- -

-

1

Conclusion mgarding Hypothesis # 1:
Therrs must be appmpdate institutions, both local and govemmental

I

!

l

l

1i There must be appropnate institutions at the local, national and international level.

Comment: This may be idealistic in light of the constraints imposed on the state (and
11 therefore
on CO-management)by global 'stnicturing agen:sJ and international
wmrnitments; the various agendas and power asymmetries among actors; and the
'

i inevitable inconsistencies (and contradictions) in decision-making.

i

:

-A

9.3.4 Hv~othesis#2: fhere must be trust between the acton

-

Clearîy, there are many actors amcted by or who could influence the outcomes
of

- CO-management.as was seen in the stakeholder analysis of Cahuita National Park

in chapter 6. For the purposes of this discussion, then, 1 will assume that by acton, Berkes
(1997) means the parties to the -management

arrangement, the memben on the board,

and the constituents they represent.
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As was noted on the section on tnist in the evaluation of the Management
al1Committee memben dunng stage 1of the fieldwork stated
Committee (Chapter 7,3.6),
there was trust between the Committee members, which was defined variously as people
bdng able to express themselves openly in Committee meetings; people knowing each
other; and changes in attitude. In 0 t h words, trust was seen as the outcome of building
a relationship, and the comfort levels that grow as people show commitment to making the
Committee work. It was not a pre-condition.
Committee members emphasized that trust does not negate disagreements, and
that this creative tension in perspectives is a healthy and necessary part of any relationship
that enables things to move fotward. From the perspective of Cahuita's Management
Committee, then, pre-conditions to building t ~ s among
t
the memben on a

CO-

managementboard are open attitudes, commitment to making the processwork, and time
to get to know each other, establish rapport and comfort levels. In observing the
Committee in action, it also became apparent that transparency

- particularly financial

-

transparency was also an important factor in establishing and maintaining trust.
In addition, respect for the knowledge and potential contribution of community

-

Committee memben was a very large issue affecting relations and potential outcomes

- of the Management Committee. There were tense moments in some Committee
meetings, and in ouf strategic planning session, where state officials showed a lack of
respect for the potential contribution community members coutd make with regards to
resources management. 'The assumption was that the state onicials had the capacity and
knowledge

- or at least were aware of the limitations of their knowledge - and that

community memberswere lacking in this regard. The issue of respect is very closely linked
to the issue of attitude and openness, but is in and of itself a necessary ingredient

-

-

together with trust in building healthy CO-managementrelationships.
With regards to trust behneenthe Committee and cornmunity members, or between
the Committee and state officials, much has to do with communication and feedback
mechanisms, and the legitimacy and influence that the memberî of the board have in both
govemment and community circles. According to the Oxford English ReferenceDicüonary,
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to trust in someone means '?O place trust in; believe in; &y on the charecter or behaviour
o f ..to place reliance in"(Pearsall and Trumble 1996). For those in the community this is

clearly a difficult thing to do with the Management Committee, as most wmmunity
memben do not even know of its existence. However. besides increasing two-way
communication with community members, having memben of the Committee who are
respected community memben or leaders in Cahuita would no doubt increase their trust
in the Committee. With regards to trust between higher level state officials and the
Committee,ongoing communication about the Committee'sactivities has been key, as has
transparency and the important role played by leaders.
Finally, considering the relationship between cornmunity members in Cahuita and
park officials, building trust has to do with seeing park officials active in the park. and
supporting or participating in community events. Again, the key is respect and
understanding, and a sense of participatingrather than simply 'passing through'. Also, the
level of trust in the park administration is linked to who is hired

- not only in ternis of

personality, but whether they are from the province of Limon, and can undentand and
respect Me ways and culture of Cahuita. For example, tensions between community
members and the state decreased at the time of the 1994 conflict when Gina Cuza Jones

-

was hired to be superintendent of the park (she is from Limon), and Edwin Cyrus also

-

of Afro-Caribbean decent becarne involved.
To conclude, there is an historical mistrust betweenmembers of the cornmunity and
the Ministry of Environment and Energy on account of the way the park was established
and the lack of compensation, a 'constraint' existent in protected areas worldwide (e.g.,
Kothari 1995). The adors involved in resolving the 1994 conflict, and the collaboration that
has ensued, are working towards changing this. However, the process wuld be sped up
if therewere more openness, accountability and communicationbetweenthe Management
Committee and comrnunity memben.
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Conclusion mgarding Hypothesis #2:
Thete must be trust among the actors

There is respect (for difference). Trust will be more likely if there is communication
among the parties, legitimacy and accountability, and means to resolve potential
conflict.
Comment:
Preconditions to building tnrst among the membem on a CO-managementboard are:
open attitudes, cornmitment to making the process work: time to get to know each
other, establish rapport and comfort levels; financial transparency; and respect for
the knowledge and potential contributions of al/ board members.
Pre-conditions b building trust beîween the CO-managementboanl and community
members, and berneen the Cornmittee and state officiais am: communication and
feedback mechanisms; respect, legitimacy and influence of memben of the board in
both govemment and community circles.

I

1

!
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1
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,

Pm-conditions to building trust and owrcoming the historieal mistrust between
park otficials and community members are: Hiring park ofticials who have open
I
attitudes, and who respect and understand the culture and ways of the communities 1
in which they work hiring people from the area. or from similar cultural backgrounds II
if possible; active participation of park officiais both in activities in the park, and
activities in the community.
<

-

-

I

--

--

9.3.5 Hv~othesis
#3: The co-manaaement arranaernent must have leaal status

There is no doubtthat legalbackingfor collaborative management agreements and
authority to make and enforce rules strengthens CO-managementarrangements. In the
case of Cahuita, for example, the Committeefelt it could not act on certain decisions while
it was operating de facto but not de jum. However, even though it now has statutory
backing, this backing is rather weak as it can be unilaterally withdrawn.
In order for the Cahuita arrangement to be truly precedent-setting - and for it to

-

forge the way for other CO-managementarrangements the Committee will need to work
towards establishing stronger legal backing. One way would be for it to insist on a
Memonndum of Agreement with the Minister, where both parties sign an Agreement that
neither can withdraw from unilaterally without fint going through a fomal process. But
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another means would be to lobby the govemment for amendment of the National Parks
Law to allow for CO-management arrangements. In this way, CO-management
arrangements would be backed by law rather than Executive Decree. If this occurs,
however, the case would also have to be made for national parks to be protected by law
rather than by Executive Decree in order to avoid potential loopholes.
A fumer consideration that needs to be made is that if CO-management

arrangements are backed &y law. then it would be much easier to protect local rights to
resources use in protected areas, and the range of nghts associated with these that
Pimbert and Pretty (1997) specify as key. Jointly negotiated co-managementagreements

- which would stipulate the types of resources use that could take place in the protected
area, and the rights of the local people in this regard - would carry the full force of law.
This would enable the possibility of arrangements that might contravene existing
legislation, but that are more appropriate to the situation on the ground.
Currently, the National Parks Law strictly prohibits al1 resource use (hunting.
gathering, plant extraction, etc.) in national parks, with the exception of subsistence and
sports fishing in certain areas, and only after there is proof that these activities do not
result in ecological alterations (Article 10). There is no mention of
dispensations for

- or

special

- local people. While Executive Oecrees can specify resource use that

goes beyond the National Parks Law

- as does the Decree establish the rules of use in

-

Cahuita National Park they do not constitute legal protection of local rights as such.
Some protection for local nghts with regards to intellectual property, traditional
knowledge and biodivenity is provided by the 1998 Law on Biodivenity. Specifically, it:
Holds as one if its guiding ptinciples that cultural divenity must be respectad.
Arüde 9 (3) states that divenity of cultural practices and knowledge associated
with cornponents of biodivenity must be respected and fostered, in keeping with
national and international legal frameworks, particulariy in the case of peasant

communities, lndigenous Peoples and other cultural groups.
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States that lndigenous Peoples and local communities' knowledge, practices and
innovations with regards to conservation and ewlogically sustainable use of
components of biodivenity should be recognized and mrnpensated(Article 10 (0))
Requires the infonned consent of local people with regards to access to genetic or
biochernical components in their home areas (Article63 (1)). It also provides for the
local people to demand the type of protection they want for their local knowledge

teaves (Article 63 (2))
Recognizes the nght of local cornmunities and lndigenous Peoples to oppose
access to their resources and associated knowledge, for cultural, spintual, social,
economic and other reasons.
Recognizes and protects sui generis intelledual property nghts, i.e., the
knowledge, practices and innovations of lndigenous Peoples and local
communities that are related to the use of components of biodivetsity (Article 82).
Mandates a participatory process for detemining the nature and reach of sui
generis community intelledual property nghts (Article 83).
These answer rnost of Pimbert and PrettyJs(1997) criteria for protection of local people's
rights. In addition, the Law on Biodiversity provides for the state to "respect" cultural
practices with regards to endangered species, as mentioned in the discussion on CITES
above.
Therefore, thera now exists a legal framework that could be used to argue for
increased access and other nghts of local people for subsistence use of resources in
Costa Rica's national parks, even though this contravenesthe National Parks Law. lt would
be interesthg to see the outcornes of local people taking this issue to the courts.
ln conclusion, there is no doubt that legal backing for comanagement is one of the
keys to its succem. This is parücularly ûue if this legal status also enables the Iegal
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protection for local use nghts, and other rights associated with these. In the case of
Cahuita, more work needs to b8 done to lobby the govemment for stronger legal backing.
If the govemment works towards allowing for the legal status of CO-managementby

-

arnending the National Parks Law, then co-management agreements together with the

-

provisions set out in the 1998 Law on Biodivenity could allow for the legal protection of
local rights and more incentives for sustainable use.
----

-.

Conclusion mgarding Hypofhesis #3:
The CO-managementanangement must have legal status

I

l

l

There must legal backing for the co-management arrangement and protection for the :
rights of local resource users
1

There must be economic incentives for local communities to conserve the resource
For the purposes of this discussion, Iwill assume that 'incentives' refers to benefits.
For the people of Cahuita, economic benefits are a very important outcome of conserving
the resources in Cahuita National Park; mort survive from tourism (whether directly or
indirectly), and many tourists visit Cahuita to lounge on its white beaches and visit the
National Park. The park also provides jobs for community people, particularly in the Playa
Blanca section directly managed by the Management Cornmittee. And a portion of the
funds receivedthrough donations at Playa Blanca is channelledto help support community
needs or events.

However, conservation of the resources in the park is motivated by additional
incentives, including social, cultural and historical factors. Many Cahuitans are very proud
of their Park, and have a very close attachment to it. During the course of the fieldwork we
often heard the comment that "Cahuita Ir the park, and the park Ir Cahuita". There is a
sense of cultural attachment and sovereignty over the area Wat plays a large role in
consewing and maintaining the paik's resources.
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Moreover, the residents of Punta Riel and Hone Creek have noted that they would
conserve turtle eggs if they were given the authority to manage the turtle nesting areas,
showing that simply having a recognizedstake in decision-makingand managementof the
resources

- i.e., simply having political empowement to influence decision-making -

might be incentive enough towards conservation (i.e., sustainable use).
But besides incentives towards conservation as a pre-condition for success,
another important and relevant line of questioning with regards to incentives and comanagement is: What incentives exist with regards to co-management? What are the
benefits of CO-management.and are these greater than the costs? Is there a fair
distribution of the benefits and costs of CO-managementamong the primary stakeholders
in the park?
According to our interviews with memben of the Management Cornrnittee and
community people in Cahuita (outlined in chapter 7), there is a wide range of benefits
associatedwith CO-management.Management Committee membencited socio-economic
incentives (increased employment opportunities for local people and associated positive
social impacts), the forging of better relations with MlNAE (i.e., conflict management),
participation in decision-making in the park, more efficient administration, financial
transparency and a variety of tangible outcomes (better security, waste management,
maintenance and infrastructure).
Community members of Cahuita noted similar potentialoutcomes of collaboration
(most did not know about the existence of the Committee), but several mentioned that this
collaborationcould help unite and strengthen the community. and bring capacity-building.
Additional benefits are that the park is recognized as Cahuita's and there is free access
for local people. However, the people from the neighbouring communities of Punta Riel
and Hone Creek said the park (and the CO-managementboard) had bmught no benefits
to their wmmunities. It should be noted, however, that one of the security guards hired for

the Playa Blanca section was from Punta Riel.
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In short, there are many benefits relateci to the CO-managementarrangement in
Cahuita National Park, including potential increased social unity or cohesion, political
empowement, socio-economic benefits, (informally) recognized 'ownership' nghtsover the

park, and more efïïcient and effective administrationof the parîc. Becausethe Management
Committee is self-funded, to date, the arrangement has cost the government no additional
money from government coffen (except for perhaps the costs of negotiating with the
community). although clearly it has lost the money it would otherwise have gained from
entrance fees in Playa Blanca (Table 9-2).

Table 9-2: Main Benefii and Costs of Co-Management in Cahuita National Palk

cosrs

Cahuita

Government

4etter relations with MlNAE
.Local conflict management mechanism
Noney generated through donations stays in
the comrnunity
mlncreased employment opportunities for local
people
mPotentia1 increased social unity or cohesion
mlncreased sense of stewardship and pride
m(informal1y) Recognized ownership rights over
the park and free access for locals
.Participation in decision-making and prioritysetting
4etter security, waste management and
infrastructure (which could lead to more tourists
and revenue)
~Capacity-building
.Financial transparency
dncreased potential to attract ïunds from
donors
mlncreased potential to forge alliances with
universities, research institutions and NGOs

~Betterrelations with comrnunity members
#Localconfiict management mechanism
dncreased personnel at no additional cost (see
Costs below)
mlncreased monitoring of illegal activities, both in
the terrestrial and the marine portion. MINAE has
no boats for patrolling, and so the observations
of community members who operate tour and
fishing boats is helpful.
detter security, waste management and
infrastructure (which could lead to more tourists
and revenue, even in the Puerto Vargas section)
*Financial transparency
eAbility to tap into the knowledge of local people
for better environmental decision-making
elncreased profile and reputation at the national
and international level with regards to democratic
decision-making processes for environmental
management
dncreased potential to attrcct funds from donors
mlncreased potential to forge alliances with
universities, research institutions and NGOs

mopportunity costs for comrnunity members of
the Cornmittee with regards to the time they
invest (at least 12 hours per month), particularly
since they are not remunerated
mpotential increased tension and persona1
retaliation between members of the
Management Committee (and community
personnel) and other comrnunity mernbers who
violate the Management Cornmittee's rules of
use

+unds it would otherwise have gsthered through
donations in Playa Blanca
nopportunity costs for government members of
the Cornmittee with regards to the time they
invest (at least 12 hou6 per month); however,
they are salaried

-
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I

Conclusion mgarding Hypothesis #4:
Them must be economic incentives for local communities to consem the msoum

1

There are social andlor economic benefits for al1 resource users to conserve the
resource, including political empowenent to influence decisionniaking.

9.4 Mapping the Power at Play in Co-Management and Dnwing Lessonsfrom Cahuita
What has stood out throughout the discussions in this chapter
this thesis

- and throughout

- is that CO-managementinstitutions are at Me confluence of many different

agendas, and are embedded in local, national and international structures and pmcesses
(Figure 94). Communities and govemment agencies that enter into CO-management
arrangements are in an inherently asymmetrical relationship in many respects. The
question then. is: What are the conditions that need to be in place to try to balance this
asymrnetry, and to decrease the vulnerability of CO-managementinstitutions to potential
co-option

- both fmm 'above' and from 'below'?

The Cahuita case study offen some interesthg preliminary insights into these
questions. This section maps and describes the principal types and sources of power
issues that emerge at the five main power spheres in CO-management:the supranational
sphere; the national sphere; the CO-managementinstitution sphere; the Cornmitteecommunity sphere; and the community sphere. While the discussion on the supranational
and national sphere is more general, the analysis of the other spheres draw more
specifically on the Cahuita case. This section closes with a reflection on the lessons the
Cahuita case provides with regards to those elements that might lead to -management
as an empowering experience, both for community and govemmental representatives.
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Figura 9-1:
Consttaints, Accountability and Responsibility in Co-Management
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9.4.1 M a ~ ~ i the
n a Power at Play
9.4.1.1 Macm-LeveüSupmnationel Power Issues and Constraints

As was noted in the discussion of Berkes' (1997) assumption on devolution, nationstates often fail in their promise 'to delivet (Pomeroy and Berkes 1997) on their policies
with regards to the decentrakation of 'real powet in decisionmaking. This failure is linked
to a range of extemal, macro-level or supranationalconstraintsthat have a direct influence
on how states conduct their affairs in practice. These constraints include, but are not

limited to:
1) Globalization and market forces. These forces affect the structures of al1nation states,

and some scholars have argued that they are drastically diminishing and 'eclipsing' the role
and power of states (Evans 1997). However, there is disagreement over the role of the
state in light of globalization, and whether market forces are creative or destructive agents
of change. For some, there is no role for the state in globalization, as market forces and
local comrnunities becorne the alternative means for foiwarding progresr. Othen (e.g.,
Ribot 1999) use Antonio Gramsci's (1971) argument that the role of the state is to protect
spaces in which civil society

- Le.,

"that sphem of society which organites itself

autonomously" (Lummis 1996) - can Virive, particularly in light of the strength of market
forces and the seeming ability of these forces to cnish cultural difference and the power
of resistance at the local level (Colas 1984).
Still others undencore the insidiousness of global economic and market forces as
poweflul 'structunng agents' that constrain the behaviour of countries -and, in particular,

-

developing countries where the lines between govemment and private enterprise are
blumid (Sandenon 1995). In these countries, govemments are often synonyrnous with
private interests. As an lndigenous participant from Honduras put it in a Central Amencan
conference on deœntralizationand collaborative management, uprivateenterprises am a
privilegeâ cless in ourcountty, and 1Sghüngagainstptivate entetptise is fghting against the

govemmnl (Dominguez, pen. comm.. 1998). ln fact. the sway of private enterprise can

be so s t m g in developing countries, that the M o l e country's policy revolves around
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enhandng its performance. Such is the case of multinational fruit companies in Central
Amerka, which gave rise to what have corne to be known as 'banana republics'. One
Cahuitan reflected on this phenornenon when he said: "8efom 1948, the gowemmenf in
t i m h was controlled by the United Fruit Company. Whatewr the Company said, it

became the law of the land' (Clinton in Palmer 1977). Because of the political power of

private interests in developing countries, they are far more prone to elitist type models of
democracy, although, clearly, this problem exists in industrialized wuntries as well.
2) Global environmentalissues. Environmentalissues have different scales which dictate
how best they can be dealt with, and who should be involved in decision-making. While
some issues are better dealt with at the national and local levels, other issues - such as
global commons issues like climate change and biodiversity - cal1 for international action.
This points to an interesting dynamic in the role of the state: on the one hand, states can
(in rhetoric, at least) devolve power and responsibility to the local level for some issues;

on the other, states participate in international policy-makingfora where they are only one
of many stakeholden - inciuding other states, experts, international NGOs and industry,
etc.

- and in so doing, they are shearing some of their power and control. States

committed to Multi-lateral EnvironmentalAgreements use the goals and commitments in
these agreements to guide policy-making, legislation and action at the national level. In
essence, the magnitudeof the environmental problems may leave states with little choice
but to participate in a process that

- if successful - will have an impact beyond the

arneliorationof global environmental problerns: the process leads to a transformation and
fragmentation of state power through its commitments at the international level.
Global environmental proMems are therefore not so much a constraint to
decentralization, as a type and sale of prablem that requires concertad planning efforts
at the supranational level following the subsidiarity principle, i.e., "anything that is being
done (or could be done) at a lowerlevel should not be done al a higher level" (Thompson
1998); plans a n , however. then be implemented thrwgh decentralization(Lee 1993).The

question for the local level Vien. is to what extent its ability to guide action through
devolution is constrained by wmmitments and policy-making at the international level. In
the case of Cahuita National Park mis is an extremely important point, as was discussed
Ckpter 9: Condiions Requtred for
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with regards to international Conventions such as CITES, CBD and IUCN categones for
protected areas, to mention a few examples.
3) Financing. The devolution of management power is dependent to a large extent by the
ability of states to finance management and capacity-building activities at the local level.
This is a large issue in Costa Rica, where some cntics have noted that often there is not
enough funding to even pay the salaries of people involved in local municipal
govemments, let alone oMer types of activities (Rivera Araya 1997). The devolution of
management power without financial resources to implement activities can render locallevel decision-making bodies and co-management boards ineffective, unless they can

corne up with their own creative sources for funding.
Another point related to financing is that monies that are allocated from national
budgets are vulnerable to political tides and changing priorities, many of which are driven
by the forces of globalization. This is clearly an issue for co-management boards based
on civic science approaches, in that it rnay take years before they start having measurable
outcornes that convince politicians. Indeed, according to Ostrom (1987), whether an

-

institution is regarded as successful and in the wntext of this discussion, whether or not
politicians will buy into the scherne and finance it

- depends to a large extent on when

outcomes are being analyzed, as institutions require a trial and error process that leads
to leaming and adaptation. Overall, however, with both cornmunities and state agencies
working together, in the long terni, the costs of management and enforcement are likely
to be lower than if the state were the only manager (Hanna 1995; Berkes 1995).
Nonetheless, some financing is required, especially at the beginning; and without
resources, hsütutions are more likely to fail.
The above list of supra-national structudng agents is far from exhaustive, yet it
gives an indication not only of the changing role of the state, but of some of the complex
forces that constrain the devolution of management power in decision-making about
natural resources in the era of globalization. States are embedded within global structures
that have a direct impact on how they manage their affain. An interesting question for
furttier research on these rnacro-issues is to what extent decentralkation is a trend that
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will further bifurcate rich and poor nations - North and South - as poorer nations have far
more supra-national, structural constraints to contend with in attempting to implement
decentralization in practice.
9.4.7.2National Level Issues and Constraints:

Upwanîs and 'Lateml' Accounta bi/ity and Responsibi/ity
Nation-states are also constrained in how much power they can decentralize to the
local level by the fact that they are accountable and responsible not only to their
international commitments, but also to al1 of their constituents as Figure 9-1 visualizes. In
other words, a national govemment could not give CO-managementinstitutions complete

-

authority and responsibilityfor the management of naturalresources particularly national

-

parks without any strings attached, as elected govemment representatives must answer
to constituents elsewhere in the country.
In the event of deep-seated disagreements between local community rnemben on
the board and people outside the cornmunity, for example, constituents not on the board
(or even private, multinational interests, for that matter) could lobby their elected
representativesto influence the outcorne of decision-making; chances are that the elected
govemment representativeswould side with the interests of the majority or more powerful
group, and instnict govemment officiais on the CO-managementboard to reflect these
interests. Therefore the beliefs and interests of other constituents play an important role
in checking and balancing actions at the local level; and, it would seem that even in the
face of conflict, the balance of power in decision-making shifts in favour of those who
represent the larger (geographically) or more powerful (economically and politically)
constituents, which is part and parcel of how representative democracy 'works'. While the
chances of this type of deep-seated disagreement occumng are slim, the possibility exists,

as was seen, for example, in the case of a very strong, and legally-backed COmanagement arrangement, namely Tuktut Nogait National Park in Canada's Northwest
Territories (Weitzner and Turner 1998). In short, regardless of the metoric of devolution,

-

-

in the final analysis and particulaily with national parks aie state retains the final Say
with regards to decision-making (Figure 9-2).
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Figura 9-2: The Balance of 'Dsvolved' P o w i (i.e., Authority and Responsibility)

in Co-Management
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9.4.1.3 The Co-management institution Sphem

At the Board level there are a variety of power issueswhich influencethe outcornes
of CO-management.These include, but are certainly not limited to:

1) Legalauthoiity and nsponsibilityto rct and enforce nihs. As was discussed above,

legal authority and responsibility to act and enforce rules givss the Cornmittee Iegitimacy
from the point of view of the state, and constitutes the platforni or foundation for

CO-

management.
2) Knowldge, education and skib (regarding the resource, legislation, participatory
processes, technical issues, etc). 'Knowledge is power'. The mom knowledge about the

-

-

resources both scientific and kcal the greater the chances of success, as common
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property theorists have noted. However, additional types of knowledgeleducationlskills
needed by Committee mernbers in order to fundion well are knowledge about relevant
legislation, knowledge about participatorymanagement processes, and knowledge about
resources which can be drawn upon (whether mediaton, facilitaton, potential trainers,
technical support, etc).
3) Representation (i.e., power vested in individuals, legitimacy). The power of

representation refen to the legitimacy and authority vested in individuals by members of
the community (or the state in the case of state representatives). Here the cornmunity
empowers the individual to speak out on behalf of the community. However, there is an
implicit recognition that in tum the individual is accountable to the community. An individual
may be empowered in this way through social noms or traditional community structures,
or in the case of Cahuita. by being elected through mernbership in a comrnunity
organization. Clearly, well-functioning and appropriate community organizations are an
asset in ternis of the legitimacy and power of representation (as is two-way
communication).
4) Penonality and abilitylopenness to undentand and listen (i.e., attitude, respect).

Power of personality plays perhaps the most important role in making or breaking comanagement processes. Openness of attitude and respect for other Committee memben'
knowledge and contribution is a pre-requisite to establishing cohesive group dynamics,
cornfort and trust.
5) Ability to s p i k in public and to negotiate (i.e., to participate and to affect outcomes).
Without the power to participate and to negottate, Committee members are ineffective
representativeswith regards to voicing the concerns of their constituents, and negotiating
on Meir behalf. Boththese abilities aie influenced greatly by previous experience. and can
be enhanced through 'leaming by doing' in CO-management.
6) Economic (i.e.. ability to implement). Econornicpower is crucial in CO-management.The

financial independence of the Committee has been an important factor with regards to
inueased autonomy. aîthough the Committee needs more funding to implement priority
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activities. Knowledge about donors/potential partners, and how to mobilize funds, is
partiailarly important hem. However, the more seif-reliant the ManagementCommittee can
be (through user fees or other self-initiated processes), the more independent and

autonomous it will be in fulfilling its mandate.
9.4.7.4 The Cornmittee-Community Sphem

Here there are two power issues at stake: information and legitimacy or credibility.
Informationis a powerfultool in helping make infomed decisions. Clearly, if the community
has no information about the activities of the Committee, it cannot voice its concems, or
have input into making more sound and appropriate decisions. By retaining information,
and not actively seeking two-way communication with its constituents at the community
level, the Cornmittee suffen from lack of credibility and legitimacy in the eyes of the people
in the community.
9.4.1.5 The Community Sphen,

Last, but certainly not least, there are two main factors at play at the community
level in Cahuita that have helped (or hindered) the process from moving fomard:
1) Leadershipof al1types. As Kothari (f995) has noted. "manylocalcommunities are now

loosely unit& clusters of families and indivjduals. alienated fmm their local environment
and other communities, tuming slowly into the materialist consumers which charactedze
today's urben class." This affects community spirit and cornmunity cohesion. There is no

doubt that this is an important factor in Cahuita: there is increasing cornpetition in the
community for access to scarce and valuable resources, such as tounsm and funding from
extemal donon. ln addition dnigs and alcohol have taken their toll on the community.
There is a gtowing bifurcation between the haves and the have-nots, even within the
cornmunity. However, against this backdrop, one thing Cahuita has going for it is its
leaden. There are leaders of all types:
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The 'aggmssiveïpoliticaIleaders, such as the those belonging to the Cornmittee
of Stniggle who negotiated the collaboration between the govemment and the
community. Most of these leaders have a history of fighting inequities and for the
rights of the people, and are motivated 60th for personal reasons and for the
interests of Cahuita. These leaders bring different experiences and levels of
education to the table: one member of the Cornmittee of Stniggle, for exarnple,
was very active in organizing and working in cocoa cooperatives; two others have
university backgrounds, and Mile one of these is motivated to see Cahuita
improve for personal economic reasons and has many insights into how to mobilize
for political action, the other has political aspirations. All three of these leaden,
however, are cleady also comrnitted to the improvement of Cahuita.

The cuitutal leaders, such as Claudio Reid, Walter Ferguson and members of the
calypso band Ashanti. Reidand Çerguson are the historiansof Cahuita, one wnting
theatre scripts while the other tells the story of Cahuita through his songs. Reid
involves the youth of Cahuita in his productions, and while Ferguson is getting
oMer and is not as active, he is often seen teaching his songs to a young student
outside his house. And Ashanti keeps the Calypso music of the area alive, playing
at various venues in the town for tourists and locals. The music and theatre of
Cahuita are very important in keeping the spirit, dignity and identity of Cahuita's
culture alive.
The sports leaders. Sports is a big part of life in Cahuita, and there are several
leaden who organize team sports. Cornmunity memben

- both old and young -

gather around the soccer field in Playa Negra almost every week, to watch
Cahuitans play soccer. Then is even an 'old-ümer's' team, which is wmprised of
older memben of the comrnunity who as youth were avid soccer players. Other
community sports and pastimes include basketball, surfing, and years ago, cricket
and hone racing. In short, there is no doubt that spofts increases comrnunity spirit

and teamwork, and is an important part of Cahuita's social fabric. Those who

-

-

organize these events and who are models to others play an important role in

the community.
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The women leaders. As was noted in the stakeholder analysis in chapter 6, there
are several different types of women leaders in Cahuita. There are those who have
organized cooperatives such as bakenes to provide employment opportunities for
the cornmunity's women. There are leaden who know about the medicinal uses of
plants, and who continue to be called for their services as midwives. There are

-

other leaders who work towards strengthening their farnilies and the community

- from the household-up. And finally, there are those who keep the traditional
foods of Cahuita alive. by cooking not only at home. but offering these foods for

sale at Cahuita's restaurants, bakeries and stands. The various types of women
leaders in Cahuita play a very important role in providing a nurtunng environment
for their children, passing on traditions, sustaining farnilies economically, and being
the life-force (literally, providing food and drink) and supporting other leaders
negotiating on behalf of the cornmunity.
The youth leaders. There are several youth who are attempting to create new

spaces and opportunities for Cahuita's youth.
Cleaily, the vanous leaders of Cahuita, the shared history of communal organization for
agncultural and political purposes, the identity and dignity of the people, to quote one

-

Cahuita leader and the 'hardness' of life in one of Costa Rica's most (geographically and

-

physically) unforgivingareas have contributed greatly to individualand community sociopolitical empowement. This empowement helped spur the collaborative management
agreement, and is key in the ongoing negotiations of the Management Cornmittee.

2) Community orgrnizations. There are many community organizations in Cahuita, that

-

while not funcüoning well in the eyes of the community and subject to the domination of

-

dites in some cases are important with regards to mobiliting Cahuita.
This discussion of the main power issues at the supranational, national,Cornmittee,
Committee-cornrnunity, and community spheres highlights the complexity and
interwnnectedness of the forces at play in rnaking comanagement work in pracüce.
These are surnmarized in Table 9-3.
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Table 9-3: The Types and Sources of Power at Play in Cahuita National Palk

-

Multinational~
lnternational
Governments
International NGOs

Supranational

Economic and Political 'Structuring
agents'

National

Political authority and responsibility
Judicia! power

Constituents:
Citirens, lndustry
NGOs

Management
Cornmittee
1evel

Legal authority and responsibility
(i. e., Executive Decree)

Community and
state reps

Knowledge and Education
(regarding the resource, legislation,
participatory processes, etc)

Community

-

Shapes lnternational Policy
that drives Costa Rica's
national policy;
multinationals influence
Costa Rica's policy directly

-

-

--

-

-

Shapes Costa Rica's
national policy

-

Shapes the outcomes of
decision-making and rules of
use in the park

State

Representation
(i.e., power vested in individuals,
legitimacy)
Personality and ability/openness to
understand i.e., attitude, respect)
Ability to speak in public and
negotiate (i.e., to participate and
affect outcomes, manage confiict)
Economic (Le., ability to implement)
CornmilteeCommunify

Information

Committee
members

Shapes the potential input of
community members in the
Cornmittee's decisionmaking process

lndividuals

Shapes who is etected to the
Cornmittee

Legitirnacylcredibitity
Cornmunity
level

CuIturdldentitylSpiriV
History (social cohesion)

Leaders
Market forces/elitism
'Community'
Socio-political empowerrnent

Shapes the input that
community representatives
bring to the Commtttee
negotiating table
Nurtures and helps shape
the abilities of Committee
members
Helps shape who is elected
ta the local, municipal and
national governments
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9.4.2 Co-Management with a Human Face

Regardless of al1the discussion on stnictufing agents. conceptual, theoretical and
legal constraints in this chapter, in the end when the skin of the onion is peeled back, COmanagement has a human face. Many of the challenges and power issues are, as one
Canadian co-manager has stated, "inpeople's heads" (Weitzner 2000). But this is also
where the strength of CO-managementlies: within people.
With regards to 'people as enablen', the Cahuita case offen the following lessons.
That co-management will be strengthened if:
1.

There are 'visionanes' within the state agencies.

2.

There are leaders of al1 types in the comrnunity, there is cultural identity and
community spirit.
There is a willingness and commitment on behalf of the CO-managersto work

3.

together, and they have the following powen: knowledge and education (regarding
the resource, legislation, participatory processes, etc); representation (i.e., power
vested in individuals, legitimacy); penonality and abilitylopenness to undentand
(i.e.. open attitude, respect); and ability to speak in public and negotiate (i.e., to
participate and affect outcomes. manage conflict).
To help fulfill the board's mandate. three additional factors surface: the importance

of financial resources and independence; legal authonty and responsibility for the

CO-

management arrangement; and the ability to forge alliances with extemal agents. If this
is al1 couched in a nation-state where there is democracy and rule of law, then, with al1
these elements in place, Iwould argue that a M a n a g e m e n t board is well positioned to
become a vehicle for empowement rather than CO-option.
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9.5 Conclusion

This chapter provided this thesis' contribution to the theoretical dialogue with
regards to CO-management.It started by reviewing some of the salient hypotheses and
criteria for success with regardsto the managementof common property resources across
different ecologicel scales, noting the various considerations that corne into play in each
context. It then examined Berkes' (1997) two assumptions and four hypotheses with

regards to the success of CO-managementthrough the lens of the Cahuita case study.
While the findings coincided with most of these, the Cahuita case study suggested the
following elaborations/qualifications (Table 9-4):
Table 94: Suggested Elaborations/QuaMcations of Berkes (1997) Hypotheses

in L i ~ hof
t the Cahuita Case Study

I

Assumption 1: Co-management is
desirable and there is a need for it
Assurnption 2: Devolution of
management power is possible and
feasible
-

1

-

Co-management is rooted in the aspirations and desires
of the parties involved, and they perceive a need for it.
-

-

There is transparency about the 'bracketed' nature of the
decision-making powers possible in CO-management(of
national parlcs), and parties are aware of the scope and
limits of their decision-making authority.

-

Hypothesis 1: Appropriate
institutions, both local and
govemrnental

Appropriate institutions at the local, national and
international level.
Comment: This may be idealistic in light of the
constraints imposed on the state (and therefore on COmanagement) by global 'structuring agents' and
international commitments; the various agendas and
power asymmetries arnong actors; and the inevitable
inconsistencies (and contradictions) in decision-making.

Hypothesis2: Trust between the
actors

There is respect (for difference). Tmst will be more likely
if there is curnmunication among the parties, legitimacy
and accountability, and means to resolve potential
conflict.

Hypothesis 3: There is legal backing
for the CO-management
arrangement

There is legal backing for the co-management
arrangement and protection for the rights of local
reSOUTCB Users.

Hypothesis4: There must be
economic incentives for local
cornmunities to conserve the
msoum

There are social andtor economic benefits for al1
resourw users to conserve the resoum, induding
political ernpowennent to influence decision-making.
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The chapter then mapped the various sources and powor at play in comanagement at the supranational, national,co-management institution, comanagement
institution-community, and community spheres, highlighting the cornplex and
interconnected forces at play. It closed by examining the lessons Cahuita offers with
regards to 'people as enablers of CO-management'.

Chapter X

Conclusion: Implications,
Opportunities and Lessons Learned

There are two reasons why Cahuita is still in the hands of the people here:
7 ) Its leaders; and 2) Ifs dignity.

- Claurlio Reid, Cahuiia 'cuîît~ral'leader (1 Y 98)

1

Plrya Bknca, Cahuita N i t h a i Park (Photo: Robsrt Bwh)

Chapter X

Conclusion: Lessons Learned,
Implications and Opportunities
10.1 Looking Back, Looking Fornard

This project set out to document the exparience of conflict and collaboration in
Cahuita National Park. Its outcomes include the beginningsof a vision for the Management
Committee of Cahuita National Park, and learning that is very relevant to other
communities, practitioners, governments and academics in their respective attempts to
understandand implement CO-management.ln this final chapter Ireview the main practical
and theoretical lessons leamed, implications and opportunities in the context of each of
the project's specific objectives. In addition, I outline the Management Committee of
Cahuita National Park's recornmendations for others considering negotiating and
implementing a similar arrangement. I close with some final reflections on the project
process, outcomes and future challenges for the Management Committee of Cahuita
National Park.
10.2 Pnctical Lessons Leamrd, Implications and Opportunitirs
10.2.1 Stakeholder Analvsis

The stakeholder analysis revealed the divergent interests and power asymmetries
that exist among actors at the local, provincial, national and international levels. At the
local level, a 'Tragedy of the Commonen' (McCay 1987) situation is occumng. The
ManagementCommittee is focussingon the toufi~m
and development interestsof Cahuita,
rather than on the environmental integrity of the entire national park and the needs of al1
those who depend on the park's tesaurces. Further, user groups are not organized (with
the rather qwstionable exception of the Naturalist Guide's Association of Cahuita), and
have no representationon the Committee. The lack of npresentation of peoplefrom Hone
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Creek and Punta Riel is particulariywomsome; after ail, exclusion from traaitional territory

-

-

and use and threatened livelihood security is what precipitated the 1994 conflict that
gave rise to the establishment of the Management Committee in 1997. Care will need to
be taken to ensure that the circle of 'ins' and 'outs' has not simply been redrawn to a new
elite's advantage, and that leaming has taken place about what CO-managementis
intended to, and cm, address.
With regards to the provincial, national and internationai leveis, the stakeholder
identification and analysis pointed to potential areas of conflid, and to asymmetties among
actors in ternis of their abilities to influence policy-making at the national level. For
example, it might be very hard for subsistence users to tackle banana companies whose
activities affect the environmental integtity of the park. Likewise, the multinational
phanaceutical Company Merck. and its Costa Rican partner - INBio - have far more clout
to influence policy-making and prograrns in favour of bioprospeding, than Say, local
residents who would like to receive compensation for their lands and continue with
sustainable resource use in the park. These larger interests have an important influence
at the local level; without two-way communication. confidence in the efficacy of comanagement, and alliance- or coalition-building,locallevel participantsin comanagement
may wme to feel dis-empowered and that ultimately they do not have a viable decisionmaking role.
10.2.2 Evaluation of the Structure, Process and Outcomes

of the Manaaernent Committee of Cahuita National Park
The Management Committee is undergoing many 'growing pains' in its transition
from a Services Cornmittee with a limited mandate to a Management Committee
responsible for al1 aspects of management in the entire park. At present, the Committee
is operating more as a governance institution than a management planning body. Much
work is required to consolidate its process so mat it bewmes an effective natural
resources management decisionmaking, and so that it successfully expands its vision
from rnanaging the Playa Blanca section to managing the entire park.

-
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While the planning session worked to clarify and strengthen some of the
Committee's present weaknesses, ongoing participatoryplanningprocessessupported by
a third-party facilitator are advisable. In addition, the CO-managersneed to engage in
regutar reflection and adaptation of current practices in order to be more effective at
conflid management and natural resources management. This is particularly important in
light of the overt and latent conflicts regarding the use and environmental health of the
park that will need to be addressed to prevent them from escalatingfurther. Towards these
ends, Management Committee members need ongoing skills-building in the following

areas: participatory natural resources management pmcesses; protected areas legislation
and management; conflict management; fundraising and financial management.
Finally. while important strides have been made to move from conflict to
collaboration in Cahuita, there is still much work to be done before the Management
Committee becomes an institution in which there is a balance of power between
community representatives on the one hand (i.e., including representatives from
neighbounng communities), and community and state representatives on the other.
However. the process is still very Young, and is a new way of doing things for both the
government and the community representatives. It mighttake some time before community
members leam how to represent and voice their interests - and those of the community

- more strongly, and before govemment onicials barn to be cornfortaMewith relinquishing
more of their control. A conceptual problem that emerges is how to effectively represent
the interests of the multiple and contradictory interests at the community level.
The evaluation demonstnted that the ManagementCommittee also has some very

important strengths that bode well for the future. These include the Rexibility that is built
into the Executive Decree providing the Committee's statutory backing with regards to
changing the Cornmittee's stnicture and the niles of use regulating the park; petsonal
cornmitment on behalf of the Director, kgal wunsel and other senior staff in the
ConservationArea; potential in managing conflicts; financial autonomy; and participation
of respected community leaders.

vision

is for the

to be relegated to the role of advisor and

1 want Cahuita <O Le an examplefor other
conservation areas. In 1O years I see the community
managing the park, and MINAE giving us technical
,ppo,
Commuaity membcr, 199%

technical support. " The 1998 rules of

1 see the future managentent of the park in a 80i20

use give the Committee legal sanction to

hIINilE

communi& to have more control over
the parù's management, and for MINAE

-

split: the cornniunin, would control80%, and

change both its structure and rules

- Management Cornmittee member, 1998

goveming use in the park, and is a very
real basis for the Committee to star1
woiking on making its vision reality. But this will not take place ovemight. Critics have
noted that successful community-based or collaborativemanagementregimes are a longterni endeavour that require much patience, and trial-and-error before they c m begin to
operate efficiently, effectively and equitably (Ostrom 1987, 1997). The Committee might
take the opportunity to address some of the above desctibed weaknesses in anticipation
of it coming to shoulder more responsibilities.
10.2.3 Lessons Learned and Re~licabilitvin Other Conservation Areas
The Cahuita case offen some very nch lessons with regards to elements that
enhance the negotiation and implementation of CO-management(Table 10-1).

"ln our community survey (n=39),29 people agreed that in the future the park should be
managed by M I N E and the community, with two saying it should be managed by the community alone
(four said the park should be rnanaged only by MINAE). ln focus groups and in-depth interviews, it was
clear that people favoured an increase in control in the long terrn.
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Table 10-1: Lassons Learned
Learonr Lerrnd: Koy Element.8th& Enhrnceû the Pmcerr In Cahuita
Community

Confiict Management and
Nmotirtionr

- -

Leadership
Political ties and know-how
Access to education

Timing: Knowledge of when to
lobby, for how long and when to sit
at the negotiating table
Mediation: The presence of a
mediator trusted by both parties

Organizational capacity
Flexibility and ability to
adapt to new situations

Pressure tactics and political
leverage
'Ask for more than you want so
in the end you get what you need"

Legal backing
Respect and trust between the
parties
Openness to M e n to new
positions

Mechanisms for conflict
management
Political will and cornmitment
Visionaries in the state agency
Economic independence

W e a k n a u u : Informationsharing; representation;
legitimacy; resources (human
and financial); technical support;
participatory planning

With regards to replicating the expeflence elsewhere, five principal lessons are:
This conservation mode1 was not imposed on the community. It is a model that
emerged as a means to solving a confiid, and was rooted in the aspirations of both
the community of Cahuita and the government.
The negotiationof the CO-managementarrangement involvedleadership(bothfrom
the administration of the Conservation Area and the community), polittcal knowhow, the backing of the community, and a w s s to a mediator twsted by both

parties.
The Management Committee has managed to be financially independent largely
because of the geographical location and accessibility of the park to tounsm, and

the large number of tourists it attracts. The arrangement has not cost the
govemment additional monies, but has instead k e n helpful in ternis of providing

additional staff people to care for the park at no cost to the govemment.
Nonetheless, additional funds must be raised to engage in programming and
management activities.
Members of the Management Cornmittee live in very close proximity to the park,

4)

and can hold meetings at very short notice. This has been key in hands-on
management and govemance;
There has been a very large personal commitment and enthusiasm on behalf of the

5)

Director of the Conservation Area and several of his staff to making this
arrangement work.
The above five points are key considerations in atternpting to replicate the Cahuita model.
10.2.4 Recommendations and Advice from the Manaaement Committee

Memben of the Management Committee offered the following advice and
recornmendations for those interested in negotiating and entering into a similar
arrangement :
'You have to negotiate things well, because you'm negotiating with nomedic
people who might leave with a change in govemment. You have to make sure that
those things that am wwen am mspected. We tried to ensure this beach belongeâ
to Cahuita by means of a laW . However, it never passed the Legislative A ssembly."
"Be fim in your demands. DonJtlet your atm be twisted...AIways defend the
interests of the community, and do not give in to the interesls of the gommment."

T h e pueblo is the one thet should menage the parks, tight, because the pueblo
knows the a m , knows its needs, knows the envimnment, the ecology, they are the
nght ones to be invo/W in the management of the patû. "
% is key to h o m e direclly involwd with peopk in the community. DonJtlook at

the people in the communily as potentially obstmcting, but as people who can help
to f M l your goals. L litdng with them; if they have pmblems. see how we [the
gov~?mment]can help. Thet doesn't meen givhg them ewtything they want, but
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helping them to help themselws achieve some important obmives at the
communitylevel....And always be them. Pmsenceis vety important, and especially,
attitude; that is very, very important."
"Workin an organized fashion as ifyou are dealhg with a micm-business. You will
have some income, and you will then be able to invest some of these into the
adequate management of the resoum. contracthg personnel. etc. With previous
training and an open attitude, the process couM be successful..."
"You have to be open. Open to new expenences, new expectations, forget
problems and msentrnents; think that we al/ deserve the opportunity to ne-write
what we have done. lt3 the only option... to statt a diferent pmcess. Because both
the govemment and the community of Cahuita had msentmnts for many years.
And the moment came to sit down and put it al1 to one side and speak and envision
the futum. l think that's the only way."

"Elect the nght people. that is those people who are really ready to cooperate and
give their best for the common good.
"

"We wouM have to help othen [thinking about entenng into a similar process],
that's for sure, and sham ourexperience to see what they think of it. But we cannot
impose anything. Because each pueblo has its own way of confrontation."
"Be aggmssive and decisive. Without those two qualities, you won? achieve
anything. Of course, you also neeû intelligence."
"Youalways haw to include riesouce use. ln other words, if you cannot fish, ifyou
cannot use any of the riesaunes, if will e w n become dangernus...[use] is part of
the cycle. "

"Thelocal person has a lot of opinions about ewrything...The native fmm hem, the
person who liws fmm the msoums, has to have the t h t option."
'Thete wem many bcton that favoured the process. I am cultunilly frnm the
community, and was specified by the community. A big issue is how to immerse
oneselfin the community. In my case, l wasn't a stmnger to the proçess, so l didn't
have to sensitize or orient myself... Since l am fmm this ama, things wem facilitated
a gmat deal. So if l wem to make a mommendetion to another ConservationAma
Director, l'ci say, be a part of the community.
Also, in this pmess, it was necessary to take leadenhip. ln other wotûs,
the institutional rspresentatiw of highest tanking at the local leml should lead the
p m s s . In critical moments one cannot nsk things, or dekgate to other
gowmmcMI statf ..who amn't 'monfed' to the i-a, or don? haw i char vision. l
think if's very impodant that et the beginning of this p m s s 1 involwd myself
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d i d y in the pmcess with Gina [the supenntendent]. Then them doesn't have to
be intennediaries for decision-making and agtwments.
And of course, the whole question of ci~umstance.ln other wods, one...
must show knowledge and desire to mally negotiate, and not take dgfd and closed
positions. Always be exposeû, open to al/ types of criticisms, because in these
cases fhem is always mon, ctiticism than pmise. Be mentally mady for a situation
in which you am the baad guy fmm the movies, and that you also haw to be able
to deal with that load."
10.2.5 Implications and Opportunities for the Governrnent of Costa Rica

Today there is a search for new models of involving local communities in the
management of Costa Rica's protected areas for two reasons: 1) govemment cutbacks.
and a lack of personnelto care for the large protected areas system in Costa Rica; and 2)
the National System of ConservationAreas' belief that the principaleconomic beneficiaries
of parks should be the local communities (Solorzano 1997).

There have been vanous proposals for how best to ensure that local people are the
prime economic beneficiaries of protected areas. One is based on the notion of
concession, whereby parks semices are rentedto local organizations.The potential danger
of this proposal is that park services could end up in the hands of organizations that have
little interest in conservation or stewardship, and have short-terni financial interests at
stake. Moreover, there is talk of handing over environmental services to private entities
through concession. This would set a dangerous precedent in the sense that Costa Rica
could end up leasing its natural heritage to NGOs or private organizations. While the
concept of concession has not yet been clarified, it seems to be gaining momentum as a
viable alternative.
The concept of wmanagement has also been gaining cunency as an alternative.
While there are numerous instancesof public participationin protectedareas management
both in Costa Rica and regionally, the idea of w-management is still very new. In this
wntext, the Cahuita case is important as it as the first instance of CO-managementwithin
parks management in Costa Rica, and provides valuable lessons regarding key elements

required to enhance collaborative management processes.
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There is no doubt that Cahuita represents an opportunity for the Govemment of
Costa Rica to do things differently with regards to protecting its natural resource heritage
and involving local people. However, in order to seize this opportunity and develop a
precedent-setting arrangement, two things need to happen:
1) The Committee needs to consolidate its structure, operations and process, and engage

in skills-building in the areas mentioned in 10.2.2. In addition, local resource usen from
60th Cahuita and neighbouring communities need to be directiy involved in the

development of a management plan and decisions about how the resources are used.

'

needs to accord

) The

decisions geared towards the situation
on the ground, without being tied
totally

to

national

parks

"The way this country and world is going...l think or
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- Management Cornmittee member

and

international legislation. To use Pimbert and Pretty's (1997) obsenration, there needs to
be a "flexiblenational mgulatory fremework that can accommodate 'localpeculiarifes' with

mgards to the decentmlization of contml and msponsibility for pmtected area
management."

Many have discussed the possibility of changing Cahuita's category of protected area to
allow for subsistence use; but maintainingCahuita as a national park, and recognizingthe
authority of the Management Committee in making resource management decisions that
may go beyond national parks legislation to address the situation on the ground, would be
a far more progressive move on the part of the govemment. One way to achieve this would
be to work towards amending the National Park Law to allow for CO-management

arrangements,

10.3 Implications for Co-Management Theory

The Cahuita case study presents an opportunity to refled on the increasing body
of CO-managementtheory. The examination of Berkes' (1997) hypothesis for conditions

required for successful CO-managementthrough the lens of the Cahuita case study,
suggested the following modifications/qualificationsfor consideration:
Tabk 94: Suggested elaborationrlqualHIcationsof Berker (1997) hypotheses
in light of the Cahuita case study
Assumption 1:
Co-management is desirable
and there is a need for it

Co-management is rooted in the aspirations and desires of the
parties involved, and they perceive a need for it.

Assumption 2:
Devolution of management
power is possible and feasible

There is transparency about the 'bracketed' nature of the decisionmaking powers possible in CO-management(of national parks), and
parties are aware of the scope and limits of their decision-making
authority.

Hypothesis 1:
Appropriate institutions, both
local and governrnental

Appropriate institutions at the local, national and international level.
Comment: This may be idealistic in light of the constraints imposed
on the state (and therefore on CO-management)by global
'structuring agents' and international commitments; the various
agendas and power asymmetries among actors; and the inevitable
inconsistencies (and contradictions) in decision-making.

Hypothesis 2:
Trust between the actors

There is respect (for difference). Trust will be more likely if there is
communication among the parties, legitimacy and accountability,
and rneans to resolve potential conflict.

Hypothesis 3:
There is legal backing for the
co-management arrangement

There is legal backing for the CO-managementarrangement and
protection for the rights of local resource users.

Hypothesis 4:
There must be economic
incentives for local comrnunities
to conserve the resource

There are social andlor economic benefits for alt resource users to
conserve the resource, including political empowerment to influence
decision-making.

-

-

In addition, in the theoretical analysis

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

- and at different points throughout the

discussions in this thesis the issue of power surfaced as central in comanagement. In
an effort to group the various obsenrations, I developed a typokgy of power issues,
sources and outcornes at the five main spheres of CO-management:the supranational
level, the national level, the Management Cornmittee Ievel, the Committee-community
level, and the cornrnunity Ievd. This showed the extent to which co-management is at the
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confluence of vanous agendas, and the level to which it is ernbedded in local and global
structures.
However, this line of thinking about power issues in light of the Cahuita case led
to the revelation that regardless of all the stnictunng agents and conceptual constraints,

-

-

in the end when al1 of the layen are peeled back CO-managementhas a human face.
Many of the challenges and power issues are, as one co-manager has stated, "inpeople's
heads" (Weitzner 2000). But this is also where the strength of CO-managementlies: within

people. With regardsto 'people as enablers', the Cahuita case offers the following lessons.
That CO-managementwill be strengthened if:
1.

There are 'visionanes' within the state agencies.

2.

There are leaders of al1 types in the community, there is cultural identity and
community spirit.

3.

There is a willingness and commitment on behalf of the CO-managersto work
together, and they have the following powers: knowledge and education (regarding
the resource, legislation, participatory processes, etc); representation (Le., power
vested in individuals, legitimacy); personality and abilitylopenness to understand
(i.0.. open attitude, respect); and ability to speak in public and negotiate (Le., to
participate and affect outcomes, manage conflict).
To help fulfill the board's mandate, three additional factors surface: the importance

of financial resources and independence; legal authotity and responsibility; and the ability
to forge alliances with extemal agents. If this is al1 wuched in a nation-state where there
is democracy and nile of law, then, I would argue that a CO-managementboard is well
positioned to becorne a vehicle for empowement rather than CO-option.
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10.4

Final Reflections by Way of Conclusion: Project Procers, Outcornes
and Futum of the Management Committee of Cahuita National Park
As several people have noted. this research project has influenced the outcomes

of CO-managementin Cahuita, and has also spumd the adoption of the language of COmanagement at the field and even nationalIevels (Buckles, pers. comm., 2000; Girot, pers.
comm., 2000). Clearly, there are potential negative and positive aspects to these
observations. On the negative side, we potentially made the Cahuita process fit into our
academic and 'outsider' ideas of co-management. There is no denying that we brought our
own assumptions and knowledge of CO-managementto the project. However, the
Management Committee of Cahuita National Park was already in place, the outcome of

a conflict process sparked by the community in response to an inequity. and a negotiation
process in which both community and govemment stakeholderswere at the M m . We tried
to be as respectful of this process and outcome as possible. The influence we might have
had was to make the memben of the Management Committee aware that they are not
alone in terms of going through this type of process. By using the language of

CO-

management, I think we helped the Committee feel it had some direction and potential
otner experiences from which to draw on. Finally, making the Committee aware of its
importance as the tint collaborative management process involving a national park in
Costa Rica, helped increase the pride members M t in being in such a precedent-setting
arrangement.
With regards to the influence at the national level, CO-managementhas only
recently entered the vocabulary and dialogue among conservationists as a possible
management alternative. The multiplepresentationsand dissemination about the Cahuita
experience at national and regional events has provided the opportunity for policy-makers
and practitionento begin to extrapolate lessons learned, and to begin forging a poteritial
course of action with regards to the management of protected areas and socioenvironmental conflicts.
Finally, the institutional linkage between the University of Manitoba, Fikret Berkes
and myself on the one hand, and the University of Costa Rica, Pascal Girot and Marvin
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Fonseca on the oiher, has helped further the thinking on CO-managementnot only in Costa
Rica, but also in ternis of what the Costa Rican context might offer regarding lessons at
the international level. This type of linkage and ongoing dialogue is vital in ensunng that
leaming is taking place regarding how best to design and adapt CO-managementin
different political, socio-economic and geographical contexts.
As outlined above, the experience of Cahuita National Park offers sorne very rich
lessons with regards to negotiating and implementing CO-managementin the context of

socio-environmental conflic& within Central Arnerica. But the Management Committee
faces three major challenges for the future: 1) The procurement of funds to support
management planningand capacity-building activities, in such a way that it does not divide
and conquer members on the Committee, and does not alienate potential beneficiaries at
the community level; 2) Working towards stronger legal backing for the arrangement, so
the Committee can begin to work towards more appropriate natural resources
management that addresses the situation on the ground; 3) Becaming aware of, and
tapping the resources and potential allies with regards to training, third-party facilitation.
and addressing latent conflicts affecting the environmental integnty of the park.
Already, there are opportunities for the Management Committee in al1 of these
respects: 1)There is a trust fund for ACLACA which the Committee can channel. However,
before such funds are channeled to the Committee directly, it will need to strengthen its
organization, and engage in capacity-building to ensure the funds are spent appropriately;
2) There are resources the Committee can draw on to help it work towards a stronger legal
agreement (e.g.,the Center for Natural Resourcesand EnvimnmentalLaw (CEDARENA),
which houses the Costa Rican node of the Meso-American Socio-Environmental Conflict
Management Network); 3) Potentiel allies with regards to training include MSECMN and
othen noted in the stakeholder analysis (e.g., univenities, NGOs and research institutes).
With regards to coalition-building to address powerlul actors affecting the park, the
DevelopmentAssociation of Hone Creek has expressed interest, and there are numerous
other groups the Committee wuld work with, induding govemment agencies such as the
Office of Civil Society Participation of MINAE. The question is whether the Cornmittee, the
govemment and community members wi#tee it as a priority to seize these opportwiities.
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Postscript
In March 2000, 1 had the opportunity to visit Cahuita very briefly after attending a
conference in San Jose. Just before my arrival, two young American tourists had been
killed in the area, and the news caught the attention of the international media. The morale
in the town was quite low, and people speculated that this incident would most likely affect

-

tourism not oniy in Cahüita - but nationaily for the next three years. Ciearly, this was a
big blow for a community working so hard to clean the tamished image and reputation it
has received over the yean (from what many Cahuitan's think is unfair, incorrect and
biassed reporting). The repercussions for the Management Comrnittee will no doubt be
quite large, particularly with regards to the amount of donations received.
But my visit also concurred with three good news stories. The first is that the
Management Cornmittee has fomed an alliance with two NGOs, FUDEU and The Nature
Conservancy, and two regional initiatives, Proyedo Frontera Agricola and Corredor
Biologico, in order to develop an integrated development plan for the area. Apparently,
this alliance is using the outcornes of the planning session we undertook with the
Management Committee to guide their planning process (Mora, pen. comm., 2000).
The second good news story is that mernbers of the Office of Civil Society

Participation of MlNAE are talking of developing a working group of lawyers to begin
working towards a more appropriate legal instrument for CO-managementin Costa Rica
(Fonseca, pers. comm., 2000). And the third good news story is that Mawin and I printed
up some copies of the brochure we wrote about the history and management of Cahuita
National Park (using our own funds!), and delivered these to the Management Committee,
along with a CD-Rom containing the electronic copy. There are plans to make this Cahuita
National Park's official brochure, and to place it on the World Wide Web.
Already then, the Management Committee is seizing some of Me opportunities
available for it to move foiward. This, wupled with what appears to be political will to
m a t e an even more enabling environment for management, bodes well for the future.
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Appendix 1: Interview Guides

Management Cornittee
MINAE
Organizations

Note:
Most interviews were conducted using
the Spanish version of these guides

To detennine the background, role and objective of the Comité de Manejo
To determine the role of the Cornit6 de Manejo's individual members
To identify the major intewentionsthat have bem made mgarding park
management (Le. decisions and implementation of decisions)

-

-

To identify management plans or rules of use designed in collaboration with
the community

To examine the perceptions of the impact of decisions on environmental health

.

To determine communication feedback mechanisms (disseminationof
information, community input)

Name of Member:
Organization Repmsented:
M
-F
Background and Profile (this part of the questionnaire to be completed by the Chair)
Briefly describe the background, structure and objectives of the Comité de Manejo. Get related
documentation, minules, etc.
Date established:
Reasonsleventsleading to its creation:
Objectives:
Structure:
Members (names and affiliation):
Mechanism for selection of members: election
appointment:
If appointed, by whom:
Length of term each member sits on the Comit6 de Manejo:
Funding Source:
Budget:

This part of the qwstionniim to be compîeted by al1 rsspondents
1)
2)
3)
4)

How long have you been a member of the Cornite de Manejo?
Who do you represent?
What is your mle?
What is the Cornit4 de Manejo's mandate

Were you involved in the negotiation of the Agreement between MINAE and the
community regarding the management of Playa Blanca? If yes, continue with
questions 6) 10). tf NO, go to question 11).
What events led to the drafting of the Agreement between the community and MlNAE
with regards to the management of Playa Blanca?
Who negotiated the Agreement?
What negotiating processes were used?
Open Forum
Working Group, with select individuals (If sol identify criteria for selection)
Mediation
How were decisions made regarding the substance of the Agreement?
Consensus
Majority Vote
0 t h
During the negotiating process, did any points anse that were discarded in the final
document? If sol whd were they, and who were the proponents?

-

Opinion about Agreement and Repressntation

What is your opinion of the tegal Agreement that established the Cornite de Manejo?
How do you think the Agreement could be strengthened?
If you had the opportunity to include any additional group or individual in the Comité de
Manejo , who would they be? Why?
In your opinion, has trust been established between a) the membeis of the Comité de
Manejo b) the community and MINAE?
Process, Decision-Makingand Imphnentation

How often does the Comit6 de Manejo meet, and who convenes the meetings?
How are decisions made, by consensus? Majority vote? Community consultation?
Othef?
Who implements the decisions?
Who ensures that the decisions are enforced, and how?
Does the Comit6 de Manejo have any technical support for decision-rnaking related to
environmental issues, such as assessing the health of the resources, quotas for resource
use, and wtien the resource can be used? Please descnbe the type of technical support
received.
Topics Discussed and Outcornes

What types of issues do you discuss at meetings? (Environmental, social, economic,
other) Pkase give examples.
Do you discuss issues only in relation to Ptaya Blanca, or do you also touch on issues
that affect Puerto Vargas? Please give examples.
What are some of the major management decisions that have been made to date?
M a t are some of the most important outcornes of decisions made by the Cornite de
Manejo? (Environmental, social, economic, other get dates)
When the Comitd de Manejo makes decisions conceming the environment, are the
impact of these decisions on environmental heaîth measumd and monitored? If so, who
monitors them, and how often?
Have the decisions of the Cornite de Manejo improved economic and social conditions?
Ho*

-

Communicition/Feedback mechanisms
26)
27)

How do you inforni the community about the activities of, and decisions made by, the
Cornit6 de Manejo ? (Minutes of meetings, brochures, newsletters, presentations at
community meetings, other).
What vehicles exist for community memôers to express concems and ensure that these
are addressed at meetings of the Cornite de Manejo ? (Word of mouth, or more formal
means such as letteis, etc. )

Overall Evaluation and Future Plans
28)
29)
30)
31)

32)

How do you think the Cornit6 de Manejo could be streriglhened? (Represenlation,
communication, etc).
What are the Comité de Manejo's environmental, social and econornic goals and
challenges in the short terni? Medium terni? Long terni?
How will the impending change of government affect the Agreement between the
community and MINA€?
If someone from another community approached you for advice on how to implement a
similar collaborative process, what major lessons leamed would you share with them?
If you had to give them one recommendation concerning the process, what would it be?

To identify the policies that affect the management of Cahuita National Parlr
To detennine MINAE's mandate and role with regards to the management of the
Park

.

To identify the management pians and mgulations cumntly used to manage the
ph,as wll as how these am enforced
To identify the types of activities and rssource use that trke place in Cahuita
National Park

.

To find out about the state of the environmental herlth of the prrk

Infomirtion about mspondent
Nam:
Position in MIME:
Longth of timm working this caprcity:

1.

2.

What do you think of the movement towards the decentmlization of natuml resource
management in Costa Rica?
What impact has decentralkation had on MIME'S role with regards to the management
of natural resources and proteded areas?

In your view, what are some of the outcomes of decentralization in ternis of new
management structures, and responsibility and accountability for natural resource
management? Comment on public ~Wicipetion,e W of funding cuts, etc.
How do you think the impetnding change in govemment will affect the management of
natural resources, particularîy protected areas?
Management of Cahuita National Park: Negotirtion of the Agmmerrt

What events led to the drafting of the Agreement between the community and MlNAE
with regards to the management of Playa Blanca?
Who negotiated the Agreement?

What negotiating processes were used?
Open Forum
Working Group, with select individuals (If so, identify criteria for selection)
Mediation
How were decisions made regarding the substance of the Agreement?
Consensus
Majority Vote
ûther
During the negotiating process, did any points anse that were discarded in the final
document? If sol what were they, and who were the proponents?
What do you think of the Agreement? (strengths, weaknesses) How could it be
strengthened?
Are there plans to make amendments to the Agreement?
Do you think that the upcoming change in govemment could affect the process of
collaborative management in Cahuita? How?
Technical Aspects of Management
Have any environmental studies been conducted in the par&recently?

If so, on what subjects?
Forestv
Mangroves
Fisheries
Reef
Tourism
Wildlife
ûther
Does MINA€ monitor the environmental health of Cahuita National Park? If so, how 3
MINA€ and Community Use of the Pwû

Are there management plans for Cahuita National Park?
Tounsm Management Plan
Wiidiife
Community Use
What types of activities are allowed in the park?
Forestry
1

Hunting

Fishing Medicinal
Plants

f onnal

Tourism

Other

i

(Get documentation if possible)
18.
1B.

How are the formal and informal rules of use enforced?
Do you know of any activiîies that take place in the park even though they am not
pennitted?

4

Vision of the Future and Lessons Leamed
20.
21.
22.
23.

How do you envision the management of the Park in the near future?
What are the major lessons learned about collaborative management based on the
Cahuita experience?
How could the collaborative process be strengthened?
If another conseivation area were interested in implementing a similar process, what
recommendationor advice would you give regarding the process?

To determine the role of community organizations

To examine their mlationship or involvement with the management of the park

.

To detemine whether the Cornit6 de Manejo reprasents organizations' intemsts
adequately

Name of Member:
Length of time member has baen active in the organization:
Background and Organizational Profile (This section to be a k e d only of the
lerider/prwi&nt of the group)

Description of organization (Get any documentation available)
Date founded:
Type of organization: registereâ
for profit
not-for-profit
Objectiveslmandate:
Activities:
Organizationalstructure:
Membership Profile: Number of a) rnembers
b) women
Funding Source:
Future Plans: In the short terni
In the long terrn

c) youth

Rdationrhip with Pavû
Ths îblbwing questions am mIated to maya Blanca (the pert of the National Park menegai in
collaboration with the mmmunity) and P w t o V a r ' s (nie part of te N8tional Park managed only
by MINA€, the MiniMy of Envrionment and Energy)
1.

Does your organization engage in any adivilies in the National Park (Playa Blanca? ln
Puerto Vargas?)
If so, what type of activities? How are these adivities regulated?

2.

3.

Was your organization affected by the price hike that the MINA€ tned to institute in 1994
(from $5 to $15)? If so, how?(economically, socially, etc.)
Ooes your organization receive any direct or indirect benefits from Raya Blanca? The
rest of the National Pa&? What type of beriefits? (econornic, social, etc.)
(The following questions to be imnswend by a// mpondenb)

4.

From your organization's perspective, what are sorne of the most important issues facing
the parû (Playa Blanca? Puerto Vargas?)

Collaborative Management I Reprcstntation by the Comité de Manejo
If your organization disagrees with some activity taking place in the Park, where do you
go to express your concems?
Do you know about the Cornit4 de Manejo?
What are the objectives and role of the Cornite de Manejo?
Does your organization have any representativesthat sit on the Cornit6 de Manejo?
If yes: Who? Do you think your organizations concems are adequately considerd and
refiected in the decisions made by the Comité de Manejo?
If no: Do you approach any other representatives who sit on the Comité de Manejo, and
if so, who?
How (minutes, documents, word of mouth, etc) and from whom does your
organization hear about decisions made by the Cornite de Manejo?
How would your rate the work of the Comité de Manejo:

-

-

How do you think the Comité de Manejo could be strengthened? (Representation,
communication, etc).
From your organization's perspective, how could the collaboration between the
community and MINA€ in the management of the parû be strengthened?
From your organization's perspective, how will the impending change of govemment
affect the relationship between MINA€ and the comrnunity?
What is your vision of the park in the future who would manage it?

-

Appendix II: Interview Guide
Cahuita Household Suwey

Note:
Most interviews were conducted using
the Spanish version of this guide

To find out how the conflicts with the park have Mectsd community membem and
their families economically, cultunlly and socially
To identify how the community memben used the p a h befora and rfter its
establishment (fishing, agriculture, medicinrl plants, trees, hunting, etc.), and to
dtttnnine what poition of their income dtpended and still deptnds on this
use

-

-

To determine whether comrnunity membem know about the Comité de Manejo,
and how they perceive it's fol8
To identify the concems of comrnunity memben with respect to the cumnt
management of the prrtt
To identify community memben' vision of the park and Cahuita for the future

Information about mspondent
sex:
1. M2. Fe
Education:
3. Primary4. Secondary5. University6. What do you do for a living?
Social Group (self-identification)
7. Costa Rican8. Afrocaribbean9. From the province of Limon10. Foreigner
Place of origin:

a

Involvemant in Community Otgmiutions
11. How long have you lived in Cahuita?
12. Are you involved in any community organizations? If so, which? If not, can you list any
comrnunity organizations? How do you think they are functioning?

Befors the park was established:
13. Did your family have any property in the parû area? (If no, go to question 15)
14. Oid you receive compensation for your land?
15. What type of activities did the family engage in:

-

Yes (comments when, how much, whit type,
etc)

Acîivity

No

16. Fishing
17. Subsistence agriculture

18. Bananas
19. Coconut groves
1

20. Forestry activities
I

21. Medicinal Plants

23. Hunting
3

24. Driftwood

25. Tourism

1 26. ûther

7-l

1

What type of help did you have with these activities?
27. Family: YesNo28. Hired help: YesNo29. What were the roles of women in these activities?
30. Oid your family income depend entirely from the land you had in the park?
NoYesComment
Aftw the establishment of the park:
31. How did your life change after the parû was established (economically, socially, culturally)?
32. How did the roles of women in your family change? Comment

Cumnt use of the p r k (including Pl-

Blrncr and Pwrto Vargas:

33. Do you benefit from the pafk directly or indirectly?

How do you use the park?

-

No

Vem (cornmonts when, how much, whrt type *)

Activity
34.Çishing
35. Subsistence agriculture

36. Bananas
37. Coconut groves

38. Forestry activities
39. Medicinal Plants
I

40. Turtle use
41. Hunting

l

!

I

1

1

1

42. Driftwood
43. Tourism

1 44. Other

-

45. What percentage of your incorne depends on the activities you conduct in the park and
how much does it represent if you do not conduct activities in the park, but benefit from it
indirectly (e .g., tourism)?
e
What other income-earning activities do you engage in?
45 a) What impact did the increase to $15 have on you personally, and on Cahuita?

Value of the Park, Issues facing the Parû
46. What do you consider the main advantages andlor disadvantages of the existence of the
parû?
Advantages
Disadvantages
47. What are the main problems facing the park?
48. Are there any issues in Cahuita that wuld lead to a conflict situation in the near future?
NoYes49. How do you think these latent conflicts could be prevented?

Collaborative Management, Communication and Community Participation
50. When you have concems regarding the park, to whom do you voice them?
51. Have you heard of the Cornit6 de Manejo? IF THEY OûN'T KNOW ABOUT THE Cornith,
00 TO QUESTION S8.
52. L'u'hat is the C M ' S d e ?
By whom?
53. Do you hear about any decisions made by the CDM? If Yes, Hovu?
54. H w do you think the Cornit6 could be strengthened or irnproved?
55. Did you know that MlNAE and community members collabonte in the management of Playa
Blanca? YesNo(if no, go to question 68).
56. In your opinion, what are the best things about this collaboration?
57. How do you think the collaboration could be strengthened?

Virion of the Park
58. What do you imagine Cahuita will be like in the ful~m?
What do you think it will look like in ten years?What do you hope it will look like?
59. What will the park look like? Who would manage the park: MINE? MlNAE and the
community? 1he comrnunity only?
60. What steps do you think could be taken to achieve your visions for Cahuita and the park?

Appendix III: Newsletters

Arrecife
Boletin Informativo de Cahuita
vol 1 ,Abri11 998

Cornunidad Resuelve ConfIicto Arrecife
a comunidad de Cahuita
es, sin lugar a dudas, uno
de los pueblos m6s
comprometidos con su territorio.
Este sentimiento de apego territorial
Io ha motivado a librar muchas
batallas con el objeto de proteger y
conservar su patrimonio notural.

L

es un boletin que pretende
convertirse en un espacio
de intercarnbio de las
actividodes de la
comunidad de Cahuita.
Este primer volumen esta
dedicado al tema del
aprovechamiento del
orrecife. Subrayo como la
comunidod de Cahuita y el
Cornit6 de Manejo del
Parque Nacional
resolvieron un posible

confkto.
Durunte la negociocion, la
participaci&n cornunal fue
un factor muy importante
para olcanzar una solution
al problema. Este eifuerzo
cornpartido es un paso
dederminante para el futuro
de Cahuita. Sefiala una
forma novedoso de trabaiar
por el bien cornunal y
naturai del area.

En este sentido, si una comunidad
sabe resolver sus conflictos es la
comunidad de Cahuita; ya sea ante
representontes del Estado, como Io
que sucedi6 en el afio de 1995 con
el Ministerio de Ambiente y Energia
(MINAE); O situaciones o nivel local,
corno la que sucedio recientemente
por el uso y aprovechamiento del
arrecife por porte de los boteros de
la comunidad.
De este Ultimo, vale resaltar la
rapida y acertada resolucion de un
posible conflido que hizo la
comunidad y el Cornit6 de Manejo
del Parque Nacional Cahuita. Edo
marca un paso muy importante
pura el futuro de Cahuita, porque la
voz de ta cornunidad determino la
decision final.

El Problema
a situach que provocd la
incertidumbre de la
comunidad de boteros fue
un volante que empez6 a circular
por la comunidad. El volante

L

anunciaba que a partir del 16 de
mano de 1998 se iba cobrar a
todos los tutistas que visitaran el
arrecife el pago por ingeso al 6rea
protegida, Es decir, $6 por
extranjero y C200 por nacional.

El Proceso
a situacion se resolvio en
cuatro grandes momentos:
(1 ) Entrega del volante; (2)
Reunibn de los boteros con el
Cornit6 de Manejo; (3) Entrega de
propuestas por parte de los boteros
al Cornit6 de Manejo; (4) Resolucidn
del conflicto.

L

( 1 ) Entrega del Volante
La entrega del volante se realiz6 con
el obieto de cornunicarle a la
comunidad de boteros que se iba a
hacer cumplir la ley vigente de
Parque Nacionales por concept0 de
ingreso o un orea protegida. Vale
rnencionar que hasta ese moment0
no se cobraba a los turistas por
visitar el arrecife. El volante h e
firmado por La Administracion del
Parque y el Cornit6 de Maneio.

(2) Reunidn de boteros con el
Cornit6 de Maneio
Con el afch de discutir las
implicociones del volante, y con la
buena intericion de buscar uno
solucih que beneficiara las partes,
se reoliz6 la reuni6n.

Los boteros argumentoron que un
pago de ese tipo provocaria un
serio problema, debido a que
aumentarian las tarifos normales
por el tour al arrecife. Sin embargo,
estobon dispuestos o contribuir con
el rnantenimiento del Parque
Nacionol y la proteccidn y
conservocic5n del arrecife.
Al termino de la reuni6n, el Comité
de Maneio expresd en pbblico que
se suspendeda el cobro dispuesto
por visitar el arrecife. Se acordo
que los boteros llevoran sus
propuestas de contribucion a la
reunion ordinario del Comitb de
Manejo, el mihcoles 18 de mono
de 1998.

(3) Entregu de Propuesto de los
kteros
Se presentaron varias propuestas,
que iban desde u 600 por bote
hosto U 500 par turista.
Posteriormente, se hizo una
votacih.

La propuesta con mayor aceptacion
fue la de 500 por persona.
Despudis de la votacion, el Cornite
de Manejo plante6 que en los
prc5ximos dios iûa a comunicar la
cuota de contribucion oficiol.

ComitC de Maneio
Gina Cuza
Ministerio de ~mbientey Energia

Eduado Pearson
Ministerio de Ambiente y Energia
Con base a las propuestas y la
aceptaci6n de la moyoria de los
boteros, se acord6 recibir uno
donacibn por parte do los boteros
de a 500 por cada turista que visite
el arrecife.

lrma Humphries
Asociacih de Desarrollo

Uexter Lewis
Asocioci6n de Desorollo

Enrique Joseph

Lo Relevante
ntre las puntos mas
importantes de la situocion
del cobro del arrecife es la
gron capacidad de la comunidad y
el Cornith de Maneio para resolver
r6pida y eficazrnente sus problemas
latentes. Si se hubiera rnanejado
este caso de otra forma, sin duda
alguna, hubiese provocoda un
conflicto.

E

C6maro de Turismo

Alpheus Buchanan
Miembro Adjunto, sin voto

Cabe resaltar que la torna de
decisiones fue un fiel reflejo de la
voluntad de la mayoria. Eso
dernuesira et gran cornpromiso de la
comunidad y el Cornit6 de Manejo
. -.
por su recurso m6s pteciado, €1
Parque Nacionol Cahuita.
.

Este bolerin Tue disefiado por:
Proyedo de docurnentaci6n de la experiencia de monejo de conflidos
y rnanejo colaborativo en el Parque Nocional Cahuita

Objetivos
Documentor y anolizar la experiencio de rnanejo de conflido en el Parque Nocional Cahuita
Evaluar y fortolecer el proceso de manejo colaborativo entre la comunidad Cahuito y el
Minisierio de Ambiente y Energio
Equipo
Marvin Fonseca, Deportarnento de Geografia, Univenidad de Costa Rico
Viviane Weitzner, Natural Resources Institute, University of Manitoba

Entrevistos con el Comih de Maneio, Organizociones y la comunidod Cahuita
Foro Abierto p r o compodir con la comunidad Io que hernos aprendido
Capadocion de petnonas interesados an dar seguimiento al boletin

Prqœto & d#umontcui6n

dm la mxpwioncio & man40 d.conflidor y mando cdabordivo on d Parqua Noeionol Cahuita

2

Boletin Informativo de Cahuita
Nuestro Progreso es Responsabilidad de Todos

vol 2, Mayo 1998

Nuestras Organizaciones Cornunales
Grupo de Mujeres Ebano
Naturalistas de Cahuito

En nuestro comunidad hay
muchor grupos organizados y
personas trotmiando para
mejorar nuestro pueblo.

Fundacion:
Nuestro grupo se inicio en el mes
de mayo, 1997 con la participacion
de 9 personas. Hoy tenemos 13
miembros.

Objetivos:
a

Esta edici6n resalta el trobaio de
la Asocioci6n de Gulas
Naturalistas de Cahuita, el
Grupo de Mujeres EBANO, el
Grupo de Teatro Los Innovudores
de lu Froternidod y el Cornit6 de
S~lud.En los prhirnos
v6lumnes de €! hmcife
continuuremas hablando de coda
uno de los grupos de nuestro
comunidad.

€1 Arrecife es nuestro boletin
informative, Invitamos a todos los
Cahuiteiios a formor parte de
nuestro equipo. Para ~1
informau6n cornunicarse con el
Cornith del Baletin. Tel: 7550017

Cornit6 del Bolstin:
Evo Rivera de Kaine, Morio
Colderon, Enrique Joseph

Colabotoron an bîa voluirwn:
Ana Cruz, Patrolina Herrera,
Cloudio Raid Brown, Morio
Caldudn, kociaci6n de Guior
Nuturalittas, Lucia Chuvarrio
Ramirez y Mirna Vanegas L6p.t

a

Alcanzar un debido
reconocimiento profesional.
Vigilar y proteger los
recursos del Parque
Nacional Cahuito.
Realizor advidades
cornunales para el
mejororniento del pueblo.
lnvolucrar o los niiïos de
Cahuita y
cornunidades
aledafias al Parque
Nacional Cahuita en
adividades de
protection y
educaA6n ambiental

Adividodes:
En el Parque Nocional
Cahuita: carninotas,
snorkeling, pesca deportiva,
patrullaie y monitoreo de
las tortugas marinos.
a
En lo Cornunidad: Limpiezo
del cementerio, casa
comunal y charlas de
educaci6n arnbiental en los
escuelas de Tolamonco.

-

Por Morio Coldedn y Lo
&ocioci&n de Guias Notumlisias

Fundocion:
Nos constituimos como grupo en
1995, y fuimos el primer grupo
organizado de rnujeres en Cahuita.

El grupo esta formado por 10
miembros. Y nos sentirnos bien,
porque otras mujeres han
aprendido de nuestro experiencia;
han tomado nuestro patron
organizativo y Io han adoptado para
sus fines.
Objetivos:
Tener un lugar donde las
mujeres Cohvitenos
podornos distraernos,
hablar de nuestras
problemas, motivarrnos y
apoyarnos mutuamente.
Creor una fuente de ingreso
paro nuestras familias.
lnvolucrar otras compafieras
en adividades sociales, con
el fin de que juntas
podamos ayudar a
personas necesitados.
Actividades:
a
Construcci6n de una
panoderia a la par de la
clinicu,
Panificacion, costuras,
pinturos en madero y otros
artes monuales.

- Por Ana Cnrz y
Petronilo H e m

Cornit6 de Salud

Grupo de Teotro:

Fundacion:
El Comit6 de Salud se forrn6 hoce
un O ~ O ,con la idea de colaboror,
sostener , hacer m6s humana y
satisfsadoria la atencion que recibe
la comunidad del personal de
salud. Ademhs de opoyar y
contribuir con trabajos voluntarios e
informativos para mejorar la salud
cornunitaria.

Los lnnovadores de la
Froternidod Cahuita-

En estos momentos nuestro comitb
Io formamos 3 personas: Claudio
Reid Brown, Lucia Chavarrio
Rarnirez, batriz Muiioz, Emilia
teledon y Shirley Simon.
Objetivos:
0
lntegrar a la comunidad de
Cahuita en actividadodes y
proyectos que mejoren la
salud comunal.
O
Informar, orientar y
organizar a Io comunidad
en ternos de salud
cornunitaria.
a
Educar sobre el uso
racional de los servicios de
sa1ud.

Fundoci&n:
Nos integramos en el afio de 1982,
bojo la direction de Claudio Reid
Brown. En estos momentos el
grupo esta formado por 13
integrantes.
Vale la pena resaltar, que todos las
obros de Los lnnovadores de La
Fmternidod, hon sido escritas por
el Maestro Claudio Reid Brown; y
resaltan la historia, problemas y
triunfos de nuestro pueblo y el pais.
En rnayo, 1997 gonomos un
reconocimiento de Io Municipalidad
de Talamanca por nuestro trabajo
en el desarrollo del canton.

Objet ivos:
0

- Par Lucia Chovarria Romirez
a

El Cornit6 da Sald les agradeœ
por la valioro contribd6n que
recibirms da porh de d a uno de
ustecies, para la compra de un aire
ocondidonodo para la famoch de
Cohue&. Q u e m m infowmrles

queg"ro~ud.d.spse
compr6 dicho ain.

Cornit6 d.Solud & Cahuito
Clouâio Reid Brown
Prosidonte

a

Proyedar el grupo a nive1
local, regional, nacional e
internacional
integror a la juventud en
adividades recreativas y
produdivas para la
comunidad.
Dar a conocer la cultura del
crisol de grupos etnicos de
Cahuita, a trav6s de
nuestras obras y
presentaciones.
Obtener equipo y moviliario
opropiados para realizar
rneiores presentaciones de
nuestras obros.

Obros:
Pension Alimenticio en Costa Rico,
Tmgedia de Jimmy Jockson,
Hoblernos al Estilo de mi Puis8
10 Coida, Kendo, k y , Limon...! (en
pr--1

Principales eventos:

4%

€1 Gmno de Oro

Pulm de Oro
(Primer lugar. Limon)
Tambien hemos pariicipado en
eventos como el Festival
Internacional de las Artes (Alojuela
y Cartago).

El 30 de mayo presentamos Kendo
en Eddy ûermudez a los 4:30p.m.
for Mirno Vorgas Lopez

-

G r u p Cornunales
k o e i a c i h do Desorrollo
lrma Humphrk 026 T
Cornaro da Turisrno
Tony Moro 0232

Comiti dm Salud
Claudio Roid 0030
Cornit6 do k q o
EnriqwJomph 0617
Comiti da Squridad
b i q u e lo#ph 0017
Gnipo de Mujom €BANO
h o Grn 6030
kocioci6n dm Mu*
AHœanar de
Cahuita W
C
A
)
Ldty Grant Nurnphriw 0206
Euocioci6n de Muieres DORCAS
hp R
h dm &l;l)e0243
Grupo dm MuiAfrocariûafios
Laura Wilson 02 1 1
kociacidn da Guias Natumlish de
Cahuita
Mirma Vamgos Ldpst 0373
Grupo da f a t m Los Innomdores

Rodolphe Gwiqwt P i n d a 0232
Grupo M d d &hodi
Cornit6 dm ûanduu k u l

Instituciones del Estado

Appendix IV: Brochure

Appendix V: Stakeholder Matrix

Strkaholdara
(Chrracteristica andlor mrnd8Wobjectivewhem
applicable)

Main Internat8 in
Cahuitr National Park

Hotels, restaurants and shop owners. There are approxirnately
70 businesses in Cahuita.

Commercial and tourism; some local
restaurants buy the fish, lobster and
turtle eggs from subsistence users,
and therefore have an interest in
continued subsistence use

Cultural groups, e.g., the Calypso band "Ashanti", the AfroCaribbean Women's Association, the theatre group "The
lnnovators of Fraternityn(founded in 1982)

Cultural conservation

Women's associations and cooperatives, and independent
artists:
- the Women Artisan's Association of Cahuita (AMACA),
founded in 1984, with 6 members. Uses natural resources
(driftWood , coconut, palm leaves) to create crafls, and trains
interested women.
EBANO is Cahuita's oldest women's organuation (although it
was not officially founded until 1995). It has 10 members.
Objectives are t9 create a space for Cahuita's women to
motivate themselves, speak about problems and gain mutual
support; create a alternative source of income; get involved in
social activities. Has a bakery which produces breads and
caribbean baked goods. Also engages in some swing
activities.
- DORCAs, founded in 1998 with the hetp of Namasol (a
Costa Rica-Holland project explained later in this section), this
group consists of some 20 women who paint T-shirts and
make other crans to sell to tourists.
-Independent artists/craftspeople. There are a number of
independent artists and craflspeople who seIl their work in
souvenir shops, or have stands near the entrance of Playa
Blanca.

Commercial and tourism

Furniture makers (approximately 2 in Cahuita)

Commercial and tourism; furniture
makers are interested in the driftwood
in the park

-

r

-

Landowners yet to receive compensation. To date only 15 of
the 71 claims for compensation have been settled. There are
10 outstanding claims with valid documentation.

Fishen and hunten. There are approximately 15 fishers in
Cahuitr who use the park, with more in the neighbouring
communities. There are no estimates of the number of hunters
who use the park, although most are from communities other
than Cahuita.

Property rights, receiving
compensation, and in some cases
continued subsistence use
Recreation, cultural and
environmental conservation, potential
future commercial involvement
subsistence use (some commercial);
traditional rights

Turtle Users. There are approximately 13 turtle users in the
community of Punta Riel, with an unestimated number from
Hone Creek and Cahuita. In addition, during Easter, turtle egg
gatherers from other parts of Costa Rica enter Cahuita
National Park.

r

- --- - -

Farmers. There are a few farnilies who still live andtor use
their plots in Hone Creek.

I

subsistence use (sorne commercial);
food and traditional 'medicine' (it is
thought that eating turtle eggs
increases sexual potency); traditional
rights (some non-local, noncustomary users)

I

subsistence use (livelihoodl; property
rights

Tour Operators. There are approximately 6 official local tour
operators in Cahuita, although there are several more ad hoc
tour operators. In addition, there are a number of cornpanies
from San Jose who organize tours in the park.

Tourisrn and conservation

Naturalist Guides. Founded in 1998, this 'youtha group's
membership has wavered from 3 to 13 due to interna1 conflicts
and external pressures, discussed below.

Tourism and conservation (some are
more interested in tourism and
economic spin-offs than others)

Tourists (Costa Rican and international). Approximately
55,000 people visited Cahuita National Park in 1997.

Recreation, conservation, some
fishing

Local resident park users

Recreation (including fishing), cultural
and environmental conservation,
property rightslsovereignty

Chamber of Tourism of Cahuita (CATURCA). Founded in
1993, CATURCA's objective is to promote tourism in Cahuita.
CATURCA has approximately 40 affiliated members, out of
some 70 businesses in Cahuita. It is financed by a 1000 colon
membership fee (approximately $4 USD) for month, as well as
government funding.

Tourism and economic development;
public relations

Development Association of Cahuita (ADIC), Development
Association of Hone Creek (ADIHC). The development
associations are the local governments, representing all
residents.

Economic development, conservation

Management Committee of Cahuita National Park (currently
comprised of rnembers of CATURCA, ADIC, the
Administration of Cahuita National Park and ACLACA)

Provision of services for tourists,
waste disposal, conservation and
tourism (to be discussed further)

1 Administration of Cahuita National Park
Namasol. Established in 1994, Namasol is a bilateral CostaRica Holland project that aims to consolidate or generate
processes that support the sustainable development of
communities, the sustainable use of natural resources, and
the management of protected areas in the Caribbean sector of
the La Amistad Biosphere Reserve. The project transferred its
headquarters from San Josd ta Cahuita in 1998. It has
focussed the bulk of its activities to date working with
Indigenous Communities in Talamanca (Piedrahita Yepes
1Sm).

1 Biodiversity conservation and tourism
Biodiversity conservation and
economic development, training for
guides, infrastructure, cultural
'reclamation", sustainable livelihoods
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Ministry of Forestry, Talamanca sub-region

Biodivenity conservation and tourism
Maintaining the forest cover in
Cahuita National Park; logging and
reforestation in the sub-region

--

- -

-

Municipality of Talamanca

Same as the interests of its
constituents, particularly the people of
Cahuita and other communities
neighbouring the park

Environmental Commission for the
Canton of Talamanca. A new civil society organization
founded in 1998 to voice the concerns of people in Talamanca
with regards to the environment.

Environmental health and
conservation

Port Authority for the Economic Oevelopment cif the Atlantic
Coast (JAPDEVA).

Infrastructure making the park more
accessible (e.g., better bridges,
roads)

Ministry of Environment and Energy (MINAE) (National
System of Conservation Areas [SINAC]; Office of Civil Society
Participation); National Parks Foundation

Biodiversity conservation and
Tourism; Civil society participation

Ministry of Health

Health (e.g., malaria, dengue
prevention)

Ministry of Water and Aqueducts

Environmental health of the Park's
beaches, creeks and rivers. Awards
the Ecological Blue Flag (an award
for uncontarninated and well-kept
beaches and water). Also undertakes
hydroelectric development, which
affects the reef by increasing
sedimentation and other
environmental effects

Ministry of Tourism (ICT)

Tourism
.--

- -- --.

-.

lnstitute of Agricultural Development (IDA)

DOES NOT HAVE A DIRECT STAKE
in the park, although its policies could
cleariy have an impact (for e.g., the
policy that provides compensation to
squatters who char the land in
protected areas).

Costa Rica's Ombudsperson (Defensorfa de los Habitantes)

Protecting the rights of the residents
and provision of mediation services.

Costa Rican lnstitute for Fisheries and Aquaculture
(INCOPESCA). Regulates and promotes fisheries and
aquaculture in Costa Rica. Engages in conservation,
sustainable use of marine resources and aquaculture.
Oevelops and enforces cunent legislation, zoning and quotas.
Conducts biodiversity research and inventorying.

Sustainable use, protecting the
interests of organized subsistence
fishers, conservation

Universities and scientific institutions, e.g., INBIO, Fundacian
Neotropica, Tropical Studies Organization (OET)

Research, Biodivenity conservation
and biaprospecting

Caribbean Conservation Corporation (CCC). Founded in 1959
by sea turtle expert Archie Carr, CCC is Costa Rica's oldest
NGO.It helped the Costa Rican government establish
Tortuguero National Park in 1970. It engages in turtle research
and conservation, and has set up monitoring programs with
local people in Tortuguero. CCC has played an active role in
lobbying for legislative changes to protect Costa Rica's sea
turtles, including a court case which put an end to the legal
harvest of green turtles in 1998. It is also involved in regional
activities.
-

-

-

--

Sea turtle conservation

--- -

Merck and other Pharmaceutical Companies. Merck has an
Agreement with INBlO to provide funds for bioprospecting. A
percentage of these goes to the National Parks Foundation,
which in turn funds the maintenance of Costa Rica's national
parks.

Biodiversity conservation and
bioprospecting.

Multinational logging and fruit companies

NO STAKE in the park, but activities
in the region affect the park's
environmental health. Sedimentation
of reef, contamination due to use of
pesticides, solid waste (plastic bags
for bananas found near and in reef).

International mining and gas exploration companies

NO STAKE in the park. Mining
companies have been undertaking
exploration in the Talamanca area,
which would affect the environmental
integrity of Cahuita National Park.
Years ago, gas exploration was
undertaken in the park.

Corredor Bio16gico. A Central American initiative attempting to
create a biological corridor linking Central American countries.

Conservation; Iinking Cahuita
National Park to the Central American
biological corridor. Recently
appointed as an observer and
'overseer" (flscel) of Cahuita National
Park's Management Committee.

The Caribbean Coastal Marine Productivity (CARICOMP). A
regional scientific effort to study land-sea interaction
processes, to monitor for change, and to provide appropriate
scientific information for management. Focusses on
mangroves, seagrasses and coral reefs. Central clearinghouse
at the University of West lndies in Jamaica.

lnterested in helping to establish
community-based monitoring in
Cahuita (pers. comm., Fonseca
1998).

Meso-American Socio-Environmental Conflict Management
Network (MSECMN)

Capacity-building in conflict
management; enhancing the
collaborative management of the Park

Other international organizations, universities and research
institututions. e.g., The Nature Conservancy, IUCN, WWF,
FAO, Earth Council, Central American Commission for
Environment and Development (CCAD), University of
Manitoba, IDRC.

Biodiversity conservation, sustainable
livelihoods, public participation,
comrnunity-based natural resources
management, scientific and social
research

Governmments who have signed Multilateral Environmental
Agreements, e.g., Convention on Biological Diversity; TRIPS;
CITES

B i o d i v e r s ~conservation; endangered
species protection, etc.

Appendix VI:
Arnstein (1969), Borrini-Feyerabend (1996)
and Rocha's (1997)
Concepts of Participation and Power

Amstein's Ladder of Citiwn Participation and Bomni-Feyerabend's (1996)
adaptation: Community Power Experiences

In her seminal essay on the types of citizen participation in decision-making,
Amstein identified8 "wngs" in what she coined the "ladder of citizen participation",ranging
from manipulation (non-participation)and consultation (tokenism) to citizen control (citizen
power) (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Amstein's (1969) Ladder of Citizen Participation

Delegated Power

Oegrees
of
citizen p o w r

1
1
Manipulation

At the bottom rungs of the ladder, powerholden "educate" the participants; in the
middle rungs, citizens have the power to hear and be heard, but do not have enough

power to ensure that those with power will heed to their views; and at the top of the ladder,
citizens have a majority voice in decision-making, or full managerial power, and have the
power to influencethe outcornes of decisions. Amstein defines citizen participationas 'The
redistribution of power that enables the ha»not citizens, pmsently excluûeû from the
political and economic pmcesses, to be deliberately included in the futun.. .it is the means
by which they can induce significant social m f m which enables them to sham in the
benelils of an affluent society." For Amstein, citizen participation and citizen power are
synonymous: only M e n there is a redistribution of power can one Say that true
participation has taken place. Power here refers to the classical Dahlian definition, i.e., "the
ability to a f k t the beheviorof enother- to prompt a person to 'do something he would not
othelwise do"' (in Roche 1997). In other words, the "underiJng issues am [thaq
'nobodies:..am trying to become 'sornebodies' with enough power to m k e the teinstitutions rssponsive to t h i r views, aspciations, and n d s " (Amstein l 969). The locus
of power in Amstein's ladder is the comrnunity (Rocha 1997).

Co-management theorists have embraœd Amstein's (1969) laddet in their
assessments of participation in CO-management, as seen in Bomni-Feyerabend's
adaptation for protected areas (Figure 2). However, as Rocha (1997) argues, there may
be more types of power experiences within the individual and the community that have a
direct impact on participation, and that influence the outcomes of CO-management.
Figure 2:
Bomni-Feyerabend's (1996) continuum of participationfor protected amas
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Rocha's Ladder of Empowement: Individual and Community Power Experiences
Rocha's (1997) ladder of empowerment differs frorn Amstein's ladder and its
adaptations in that is based on the undentanding that power is experienced in different
ways: While Amstein's ladder moved conceptually along increasing k m l s of the same
type of power, the ladder of empowerment moves conceptuallyfmrn a focus on individual
to community expenences of power, wherein dimmnt experiences an, combineci to cmate
individualand community outcomes."Like Amstein, the wngs in Rocha'sladderrnovefrom
less to more, from individual to comrnunity empowerment. Ernpowenent is seen as a
categorization of p o w r experiences, in which the type of power Amstein refen to - Le.,
power to contml othen is one category.

-

The ladder is based to a large extent on the work of McClelland (1975), who
identified four stages of power expenences moving from individual to community (Figure
Figure 3:
McClelland's (1875) stages of power
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He saw these stages as developmental, Le.. each stage is experienced in a given
succession. Earlier stages are not forgotten as the individual or community moves to the
next stage of power experience, however, but serve as a resource to draw upon. In
addition, both an individual and a cammunity can move through these stages: The
dimmnce is that the communify power experience will not be linear it will consist of
individuals and oqanizations moving lhmugh and expen'encing modes of power in time
fmmes that do not favour one moûe o w r anothef (Rocha 1997). In stage 1 of
McClelland'stypology, "It strengthens me," where the object or target is self and the source
is other; in stage 2, "1 strengthen myself'. where the objed is self and the source is self;
in stage 3, "1 have an impact on othen*, when the source of power is self and the object
is other (i.e., Dahl's definitionof power); in stage 4, "1 gain strength from sewing/infiuencing
others", where the object of power is other and the source is other.

Rocha develops five types of empowement categories, each derived from a
consideration of four dimensions: locus, process, goal and power experience (Figure 4).
Rungs towards the bottom of the kdder focus more on individual empowement, Mile
those towards the top focus on community empowement:

Figure 4: Rocha's (1997) Iadder of empowement
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The fint rung is "atomistic individual ernpowerment", where the locus is the
(1)
individual; the goal is increased individualefficacy; and the process consists of altering the
emotional or physical state of the individual. "This type of empowemnt is most usefully
applied to individual pmblems that do not requim alterations in systems, social mlations,
... for its success...thus while being of gmat use to the individual,
o ~ s t ~ c t u changes
rd
atomistic individuel empowemnt may faIl short when attempting to address social
problems" (Rocha 1997).
The second rung is "embedded individual empowerment," where the locus of
(2)
empowement is the individual; the process includes recognition of the surrounding
environment (Le.,that they are ernbedded in a given context); and the goal is '70
understand how what goes on inside one's head intetacts with what goes on in one's
enviranment to enhance or inhibit one's mastery and contml over faeton that afect one's
IitbJi(Zimmeman 1990).
The third rung is "mediated empowemient", where the locus of empowerment is
(3)
either an individual or the cornmunity; the process is mediated by an expert or
professional; and the goals are to provide knowledge and information necessary for
individual and community decision-making and action (i.e., it is predicated upon a
relationship of unequal knowledge). The power expenence of the dominant power is as
relevant as the power experience as those being empowered. In the absence of resistance
to "succumb to a mode of interaction that may invalidate a tnrly empoweting process" ,
there is "potential for the unequal status and power belween client and experts to
negatiwly amct the empowemnt p m e s s and outcorne" (Rocha 1997). The flip side,
however, is that a strong working relationshipcan be established if these weaknesses are
openly acknowledged and addressed.
The fourth mng is "socio-political empowement", in which the locus is both the
(4)
individual and the community, and the empowerment experience focusses on the process
of change within a community in the context of collaborative stwggle to alter social,
political or economic relations. "M is developmental in natum in that places theoretical
importance on stages of gmwth through knowledge acquisition and collaborative social
action" (Rocha 1997). Community is defined as consisting of individuals, groups and
organizations. Rocha's category of socio-political community empowemient is based to a
large extent on the work of Kieffer (1984) and Freire (1970), and consists of two core
elements: "1) crilieal mflaction by the community and memben-of-community (individuals)
mthinking their relationship to stnrctums of power and 2) collectiw action upon those
sttuctums. Withoutthe demlopment of cntical awamness, action is empty. Wilhout action,
cntical awamness is useless. lt is in the combinationof these Iwo lbatums that the strength
of this mode1 of empowennent liesJ1(Rocha 1997). The individual and community go
through four stages of engagement, occuting roughly in succession. following Keiffer
(1984), which Rocha sumrnatizes as follows:
'The fi& phase is that of entry: The indinduel or community becomes mobiliized
when kced with a tangiblo or direct thmat to well being. Thisprompts engagement
in the stmggle, altenng pemption of power mlations (and po wer holders). Phase
Lwo consists of t h m elemnts (extemal enablen-as-mentom, peer suppott within
an otganirational context, and deepening understanding of political and sttuctuml
tem mther then individuel or local). In phase three, the individual or community

leams to cope with the permanence of institutional baniers and inerlia. Thepmcess
of change becornes an accepted long term pmcess in which the dekats as well as
successes am acknowledged as part of an extended stmggle. Finally, in phase
four, the skills, knowledge, and mastery gained in the pmvious stages an,
incorpomted into other aspects of community or individual lih. Kieffer m@rsto this
as aduîthood or cornmitment. The parlicular stmggle may have been lost or won,
but the commitment continues in similar or dimant forms."
The power experience in this model therefore involves different types of power
experiences as the individual and the community go through the various developmental
stages. Essentially, two levels of davelopment are occumng: "The community is
tmnsfonning itselffmm the inside into a powedul actoc capable of garneting msoums for
local benelil; at the same time, members-of-the-communifyare transfotming themselves
fmm bystanders into actors in and thmugh this pmcess" (Rocha 1997).
The fifth wng is "political empowement", where the locus is the community, seen
(5)
as a network of like-minded individuals with or without a geographic dimension as its
defining characteristic. The process of empowenent "is political action dimcted toward
institutional change" , and is comprisad of voting and voter representation. Political
empowement involves expanded access to group resources (e.g.,education, housing),
and the focus is on visible outcornes rather than the process of change within the
individual or group. Cntics point out that this type of model does not build community
capacity with which to challenge local power relations, or sustain momentum in seeking
redistributiveeffects: "This modeldoes not intend to alterindividual coping orefficacy, but
to change the allocation of msoums a vailable at the local level" (Rocha 1997).

Appendix VII:
Planning Session Outcornes

fotd
Points

- Turtle observation

Tourism

- Diving

- Sport fishing

- ldentify which activities should and should not be permitted
- Zoning
- Identify the carrying capacity
- Evaluate the quality of services available for tourists
- Protection and control
- Regulations
- Zoning
- Research and monitoring
- Restoration of the ecosystem and its populations
- Studies on sedimentation
- Define the carrying capacity
- Study th8 impact of tourism

Reef

- Study the impact of M i n g in the reef
- Research on:

Wildiife

- Conservation biology
- Genetics

1b

Other

- Connectivity
- Promote alternative uses outside the park (e.g., breeding centres)
- Studies to identify bioindicator species
- Studies on land tenure
- Zoning of ecosystems and states of succession

- Studies to determine the nature of waste and its volume

-

ldentify institutions or businesses that could help with waste
treatment
lmplement a recycling and waste separation system
- ldentify and implement practical measures for collecting soiid waste
and treating water

FunctiondAna: Public U w
AdMks

Functiond
Subureas

lotel
Points

- Distribute written information regarding what can and cannot be

Attention to
Visitors

done in the park

- Maintain an up-to-date registry of park visitors
,

- Hold discussion groups and talks
- Undertake guided tours

/ - Conduct interviews with tourists ta evaluate the services

- ldentify and design trails
- Construct and maintain trails
- Trail interpretation
- Signage on the trail between Playa Blanca and Puerto Vargas

Trails

Communication

- Maintain an adequate number of pamphlets
- Promote the National Park through mass media (press, TV, radio)
- Create videos of the Park

- Design signs

--

--

-

Zoning

Implement, monitor, evaluate and adapt the zoning outlined in the
Executive Decree

3

Attention to
Visitors

Trails

Communication

- Distribute written information regarding M a t can and cannot be
done in the park
- Maintain an up-to-date registry of park visitors
- Hold discussion groups and talks
- Undertake guided tours
- Conduct interviews with tourists to evaluate the services

- ldentify and design trails

- Construct and maintain trails
- Trail interpretation
- Signage on the trail between Playa Blanca and Puerto Vargas

- Maintain an adequate number of pamphlets
- Promote the National Park through mass media (press, TV, radio)
- Create videos of the Park

Tdel
Points

Pnonly

26

1

26

1

24

2

1

- Design signs

Zoning

Irnplement, monitor, evaluate and adapt the zoning outlined in the
Executive Decree

"

21

3

Patrolling,
Protection of
natural
resources
and Security
for tourists
Critical zones
Delimitation
of areas

- ldentify and unify criteria and strategies

- Coordinate with police
- lnvolve neighbouring communities
- Develop a patrolling plan identifying roles
- Denounce violators

- ldentify and map critical toneslareas
- Develop a strategic plan to recommend for patrolling
- Demarcation, signage and verification of the limits of the Park and
use zones

- Oemarcate the fotlowing sectors: Punta Riel, maritime areas, area
between Playa Blanca and Puerto Vargas

- Control visitation, register tourists and open and dose entrance

Entrance
Booths

booth on time

Functionrl Ana: Rea81fc)I
-

- -

Funclionai
Subareas
Research
Planning

Totaî
Points

- Coordinate with the research department of ACMCA
- Gain access to ACLACA's information system
- Promotelencourage university research
- Develop a list of research priorities:
- carrying capacity
- biodiversity inventories
- environmental health of the resources, especially fauna
- bio-indicators
- marine populations, with an emphasis on fishery

Management
of
Researchers

- Develop research protocols and permits for research in the Park
- Develop recommendations and give out permits to researchers
- Follow-up and monitor research projects

Information
Management
and Transfer

- Analyze and track research
- 'Translate" research information into adequate formats and

- Compile information

language, depending on the targetted public

Interna1
regulations

- Revise and approve the Cornmittee's internal regulations

Identification
of funding
sources

- ldentify possible partners

- lmplement the internal regulations once they are approved
- Write fundraising proposals
- Conduct a needs assessment focussing on: latrines, garbage
tins, tables, signage
- Define the physical location of the Management Committee
secretariat

Develop
annual budget

- Develop and propose to MlNAE an annual budget for Cahuita
National Park
- Implement

Executive
Decreel
Agreement

- Revise and adapt the Executive Decree
- Consult the community with regards to the rules of use in the
Decree
- Examine the possibtlity of changing the Executive Decree for a
stronger type of Agreement

- Evaluate the implementation of the annual strategic plan
- Evaluate the staff (those hired by MINA€ and CDM)
- Regularly evaluate the progress and goals achieved
- Conduct financial audits

Evaluations

- Develop a manual of activities, functions and responsibilitiesof

Work manuals
and
descriptions

Park wardens

- Conduct a needs assessment

Technical
resources

- Develop a procurement plan
- Develop manuals for controlling the inventory

- Develop and define profiles of wardens taking into consideration

Criteria for
selecting
wardens

I the functional areas of Cahuita National Park

Criteria for
selecting
volunteers

I

Evaluations of
the wardens

- Qevelop and define profiles of volunteers taking into
consideration the functional areas of Cahuita National Park

- Develop forms for evaluating:
- the Management Cornmittee
- the Park staff
- the superintendent of Cahuita National Park

- the work plan and achievement of objectives

